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PREFACE.

In a paper which I was invited to read before the Anthro-

pological Institute on 24th May, 1880, I mentioned that it was

my purpose to submit to their Council a monograph then in

course of preparation on the aboriginal inhabitants of the

Andaman Islands which would embody the results of obser-

vations which I had made during my residence in those

Islands from 1869-1880.

The exceptional advantages I enjoyed for making careful and

systematic study of various matters of ethnological interest will

be readily recognised when it is known that for four successive

years I had charge of the “ Homes ” erected by Government with

a view to establishing more cordial relations between the abori-

gines and ourselves, and reclaiming them, if possible, to some

degree of civilisation.

Being thus thrown constantly in contact, in the performance

of my duties, with members of the various tribes who from

time to time visited the Homes, special facilities were afforded

me of preparing a vocabulary^ of the language, which eventually

contained some 6,000 words, of the .hd'jig-ngvju, or South

Andaman dialect, with numerous illustrative phrases and a

comparative table of several hundred words of most of the other

dialects spoken in Great Andaman. Having thus acquired a

colloquial knowledge of the .hd'jig-ngl'jir- language, I proceeded

to collect as much information as possible in respect to the

habits and customs of these savages, regarding whom only a few

brief descriptive memoirs had appeared, leaving therefore a wide

field for further research. In this interesting task I was greatly

assisted by the excellent Manual of Anthropological Notes and

' This I hope to arrange for publication ns soon as I can find sufficient leisure

for the purpose.

IX
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Queries drawn up by a committee appointed in 1872 by the

British Association for the Advancement of Science
;
for I was

thereby enabled to work on clearly defined lines.

The value of such systematic guidance as is afforded by this

Manual can only be appreciated by those who have endeavoured

to collect information from savages concerning the multifarious

subjects possessing interest to ethnologists. I can but express

my grateful acknowledgments to Lieut.-General Pitt Eivers,

F.R.S. (secretary to the committee above referred to, and one of

the principal contributors to the Manual) for having made me
acquainted with the volume soon after the appearance of the

first edition, which fortunately was coincident with my first

experiencing the need of such a work.

I think it is due to the reader as well as to myself to explain

that on all points where there appeared the least risk of falling

into error, by directing inquiries among those long resident in

our midst, I took the precaution of substantiating my observations

by seeking information on such matters from natives of distant

villages wlio from time to time happened to visit our Settlement

;

but in every instance, whatever the nature of the communication

or the character of my informant, I recognised the necessity and

importance of testing through other channels the truth and

accuracy of every detail before finally accepting it.

During 1882’ three evenings of the Anthropological Institute’s

session were devoted to the reading and discussion of portions

of the paper which I had by that time prepared, and these have

since appeared in eaiUnso in the Institute’s Journal for August

and November, 1882, and February of the following year.

The division of the work into three parts® will thus be

explained to the reader, while for convenience’ sake I have, with

the concurrence of the Council—to whom I am mainly indebted

for the publication as a separate volume of this reprint from

* Viz., March 7th, April 25th, June 27th, 1882.

* In consequence of this arrangement it was found necessary to number

tlie paragraphs so as to allow of references to the several sections in Parts 1, 2,

and 3, the pagination of which it would have been impossible to ascertain in

time for purposes of citation.
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their Journal—adhered as far as possible to the original arrange-

ment of my subject.

With the kind consent of the author^ (Mr. A. J. Ellis, F.E.S.),

and the approval of the Council of the Anthropological Institute,

I am enabled to append a reprint of a valuable paper which

formed part of the Presidential Address to the Philological

Society (London) in May, 1882. I acknowledge with pleasure the

able treatment which such an important subject as the language

of these savages has met with at the hands of one so competent

to deal with it, and which will, I am sure, add greatly to the

value and interest of this memoir.

I have also to express my acknowledgments to the Council

of the Anthropological Institute, first for obtaining the sanction

of the Koyal Geographical Society for the republication of

the Map of the Andaman Islands, which appears in a slightly

altered form as Plate I, and secondly, for permitting me to

obtain copies of the plates of Andamanese objects which

were published in Vols. VII and XI of their Journal, thereby

enabling me to illustrate certain sections as well as Appendix B.

The photographs which appear as Plates II, III, and IV,

are from my own negatives, and I can but regret that I had none

better, of the requisite size, witli me in EnglanJ to offer the

Institute.

E. H. MAN.
November, 1883.

* With regard to the Andamanese letters transcribed in Mr. Ellis’s paper, it

may be well to quote the following passage from a letter received at the time

from the officer then in charge of the Homes to whom they had been forwarded

for communication to Juml)o and other aborigines at the headquarters in Port

Blair :
“ The ‘ junglees ’ were delighted with your letter to them

;
Jumbo has been

formally installed as Chief at Brigade Creek.”





INTRODUCTION.

In considering the habits, customs, and physical peculiarities of

a savage race, it is important to acquire as much information as

possible regarding the land they inhabit, and also to ascertain

the nature and extent of the influences exercised by, or resulting

from, their intercourse with other nationalities. It is therefore

my purpose to present the reader, by way of introduction, with

a brief sketch giving a few of the many points of interest con-

nected with the Andamans, and referring to the writings of

Messrs. Ball, Hume, Kurz, and other specialists for information

regarding the geology, ornithology, &c., of the islands, which
subjects are deemed to lie somewhat outside the scope of this

volume.

The Andaman Islands, which till within the last hundred years

were almost t.erroe incognitce, are situated in the Bay of Bengal,

between the 10th and 14th parallels of N. lat. and near the

meridian 93 E. of Greenwich
;
they comprise what are known as

the Great and the Little Andamans, and, together with the Coco
and Preparis Islands to the north, and the Nicobar Islands which
lie to the south, form a volcanic chain extending between the

province of Pegu and the northernmost point of Sumatra.
Great Andaman^ is about 140 miles long, and includes not

only the three main islands known as North, Middle, and
South Andaman, but also the Archipelago, Interview, Eutland,

and various lesser islets adjacent to its sea-board.* At a con-

* For the possible derivation of the name “ Andaman,” the reader is referred

to Part I, p 2.

* The names of which may be ascertained by reference to the accompanying
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siderable distance eastward of Great Andaman, but connected
with the group, are two small uninhabited islands known as

Narcondam and Barren Island, both of which contain volcanoes,

though the latter only is active at the present day. To the south,

and about midway between Great Andaman and the northernmost
point of the Nicobar group, lies Little Andaman, consisting of a
single island about 27 miles in length, and varying in breadth from,

10 to 16 miles
;
there are also a few small islets near its coast.

None of the islands exceed 20 miles in breadth, and the area

of the entire group is estimated at about 2,508 square miles, four-

fifths of which are comprised in Great Andaman.
Nearly all the high land occurs in the vicinity of the east

coast, shelving gradually towards the west, where few, and those

but minor, elevations are to be found. The principal hills are :

Saddle Peak^ (2,400 feet) in North Andaman, overlooking Port
Cornwallis; Ford’s Peak (1,400 feet) on Kutland Island; and
Mount Harriet (1,100 feet) in South Andaman, commanding
the harbour of Port Blair.

The climate of the Andamans much resembles that of Lower
Burmah, and the temperature throughout the year is very

urdform
;
the variation in the shade during the dry season is

about 22°, and averages 17° during the remainder of the year;

the extreme variation throughout the twelve months may be
estimated at 26°, viz., between 70° and 96°. The cool season sets

in during the last weeks of December and early part of January,

and the hot season lasts through the months of March and April.

The S.W. monsoon commences in the latter part of April or

early in May, and usually terminates about the end of October,

but on the change in the direction of the wind to N.E. heavy
showers frequently occur for several weeks, and even, though at

rare intervals, in January and February. The average number
of wet days in the year is 182, and the rainfall 116 inches; the

dry season is usually characterised during the first two months
by strong winds from N.E., which cause sickness and prove

equally prejudicial to vegetation. Although it has been ascer-

tained that many of the most severe cyclones which have

occurred in the Bay of Bengal during the past twenty-five years

have had their origin in the immediate vicinity of the Andamans,
only one is recorded (viz., in 1864) as having visited the islands

themselves
;
in the same period there have been a few earth-

quakes, the first of which mention is made took place in August,

1868, and the next in February, 1880, from which time several

slight shocks were felt until, in December (31st), 1881, another

severe earthquake visited the group, the effects of which were

’ Tlip only ascent, on record of Saddle Peak was made in February, 1882, by
Major M. Protheroe, C.S.I., and other officers of Port Blair.
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experienced on both the Indian and Burman coasts
;
another,

though slighter, shock was felt on February 27th, 1882d

Among the many noteworthy features of these islands are the

numerous harbours in which, especially on the east coast, safe

anchorage can be obtained at all seasons of the year
;
the most

important and best known of these harbours are : Port Blair in

South Andaman, and Port Cornwallis^ in North Andaman
;

of

both it has been said theymaybe classed among the finest harbours

of the world, affording ample accommodation as well as shelter

to even “ half the British navy,” in addition to wliich, from their

central position in the Bay of Bengal, they present great advan-

tages to vessels in need of refitting, and also as ports of refuge.

The water® in the harbour of Port Blair has been found to be

remarkable for its high density, as is evidenced by the rapid

oxidation of iron immersed in it
;

its extreme clearness has also

attracted the notice of many, who have viewed through its

pellucid depths the wonderful coral beds which abound in certain

parts of the coast. The marvellous variety of the colouring to be

found among these corals must be seen to be appreciated, but

some idea of their wondrous beauty may be formed from the

following extract

“

As we steamed along, visions of the

splendours of the submarine world broke upon our view
;

. . .

I feel quite unable to attempt the task of describing, much
less conveying an adequate idea of the exquisite assortment of

colour, of the varied forms of life which were included in every

square yard of these tropical coral reefs. The most gorgeous

combination of vegetable and animal life afford but a poor sub-

aerial representation of these submarine gardens.”'* But to return.

’ On the occasion of the disastrous earthquake in the Straits of Sunda
(August 26th, 1883), a report as of a distant signal gun was heard at Port Blair

at about S p.m. of that day, followed by several similar reports at irregular

intervals during the next two days. It was thought at the time that a vessel

was wrecked off the coast, and the station steamer was sent out to render
assistance ; at 7 a.m. on Monday (27th) the sea rose and receded thrice in the
course of a few minutes.

* This was the harbour selected in 1824 as the rendezvous of the fleet

conveying the expedition under Sir Archibald Campbell to Kangoon during the

first Burmese war.
^ The supply of water from the tanks and wells in the Settlement is

pronounced on medical authority to be botli good and plentiful, and no diseases

have ever yet been traced to the use of tliese waters.
* Vide “Jungle Life in India,” pp. 3.59-360, bv V. Ball, Esq., F.R.S. The

vivid description by tue same writer of a eoi-al reel at the Nicobars {vide p. 202)
is so applicable also to those at the Andamans, that 1 feel the reader will thank
me for appending it in this place :

—“There are corals which in their living state

are of many shades of fawn, buff, pink, and blue, while some are tipped with a
majenta-like bloom. Sponges wliich looked as hard as stone, spread over wido
areas, while oprays of coralline added their graceful forms to the picture.

Through the vistas so formed, golden-banded and metallic-blue fish meandered,
while on the jiatehes of sand here and there the holothurias and various
mollusca and crustaceans might be seen slowly crawling.”
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The other harbours which may be mentioned are: Stewart’s
Sound, Port Campbell, Port Mouat, Kyd Island Bay, Port
Andaman, and the Bay between South Andaman and Eutland
Island. There are besides many good anchorages, and several
navigable channels have been discovered by successive com-
manders of the Settlement steamer, but in the absence of any
other guide than Blan’s old chart, which as relating to a coral-

bound coast must require considerable revision at the present
day, and with the knowledge that the extent of the shoals and
reefs^ is only approximately indicated in many parts, those un-
acquainted with the coast find it necessary to take a circuitous

route and to exercise great care in proceeding from one point to

another, especially on the northern and western shores, where the

coral banks and reefs are known to extend as far as twenty miles

seaward. Several creeks on the three main islands of Great
Andaman are of a sufficient size to allow of the passage of boats

for a considerable distance into the interior, and though of

course these are of no little importance in opening up a country
like the Andamans, they are chiefly valuable as affording a natural

channel for the conveyance of produce from the extensive tracts

of rich land* in their immediate vicinity, in lieu of the costly

and indifferent land carriage which in the absence of such water-

way would have to be substituted.®

The natural beauty of the scenery of the Andamans never
fails to awaken the admiration of every visitor, and has been
deservedly eulogised by various writers, one of whom (Prof. Ball)

says :
“ Of all the places I have seen in Europe, Killarney can

alone convey an idea of these scenes. The blue waters, the

luxuriant emerald green vegetation down to the margin of the

coast, and the passing showers which brighten all the aspects of

nature, have their counterpart here.”*

Various theories have been advanced with regard to the origin

and affinity of the aboriginal population of the Andamans, but

no certain information is obtainable in the matter. The state-

ments of the early Arabian travellers, and also of Marco Polo,

give grounds for beheving that the Andamans were inhabited

’ These are formed chiedy of CaryophylUa, Madrepora, Porites, Meandrina,

and other reef-forming corals (Kurz)

.

^ By means of 'a comparatively light embanliment, these lands are capable of

cultivation to the very borders of the creek.
® Probably ignorance, and not disregard of these and other considerations

which might be adduced, has led to the suggestion by some visitors (including

two able officers of long standing) that the bunding of the deep mouths of such

creeks would prove highly advantageous by adding largely to the area of land

suitable for paddy cultivation
;

bad, however, their observations been made
during the rains instead of during the dry months, their opinions would
doubtless have been considerably modified.

* Vide “Jungle Life in India,” by V. Ball, Esq., F.R.S., p. 362 (1880).
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ceuturies ago by the progenitors of the present race, and afford

(apart from the knowledge that the interior of the Malayan
Peninsula, as well as of the Philippine Islands, has been from
very distant times occupied by Negritos closely resembhng
if not also closely allied to the Andamanese) strong primd facie

evidence against the somewhat plausible tale whichfound credence

at one tune

—

i.e., that these islands were originally peopled by a

cargo of African slaves saved from the wreck of a Portuguese ship.

It is surprising that this hypothesis, which has long since been
disproved, should have ever been entertained, for, as Professor

(3wen has observed,^ “ it is to be presumed that the Portuguese

would import from the Guinea coast, or other mart of Negro
slaves, individuals of the usual stature, and it is incredible that

their descendants, enjoying freedom in a tropical region affording

such a sufficiency and even abundance of food as the Andamans
are testified to supply, should have degenerated in the course of two
or three centuries to the characteristicdwarfishness of the otherwise

well made, strong, and active natives^ of the Andaman Islands.”®

The persistence with which travellers and writers, from the

earliest times'* to a comparatively recent date,® have maintained

that these aboriguies are anthropophagi would be remarkable
were it not a common experience that idle tales, especially when
of a prejudicial character, have always been readily accepted,

* Vide “ Erport of the British Association, 1861.”
^ The following remarks, which appeared in a report of a lecture delivered by

Professor W. H. Flower, F.R.S., will be read with interest in this connection :

—

“ It is very possible—but this is purely hypotheiical—that the Andamanese, whose
geographical position is almost midway between either extremes of the range of
the woolly-haired races, may be the unchanged or little modified representatives

of a primitive type from whom the African negroes on the one hand, and the
Oceanic negroes on the other, have taken their origin, and hence everything
connected with their liistory or structure becomes of the greatest interest to

anthropologists ” (vide Brit. Med. Journ., May 3, 1879).
^ Prior to 1879 the theories which had been advanced to account for the

colonisation of the Apdamans by their present pecuhar inhabitants were summed
up by Dr. Dobson, F.R.S., as follows :

—

The present inhabitants of the Andamans are

—

I. The descendants of shipwrecked negroes escaped either from some Arab
slave-ship carried out of its course by adverse winds, or from a slave-

ship wrecked on the Andamans on its way to the Portuguese Settle-

ment in Pegu (Symes’ “Embassy to Ava,” Calcutta Montklif Register,

1790).

II. Aborigines not connected on any anatomical grounds with the people of
any existing continent (Owen).

III. Negritos—negroes (Huxley).
TV. Negritos or Semangs from the Malaya Peninsula (Wallace).
V. Mincopie branch of the Negrito division of an original negro stock

(Quatrefiiges).
* Vide Colonel Yule’s “ Marco Polo,” vol. ii, p. 251.
’ Vide Mouat. p. 71, and W. W. Hunter, who writes; “During the next

half century (i.e., from 1796) the Andamans appear in the records only as a

cluster of cannibal islands” (dde Imperial Gazetteer of India).

r
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whether they relate to individuals or to races
;
the origin of the

belief in this instance may possibly be traceable to the inveterate

hostility which they have manifested towards all strangers

approaching their shores, but for which abundant excuse can be
found in the accounts given by Capt. Miller^ of the malpractices

of the Malay and Chinese traders who visited these islands in

search of leclie de mer and edible birds’ nests.

To this behef may in all probability be also attributed the fact

that these islands were avoided by most voyagers, and hence no
records exist with reference to their history prior to the close of

the last century, when the Honourable East India Company,
recognising the advantages which the group afforded for a penal
colony, sent down Lieutenant Blair (who had previously been
commissioned to survey and report upon the islands) in charge

of a small expedition and with instructions to provide for the

reception of prisoners.

A Settlement was accordingly formed at Port Blair, then
known as Port Cornwallis, where Blair displayed much energy
and skill in his arrangements. After a brief residence of three

years, during which the colony enjoyed excellent health, and
Blair was able to report favourably of his relations with the

aborigines),^ orders were received from Calcutta for the removal
of the entire establishment to the magnificent harbour in North
Andaman, where it was proposed to form a Naval Arsenal. The
transfer was etifected in 1792, and the newly occupied station

was named Port Cornwallis, while the recently abandoned Port

was styled “ Old Harbour,” by which name it continued to be

known till 1858, when, at Dr. Mouat’s suggestion, it was appro-

priately changed to Port Blair. The new site selected for

occupation, despite its apparent natural advantages, proved most
unhealthy, and a year had hardly elapsed before it became
evident that the change from South Andaman had been ill-

advised
;

it was not, however, till February, 1796, that, in

consequence of the continued sickness and high death rate.

Government finally decided upon the abandonment of the colony,

and the removal of the prisoners (numbering 270) to Penang,

while the free settlers and troops were conveyed back to Bengal.

From this d£|,te the islands remained unoccupied by aliens for

* Vide Mouat, p. 22, and “ Journ Anthrop. Inst.,” vol. xii. No. 42, p. 339.

2 Both his account and that of Lieutenant E. H. Colebrooke, who visited the

islands about the same time (if not actually in each other’s company), were

published, the latter appearing in yol. iv. of the “ Asiatic Researches.”

Although the accounts furnished by them do not in all respects accord with our

present knowledge of the habits of these savages, it must be borne in mind that,

apart from the difficidties which attend inquiries prosecuted as were theirs, with

blit little or no acquaintance with the language spoken by the savagesj various

changes or modifications have probably occurred during the long lapse of yeai-s

which may account for many seeming discrepancies.
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sixty-two years, during which period all that is known regarding

them or their inhabitants was derived from accounts published

of casual visits paid by Government or trading vessels but as

these add little to our information it is unnecessary to par-

ticularise them further than to say that they confirm the reports

furnished by Colebrooke of the degraded condition of the

savages and their inveterate hostility towards all strangers.

The modern history of the Andamans may be said to date

from the latter end of 1857, when the scheme of founding a
penal settlement and harbour of refuge in these islands, which
had been under consideration for a few years, was precipitated

by the events connected with the Sepoy mutiny. A Commission,
composed of Dr. F. J. Mouat as President, and Dr. G. Playfair,

A.M.S., and Lieutenant J. A. Heathcote, of the Indian Navy, as

members, was despatched at this time with instructions to explore

the coasts of these islands, to examine how far they were adapted
for the establishment of a convict station, and to select a suitable

site for such a Settlement.

Leaving Calcutta on the 23rd November, and travelling vid

Moulmein, Dr. Mouat and his colleagues reached Port Cornwallis

on the 11th December; they thence visited in succession

Stewart’s Sound, Long Island, Barren Island, Old Harbour,
McPherson’s Strait, Cinque Islands, Labyrinth Islands, Port

Mouat, Port Campbell, Middle Strait, and finally Port Andaman,
making careful observations at each of these localities, in the

course of which many adventures with the aborigines occurred,

the only untoward one being at the last stage of the expedition

and on the last day of the old year, when an encounter provoked,

by the savages took place which resulted in a few of them being

killed and wounded and one being taken captive.* The Com-
mission returned to Calcutta early in the new year (1858), and at

once submitted their report
;
tliey advocated the selection of

Old Harbour as being admirably suited for the purposes of a

penal Settlement, and suggested that tlie name of this harbour
might be appropriately changed to “ Port Blair,” in honour of

the distinguished hydrographer.

In recognition of the excellent services performed by the

Commission the special thanks of the Supreme Government were

* The three chief incidents recorded and mentioned by Mouat are—1. The
rendezvous at Port Cornwallis in 1824 of the fleet conveying the troops for the

first Burmese war
;

2. The visit and treacherous murder in 1839 of Dr. Heifer,

a savant engaged in scientific resrarches; and 3. The extraordinary shipwreck in

1844 at Havelock Island of the troopships “ Briton” and ” Runnymede.”
* This lad was taken to Calcutta, where he naturally excited great interest and

curiosity. After a short detention he was conveyed back to the very spot

which had witnessed his capture, but, owing to the kindness with which he had
been treated, he appeared loth to part with his captors.

C 2
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conferred upon Dr. Mouat and his colleagues for the judicious,

prompt, and effectual manner in which they had carried out
their instructions, and the business-like and practical shape in

which they had embodied their investigations.

The Government lost no time in acting upon the recommenda-
tion of the Commission, and orders were at once sent to Captain
(now General) H. Man, then on duty at Moulmein, to proceed to

Port Blair and hoist the British Flag and take possession of the

Andaman Islands in the name of the Honourable East India

Company; before his return Captain Man was also to make
arrangements for the immediate reception of a large party of

convict mutineers whom it had been decided to transport thither

without delay.

These instructions were duly carried into effect : the flag was
hoisted on the 22nd January, and sixteen days later the first party

of prisoners, numbering^200, arrived in charge of Dr. J. P. Walker,
who had been appointed Superintendent of the new Settlement.

During the first decade of the colony (1858-1867) the rate of

mortality among the settlers was excessive, the annual average

amounting to no less than 18'56 per cent., while in one year

(1859) it will be seen from the annexed table to have reached

the terrible figure of 63 per cent.

Tear.
Death rate

per cent.
Year.

Death rate

per cent.

1858-59 16 00 1871-72 1 72
1859-60 63 00 1872-7^ 1-64

1860-61 13-40 1873-74 1-51

1861-62 14-25 1874-75 2 51
1862-63 15-53 1875-76 3 67
1863-64 21-55 1876-77 4-17

1864-65 14 -64 1877-78 4-90
1865-66 6-57 1878-79 6-73

1866-67 10-56 1879-80 4-63

1867-68 10-16 1880-81 5-12
1868-69 3 9 1881-82 4-85

1869-70 2-0 1882-83 3-3

1870-^7J. 1-2

This extraordinary fatality was of course chiefly due to circum-

stances incidental to the establishment of a penal Settlement in

an isolated tropical region peopled by hostile savages and covered

by dense jungle largely fringed with mangrove, and rendered

extremely malarious by numerous salt and fresh water swamps
which are found throughout the group.

The necessity of clearing and occupying without loss of time
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the most commanding localities in the fine harbour of Port Blair,

and reclaiming as far as possible the contiguous swamps, naturally

led to much sickness, which was aggravated by various other cir-

cumstances, of which the following were doubtless the chief :

—

1. Transportation of a large number of prisoners unfit

either to withstand the climate or to perform the work
required of them under the exceptional circumstances

in which they were then placed.

2. Want of sufficient nitrogenous food.

3. Absence of a sanatarium for the recovery of invalids.

4. Employment of -convict labour on works of every kind
throughout the year without respect to the suitability

of the season for those involving exposure to malarious

influences, as evidenced by the mortality in the rains

having about trebled that of the dry months.

5. Difficulties experienced by working parties in conse-

quence of the harassing attacks of the aborigines.

The above facts being at length recognised as calling for

stringent measures of reform, active remedial steps were at once
taken by the then recently appointed Superintendent,^ with the

remarkable result that the death rate suddenly fell from 10T6
in 1867 to 3 9 in 1868, while an average of 16 in the five follow-

ing years, during which vast clearings of jungle and other

important works were accomplished, testified to the vigour and
success with which the wise and considerate system which had
been inaugurated was carried on.

Prior to the formation of our Settlement in 1858, and for some
years after, it is clearly shown, from the early records of our
relations with the aborigines, that extreme jealousy and distrust

prevailed among adjacent tribesmen, and even among scattered

communities of the same tribe
;
these feelings naturally resulted

in restricting’ intercommunication, and it is therefore not sur-

prising to find that in many cases no knowledge was possessed

regarding tribes distant only fifteen or twenty miles.^ Of the

.olto-.ju'ioai-, .dl'db-Jced'e-, .dhd-.jdro-, and .dkh-.chdriar- tribes,

those living in South Andaman remained in ignorance till 1877,
and it was not till 1879-80 that members of all the eight tribes

of Great Andaman {i.e., including the .d-kd-.halawa- of the

Archipelago) were able to meet on friendly terms at the various

Homes which had then been established for some years.

* Colonel (now General) H. Man.
^ In 1875 it was found that the .ho'jig-ngVji- (or South Andaman tribe) had

only then recently discovered that Middle Andaman was not, as they had
supposed, occupied entirely by the Aka bd\jig-ydh-, but that it Avas shared by
another tribe called Akd-kdl-; of the territory further north all they were able

to say was that it was occupied by the .yrrewa-, a people they seem to dread
equally with the natives of Little Andaman.
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From the very commencement of the new Settlement, as has

been stated, serious difficulties had to be contended with in

consequence of the harassing attacks on our working parties by
the aborigines, whose cupidity was excited by the iron tools and
other implements which in their eyes presented an appearance
of adaptability as weapons of the chase; the Government
Gardens they likewise freely robbed, until at length stern

repressive measures had to be adopted whereby they were
instructed for the first time in the laws of private property.

A wholesome dread of our power having been duly instilled,

efforts were made by Government with a view to the civilisation

of the race and the establishment of a better understanding

between ourselves and the original possessors of the soil. Homes
were accordingly erected in the vicinity of the harbour, where all

who needed might obtain protection, shelter, food, and medicine.

This step, which was deemed the best, if not the only means of

furthering one of the objects which had prompted the re-establish-

ment of the colony

—

i.e., of reclaiming the savages from their

barbarous custom of murdering all strangers who approached their

shores—effected a marked improvement in our relations with

the tribes in South Andaman* by affording them convincing proof

of our friendly intentions towards them, so that now, as Dr. Day
has stated, “ the convicts are left unmolested, the implements of

agriculture are not stolen, the fishing stakes are left undisturbed,

the gardens are no longer pHlaged, runaway convicts have been
recaptured, and shipwrecked sailors assisted.”

It must not, however, be supposed that these beneficial results

were immediately obtained, for it could hardly be expected that

the aborigines should at once believe in our goodwill towards

them, or forget their resentment against the people who had
taken possession of their fine harbour and ousted them from many
of their favourite haunts

;
in process of time, however, the kind

and judicious treatment they consistently met with, first from
Kev. H. F. Corbyn, and during ten subsequent years from
Mr. J. N. Homfray, had the desired effect, and they have learned

not only to regard us with favour, but also to assist us in a

variety of ways.

‘ Recently (July, 1883) four men and two women were forwarded to

Calcutta for the purpose of being modelled for the International Exhibition j

wliile there they were quartered for a few weeks in the Zoological Gardens,
where they attracted great crowds of Bengalis, who had never before had an
opportunity of seeing the people whom they are said to regard as the descendants

of the Rakshasas (!) Circumstances proved that their Port Blair training had
not been lost on these representatives of their race, for on being asked by their

visitors for a souvenir in the shape of a look of their corkscrew ringlets, they

promptly demanded a rupee before granting the favour
;
and in like manner the

pleasure of witnessing an Andaman dance was not to be obtained previous to

some ik-pu'ku- (money, lit. “ slices ”) having been bestowed upon the performers !
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To Mr. Homfray great credit is due for the zeal and energy he
displayed in conciliating the members of the various tribes who
visited the Homes : he spared neither time nor his private means
in promoting their welfare and gratifying their wants, and so

thoroughly identified himself with their concerns and interests

as to gain their entire confidence and goodwill
;
he also acquired

a fair colloquial knowledge of the South Andaman language, but

abandoned an attempt he made to form a vocabulary. As Mr.
Homfray's labours may be fairly said to have paved the way, and
rendered easier the task of conducting ethnological and philo-

logical researches among the aborigines, it is due to his memory
that this slight acknowledgment should be here made of his good

services.^

The Homes have effected good by bringing together members
of the various tribes, between whom the way has thus been
paved for intermarriages, which were of course formerly of rare

occurrence
;
tribal feuds have also here been amicably arranged,

while, through visits paid to Port Blair and other Homes by
members of aU the Great Andaman tribes, as well as by our visits

in the station steamer to the more distant encampments, the

knowledge of our power, resources, and kindly intentions has

spread throughout their respective territories.

It cannot, however, be contended that our attempts to reclaim

the Andamanese from their savage state have produced unmixed
beneficial results, for it is found that in proportion as they gain

in intelligence and tractability, the more fat and indolent do they

become, and having no incentive towards exertion frequently lose

in great measure their quondam skill in hunting ;—availing them-
selves of the privileges of free board and quarters, they spend
their time for days together in singing, dancing, and feasting

;
the

spirit of independence becomes thus less conspicuous, as they
learn to depend upon others for the supply of their daily require-

ments, instead of being compelled to make such provision for

themselves. There can, moreover, be no doubt that the effect of

our clearances of jungle has been prejudicial to the health of the
aborigines, while the excessive tobacco-smoking^ among members
of both sexes, which has been unrestricted, has seriously ujider-

mined their already enfeebled constitutions. If the evil ended
liere there would be ground lor regret, but a graver cause exists

in the deterioration which has taken place in their morals through

’ Mr. Homfray died suddenly at Port Blair on February 25th, 1883, after

twenty years’ service in the Settlement.
^ It is pitiable to notice the evident disrelish and discomfort endiu'ed by one

of these savages when first given a pipe of tobacco, yet from sheer determination
to share an experience which has such apparent attractions for their compatriots
they willingly undergo the misery of nausea for several days till they have
habituated tlmmselves to its use.
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their unavoidable contact with the alien convict population, the

lamentable consequences of which will be found under the head
of “ Pathology.”^ So widespread is the evil influence that has

been exercised, that on no point probably will future writers

differ so strongly as on the social and moral virtues of the

Andamanese. I wish, therefore, to make it clear to my readers

that my remarks and observations on all, and especially on these

points, are restricted to those communities who have been found
living in their primitive state, and who may therefore be faiiiy

considered as representatives of the race, being unaffected by the

virtues or vices of so-called civilisation.

The measure of success which was considered to have attended

the establishment of the Homes suggested that further good
might be ejected by the formation of a school or Orphanage for

the education of the younger members of the aboriginal popu-
lation. Accordingly in 1869 a commencement was made with a

few children who had been obtained by Mr. Homfray from their

guardians or relatives, and who were now placed under the care

of a matron on Eoss Island, where the Orphanage was opened.

In 1870 two ladies from the Kidderpore Asylum (Calcutta) under-

took the charge of the Orphanage, in which there were at that

time more than forty children of both sexes. For some months
the nature of the instruction given was of course of the simplest,

comprising chiefly habits of neatness and cleanliness, the alpliabet,

and a little needlework and basket-making. It soon became
apparent that the children possessed much intelligence and were
wonderfully apt with their fingers

;
they were also very amenable

to discipline, and proved therefore in every respect extremely in-

teresting and promising pupils, whose chief fault was found to

be the not uncommon one of want of perseverance
;
nevertheless,

during the first year’s training the baskets made by the lads and
disposed of locally realised Rs. 100, while the girls earned a

further sum by their needlework and fancy articles, besides

which they made up the clothing for the entire party.’*

After two or three years’ labour in the Orphanage the

Kidderpore ladies resigned the charge, and some difficulty was
experienced in arranging for the retention of the girls

;
however

some were finally taken by certain residents, who were desirous

of training them as servants, while others were speedily married.

With regard to the boys the question was less easy of solution,

for it was found that those who had been taken in hand at too

advanced an age began to pine for a return to their native jungles,

and so intense did this desire become, that, in spite of meeting

with every discouragement, they were discovered one morning to

* Vide Part I.

* Vide Appendix N.
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have settled the matter for themselves by swimming away from

the island.

The problem as to how the lads trained in the so-called

Orphanage shall be disposed of in some profitable manner has

been partially solved by training them to serve as domestic

servants
;
but the question as to their marriage remains yet to be

dealt with, for of all the girls originally trained in the Orphanage
two only have continued in the Settlement, the other survivors

having long since resumed the customs of their jungle homes.

To encourage the marriage of the lads in question with girls

brought up in the jungle, or even in one of the Homes, would
probably result in re-associating, the former with those who

—

so strong is their general inclination towards a jungle life—would
wean them from their civilised ways, thereby rendering abortive

the many years’ training bestowed upon them, and which has

moreover unfitted them for the conditions of a savage home.
It has been ascertained that up to about the age of ten or eleven

years these aborigines can hold their own with ordinary children

of civilised races in respect to mental culture, but after that

period further progress seems arrested. Some remarkable

instances might be mentioned of boys and girls^ who at no more
than nine or ten years of age were able to read difficult passages

from an Urdu book quite fiuently, and explain the meaning of any
word in ordinary use

;
it would appear, however, that, physically

speaking, training has a deteriorating effect, for of all the children

who have passed through the Orphanage, probably not more than
ten are alive at the present time, while of those that have been
married, two or three only have become parents, and of their

children not one has been reared. In respect to morality, too,

it ijiust be confessed that they have suffered from contact with
the convict population.

And thus, though the Orphanage, like the Homes, has not
accomplished all the good anticipated by its promoters, the

kindness and interest taken in their little ones have undoubtedly
contributed towards strengthening the friendly relations pre-

viously established between the aborigines and ourselves.

Friendly intercourse among the tribes has been of late years

further encouraged and extended by visits paid in the station

* One of these girls (Ruth) was highly trained by Mrs. Homfray, and is able

to speak, read, and write English, as well as to converse glibly in Hindustani. As
she has been with us from infancy, it is hardly necessary to say that she is

ignorant of her native tongue. Ruth is also an accomplished needlewoman,
and is clever at making designs

;
she wears the European costume, not excepting

bonnets and bats. Some idea of the advance she has made on her fellow-

countrymen (who are still in the stone age) may be gathered from the above
statements, but further proof is found in the fact of her asking for and obtaining
an English dictionary, which she says she finds “ very useful ” when writing her
letters

!
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steamer to the more distant encampments by the officer in charge
of the Hornes^ accompanied by males and females of the
Southern tribes.^ On these occasions dogs, iron, beads, and
various other articles highly prized by the aborigines have been
deposited in the huts from which the occupants had fled, or

presented to such individuals as had courage to approach

;

stringent measures were at the same time taken to check the

almost irresistible propensity of the M'jig-ngvji- to appropriate

all portable property in the temporarily vacated camping grounds.

In these trips Little Andaman has been also visited, but all

our efforts to conciliate the .jdrawa- (ot inhabitants of that island)

with their offshoot in South Andaman have hitherto proved
fruitless. This may in part be due to the summary punishment®
we have been compelled on two occasions to inflict for cruel

murders perpetrated on inoffensive mariners
;
but it may also

be attributable to the exclusiveness and hostility which appear as

tribal peculiarities, and which are directed alike against their

fellow savages and ourselves, as has been demonstrated by the

terror with which they have in recent years inspired the South
Andamanese, and in bygone years the Car-Nicobarese,* on whom
they were formerly in the habit of making raids for purposes of

plunder. For a long time now, however, they have desisted from
these predatory expeditions, and have confined themselves® to the

islands and localities which are regarded as their territory
;
but

still, cases have occurred from time to time which keep alive

the unpleasant conviction that any unfortunates who might be

wrecked, or should venture to land on their coasts without

sufficient means of self-defence, would be as mercilesslymassacred

now as at any date in their history.

The various measures already detailed as having been taken

in order to benefit the aborigines have convinced all who have

come within their influence of our friendly intentions
;
even the

distant communities of Great Andaman are now becoming as

well known and as favourably disposed towards us as are our

’ An account of one of these visits vi^ill be found in the form of a private

letter which was published in “ Journ. Anthrop. Inst.,” vol. vii.

^ Experience has taught us that one of the most effective means of inspiring

confidence when endeavouring to make acquaintance with these savages, is to

show that we are accompanied by women, as they at once infer that whatever

may be our intentions, they are at least not hostile.

® A further possible cause of the continued disinclination of the .jdr'awa- to

accept our advances is believed to be due to one or more runaway convicts, who
may have succeeded in settling in their midst, and who in order to lessen their

own chances of recapture and punishment, have given unfavourable accounts of

us.
'* How the .j&rawa- came to discover the distant low-lying island of Car-

Nicobar is not known, but it is probably traceable to some trifling circumstance,

such as the accidental drifting of a boat far out to sea.

^ Vide Part I, “Tribal Distribution,” p. 30, and “Communications,” p. 45.
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immediate neighbours the .ho'jig-ngl'ji-, and we have every reason

to believe that crews of vessels shipwrecked on any portion of

the Great Andaman coast would not only escape molestation and

attack, but would receive such assistance as it might be in the

power of these savages to render. That their animosity in past

years was not unfounded is attested by the reports of Captain

Miller and Pfere Barbe, both of which will be found quoted at

some length in the “ Journal of the Anthropological Institute
”

for 1882-3, p. 339.'

On referring to the accompanying map of the Andamans
it will be seen that according to our present knowledge^ the

aboriginal inhabitants are divided into no less than nine tribes,

viz.

:

South Andaman.
Archipelago.

Middle Andaman.

North Andaman.

Inhabitating Little Andaman
and southern portions of Great
Andaman.^

Although the .ho'jig-ngl.ji- are here shown, and in the fol-

lowing pages are described, as the natives of South Andaman

—

including Kutland and Labyrinth Island—there is no evidence

to prove that they have ever been in undisputed possession of

the whole of this territory
;
indeed, the scattered encampments of

.jdr'awa-, which are marked on the map as occupying certain

portions within their territory give substance to the belief that

before our advent they suffered from the inroads of their

marauding neighbours, whose occupancy is proved to be of no
recent date by the .jdrawa kitchen-middens,® evidently of

.bo'jig-ngvji-

.bcd'awa-

.bd'jig-ydb-

.S-ko-.ju'wai- 1

A'kd-.ked'e- f
’ ‘

.d'kd-.kdl-

.d'kd-jdro- ”1

.d'kd-xhd'riar- J
’ ’

.jdr'awa- .

.

1 Vide Part III, “ Trade, &c.,” p. 119.
2 How erroneous were the views formerly held may be gathered from the

following extracts :
—“ The Andamans ... do not even exist in a state of

trxbedom^’ (Figuier). “They have no tribal distinctions” (Wood). “In
Great Andaman there is only one tribe ” (Mouat).

® These are the names by which they are designated by the .ld'jig-ngrji-,-Wiio,

being our immediate neighbours, are the best known of all the tribes.
* As these communities possess many, if not aU, the characteristics of the

inhabitants of Little Andaman, and are presumed to have had constant com-
munication with them in past years, they are designated by the .bv jig-ngvji-

by the name of .jdr'awa.

® These are distinguished from those of the .ho'jig-ngv ji- with readiness by
members of the latter tribe, on account of the presence of the valves of certain

molluscs, which they assert were never (according to tradition) considered as

articles of diet by their own immediate ancestors.
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remote origin, which are found in and near the harbour of Port
Blair.

No one who has had the opportunity of seeing the natives of

the various islands forming Great Andaman can fail to be struck

with the similarity which marks their general appearance,^ and
to be convinced that, however much they may differ in many
respects, they must at least claim a common origin. Any
reasonable doubt on the subject has been removed by the

discovery that although each of the several tribes possesses a
distinct dialect, these are traceable to the same source, and are

all in the same—i.e., the agglutinative—stage of development

;

further, it has been ascertained that among all, or at least

among the natives of Middle and South Andaman and the

Archipelago, a coincidence of legends and customs is to be
found, and that though the points of dissimilarity between the

inhabitants of Great and Little Andaman are more marked,
especially in regard to their weapons and implements, they are

by no means such as would justify the belief that the latter are

descendants of another branch of the Negrito family.

Prom what has been already said it will be understood that

we are not yet in a position to decide whether one and the same
dialect is spoken by all the communities designated as .jarawa-,

or whether, like the people of North and Middle Andaman, they

must be regarded on linguistic grounds as representing two or

more tribes.

The dialects of Great Andaman may be grouped into three

classes, viz. :

—

I. The Mjig-ngvji- and .haVavM-.

II. The .bo'jig-ydh- and .d'kd-.hdl- and .Sko-.ju vni-.

III. The .d-Jcd-Jced'e- and the two tribes of North Andaman.

But it must not be supposed that the similarity between the

dialect of any of these groups is so great that a knowledge of

one would enable a person to converse intelligibly with members
of the other tribes in the same classification, for such is not the

case
;
now, however, that intercommunication is less restricted

it is not unusual to find that members of the various communities
are sufficiently acquainted with the dialect spoken by their im-

mediate neighbours as to hold' intercourse with them.

Little which throws light on their past history can be gathered

from the Andamanese or from their traditions, but from a study

* I have been told by the .ho'jig-ngrji- that they can distinguish a .hal awa-
from members of the other tribes by his high cheek-bones, and the shape of his

skull, which they describe as more dolichocephalic than those of other tribes-

men ; but as this tribe is now well-nigh extinct, it is impossible to determine

the amount of credence wliich may be placed on this strange statement.
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of thek kitchen-middens^ it appears that they must have in-

habited these islands, and have remained in much the same state

of barbarism for a very considerable period.

On the assumption that the members of these tribes lived

entirely on the coast, it was till recently believed that the

kitchen-middens' were always situated close to the sea-shore, and

it was even said that the accident of their being found far inland

would “ indicate that some terrestrial changes in the islands have

taken place.” The incorrectness of this theory is beyond all

question, as we have now ample evidence that not only on the

coast, but also in the depth of the jungle, there are permanent

encampments throughout the group, where we are assured many
of these refuse heaps are to be found bearing traces which testify

to the remoteness of their origin.

A change, however, appears to be gradually taking place in

respect to the formation of these kitchen-middens, which is ac-

counted for by the fact, that whereas in the olden days they

were able to regard the slowly increasing heap with pride as

witnessing to the success and skill in hunting and fishing of the

community near whose encampment it was situated, nowadays
all cause for boasting regarding their achievements is considered

at an end in consequence of the material assistance they receive

from the dogs we have given them, and the superiority (sic) of

the weapons they have been able to manufacture from iron

obtained from the Homes.
Various estimates have been hazarded as to the probable

strength of the aboriginal population
;
but as no reliable data

are procurable it is impossible to speak with any degree of

certainty on the subject. From recent observations and the

ascertained ravages of certain epidemics it seems hardly likely

that the aggregate population of Great Andaman at the present

day exceeds 2,000 souls, while the .jarawa, who inhabit Little

Andaman and a few localities in Great Andaman, may perchance
number from 1,000 to 1,500 more

;
amongst these communities

the effect of our occupation cannot have had, as yet, the preju-

dicial influence which has unhappily resulted among the tribes of

Great Andaman from contact with alien races, the causes of

which, being noticed elsewhere, need not here be particularised,

especially as they are chiefly such as have been found to foUow

' Col. (now Gen.) H. Man was the first to open up the kitchen-middens in

and near the harbour at Port Blair, and the late M. de Rdepstorif subsequently
dcToted some time to their exan.i.nation, hut it does not appear that he has left

any notes as to the results of Lis investigations ; at present all that has been
published on this subject is embodied in the late Dr. Stoliczka’s paper “ Note on
the Kjokken-moddings of the Andaman Islands ” {vidti Proc. As. Soc. Bengal,
January, 1870).
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ever in the wake of civilisation to the extermination of the
savage race.

In closing this paper it will not, I think, be devoid of interest,

even to the general reader, if I append a few particulars regarding

Port Blair as the centre of the great Indian penal Settlement.

A glance at the map wid show that Port Blair is situated near
the south-eastern extremity of Grea| Andaman, and consists of

a fine harbour somewhat i^-shaped, ^vhich extends over seven
miles in a south-westerly direction

;
it contains three islands,

Boss, Chatham, and Viper. The first of these, containing an
area of about 80 acres, is situated in a commanding position at

the mouth of the harbour, and has been the site of the head-

quarters of the Settlement since its re-establishment in March,

1858
;

the number of its residents ranges between 2,000 and

3,000, and includes the majority of the civil and military

officers, the European troops, and detachments of native infantry

and police", the residue consists chiefly of convicts. The Pro-

testant church, Eoman Catholic chapel, and a native Christian

chapel are on this island.

The second island, Chatham, contains about 12 acres, and is

situated midway between Ross and Viper, being visible to both

at the bend of the harbour
;

its population numbers about 500,

and is composed for the most part of hospital patients, con-

valescents, and convicts, who are employed on the steam saw-mills.

Viper, the third island, is about five miles distant by sea from

Ross, from which it is hidden by the intervening hills on the so-

called “ mainland”
;

its area is slightly larger than that of Ross,

but owing to its configuration is not so well adapted for building

purposes
;
the majority of its inhabitants (usually numbering

about 1,600 souls) are hospital patients, convalescents, and
chain-gang prisoners, these last being confined in the only jail

in the Settlement.

Mount Harriet (about 1,100 feet), regarded as the sanitarium

of Port Blair, is situated in a commanding position on the north

side of the harbour near Chatham Island, and at the eastern

extremity of a range of hills running in a northerly direction
;

its residents are composed of convalescents and weakly convicts

and a party of police
;
round its base, on the western, eastern,

and southern sides, various large clearings have been established,

barracks and workshops erected, and cultivation and grazing

cai-ried on. Similar and more recent clearings exist between

Mount Harriet and Port Mouat, where the narrow isthmus (1^

miles wide) dividing the two harbours, though so far distant

' It was at the foot of this hill that the late Earl Mayo, then Viceroy of

India, was assassinated (when about to return to the flagship) by an Afridi

convict.
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from headq^uarters, was opened up two or three years prior to

the important head-land situated between Eoss and Viper

Islands.

On the other side of Port Mouat, in a south-easterly direction

further tracts of land have been cleared and placed under culti-

vation connecting that part of the Settlement with the principal

clearings in Port Blair, known as the Southern District, being that

portion of the mainland which lies west and south-west of Ross

Island, where two-thirds of all the self-supporting prisoners and
more than half the entire convict population are located.

The cultivation of paddy, sugar-cane, Indian corn, fruits, and

vegetables, affords occupation to a large number (at present about

l,500j of a self-supporting population, and further industries of

this nature have been opened up—chiefly by means of Govern-

ment labour—by establishing plantations of cocoanut, tea,

Liberian coffee, cacao, nutmeg, limes, arrowroot, Musa te.ritilvi.

India-rubber {Ceara and Hevea), tapioca, indigo, and vanilla, all

of which promise to repay well the care bestowed upon them.

Cotton and tobacco have likewise been tried
;
the cultivation of

the former was discontinued long since, apparently on account

of the inability of the plants to survive the dry season without

great expenditure of labour for watering
;
with regard to the

latter, as failure was due only to ignorance of the proper method
of curing the leaves, renewed experiments are being made.

The aggregate population at the present day amounts to about

15,000 of all races
;
nearly four-fifths of this number, as will be

shortly shown, include the convict element, which is distributed

among some thirty scattered stations and a like number of

villages throughout the entire cleared area
;
the penal Settle-

ment is thus shown to extend all round the harbour, and to

embrace the land at Port Mouat on the west coast.

Following the course of the main road, which now encircles

the harbour, a distance of about forty miles would be traversed

from its north-eastern extremity to its southern end opposite

Ross Island
;
the number of roads intersecting the Settlement

and connecting its various parts is of course considerable, and
the importance of keeping them at all times in tliorough repair

is fully recognised, as is shown by the amount of labour annually
devoted for this purpose. In connection with this subject it

may be added that intercommunication between the most
important points in the harbour has been greatly facilitated in

recent years by the establishment of signalling posts at the
principal police stations, so that messages can be semagraphed
at any hour of the day or night, a matter of no small advantage
in cases of emergency so liable to occur in a penal Settlement.

Although the aggu’egate of the convict population appears large
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and capable of ensuring a vast amount of progress in the
development of the resources of the country, allowances must
be made for the fact of there being but a handful of free servants

and labourers in the colony, which necessitates the employment
of prisoners in every department

;
very large deductions have,

therefore, to be made on account of those who are ineligible for

other than 'departmental or routine duty, or who from any other-

cause are not available for Settlement wbrks. This will be better

understood when it is explained that about 1,000 men are

employed in the Commissariat, Medical, Marine, and Forest
Departments

;
that the self-supporters and servants number

about 3,000
;
hospital patients, the infirm and aged about 1,200

;

jail servants (or petty officers) about 720 ;
those engaged in

manufacturing clothing, in grinding wheat, and in miscellaneous

industries 1,400 ;
while of the remaining 4,000 about one-third

are required for fixed establishments at the various stations and
for conservancy arrangements, the residue being distributed

among a vast number of works in all parts of the Settlement.

As in consequence of the continual drain among the self-

supporting population on account of deaths and releases their

numbers are but slowly increased by the addition of prisoners

promoted from the labouring ranks, it must at the present rate

of progress be long ere the desire can be realised of the Settle-

ment producing the amount of its requirements even in the one
item of rice, while it is certain that wheat, chenna, potatoes, and
various other articles of daily consumption—for the cultivation

of which the climate is ill-adapted—will always have to be

imported
;
but as a set-off against these it may not be in vain to

hope that the day will come when the surplus produce' of our

cocoanut, tea, Liberian coffee, cacao, nutmeg, and other planta-

tions, together with our exports of timber, will afford substantial

compensation by the sums realised in the Indian and home
markets. The present average annual cost to Government of

every transported convict is believed to amount to about Rs. 105.

In proportion as the measures taken to develop the resources

and increase the revenue of the Settlement mature, this heavy

charge may be reasonably expected to diminish to a material

extent.
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Derivation of name “ Andaman ”—Origin of the Eace—Form and Size

—

Anatomy and Physiology—Colour—Odour—Hair—Development and
Decay—Crosses—Eeproduetion—Abnormalities—Pathology — Medi-
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Much interest has for many years been maipfested by ethnologists

and others concerning the origin and affinities of the Andamanese,
and efforts have been repeatedly made to obtain fuller and
more reliable information regarding them, but various causes

have hitherto militated against the success of these endeavours.

The most important of the many obstacles to be surmounted
has been, undoubtedly, ignorance of the language, whereby their

biographers—being precluded from correcting by personal inter-

course with the aborigines, the current misstatements, based on
hearsay, or on the hasty observations of earlier travellers—^were

betrayed into tlie repetition of many erroneous assertions as to

the social habits and customs which prevail among these tribes

:

now, however, this difficulty has been practically overcome,
and we are in a position to substantiate our inquiries, and to

speak on most points with a confidence hitherto impossible.

But before we toiach upon the physical characteristics and cul-

ture of the race, let us glance back for a moment to our earliest

information as to the islands, and to the probable origin of the

narnp “ Andaman.”
B
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In the records of certain Arabian travellers of the ninth century
we appear to find the first mention that is made of these

islands being inhabited by negritos, and Marco Polo, some four

hundred years later, bears out their statement, while it would
seem that the islands themselves were known to Ptolemy, who
speaks of a group in the Bay of Bengal as Insulae bonae

fortunae.

As regards the derivation of the name “ Andaman,” there

seems to be some uncertainty. Colonel Yule, in his well known
work on Marco Polo, mentions that, to his knowledge, Nicolo

Conti, who calls it the “ Island of Gold,” is the only person who
has attempted to give it a meaning. Colonel Yule’s suggestion

is that Angamanain (the name used by Marco Polo) is

an Arabic (oblique) dual indicating “ The Two Andamans,”
>iz.. The Great and The Little, while the origin of the name
(Angaman) may be traced to Ptolemy’s reference to these islands,

which he describes a.'' those of Good Fortune, Ayadov Bal^iovo<t,

w hence may have sprung the forms Agdaman, Angaman, and
ultimately Andaman.
With regard to the origin of the race, many conflicting

opinions have, from time to time, been entertained
;
but, from

the knowledge we now possess, the questions raised, on the

following points may, I think, be considered as more or less

satisfactorily set at rest, viz. :

—

I. That they are Negritos, not Papuans.’

II. That they are the original inhabitants, whose occupancy

dates from pre-historic times
;
and that racial affinity—if there

be any—may possibly some day be found to exist between them
and the Semangs of the Malayan Peninsula,” or the Aetas of the

Philippine Islands.®

III. That all the tribes, as at present known to us,

undoubtedly belong to the same race, and are of unmixed
origin, the differences which occur among them being attribut-

able as much to their constitutional peculiarities of jealousy and
distrust in all dealings with strangers as to the natural barriers

1 Figuier speaks of them as “ pure Papuans, whose isolated position has kept

them from intermixture with other races.”

2 Vide Wallace’s “ Malay Archipelago,” 2nd Ed., vol. ii, pp. 278-79, and
“ Joum. Indian Archipelago,” vol. iv, p. 427.

* If similarity of moral and social characteristics afforded a sufficient basis

in ethnological researches among races not otherwise widely distinguished, a

theory of affinity between the extinct negroid race of Tasmanians and the

Andamanese might be regarded as not altogether untenable, for the descriptions

given of the former by some writers are found applicable in many particulars to

tire race under consideration; notably is this the case in the account given by

Mr. J. E. Calfler, which I have deemed of sufficient interest in this connection

to make a somewhat lengthy extract, and this will form the subject of one of

the .\cpendices. (
Vide Appendix D.)
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presented by their densely wooded and hilly country, which
facts have combined to isolate the various communities, and to

check freedom of intercourse among them; farther, in the case

of Little Andaman, it may fairly be assumed that the peculiar

bee-hive form of their huts, as well as certain modifications of

their domestic habits and customs, have been borrowed from
their neighbours, the Car Nicobarese, upon whom, in the last

century, they made some hostile raids.

IV. That, in spite of all our endeavours to protect them,
contact with civilisation has been marked with the usual

lamentable result of reducing the aboriginal population
;
indeed,

the death-rate, among those within the area of our influence,

during the past twenty years has so far exceeded the birth-rate,

as to compel the belief that before many decades have passed,

the race, at least that portion of it which inhabits Great
Andaman, will be well-nigh extinct.

In view of their probable early extermination, and the

rapidity with which they are being meantime reduced to the

standard of civilised manners, it seems very desirable that, ere

it be too late, all possible information respecting their habits,

customs, physical characteristics, etc., should be obtained, more
especially as many of the errors which, excusably enough, found
their way into the early accounts, having been allowed to pass

unchallenged, are accepted as trustworthy, and false ethnological

theories are built on these most imperfect bases.

Almost all accounts which have been written regarding these

islanders speak of them as Mincopies, in explanation of which
it is asserted that it is thus “ these people, style themselves
but this is far from being the case, for not only is the name, or

any at all resembling it, unknown to the .ho'jig-ngvji-,^ i.e., the

inhabitants of South Andaman, but the other six tribes with
which we are acquainted are in a like state of ignorance as to

its origin and significance. The only sounds at all approximat-
ing it in the South Andaman dialect at the present day being
min hoich! (come here!) and hd'min hdpi

!

(stand here!).

The former of these being in common use may have given rise

to the term {Mincopie) as a nickname, to which, indeed, it may
possibly have borne a more striking similarity of sound in the
language spoken at the period when this name was first

adopted
;
for each generation cannot fail to produce changes

more remarkable, and even of greater importance in the

phonology of an unwritten language, such as this, depending as

' For the list, of symbols adopted for denoting the sounds in this language see

Appendix A ; this list has been finally adopted in accordance with the kind
advice of Mr. A. J. Ellis, F.R.S., whose valuable assistance T would liere again
gratefully acknowledge.

B 2
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it must entirely on the delicacy of ear, and correctness of

individual articulation.

The following remarks, except where otherwise specified,

must be understood as referring to the eight tribes of Great
Andaman, for the continued and inveterate hostility with which
the inhabitants of Little Andaman, known as .jdrawa-, have
hitherto met all our advances and attempts to establish an
entente cordiale has rendered it extremely difficult to obtain,

much less substantiate, any information concerning them.
Form and Size.— 1. Those of my readers who have studied the

various accounts which have appeared regarding the physical

characteristics of the Andamanese cannot fail to have been
struck with their divergence. For the sake of others, however,

to whom the race is comparatively unknown, it is necessary

that I should here quote, on the subject of their form and size

a few writers, commencing with the Mahomedan travellers

of the ninth century, already mentioned, who stated that “ their

complexion is black, their hair frizzled, their countenance and
eyes frightful, their feet very large and almost a cubit in length,

and they go quite naked while Marco Polo (cir. 1285)

appears to have been still less favourably impressed, for he says
“ the people .... are no better than wild beasts, and I

assure you all the men of this island of Angamanain have heads

like dogs, and teeth and eyes likewise
;
in fact, in the face, they

are all just like big mastiff dogs!” Next we find Colonel

Colebrooke, towards the close of the last century, describing
“ their limbs as ill-formed and slender, their bellies prominent,

and, like the Africans, as having woolly heads, thick lips, and flat

noses.” In opposition to the foregoing we have Dr. Mouat,
than whom no better judge could be desired, giving it as his

opinion, that “ they are the most perfectly formed little beings

in existence. In proportion to their size, their general frame-

work is well constructed, and their limbs present a remarkably

good muscular development, and .... the whole form is

as elegant as that of any European,” in which opinion he is

supported by the eminent craniologist, Dr. J. Barnard Davis,

recently deceased, who, after careful study of a number of

Andamanese skulls and skeletons, affirmed that they were
“ most beautifully proportioned.”^

2. From my own observations I would remark, tliat though it

is quite true that there are found among them individuals whose
“ abdomens are protuberant,^ and whose limbs are dispropor-

* A peculiarity which I have ohserved is that the males have in many cases as

marked a bend in the small of the back as the females. ( Vide figure on the left

of group in Plate III, Fig 1.)
^ “ From childhood they cram their stomachs with an immense amount of

bulky fool in a .short period, and they do literally ‘swell visibly’ after their
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tionately slender,” such persons no more represent tlie general

type of the race, than the sickly inmates of a London hospital

can be regarded as fair specimens of the average Englishman

;

in point of I'act the remark which is ojinmonly made by
strangers who see them for the first time, is, “ how well these

savages are developed.” In confirmation of this I would refer

you to the photographs, and table of weights and measurements
of forty-eight male, and forty-one female adults, which I have
prepared,^ being persuaded that more correct information can be
obtained by such means than from any verbal description,

however minute and careful-.

3. Although the Mahomedan travellers, a thousand years ago,

described their feet as “ very large, and almost a cubit in

length,” my observations and measurements go to prove that

their feet, as well as their hands and ears, are small and well-

shaped
;
the heel in some cases projects slighily, but never to

the extent peculiar to negro races.

4. Dr. Dobson, in his valuable paper “ On the Andamans
and Andamanese” (published in tlie Anthropological Institute’s

Journal, vol. iv, p. 464), alleges the existence of a “remarkable
contrast between the size of che males and females but the

example, which he cites in proof, of onai'a .h&ra and his wife, was
quite exceptional, for this man, whom we niclcnained “Moriarty,”

like many of the Andaman chiefs, was as much above, as his

ebon consort was below, the ordinary stature of the race. From
the illustrations and lists of measurements, to which reference

lias already been made, it will be found that the average height

of the men is 4 feet lOf inches, and of the women 4 feet

7^ inches,® while their average weight is 98^ lbs. and 93} lbs.

respectively—results which cannot be said to indicate a striking

disparity between the sexes.

meals. Tliis distended abdominal condition is noticeable in children of both
sexes

; but as the lads grow up, they take more exercise, and their abdominal,
as well as other muscles, become firmer and retain the mechanical distension

of the belly. With the women it is different; these latter influences do not
exist ” (“ Eeniarks on the Aborigines of the Andaman Islands,” by
Surgeon E. S. Brander,late 2nd Medical Officer, Port Blair.)

* Vide Appendix C.
^ The following extract from an article in the Bombay Oazetle of 2nd August,

1881, by an officer stationed for about a year at the Andamans, will show what
opposite conclusions are arrived at by those wlio are content to timst to the

accuracy of their individual judgment without reference to actual measure-
ments The women . . . are on the whole bigger than the men, who
are, however, particularly well made.”

ft. in.

^ Maximum height of the males measured was 5'41-.

,, ,, females „ 4114.
Minimum ,, males ,,

4'55

,. „ females „ 4'4.
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5. The old statement, so often repeated, that their stature

never exceeds 5 feet, tnust also be noticed, as the list in

question shows that fourteen of the forty-eight males who were
measured were slightly above that height. I would add, that

on a visit paid to North Andaman, about two years ago—by
Colonel Cadell, V.C., the present Chief Commissioner—an .dkd-

.chd'ridr- was seen whose height was estimated at about 5 feet

8 inches
;
but this must be regarded as very remarkable and

exceptional, for the tallest specimen of the race, that had till

then been met with, was a chief standing 5 feet 4^ inches.

6. In consequence of their early mamages, the cares of

maternity, and the nature of the duties which devolve upon
them, the women soon lose the graceful figures which many of

them possess in their youth, and they often, in their maturer

years, become so obese as to be objects of wonder to Europeans.^

Anatomy and Physioiogry-—1. With the view of forming some
idea of th^ average temperature and rates of pulse and respira-

tion per minute, five youths, fair representatives of the race,

were examined, with the following results :

—

Age.
Temperature
under the
axilla.*

Rate per minute

Remarks.

of pulse. of respiration.

1 22 96-9 56 19 The subjects were at rest and
in the shade, and bad not eaten

2 20 97 '8 62 22 for several hours previously.

3 is 97 -8 64 24 • The bulb was left undis-

turbed for five minutes.
4 16 97 -8 64 21

e> 17 98-3 74 20

Colour.—1. Their skin is naturally smooth, and greasy to the

touch, and there is little or no hair or down over the surface,*

and, with regard to its colour, by the aid of reflected light it has

been found that not only are there several shades of colour

among this race, ranging between bronze or dark copper colour,

sooty, and black, but also that in individuals the complexion of

the face and body are different. The distinctions are, however,

so slight as to be unnoticed by the people themselves.

2. The results of careful observation go to prove that these

> Surgeon Brander, in the paper referred to in the preceding footnote, remarks,

tliat “ this condition, I should think, is induced partly by the absence of any
proper abdominal support during pregnancy, and is partly due to the distension

their stomachs habitually undergo after food.’’
* Even under the axilla it is rarely found, and then only very scantily, but a

certain amount of tufted hair is not wanting about the genitals.
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variations in colour are not confined within certain tribal limits,

but are alike found in all, whether living inland or on the

coast; and it would therefore appear that the cause is not

attributable to diet, habits, or, indeed, to any external circum-

stance.

3. The opinion expressed on this subject by Dr. Mouat was
that “ their hue is remarkably black and lustrous while

Surgeon-Major Hodder^ describes them as “ extremely black,

more so than the African negro, and some have a duU leaden

hue like that of a black-leaded stove.” In this latter remark I

fully concur; indeed, the simile strikes me as an exceedingly

happy one, and- as exactly expressing the predominating colour

of their skin.

4. On examining a number of individuals, and comparing the

colour of their skin and eyes with the standard tables prepared

by the late M. Broca, it was found that tlie skin of the face and
shoulders of the majority corresponded most nearly with No. 42,

the variations tending towards 27 and 28, while that of the

trunk, in the generality of cases, agreed with No. 27, and in

certain others with No. 49. The prevailing hue of the eyes

was found to be most closely represented by No. 16, one
exception, which had to be classed under No. 1, being found
among those tested.

Odour.

—

1. The ammoniacal, rancid, goat-like exhalations of

the negro are; not found among them, and the peculiarity of

odour which attaches to their persons is chiefly due to the

unguent, called kbvoh-da^ composed of red oxide of iron mixed
with either turtle or pig’s fat, with which they delight to paint

themselves. When in health, and under ordinary circumstances,

their breath is sweet.®

Anatomy and Physiology (continued).—2. Their powers of

abstinence from solid food have never, to our knowledge, been
severely tested

;
but it has been noticed that, on rare occasions,

when forced to make a long day’s journey through the jungles

without a halt, they are in the habit of binding a strip of bark
or other substance round their waists, to reduce, as much as

possible, the inconvenience and pain which are caused by what
they consider a long fast. Whether in exercise or repose they

* Vide “ Pall Mall Budget,” 20tli April, 1877.
* Substantives, adjectives, and biany adverbs have the termination “da,”

which, as mentioned in my previous paper, I believe to be traceable to the
defective or partially obsolete verb, eda'ke, to be ;

it is dropped before pre-

positions and in construction generally, but is usually heard when the word
occurs alone. Hence, when I write a hyphen at the end of an Andamanese word,
I shall mean that in its full form it has da.

^ It is, nevertheless, commonly noticed, that after feasting on turtle and
certain kinds of fish, they are unpleasant neighbours, their breath and hands
being then highly odoriferous.
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cannot apparently abstain from food without inconvenience for

more than eight hours at a time.

3. When exerting themselves in any way they perspire freely,

which may account for their inordinate thirst. So great, indeed,

is their inability to endure any privation in respect to drink,

that they seldom leave home on the shortest expedition, whether
by land or sea, without providing themselves with one or more
bamboo vessels, called gob-, containing a supply of fresh water.

4. Loss of sleep they can bear well only when under the

influence of strong excitement, as in turtle hunting, or at festive

gatherings, where singing and dancing are kept up for many
successive hours they have even been known to spend forty-

eight hours at such times without taking any rest.

5. What little cool weather there is in the latitude of their

islands, during December and January, they dislike extremely

;

in striking evidence of this they are found, as I will elsewhere

mention,^ unconsciously concurring with the great Italian poet

in depicting the ‘region of punishment, for the souls of the

wicked, as one of intense cold. After this, it will appear some-
what strange to say tliat, in spite of their aversion to what they
consider cold weather—which never registers less than 69° E.

on the highest elevation in South Andaman—they are careful,

during the hot season, to avoid any lengthened exposure to the

direct rays of the sun, and endeavour to lessen the discomfort

caused by the heat by smearing tbeir persons with a white-wash

of common white clay and water.^ It has long been erroneously

believed that they have recourse to this expedient in order to

allay the inconvenience which they would otherwise suffer from

the bites of mosquitoes and other jungle pests
;
but the true

reason for the practice is, I am well assured, that which I have

above given, for the various insects which might annoy them
are, for the most part, kept away by the smoke of the hut fire,

beside which a great portion of their time is spent when at rest,

or when engaged in any sedentary occupation.

6. The voices of the men are usually clear without being deep,

while those of the women, especially when raised, are very shrill.

7. The mucous membrane of the mouth is stained with

pigment to a greater degree than was found to be the case with

such of the natives of India as were compared with them.

8. The general excellence of the teeth strikes one as remark-

* Vide post “ Gaines and Amusenaents,” paragraph 32.
* Vide post “ Religious Beliefs, &c.,” paragraph 25.

^ I would here draw attention to the fact, tl at while the object in smearing

themselves with og- wash is to teep themselves as cool as possible, they often

daub their bodies with Jcbi'oh- after sundown for the opposite reason, i.e., for the

sake of warmth.
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able, for not only are no precautions taken for their preservation,

but they are used roughly, small bones being broken by them,

and food commonly eaten at almost boiling point. The grinding

surface of the molars is generally much abraded : five or six

tubercles are occasionally observed in the posterior molars, but

are not all marked with equal distinctness
;
in some cases, indeed,

they are scarcely distinguishable. The crowns of these teetli

frequently present one long and comparatively even surface, and
the peculiarity is of course due to tlie practice above referred to,

of grinding hard siibstances with them. The canines are not

longer or more prominent than the other teeth
;
caries appear to

be rare, except with those well advanced in years. The front

teeth of the lower jaw are generally the first cut : the first

dentition is completed apparently at an earlier age than is usual

among ourselves.

Hair.—1. Dr. Allen Thomson, F.R.S., who has kindly exa-

mined some of the hair microscopically, gives it as his opinion

that the form of the transverse section is oval. Having, how-
ever, only a small quantity at his disposal, he has not been able

to make a sufficient examination as yet, so he adds that, “ it may
be that some sections are oblique, but a number are certainly

transverse, and none of them have a circular outline.” In
appearance it is extremely frizzly and seems to grow in spiral

tufts,^ but examination proves that the roots are uniformly
distributed over the scalp : it is fine in texture and fairly

abundant, but lustreless, and seldom more than two or three

inches long, or five inches if tlie actual length when untwisted

be measured; in a few instances it has been found to be eight

or ten inches long, but the ends were matted, dead-like, and
easily broken.

2. The majority of the women every week or ten days shave
their heads almost entirely, leaving only two narrow parallel

lines of hair, termed yor-, from the crown to the nape of the

neck. The ydr- is never allowed to exceed one-eighth of an inch

in length
;
therefore, as they have no means of clipping it, it is

constantly shaven off, and a fresh gor- is made with the hair

which has grown since the last operation.^

' Just ten years ago it was pointed out by Dr. J, Barnard Davis, F.K.S., that

tbe delicate ribbon-like hair of these islanders is exactly similar to that of the
now extinct race of Tasmanians (‘‘ Journ. Anthrop. Inst.,” vol. ii, p. 100).

2 I would here call attention to some errors of the artist by whom Dr. Mouat’s
book was illustrated. He has represented the men as shaven and the women
with their curly wigs intact, whereas it is the latter only who as a rule shave
their heads ; and they do not go about entirely nude, but wear leaves, as will be
e.vplained in another place {vide post “ Psychology and Morals,” paragraph 8,

and “Attire,” paragraph 3). They are further incorrectly represented in the
same plate as using a gipsy’s tripod for cooking purpose.*.
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3. Though many of the men were and are in the habit of

liaving their heads shaved like the women, the style of hair-

dressing most affected by them before our arrival left only a

circular patch of hair, about six or eight inches in diameter, like

a skull cap, on the top of the head. Of late, however, they
have indulged in many fanciful modes, such as shaving a piece

about two or three inches broad between the forehead and the

nape of the neck, or making a large tonsure. From this it will be
seen that the Andamanese cannot be instanced as a tribe that

“ goes bald always,” as has been asserted.’

4. Men will sometimes shave each other’s heads, but only
when the services of a woman are not available

;
for it is one

of the duties of the fair sex in tiiese tribes to act as barbers,

regarding which fact I shall have occasion to make further

i;eference in subsequent sections.^

5. When, in consetiuence of its having attained an unusual

length, the hair is found to be oppressively hot and difficult to

clean, it is shaved off entirely or in part, clipping, as already

mentioned, being impracticable, owing to the lack of a suitable

instrument. On these occasions the eyebrows are generally

removed, which explains Dr. Day’s remark, that “ they rarely

have eyebrows.”

6. With the exception of the eyelashes and eyebrows, which
are of slight growth, hair is only occasionally seen on the face,

and then but scantily and in patches on the upper lip and chin,

where it has a tendency to grow in spiral tufts : as it is esteemed

a decoration it is never shaved or depilated.

7. It has been rumoured® that there are tribes of a long-

haired race on Interview and also on Rutland Islands
;
but, with

regard to the former, none of the Northerners who have been to

Port Blair have possessed this characteristic, or will allow that

it is to be met with amongst their communities, while our

relations with the inhabitants of the latter enable us to contra-

dict the assertion, which, indeed, can only be explained by
supposing that runaway convicts, who have frequently escaped

thither, must have been mistaken for aborigines.

8. That baldness has been known among them may be

assumed from their having a word in their language to express

it, but such cases would appear to be of very rare occurrence

since none have come under my notice.

9. It has been asserted that “ they are in the habit of dyeing

their liair with red ochre
;

” but, whatever may have been the

custom in former times, this is certainly not now the case, as

' Vide “Anthropology,” p. 238, by Dr. E. B. Tylor, F.R.S.
* Vide post “Social Relations, &e.,” paragraph 3, and “ Sharing,” paragraph 2.

^ “ Encycl. Brit.”
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they nev^er intentionally interfere with the natural colour, but

some of the pigment, kbvob-, with which they so frequently

paint their persons sometimes accidentally adheres to their curly

wigs, these being often used for wiping or drying their hands.

10. The colour of the hair among different individuals varies

between black, greyish-black,.and sooty, the last perhaps pre-

dominating
;

it is apparently uninfluenced by, and does not

correspond with, the hue of the eye or skin
;

it commences to

turn grey about the fortieth year, but the number of those who
exceed that age being small, white hair is seldom seen.

Development and Decay.— 1. The average length of life, owing

to excessive infant mortality as well as to the small number
that attain old age, can hardly be reckoned as much, if at all,

beyond 22 years. Not more than three generations of the same
family have ever been known to be alive at the same time.

2. Fifty years is believed to be the extreme limit of age

among them, and the majority of those who attain it are

women.
3. Judging irom those whose births have been registered by

us, it would seem that physical development takes place at a

late age as compared with natives ©f India, the males not

attaining puberty till about the 16th year, and the females not

before the 15th,' while the maxima of stature and bulk are not

reached till two or three years later
;
should the opinion thus

formed be confirmed by further observations, the fact will serve

to weaken the theories that have been advanced by some anthro-

pologists to account for the phenomenon hitherto assumed to

be of universal application, that “ the period of immaturity is

curtailed in inverse proportion to the approximation to the

equator or the polar circle but, as the same writer goes on to

say, “ probably the latitude of the abode has no reference to

this phenomenon
;

it may more probably have some connection

with the darkness of the skin.”

4. Among the Andamanese, when the head is in the cus-

tomary position, the line taken by a horizontal plane drawn
through the meatus auditorius would, in most cases, pass through
the apex of the facial angle, or, in exceptional cases, somewhat
lower. I cannot entirely concur in the opinion expressed by
Dr. Brander regarding the variety of the facial type found
among them, as he says that “ some faces seem to resemble the
Negraic, some the Malayan, and some even the Aryan in
character

;

” it is, however, a curious physiognomical fact, of
which there can be little or no question, that a remarkable
diversity in this respect does exist among them, though it is

• The extreme ages for child-bearing appear to be 16 and 35 years.
^ I’eschel.
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liai'dly sufficient to admit of the inference, which might be drawn
from the passage just quoted, and on which the incorrect theory
might be based, as to their being of mixed descent. I would
add that I observed, like Dr. Brander, that these differences are

more noticeable among the males than among the females of the
population.

Crosses.— 1. In a footnote to his interesting paper on the

Andamanese, Dr. Day mentions that “ some have entirely smooth
hair,” and he suggests the probability of a portion of the race

being of African origin or of mixed African descent.

2. With the exception of three children of mixed parentage,*

none of whom survived more than seven or eight yedrs, no
examples are known of the existence of a cross-breed among
these tribes

;
and, as none but these three children have been

Jcnown to have had other than the frizzly hair which is one of

the distinctive characteristics of the race, I have no doubt that

Dr. Day either observed, or was informed of, the peculiarity

occurring in their case, and his remarks must, therefore, be

taken as applying only to them.

3. Not only would it have been impossible for us to have
continued so long in ignorance of the existence of any
individuals of this race who differed so widely from their

fellow countrymen as to have smooth hair, but additional

evidence is afforded by the denial of the Andamanese to every

inquiry instituted on this point.

4. Another statement has been published which is also calcu-

lated to mislead
;

it is as follows ;

—
“ I agree with Mr. F. Day

that the chief of Kutland Island is probably a native of India.”^

The chief here referred to, by name maia .hvcla, but generally

called by us munskl .bvela^ {vide Plate II, fig. 2), was one of

the best known, as he certainly was the most useful of all our

aV)original acquaintances. He was not only a thorough, though

superior, specimen of the race, but his parents w'ere so well

known to be of pure Andamanese blood that his intimates were

surprised tc learn that a doubt regarding the purity of his

descent should even for a moment have been entertained, and
certainly I, and others who have for many years been associated

with the man and his friends, see no grounds for regarding their

statements on this point with the least suspicion.

5. Judging from the exceptional cases above mentioned of a

cross breed occurring among them, it seems improbable that the

existence of a mixed race in their midst would be tolerated, for

all three of the children met their death by violence or neglect,

* Hindoo fathers and Andamanese uiotlicrs.

Hr. Dobson.
He died of measles in April, 1877.
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not at the hands of their mothers, but of the male members of

the tribe.

Reproduction. —1. Marriages never take place till both parties

have attained maturity, and generally not till a few years later

;

the usual age of the bridegroom varies from 18 to 22, and of

the bride from 16 to 20. The result of inquiries tends to sliow

that there is a slight predominance of female over male births
;

three or four is the average number of children born of the same
]iarents. The largest family known consisted of six, three only

of whom attained maturity.^

2. Twins are rare, and as no instance can be recalled of both

surviving infancy, notwithstanding all possible care being be-

stowed on them, they are not favourably regarded. No case of

triplets has been known to occur. Births out of wedlock are

considered discreditable, and in the one known instance of the

kind, the parents were married immediately after the event
;

no differfiiice was made in the treatment which the child

received.^

3. The limited fecundity of the women may in some measure
be due to the circumstance that they never wean their babies,

so long as they are able to suckle tliem, and it not unfrequently

happens that the two youngest children are seen together at

their mother’s breast.®

4. The ill success in rearing their offspring is doubtless owing
in most part to the injudicious management and petting which
each of the mother’s friends considei’s right to bestow on the

infant. It is looked upon as a compliment for every woman
who may be nursing, to relieve the mother of this duty at

frequent intervals
;

it is, therefore, no matter of surprise that

the little one ails and dies.

5. The proportion of deaths from violence and accident, is

believed to amount to four or five per cent.

6. Barrenness is rare, as are also cases of stillborn children.

No drugs or other contrivances are employed in order to increase

or limit reproduction.

Abnormalities.—1. Excessive development of fat about the

gluteal region is frequently observable among the adult women.

' It is said that more children are born during the rains than at any other
season of the year.

- Viile post ' .Vlarriage,” paragraph t.

^ On this subject Dr. Brander remarks as follows :

—

“ They mostly possess considerable mammary development, and the glands in

many cases seem to be in a chronic .state of functional activity. This may be
due to the late period to which they sucUe their young (even to three or four
years), or to another purpose to which the milk is applied. . . .” (ride post.
“ Shaving.”) [As will be seen from Plate II, fig. 1, the mainmse are pyriform
rather than spherical ; with tlie advance of years they become flaccid and
elongated.]
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Dr. Dobson, in noticing a marked case of this kind, drew atten-

tion to the fact of its differing from steatopyga, thereby distin-

guishing them in this respect from Hottentots.

2. Albinism and polydactylism are unknown, and only one
case of erythrism, and that of a faint type, has been observed, or
is known to the natives of our acquaintance.^

Jh No instance appears of obliquity of vision, of cleft palate,

absence of teeth, or of supernumerary teeth, and only one of

prognathism^ and hare-lip respectively. Cases of “ Darwin’s
point ” in the ear are constantly met with.

Pathology.—1. No idiots, maniacs, or lunatics have ever yet

been observed among them, and this is not because those so

afflicted are killed or confined by their fellows, for tlie greatest

care and attention are invariably paid to the sick, aged, and
helpless. Two or three cases of hunchback and lateral cur-

vature of the spine have come under notice, but instances of the

kind are evidently very rare.

2. It has often been observed, that though the Andamanese
waste away very rapidly in sickness, they regain flesh with
equal facility when convalescent

;
but, nevei'theless, they possess

so little vital power, that they readily succumb to diseases

against which others usually struggle successfully f indeed, they

appear to suffer as much, if not more, than individuals of alien

races from the febrile disorders—mainly attributable to malaria,

so prevalent throughout these islands—which frequently lay the

foundation of chest complaints, from which they rarely recover.

3. Pulmonary consumption and other forms of pectoral disease

are among the chief causes of mortality among these tribes.'*

These disorders do not appear to be confined to, or to be

more prevalent in, certain districts, but there is little doubt

that they have been most frequent amongst those living in the

homes provided for their benefit in and near our settlements in

South Andaman.’’’

* In no othor particular does (his case appear to differ from the rest.

- As Professor Owen, F.R.S., trulj remarks, “their prognathism is not more
than is found in most of the Southern Asiatic peoples, and, indeed, in the h)wer

orders of men in all countries, and may be due or relate to the prolonged sucking

of the plastic infant.” {Vide “ Brit. Asso. Eeports,” 1861.)

® This not only refers to maladies introduced by the alien population, such as

measles, venereal diseases, &c., but to those complaints from which they suffered

prior to the establishment of the settlement.

* In reference to complaints of this nature, it may interest some to know that

Dr. De Jongh’s cod liver oil was largely used in the homes, and witli considerable

benefit to the patients, several recoveries having resulted therefrom. From
inquiry it would seem that eases of constipation are comparatively rare, and
that diarrhoea is almost the habitual state of their excretory functions.

“ As this circumstance was traced to the system of giving them clothes to he

worn at our various stations, and when visited by Europeans, it was deemed
advisable to modify the regulation and to supply them only with drawers,

leaving the upper part of the body exposed. A marked improvement in the

general health resulted from this change.
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4. Epilepsy is a recognised form of malady, and is considered

as peculiar to certain individuals, but the fits are not regarded

in a superstitious light. Cutaneous diseases of a scaly character

occasionally occur, but do not appear to be of a serious kind.

Leprosy is as yet unknown among them. The physical pain

caused by injuries seems less acute than that suffered under

similar circumstances by Europeans, and all wounds, as a general

rule, heal rapidly.

5. A few years ago (1877), an epidemic of ophthalmia occurred,

principally among the people of South Andaman, and, during

the few months it lasted, about fifty persons were attacked,

many of whom suffered entire or partial loss of sight. The
origin of the outbreak was obscured in doubt, and it does not

appear that the disease was previously known to the aborigines.

fi. They have never yet been afflicted with small-pox, and only

once with measles, viz., in 1877, when it was computed that

nearly 20 per cent, of the sufferers, who comprised a large

proportion of the popidation, succumbed. This disease was
introduced by a batch of convicts from Madras, who, in spite of

all the precautions that were taken, communicated it to others

in the settlement, from whom it spread to the Andamanese.
The contagion extended to the people of Middle and North
Andaman, but only those patients who were living within a few
miles of our settlement could be attended to by our medical

officers
;
the treatment to which the remainder had recourse,

was that commonly adopted among them in fever cases.^ The
ravages committed by this epidemic among the unfortunate

aborigines can only be compared, though on a small scale, to the

effects of a similar outbreak among the Fijians, shortly after the

annexation of their islands to the British Crown.^

' Vide post “ Medicine,” paragraph 2.

2 Before leaving this part of mj subject it is necessary to mention that, within
the last eight years, they have been visited for the first time by that terrible

scourge, syphilis, the introduction of which was traced to a few Indian convicts

whose duties brought them much in contact with the aboriginal inmates of the
homes

;
the ravages already committed have been most lamentable, and there

seems now no hope of checking its spread throughout the various islands forming
Great Andaman ; this is due to a few of the original sufferers having refused to

submit to the S3'stem of segregation which was determined upon at the principal

home at Viper Island, w'here all those who were known to be affected were placed
in a separate building. Although allowed every indulgence short of liberty to

associate with those who were in health, a few of them found the restraint too

irksome, and effected their escape one niglit by swimming from the island, and to

them have been traced many fresh cases that subsequently occurred in various

jungle encampments. Had it not been for this it might have been possible to

Confine the disease to those first affected (then numbering about 80), for after

their isolation from the rest, no fresh cases occurred at Viper. Thus, unhappily,
this terrible malady has now extended over a very considerable area, probably
not less than two-thirds of Great Andaman. The rapid spread of the contagion
has been greatly attributable to the almost universal practice which prevails
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Medicine.— 1. The diseases most common among these tribes

are :

—

1st, malarial fever {did'dirya-).

2nd, catarrh {ngvrib-).

3rd, coughs (p'dag-).

4th, rheumatism {mol-).

5th, phthisis.

6th, pneumonia.
7th, heart disease.^

2. In febrile complaints the treatment adopted by those living

in the interior, and less frequently by the coast dwellers,’* is the

following :—A bed is made for the patient of the leaves of the

Trigonostemon longifolius {gu'gma-), and his body is rubbed with
these leaves, which are sometimes first boiled, wliile he sniffs at

some crushed pieces of the same ; after a time chU'lnga-^ h given

him to drink, and then with some of their patent ointment,

kbi'ub-* which is not used internally, as has been supposed,® the

upper lip is painted and also the neck, if the invalid be married.

When the fever is accompanied by pains in the chest or head,

a chdvga-td-'^ is tied tightly round tlie part affected, as this is

believed to act as a charm, internal pains being always ascribed

to the malign influence of evil spirits. During the course of the

fever, the patient is constantly rubbed with gu-gma- leaves by
one or more friends, who insist also upon liis swallowing large

quantities of chu lvga-; scarifying is never practised at such times.

As only a small proportion of cases of this kind have a fatal

result, great faith is placed in the treatment above described,

and, at all events, it is certain that no injuiious effects are

caused by it.

3. The first half of the rainy season is usually the most sickly

time with them, as with ourselves, in regard to fever and bowel

among the women of suckling each other’s infants
;
in fact many parents have

thus become tainted with the disease, the characteristics of which have in almost

every case been most strongly marked, presenting an interesting study to the

medical officers who have had charge of tlie patients. Great benefit was derived

from the treatment and remedies (mercury and iodide of potassium) usually

employed in Europe, but time alone will show how far our efforts will avail to

prevent the disease from infecting the entire population, if, indeed, it do not, as

in certain parts of Australia, lead to the early extermination of the race.

' Because c f the insidious nature, and (to them) mysterious origin, of the last

three named diseases, they say that either .e'rem-chawgala has shot the sufferer,

or .Jwru-win- has speared him : regarding these evil spirits further refert-nce will

be found at “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 25, and “ Eeligious Beliefs and

Demonology,” paragraphs 12 and 14.

“ The reason for this « ill be found under “ Tribal Communities,” paragraph 5.

^ T'ide Appendix B, No. G3.
* Vide Appendix B, No. 60.
® Vide Mouat, p. 306.
“ Vide Appendix B, No. 44.
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affections. Those natives who have been long with us, have
great faith in our medicines, especially in the efficacy of quinine

for curing fever, from which, as exposure is very trying to their

constitutions, they suffer greatly when living in the clearings we
have made at Port Blair.

4. For a cold in the head they merely remain at home and
nurse themselves, crouching over the fire

;
for a cough, sea-water

is often drunk, or they will chew the thick portion of the long

leaves of a plant called jvni- (of tlie Alpinia species), and when
the bitter juice has been extracted and swallowetl, tie the chewed
fibre round the neck

;
if benefit be not derived from tliis, they

then take a piece of the upper portion of the stem of the Cola-

mosagus laciniosus, called por-, and, removing the bark, chew the

rest, and swallow the sap. Many cures having been attributed

to the wonderful properties of the two descriptions of chuinga-,

one or two quarts daily are prescribed to the unhappy patient,

until the cough leaves him.
’ 5. In cases of rheumatism and paralysis, a chdu'ga-td- is tied

round the parts affected, and chuinga-, moist as found, is rubbed
into them : if no relief is experienced within a day or so, warm
water is poured over the suffering members, which are then

shampooed; should no improvement result, even after these

measures, recourse is had to scarification
;
this is done with a

quartz or glass flake, by a woman, generally the wife or one near

of kin to the sufferer. It has been noticed that but few of those

who have been attacked by rheumatism in the jungle ever

regain the full use of their limbs.

6. In phtliisis, or when any internal organ, is diseased, steps

are taken by the friends of the patient to defeat the machina-
tions of the evil one, to whom the victim’s sufferings are attri-

buted
;
to this end, one or more chdwga-td- are first fastened

tightly over the seat of pain, a lump of black beeswax, to'lul-

pxd-1 is then held over a fire till it begins to melt, when it is

instantly applied, being passed rapidly over the flesh
;
the wax

which adheres is not removed, but wears off in a few daj'^s.

The patient is also subjected to pressure with the hands by a

relative or friend of tiie same sex, while an attendant frequently

sucks the skin. Scarification is the dernier ressort when the bad
symptoms increase.*

7. Every^ attention is paid to the wants and wishes of the
sick, and the friends do all in their power to effect recovery, but
no charms, excepting the chdwga-td-, are employed in the hope of

* Fide Appendix B, No. 57.
-* As many bad cases of lung disease among those in the homes hare been

successfully treated with cod liver oil, they have now great faith in that

medicine.

C
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averting or curing illness
;

after recovery, no ceremonies of

purification take place.

8. Witli respect to these necklaces of human bones, it should

be stated that it is not considered necessary that the bones used
for this purpose should have belonged to an adult, those of a

child or of one long since dead, are considered equally efficacious

;

the belief is that they cure diseases, and shield the wearer in

some measure from the macliinations of evil spirits, through
the intervention of the disembodied spirit, who is supposed to be
gratified by, and aware of, the respect thus paid to his memory.
Loose teeth, obtained from human skulls and jaw bones, are

sometimes strung together as necklaces, or, if too few for such
a purpose, they are included among the pieces of bone which
are broken up to form the chduga-td-

;

turtle bones are also

sometimes added under similar circumstances.

9. The skull and jawbone are carried, either separately or

together, merely as mementoes, and are not accredited with
any peculiar virtufes.

10. During pregnancy, the women eat in moderation, but

delight in as great a variety of food as possible, telling their

husbands day by day what to procure for them they are also

in the habit of taking as much active exercise as possible, as

they believe it conduces to an easy accouchement, and the same
reason is given for the custom, common among them, of con-

suming small quantities of td'la-dg-~ from time to time
;
but this

practice may be traced wdth more probability to the fact tliat

' the appetite of persons in an ana3mic condition is generally

fanciful and depraved, such substances as “ lime, chalk, or slate

pencil being sometimes greedily devoured by them.”

11. When about to be confined, the custom is for the hus-

band, and some of the woman’s female friends, to attend on her
;

she is placed in a sitting posture, the left leg is stretched out,

and the right knee brought up, so as to enable her to clasp it

with her arms. Her husband supports her back and presses her

as desired, while her female friends hold a leaf screen, kdpa-
jd tnga- over the lower part of her person, and assist her, to the

best of their ability, in the delivery and in the removal of the

after-birth; the, umbilical cord is severed by means of a Cyrena
shell (now a steel blade is often used), and when the infant has

been washed in cold water, its skin is gently scraped witii the

shell. Publicity is not courted on these occasions, as has been

asserted,® but all, save those whose services are required, continue

their occupations as usual. Soon after the delivery, some warm

' Further allusion to this subject will be made under “ Tabu.”
* Vide Appendix B, No. 58.
^ Vide Moiiut, p. 29‘1.
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water is given to the woman to drink
;
she is also fed with

meat-gravy, and the water in which shell or other fish have been
boiled

;
after a time, should she desire it, fish, shell-fish, yams,

or fruit are given her, but no meatd During the first two or

three days, she remains in a sitting posture, propped up by
articles arranged so as to form a couch. As might be supposed,

from the active habits and unsophisticated manners of these

people, their women rarely suffer much during labour and child-

birth
;
in fact, no instances of difficult delivery are known.

^

12. For ear-ache, head-ache, and tooth-ache, recourse is had, in

the first instanfce, to the chdu'ga-td-, then to scarification, should

the pain continue and cause swelling,

13. In cases of skin disease, they afford relief, at least from
irritation, by applying to the parts affected a large smooth stone

previously warmed over a fire.

14. When a wound is inflicted by a thorn, stone, shell, &c.,

hot water is poured over it from a Cyrena shell, which is then

heated and applied to the part as hot as it can be borne
;

or,

if the injury be slight, sea-bathing is prescribed, as it is said

to expedite the healing process. In treating a boil, they scarify

all round the swelling in order to reduce the inflammation, and
afterwards bathe it with chuinga- “ lotion.” This, substance is

also taken internally when suffering from dysentery, while for

diarrhoea they swallow small quantities of a whitish clay, called

hdtre'o-.

15. The larvce of bees found attached to honeycombs is eaten

to correct constipation, or, if in season, the fruits of two trees,

&ropa- and cli6h-, which are much relished, and not without
reason.

16. Their method of treating a case of epilepsy is to sprinkle

the patient with cold water, and then to scarify his brow.

17. When bitten by a snake (especially a venomous one), if

they succeed in killing it, they cut it open, and apply the kidney
fat to the wouna, rubbing it in for some time

;
should they fail

in capturing the reptile, a ligament is tied above the bite, and
the surrounding flesh is scarified. Deaths from snakw bites,

though not unknown, are rare. The late chief of the Middle
Strait community died in a few hours from the bite of a certain

tree snake called td'ga-jo'ho-f in September, 1878, and another

’ During menstruation they abstain from port, Paradoxurus, turtle, honey,
and yams, and live upon certain varieties of fisli, sour fruits, iguanas, and prawns.

“ The custom known by the name of coumde, or the paternal lying-in, is quite
unknown an\ong the Andamanese.

8 This snake is said to be the most deadly, after which the l&'raha- and v>d'ra~

jb'bo- are tlie most dreaded. The last appears to be the Ophiophatiua elapx.

Further allusion to the lA'raha- and .the w&'ra-jb'ho- will be maide under
“ Superstitions.”
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case of a similar kind occurred a few years since in McPherson’s
Strait. When bitten by a centipede on the leg or hand, urine is

applied
;
less inconvenience seems to be caused by these injuries

to the Andamanese than to the natives of other countries,

although the insects are here larger than in many districts, mea-
suring sometimes as much as eight inches. The scorpions, on the
other hand, are small and comparatively innocuous

;
no attention

is therefore paid to the bites they inflict.

18. Elephantiasis appears never to have occurred among them

;

but since seeing cases of this complaint among the Nicobarese,
they have given it a name. Id pi-, from Idpike, to swell (as a
bruise).

19. Bandages of leaves are applied to gunshot wounds, ulcers,

fractures, sprains, or bruises.

Ptajisiognomy.—-1. When an Andamanese is in good spirits, his

eyes sparkle and the surrounding skin is slightly wrinkled,

wliile the corners of the mouth, which is partially opened, are

drawn back
;

if he be in low spirits the eyes are directed to the

ground, the forehead is transversely wrinkled in the centre, and
the lips are closed, but the corners of the mouth are not dfe-

pressed
;

under the influence of great grief the nostrils are

observed to dilate.

2. In thinking deeply, or while endeavouring to understand
the construction of some object, the eyes are fixed intently on
it, and a slight elevation of the lower lid is noticeable.

3. Astonishment is expressed by the eyebrows being raised,

the mouth opened a little and covered with the left hand,

while the right hand is brought smartly to the left side just

above the heart
;
a man will also, on being reminded of an un-

intentional omission to fulfil some promise, act either in this

manner, or he will slap his thigh and then place the hand over

his opened mouth. Women show their surprise (and also joy)

by striking the thigh, which is raised for the purpose, with the

open hand. To this practice may be attributed the mistaken

notion entertained by an early v/riter,^ that “ their salutation is

performed by lifting up a leg and smacking with their hand the

lower part of the thigh.”

4. Indications of slyness, guilt, and jealousy can be detected

in the eye only.

5. Disgust is shown by throwing the head back, dilating the

nostrils, drawing down the corners of the mduth, and slightly

protruding the lower lip : no expiration is, however, made.

6. Shame is evinced by the head being averted, the eyes

lowered, and the hands raised so as to conceal the portion of the

face exposed to -sdew.

^ Vide Colebrooke.
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7. Defiance is expressed by raising and slightly averting the

head, and slowly uttering the word drtd'lo'q-ha, which is equiva-

lent to “ try it on.”

8. Women and children, when too frightened to run away,
throw themselves on their faces on the ground and raise shrill

cries, while men, under similar circumstances, show their alarm
by falling backwards, with their hands uplifted, and their eyes

rolling. Laughter is sometimes carried to such an extreme as

to bring tears.

9. When very angry a man does not stamp his foot, but he
places his left hand, palm uppermost, between his teeth, and
glares fiercely at some object on the ground near the offender

;

he, at the same time, raises some weapon with his right hand,

and utters, as well as the position of the other hand permits,

words of terrible import.

10. A man, if threatening another, does not clench his fist,

but will seize some weapon or missile, aud express his intention

of inflicting an injury with it.

11. A dogged or obstinate expression is indicated by averting

the Imad, closing the lips, lowering the eyes, as if ignoring the

presence of others, and frowning slightly.

12. When sneering, the teeth are clenched, the upper lip

slightly curled, and the eyes are fixed on some object near the

person addressed.

13. Children, when sulky, behave much as those in other lands,

for they pout, frown, and utter noises which betoken discontent.

14. When a man wishes to show that he cannot prevent

something being done, or cannot himself do something, he averts

his head and pouts his lips, but does not shrug his shoulders.

15. In beckoning, the head is nodded Vertically and a hand
outstretched, the fingers with the knuckles uppermost being
waved towards himself.

16. In affirmation the head is nodded vertically, in negation

it is shaken laterally.

Motions-— 1. The attitudes of these savages are usually easy;

the body when in motion is fairly balanced, the leg, if standing,

is straightened
;
the foot is usually evenly planted, with the toes

turned slightly outward
;
when stalking game they go on tip-

toe, but, as a rule, the gait is energetic only under momentary
excitement. The average length of a man’s pace on level

ground is 29-30 inches, and of a woman’s about 24 inches.

The arms (which they swing when walking) are habitually helO

with the palms turned inward. If pointing to any object, they

usually do so with one finger, and not with the open hand.

2. In climbing up a rope or large cieeper they proceed hand
over hand with great rapidity, assisted by the big and second
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toes of each foot
;

if a tree is branched they will scramble up
it almost as quickly as if scaling a ladder, and though when
“ swarming ” a mast or cocoa-nut tree they clasp the trunk in

the usual manner with the arms and legs, their movements are

more rapid, and they are less easily fatigued, than are the

generality of natives of India
;
in descending also they display

the same activity.

3. I have observed a peculiar trick among young men and
women, after a lengthened rest or after engaging in some
sedentary occupation, of twisting their bodies from side to side

in order to stretch the muscles of the back. In doing this they

produce a succession of sounds like that caused by cracking the

joints of one’s fingers.

4. Their favourite position in taking temporary rest after any
violent or prolonged e.vertion is the ordinary Oriental posture

between sitting and standing, i.e., squatting on their heels
;

if

very much exhausted they either sit or lie down.

5. The usual attitude in sleep {mde Plate III, fig. 2) is to

lie on one side, preferably the right, with the knees bent so as

CO allow of the hand of the upper arm being placed between the

thiahs and the other hand under the head, which is raised on
some impromptu pillow, such as a bundle or a roll of sleeping

mat.

6. Many are able to shut one eye without closing the other,

but they do not appear to possess the power of moving the ears

or scalp. They can extend one finger without opening the hand.

No tricks of sleight of hand are known to or attempted by
them.

7. Much use is made of the feet in holding and picking up
light objects, and the great toe is in a considerable degree

opposable. When a heavy load has to be moved they prefer

pushing to dragging it.^

Physical Powers and Senses.— 1. Though for a short distance

heavier loads are often borne, the maximum of a man’s burden
is about 40 lbs.

;
this he will on occasion carry for as much as

15 iriiles through the jungles between sunrise and sunset,

a distance rarely exceeded in one day under any circum-

stances, or for more than two or three days in succession. This
has been particularly remarked when they have been in pursuit

of runaway convicts, for, if they fail in coming up with them
within the third day, they are wont to take a long re.st, unless

strong inducements are offered by way of inciting them to

further efforts.

’ They do not understand, or, at least, do not caiTv into practice, the principle

of pushing or dragging a weight simultaneously, whether in silence or to the

sound of the voice.
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2. Unlike the natives of India, the men allow scarce any
weight to rest on the head

;
the entire strain is thrown on the

shoulders and back by passing the cord to which the load is

attached across the chest. As this mode would with women be

attended with inconvenience on account of the chlp-,^ besides

causing injury to the breasts, the cord is in their case brought
over the head,‘* and the back is bent in order to reduce the

pressure.

3. In his account of a visit to the Naga Hills, about ten years

ago,® Mr. S. E. Peal makes allusion to the “ peculiar noise, like a

whistle or note on a flute, clear and plain, and seeming to come
from the chest, made by Naganis when carrying loads and
distressed.” The same peculiarity is noticeable under similar

circumstances among the Andamanese of both sexes.

4. Kunning is seldom practised by them except for a short

distance, when hunting, &c., and four or five hundred yards

appears to be the greatest extent of ground they can cover with-

out halting or slackening speed. Though in running or walking
on a good road they are generally passed without difficulty by
natives of India, their superiority in the jungles is at once
manifest when the beaten track is left

;
and in the ease and

rapidity with which they are able to bound over rocks, fallen

trees, mangrove roots, and other obstacles, few, if any, would
care, or be able, to compete with them.

5. Both coastmen and “ junglees ” are, as a rule, gifted with

extremely keen sight. It was, however, found impossible to

gauge their powers by the test papers'* in consequence of their

inability to count
;
but many satisfactory proofs of their acute-

ness of vision have been afforded, as, for instance, by the manner
in which, while coasting along the shore or when threading their

way through the jungle, they detect birds or other objects, so

hidden by the dense foliage of their forests as to be hardly

distinguishable, even when pointed out, to more than ordinarily

sharp-eyed Europeans and others.

6. The inland tribes have especially keen scent, and are able

from an almost incredible distance to specify, and direct their

steps towards, any particular tree that may happen to be in

blossom
;
their sense of taste is also strongly developed, enabling

them to discriminate between the various flowers from which
the bees have produced their honey.

7. On the other hand, while the coastmen are not deficient in

' Tide Appendix B, No. 24-.

- A peculiarity in the conformation of the female shiill due to tliis prnclice will

be hereafter noted, under the heading of “ Deformations,” paragraph 3.

* Fide “ Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal,” vol. xli, part 1, 1872.
* Yiz., those used in the Army for recruiting purposes.
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these points, they are found to surpass the natives of the interior

in their sense of hearing, which is so acute that they commonly
spear turtles on the darkest nights, though able to direct their

aim only by the slight sound made by the animal when rising

to the surface to take breath. " ng'ah-mu'lwa-' (you deaf

person !) is a term of reproach often applied by the coast people

to those dwelling inland, in allusion to the admitted inferiority

of the^latter in this respect.

Psycboio^ and Morals.— 1. It has been remarked with regret

by all interested In the race, that intercourse with the alien

population has, generally speaking, prejudicially affected their

morals
;
and that the candour, veracity, and self-reliance they

manifest in their savage and untutored state are, when they

become associated with foreigners, to a great extent lost, and
habits of untruthfulness, dependence, and sloth engendered.

2. Though there are some grounds for the opinion hitherto

lield regarding their fearlessness, our more recent relations with
them prove that the surprising courage and apparent utter reck-

lessness of life which they manifested in their early encounters

with us were due rather to their ignorance of, and disbelief in,

any foe more powerful than themselves, or with means of

destruction more deadly than their own. Probably nothing short

of despair or uncontrollable rage would ever induce any of them
to make an attack in which they have not a decided advantage,

real or imaginary. All is regarded as fair in war, and cunning
and treachery are considered worthy of commendation

;
in short,

the high type of courage common among most civilised, and a

few savage, nations appears to be totally lacking among the

Andamanese
;
nevertheless, those who evince courage are much

admired, and poltroons are objects of general ridicule.^ When
apprised of the existence of danger, they usually evince extreme
caution, and only venture upon an attack when well assured,

that, by their superior numbers, they can put the enemy to flight,

or will be able, by stealth, to surprise and overpow’er him.

3. At the same time certain traits which have been noticeable

in their dealings with us would give colour to the belief that

they are not altogether lacking in the sense of honour, and have
some faint idea of the meaning of justice. An amusing incident

is related by Dr. Day on this point. It appears that on a certain

* Tlieir conduct on occasions of personal risk is, however, generally governed by
the consideration that “discretion is the better part of valour,” and that

“ He who fights and runs away.
May live to fight another day.”

They thus resemble the South Sea islanders spoken of by Sir J. Lubbock who,
“ though not cowards, regard it as much less disgraceful to run away from an
enemy with whole bones than to fight and be wounded.”
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occasion “ they brought in some escaped convicts, whom, how-
ever, they first plundered, besides removing every bit of iron

from the boat in which they had escaped. On being taxed with

this they at first pleaded surprise, then said they would make
restitution, and brought a canoe as an exchange for the mischief

they had done to the government boat. At first this was not

quite understood and the canoe was sent back, but they returned

it next day, explaining that they desired it to be kept as a re-

imbursement for the injury they had done to the government
boat, so no longer considered the canoe theirs.”

4. As another example of the same kind :—when the present

penal colony at Port Blair was first established, the aborigines

were observed to refrain from shooting at any of the chain-gang

prisoners, evidently judging that they at least could not be

vohintar}’ invaders of their territory, and to confine their hostility

to the petty officers and others not in chains, till these at last,

finding themselves in constant danger, sought and obtained

permission to carry on their duties in fetters.^

5. Much mutual affection is displayed in their social relations,

and, in their dealings with strangers, the same characteristic is

observable when once a good understanding has been established.

6. It is a noteworthy trait, and one that deserves high com-
mendation, that every care and consideration are paid by all

classes to the very young, the weak, the aged, and the helpless,

and these, being made special objects of interest and attention,

invariably fare better in regard to the comforts and necessaries

of daily life than any of the otherwise more fortunate members
of the community.

7. Andamanese children are reproved for being impudent
and forward, but discipline is not enforced by corporal punish-

‘ It may not be unworthy of notice to record here yet another instance of

generosity of disposition displayed by one of these sarages. In January, 1877, a
party of 24 JSAil conricte effected their escape : all but some 11 or 12 were soon

re-captured. Those still at. large proved desperate, showing by their murderous
assault on some aborigines, who had unconsciously approached their hiding place

in the jungle, that they were prepared to resist capture at all hazards. The
chief “ munshi” .bl'ela (vide Plato II, fig. 2) thereupon headed a party of his

tribe and some policemen, and, in spite of the parched condition of the soil—it

being then late in February—succeeded in tracking the runaways, who had pene-
trated several miles into an unfrequented part of the jungle. Refusingto surrender
themselves they were attacked, with the result that all were either captured or
shot down. On being asked by fthe Chief Commissioner what reward would be
most acceptable for the servi« e the aborigines had performed on this occasion,

.bl'ela replied that he would prefer to anything else that the Chief Commissioner
should remit the remaining portion of the six months’ sentence passed on four

members of a Middle Andaman tribe, who, a few months before, had been
convicted of shooting, at Kyd Island, some Chinamen engaged in collecting edible

birds’ nests. The prisoners were almost unknown to .bl'ela, and their release,

therefore, could no more have concerned him personally than did their punishment.
His request was granted.
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ment
;
they are early taught to be generous and self-denying,

and the special object of the fasting period, regarding which I

shall hope to speak to you on another occasion, seems to be to

test the fortitude and powers of endurance of the lads and lasses

before entering upon the cares and responsibilities of married
life. The duties of showing respect and hospitality to friends

and visitors being impressed upon them from their early years,

all guests are well treated; every attention is paid to their

wants, the best food at their host’s disposal is set before them,

and, ere they take their leave, some tokens of regard or goodwill

are bestowed, or, to speak more correctly, interchanged. Stran-

gers visiting an encampment for the first time are welcomed if

introduced by some mutual friend.^

8. It has been observed by ethnologists who have described

certain other primitive races, that inodesty and morality are not

dependent on, or to be gauged by, the amount of covering whicli

is deemed requisite by either sex. The Andamanese present

another instance in point
;
and in the esteem in which they hold

these virtues, and the self-respect which characterises their

intercourse with each other, may even be said to compare
favourably with that existing in certain ranks among civilised

races.^

9. In the manufacture of their weapons, utensils, and other

articles, they habitually display a remarkable amount of perse-

verance and industry, spending hour after hour in laboriously

striking pieces of iron with a stone hammer for the purpose of

forming spear or arrow-heads, or in improving the shape of a

bow, &c., even though there be no necessity, immediate or pro-

spective, to stimulate them to sach efforts. The incentive is

evidently a spirit of emulation, each one priding himself on being

able to produce work which will excel, or at least compare not

unfavourably with, that of his neighbours.

10. Selfishness is not among their characteristics, for they

frec^uently make presents of the best that they possess, and do

not reserve, much less make, weapons, &c., of superior workman-
sliip for their own private use; at the same time it must be

On seeing a stranger at a gathering, it would be asked : ol mij'a ? (who is

he?) or, if the visitor be senior to the inquirer, olmij'ola ? (who is that elder

or chief ?)

2 Women are so modest that they will not renew tlieir leaf aprons in tlie

presence of one another, but retire to a secluded spot for this purpose; even

when parting with one of tlieir bod- appendages to a female friend the delicacy

they manifest for the feelings of the bystanders in their mode of removing it

almost amounts to prudislmess. Coarse conversation appears to be of rare

occurrence and to meet with little or no encouragement. Bemarks on the personal

appearance or peculiarities of friends or blood relatives are considered harmless,

but if made in reference to a wife or husband would be regarded as indelicate

and objectionable, and resented accordingly.
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confessed that it is tacitly understood that an equivalent should

be rendered for every gift.

11. Like 'the Papuans they are merry, talkative, petulant,

inquisitive, and restless. Their speech is rapid, with a constant

repetition of the same idea, and a joke, if not played in too

practical a form, is highly appreciated.

12. When out of temper with any one they never defame his

relatives or use improper expressions, as is so common a practice

among natives of India, but merely indulge in mild terms of

abuse, such as the following ;

—

ngab-ted’inga td'paya ! (You liar!)

ngun-ld'maya ! (You duffer 1)

ngun-jd'hagya ! or ng'ah-mugutigpvchaya ! (You fool
!)

ngl-ch&na ! (You long head I)

ngig-ch&ronga-ld'nta ! (You long nose !)

ngig-pd'namaya ! (You sunken-eyed one !)

ngid-kvnahya ! or ngl-go'robya ! (You skin and bone !)

A quarrel, as may be supposed, generally results from this style

of address.^

1 3. With the exception of those who have lived with us away
from their friends from birth or early childhood, not a case can
be cited in which a preference is not nianifested for a jungle life,

even after a sojourn of manv years at the Orphanage or Homes
at Port Blair.

14. Opportunities for comparing the mental capacity of the

children with those of other races have been few, but these have
tended to show that, up to the age of 12 or 14, they possess

quite as much intelligence as ordinary middle-class children of

civilised races when competing in subjects in which they have
been instructed in common

;
but the precociousness of intellect

which has so often been remarked in the very young does not

appear to be long maintained. Dr. Brander, who was for some
time in charge of the Andaman Hospital, gave it as his opinion,

that as a race “ they are not deficient in brain poAver
;

it rather

lies dormant and unused in their savage state and he mentions
the case of an aboriginal patient of 12 years of age, who had
been educated in the Boss Orphanage School, and who, in spite

of his tender years, could yet read English and Urdu fluently,

as well as speak and write in both these languages, retaining

also a knowledge of his mother tongue. He had, besides,

acquired a fair knowledge of arithmetic. I may add that this is

not an exceptional case, for 1 could instance others, and one lad

in particular, who was his superior.

15. More lengthened observations than have hitherto been

* Vide post “ Laws,” paragraj li 1.
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possible are required before we can speak with certainty-

regarding the extent, limits, and conditions of heredity among
this race

;
but it has been noticed that, as a general rule, they

liave excellent memories, especially on those subjects in which
the intellects of their ancestors have been consciously or uncon-
sciously exercised or cultivated in the savage state. The follow-

ing passage will afford an illustration of the intelligence displayed
by these people on such subjects. It is taken from the late Mr.
Kurz’s Report on the Vegetation of the Andaman Islands :

—

“ While I was in the Andamans 1 was in the habit of consulting-

people (convicts) from the most different parts of India for the

native names of the plants. As a general result, I may state

that the Barmans were best acquainted with the flora of the

Andamans, but they are by no means equal to the Andamanese
jn accuracy and certainty of determination. While the Burmans
were obliged continually to cut into the bark to recognise the

trees, the Andamanese readily gave their names, and I could rely

upon their statements, which was not the case at all with those

of the Burmese.”
16. Instances have been observed among them of individuals

possessing strong wills and vivid power.®, of imagination : as a

race they do not appear to be subject to trances, illusions,

or somnambulism, but, like many other savages, they place

implicit faith in dreams, shaping their conduct in superstitious

conformity to the warning or advice supposed to have been
conveyed therein.

and -Witchcraft.—1 . There are, however, certain indi-

viduals in these tribes, known as 6ko-parad- {lit., a dreamer),

who are credited with the possession of supernatural powers

—

such as second sight, expressed by the term dramu'ga-td'rabanga-,

—and of a mysterious influence over the fortunes and lives of

their neighbours. It is tliought that they can bring trouble,

sickness, and deatli upon those who fail to evince their belief

in them in some substantial form they thus generally manage
to obtain the best of everytliing, for it is considered foolhardy

to deny them, and they do not scruple to ask for any article to

which they may take a fancy.

2. These quasi-seers are invariably of the male sex, and it

sometimes even happens that a young boy is looked upon as a
“ coming ” 6h)-2tavad-, their position being generally in the first

instance attained by relating an extraordinary dream, the details

' This reminds one somewhat of the disease makers of Tauna (New
Hebrides), who are supposed to cause disease and death by burning vahak
(rubbish, principally refuse of food), and who are propitiated by continual

presents. The practice of burning beeswax, in order to cause annoyance to an
enemy, will be mentioned under “Superstitions,” paragraph 13.
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of which are declared to have been borne out subsequently by
some unforeseen event, as, for instance, a sudden death by
accident.

3. In order to maintain his status it is necessary for an

dko-pai'ad- to give fresh evidences of his powers from time to

time, for, so long as his companions have faith in him, he is the

constant recipient of presents of all kinds, which are unblush-

ingly given^ and accepted as bribes to curry favour.

4. Sometimes, owing to the multiplicity of these gifts, it is

inconvenient to the 6ko-pavad- to take charge of them
;
he

then enters into an arrangement with the donors that such

articles as he does not at present need shall be available for his

use or appropriation whenever he may require them; hence

many individuals possess property which is said to be rd'dare

{i.e., bespoken) by a certain seer, and which is, therefore, not

.available for presentation to anyone else.

5. If a disaster occur which they think might have been

averted had the 6ko-pavad- chosen to exercise his powers, they

are said sometimes to conspire to kill him, but so greatly is he

feared that not a single instance is known of anyone having
ventured to carry such a plan into execution.

6. The position and influence possessed by a seer are not

affected by his falling ill, but if some serious misfortune occur to

him, such as the death of a child, it is looked upon as a sign that

his power is waning, or that he has at least lost a portion of it

;

they, however, continue to stand in awe of him unless, as time
passes, he fails to afford further proof of his supposed superiority.

His wife enjoys no distinction, nor is she treated with more
respect and consideration than any other woman of the like age
in the tribe.

7. The oko-pavad- is credited with the power of communicat-
ing in dreams with the invisible powers of good and evil, and
also of seeing the spirits of the departed, or of those who are ill.

On the occurrence of an epidemic in an encampment, he
brandishes a burning log, and bids the evil spirit keep at a

distance
;
sometimes, as a further precaution, he plants stakes a

few feet high in front of each hut, painted in stripes with black
beeswax {to'hul-pld-), the smell of which being peculiarly

offensive to this demon, called .e'rem-chdwgala, insures his

speedy departure from their midst.

8. Though we may be disposed to question the belief of the
dko-parad-s themselves in the supernatural powers they profess

to possess, it is quite possible that they, like sorcerers in other

' Especially is this done by those advanced in years for fear of their end
being hastened by the oJco-pai-ad- whom they fail to propitiate.
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savage tribes,^ imagine themselves gifted with superior wisdom,
and can hardly be blamed if they endeavour to turn their talents
to account by imposing a little on the credulity of their
neighbours.

Tribal Distribution.—1. The inhabitants of these islands are
divided into at least nine tribes,^ linguistically distinguished,

even if we reckon as one those communities to which I have
already alluded under the title of .jdrawa-, among whom it is

not improbable further divisions and dialects may eventually be
discovered. The conjecture that they are one is merely based
on the assertions of the people of South Andaman, and on the
circumstance that all the weapons, utensils, huts, &c., of the
.jdrawa-, which we have been able to examine, appear to be
constructed invariably on the same model, while aU such
members of the various scattered communities as we have had
the opportunity of observing, resemble each other in abstaining

from the practice, so general among all the eight Great Andaman
tribes, of shaving their heads and tattooing their persons. Still,

these outward similarities are manifestly insufficient, affording as

they do mere negative evidence, whereas our present knowledge,
so tardily acquired, of there being inland communities, called

e'rem-td'ga-, dwelling in the heart of South and Middle Andaman,
who are allied in all respects, save in their mode of life, with the

dry&to-, or coast communities of their respective tribes, would
seem to justify the belief that hereafter the aborigines of Little

Andaman will be found to present not only distinctions of this

nature but differences also of dialect, as is the case with the

inhabitants of both North and Middle Andaman, which are

known to be divided into no less than six tribes.

2. As to the numerical strength of these several tribes it is

impossible to speak with any degree of certainty, for, as you are

aware, there is no part of the country which is not covered with
jungle, more or less impenetrable to any but the aborigines

themselves, while their capacity for estimating and expressing

numbers is wholly inadequate to assist us in forming any
conclusions on the subject. The surmise that the entire group
contains about 4,000 souls is based on the calculation that the

M’jig-ngvji- tribe with whom we are most intimate do not at the

present day exceed 400, though at the time of our advent in

1858, they are believed to have numbered about 1,000.

Topography.— 1. The chief geographical landmarks of these

islands are ;

—

1st. Saddle Peak, a massive hill rising to the height of

* Vide Lubbock, “ On the Origin of Civilisation,” &c., 4th Ed., pp. 250-1.

* For the names of the various tribes, and the localities they occupy, the

reader is referred to the accompanying map.
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2,400 feet, situated in North Andaman, and visible at a

distance of 60 miles.

2nd. Narcondamf a small hilly island, containing an extinct

volcano, with an elevation of 2,330 feet, lying about 70 miles

east of North Andaman.
3rd. Barren Island, 75 miles S.S.W. of Narcondam, and about 42

miles east of the nearest island of the Great Andaman group,

from no portion of the coast of which is it visible. It contains

an active volcano, the height of which is about 1,015 feet.

2. Until recent years® the first only of these was known to the

aborigines, probably owing to the circumstance that they, at

least the natives of Great Andaman, have never been seen to

venture far out to sea in their frail and clumsy canoes. The
name borne by this hill is Pu'luga Id'kd hang- {lit. Creator his

mouth), referring apparently to its size and inaccessibility, and
to a large ravine running down its side. There is also a belief

that Saddle Peak was the place of Pu’higa-s^ residence prior

to the deluge.

3. The formation of rocks, valleys, hills, &c., they attribute to

the will of Pu’luga-, but they assign the sources of the streams

containing oxide of iron, kdi'ob-chn'hga-, and the olive-

coloured mineral, chudnga-, to the action of a poisonous snake,

called Idraba-, well known to them.'*

4. The names they give to the natural forms of land and
water are as follows :

—

Cape (point)

—

t6‘ko-chd'ronga- [chd'ronga- = nose].

Isthmus

—

t6’to-kvnab-[k%'nab- = waist].

Mountain

—

b&roin-.

Valley

—

-pd'rag-.

Strait

—

teg-pd'rag-.

Coast (sliore)

—

%g&ra- \jgo‘ra- = strong].

Fore-shore

—

ke'wad- and bd'roga-.

Island

—

tdrch&na-.

Islet

—

tot-kui'cha-.

Harbour

—

eldiUda-,

Bay

—

ko'bunga -.

Creek

—

jlg-.'^

* The probable derivation of this name will be given in Part II.
5 Since amicable relations have been established with the South and Middle

Andamanese, several members of these tribes have visited Barren Island by
accompanying us in the station steamer The name by which it is now known to
them is .mdla-tcirchd na- (lit., Smoke Island), in allusion to the smoke whicii
is almost always to be seen rising from the volcano, and wliich they account for
by saying that it must be due to a fire which Pwluga- kindled.

^ Pu-Luga represents to them The Creator. Vide “ Religious Beliefs, &c.,”
paragraph 7.

Vide post “Superstitions,” paragraph 21.
‘ The legendary belief regarding the formation of creeks will be found under

“ Mythology.”
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Arithmetic.—1. The utter hopelessness of obtaining from the

aborigines any correct idea of the population of the tribes

individually and collectively wiU be readily understood when it

is stated that the only numerals in the language are those for

denoting “ one ” and “ two,” and that they have absolutely no
word to express specifically any higher figures, but indulge in

some such vague term as “several,” “many,” “numerous,”
“ innumerable,” which seem to convey to their minds an
approximate idea of the number intended, but fail to satisfy the

requirements of the statistician.*

2. When anxious to express a certain small number with

exactness, as, for example, nine, the nose is tapped with the tips of

the fingers in successive order, and, commencing with the little

finger of either hand, “ (one) is said; with the next

finger “ikpd'r-” (two), after which with each successive finger

“ an-kd' ” (and this) is uttered. When the forefinger of the

second hand is reached both are held up, and, the thumb of the

second hand being clenched, the necessary number of digits

is exposed to view, whereupon the word “ d,rdu'ru-’ (all) is

pronounced.

3. If ten be the number in question—and this is the highest

numeral they attempt to indicate by this or any other method

—

on reaching the thumb of the second hand, both hands, before

being held up, are brought together and then is said, as in the

former case, “ drduru-.”

4. To express “ one,” they hold up the forefinger of either

hand and utter the word u'ba-tu’l- or u ha-do'ga-; to denote “ two
”

they hold up the first two fingers and say “ %kp&r-.”

5. The toes are never used in counting, nor are pebbles,

grains, or notches in a stick ever so employed. When it is

stated that only the more intelligent are in the habit of

computing by even the primitive method I have here described,

it is somewhat remarkable to find that their system of denoting

ordinals is more comprehensive, as will be seen by reference to

Appendix E.

6. Before their comparatively recent acquaintance with us,

they had not the faintest knowledge of the existence of even the

* With regard to human beings, to express a small number, say, from 10 to 20,

hrdin'ru~ would be used, while a somewhat greater number would be implied by

the use of jeg-chaw- {lit., collected body), and a still greater assemblage,

say of 50 persons, by ji'haha, beyond which number at-u'haha, would be used.

These words may be translated in a rising scale as follows :

—

b,rdu'ru-, several; jeg-chdu--, many; jvhaha, very many; at-wbaha (or

u baba), innumerable.

As regards animals and inanimate objects the words drdu'ru- implying many,

and bt-u'baba (or u'iaial. innumerable, are generally used, and sometimes /i’iaia,

denoting very many.
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neighbouring coast of Burmah, much less of the world at large,

and consequently imagined that their islands formed almost
the entire terrene area, and that they themselves comprised the

bulk of the inhabitants.

7. The few voyagers who from time to time ventured near
their shores were regarded as deceased ancestors, who, by some
dispensation, had been permitted to re-visit the earth, and who
were supposed to live on some small island in the -vdciriity of

their e'rema-, i.e., world. In confirmation of this may he cited

the name by which natives of India are to this day called, viz.,

chdu'gala {lit. departed spirits).

Etymology.—1. From the following list of some of the

numerous encampments of the natives of South Andaman,^ it

will be observed that the names are usually derived from some
circumstance peculiar to the spot, or from some tree over-

shadowing the site :

—

.td-bS'Toga-, coral (td-), shore (b&roga-).

.tigbang'-, rock-hole, there being at that place a hole in a

large rock through which a canoe can pass.

.tdrmu'gu-.^ West (island).

.yu'kala-chdng'-, grassy (yu'kala-), camp {chdng-).

.du'mla-paicha-bng'-, anchorage {bng-), in neighbourhood

ipaicha-), of the {la), Dum- tree.

.It'kera-barnga-, a row fbarnga-) of Lekera- trees.

.u’dala Idr chu lnga-, the spring {chudnga-), at the {Idr, lit.

of the) .u'dala- tree (Pandamis verus).

.che'la- ddknga-, the dragging {d&knga-) of the ship {che'lcwa-).

A ship was once wrecked there.

.bud lot deg'ranga-. Defeat camp
;

the defeat {deyranga-)

at the {lot, lit. of i he) camp {bud-). There was once a

severe fight there.

2. There are a few place-names which are unintelligible

to the present inhabitants, e.g., .luriva-, .tu'rubun-, though it is

believed that they conveyed a meaning to former generations.

Many of the names show an old, but unmistakable form of

the present language, while others, again, might be judged to

be of recent adoption, but they are not so in point of fact.

Tribal Communities.—1. It is no matter of surprise that,

during the first years of our present occupation, when our

acquaintance with the aborigines was so limited, we should

’ A fairly complete list of the names of these encampments, and the meanings

of the greater number of them, will be found in a short paper, entitled “ Note on

two Maps of the Andaman Islands,” by E. H. Man and R. C. Temple, which

was published in tlie “ Journal of the Royal Geographical Society,” 1880.

* rirfe “Astronomy,” paragrapli 5. the disappearing face place.)

D
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have failed to learn that there are permanent encampments and
kitchen-middens in the heart of the jungles of Great Andaman

;

but, since it has been recently asserted in a paper^ by one of the

officers long resident at Port Blair, that, to quote his words,

“No tribe of Negritos in the same stage of existence ....
as the Andamanese could exist in the Andaman jungles,” it is

very necessary to expose his error, for repeated inquiries and
personal observation prove the accuracy of the account given

by one of the inhabitants of the interior of Middle Andaman,
named Wd-i, that during the entire year the jungles afford them
ample sustenance.*

2. All the tribes with which we are acquainted possess

terms denoting—1, a coastman
; 2, a fisherman

; 3, a creek man

;

and 4, a jungle-man; the two former being applied to those

living by the shore, dbry&to-, and the two latter to those living

inland, e'remtd'ga-, whose subsistence depends on the sponta-

neous products of the jungle, which they all agree in describing

as amply sufficient for the support of many times their present

population.

3. The coastmen are divided into two classes, viz., those who
are chiefly employed in constructing canoes, turtle-lines, &c.,

and those who are engaged in fishing and turtling, but each
acquii’es a certain knowledge of the duties of the other, and
also of hunting the Sus Andamanensis

:

in the latter accom-
plishment, as well as in finding their way through trackless

portions of the jungle, they are naturally surpassed by the

natives of the interior, who display in these, as in other

respects, all the dexterity and intelligence peculiar to savages

similarly situated in other tropical regions.*

4, Although these two distinct sections (dr^/d’^o- and e'remtd'ga-)

still exist in a measure among the .bojig-ngvji-, as among the

people of Middle Andaman, many of their more marked charac-

teristics have become so blended or modified, in consequence of

the establishment of the homes, that it is difficult in many cases

to determine to which class certain individuals originally

belonged. This, it will be understood, is because those of the

e'remtd'ga-, who have accompanied parties of the coastmen in

* Vide “ Proceedings Asiat. Soc. Bengal,” July, 1876.
* With reference to the above, Mr. W. T. Blanford, F.R.S., remarked at the

meeting at which the paper in question was read, that “ it is very difficult for a

civilised human being to understand how savages live, or even to conceive what

a marvellous variety of animal and vegetable productions, on which savage man,

at any rate, can subsist, are to be found in the forests of all tropical regions.”

He added, that it was his belief that “ man could certainly find food wherever

monkeys could exist.”

* Vide “ Physical Powers and Senses,” paragraphs 5 and 6, and “ Communica-
tions,” &c., paragraphs 4 and 6.
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fishing and turtling expeditions, at one or other of the homes,
for several years, have become sufficiently skilled in these

pursuits to escape the ridicule of the genuine dryd'to-, while

these in their turn have made themselves almost as well

acquainted with the interior of the jungles as were the original

occupants, from whom they are, therefore, scarcely distinguish-

able.

5. It will be of interest to note in this place the nicknames
employed by the “ junglees ” and the coastmen when quizzing

each other, as they serve to indicate the peculiarities which are

held to be their distinguishing characteristics. The c'remtd'ga-

sometimes chaffingly address an dry&to- as er-chd'tdknga-,'^ i.e.,

one who loses his way
;
er-lo'inga-ba, i.e., one who cannot find

his way in the jungle
;

or, un-pdg-vknga-ha, i.e., one who
cannot follow tracks

;
while the terms which the coastmen will,

under similar circumstances, employ towards the jungle men
are ab-muiwa- &nd gu‘gma-tbng‘-,the first implying a deaf person,

for only the practised ear of an dryd'to- can judge of the

distance of a turtle so correctly as to be able to harpoon it in

pitch darkness
;
the second meaning “ leaf of the Trigonostemon

longifolitis,” in allusion to the practice, current among the

inland tribes,* of using these leaves for the cure of fever, but to

which the dryd'to- rarely have recourse, as they believe the scent

prevents turtles from approaching a canoe in which there are any
persons who have recently employed this remedy.

6. The intermingling of the members of the inland and coast

communities in and near our settlement has naturally resulted

in such a marked modification of many of the characteristics

which distinguish them in their primitive condition that, for

reliable information respecting the same, it is necessary to seek

among the more distant encampments, where similar influences

have not as yet been at work.

7. Amongst those who have now for some years resided at the

principal home at Port Blair, there is a young e'remtd'ga-, named
Wo'i, ot the .dko-.ju'icai- txihe, \^ho, till the end of 1875, had
been living in the depths of the Middle Andaman jungle, and
who then, with a few others of his village, received a message
from mai'a .Ivpa, chief of .bdrld'kdbll-, an encampment on the

coast, inviting them to accompany him in a trip he was about to

make, by way of Port Mouat, for the purpose of seeing the

officer in charge of the home, and procuring some presents from
him. Wd'i and his friends gladly availed themselves of the

opportunity of visiting what must have been to them a new
' Bj way of mock respect mai'a {i.e., Mr.) is occasionally prefixed to these

epithets when used in this way.
‘ Vide “ Medicine,” paragraph 2.

D 2
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w orld : on their arrival at Viper Island, they saw, for the first

time, Europeans, and a mode of living of which they could have
previously formed no idea. Wo'i’s companions returned to

their tribe after spending a few months with us, but he, having
lost his heart to one of the South Andaman houris, was without
difficulty induced to remain behind, and settle down in our
midst as a married man. As he speedily acquired a know-
ledge of the .bojig-ngvji- dialect, we were enabled to question

him on various points, besides those referred to in the state-

ment which forms one of the appendices to this volume,^ and
thus learned much that was before unknown concerning the

habits of the inland branch of the .dko-.ju'wai- tribe : the infor-

mation thus obtained, when compared with the result of our own
observations of the customs and mode of living of the commu-
nities in the vicinity of our settlement, afforded convincing

proof of the universality of the customs and practices of

the respective classes of drgd'to- and e'remtd'ga- throughout

Middle and South Andaman.
3. In Dr. Mouat’s book mention is made of the capture of a

youth, nicknamed “ Jack,” after a hostile encounter with some
of the natives of Interview Island, from which circumstance it

may be inferred that the lad belonged to the .dkd-.ked'e- tribe,

only one member of which had, till 1879, stayed amongst us,

and he is an e'remtd'ga-, who had travelled out of curiosity as

far as Middle Strait, and from thence had been persuaded by
the chief of that district to accompany him to Port Blair. He
proved himself very intelligent and active in all jungle accom-

plishments, but was entirely ignorant of fishing and turtling

After remaining with us a few months he was taken (in March,

1879), at his own request, to a point on the north-west coast of

Middle Andaman, and landed with a heap of presents : his

home, he informed us, was situated midway between that place

and the east coast.

Nomadism.—1- Nomadism appears to be almost, if not

entirely, confined to the dryS'to-, and even among them there

are hamlets which are only abandoned temporarily, as with

the e'remtd'ga-, in consequence of a death, or of a jeg- (i.e.,

“ corroboree ”), at some neighbouring encampment.

2. The nature of the temporary migrations which take place

among the e'remtd'ga- during the dry season, as well as of those

necessitated by a death, will be explained in subsequent sec-

tions. In the case of the dryo'to-, migrations are occasioned

by a variety of circumstances, as, for instance, fishing opera-

tions being rendered impossible by a change in the wind, the

* Vide Appendit F, a free translation of which will be fo\ind in“Journ.

Anthrop. Inst.,” vol. si, pp. 280-2.
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suitability of a particular spot for fishing and turtling during

certain phases of the moon, on account of the character of the

foreshore, or the configuration of the coast, and the hope of

meeting with better luck elsewhere—to these might be added
the love of a change, and the prospect of seeing some of their

friends
;
but it must not be supposed that a long journey is

thereby involved, the move being generally made to a spot only

a mile or two further on, and thus, by short stages, they some-

times proceed along the entire coast-line of their tribal territory,

spending a few days or weeks at each halting place, according

to the special attractions it may happen to possess in affording

good sport on land or sea, or in supplying a rich harvest of fruit,

honey, &c.

3. The necessity of a migration is also frequently forced on
them by the consequences of their neglect to sweep away the

refuse of their meals, it being regarded by these insouciant and
unclean creatures as not worth their while to take so much
trouble, when only a short stay is contemplated.

4. That the necessity for observing some sanitary measures has

long since been recognised by the Andamanese is evident from
the existence of numerous kitchen-middens throughout their

territory, many of which are doubtless of remote origin. These
refuse-heaps are still in course of formation by communities
living at a distance from Port Blair, and are invariably found
near camping grounds which have been, or are still more or less,

permanently occupied. In those sites, where they are not seen,

evidence is at once afforded of the temporary nature of the

occupancy : the rubbi.sh and refuse of food in these latter places

is only swept aside if the ground be needed for a dance, wedding,
or other ceremony, so that injury may not befall the revellers

through inadvertently treading on a bone, stone, or shell. Crows,
hermit-crabs, and, of late years, dogs, are the principal scavengers

of these ill-ordered and dirty habitations, the two former per-

forming their useful office as soon as a migration takes place.

Habitations.—1. We will now pass to the consideration of the

three varieties of huts which are commonly met with in the

permanent and temporary encampments throughout the territory

of the eight Great Andaman tribes, and which are known as

didng-tc'pinga-, chdng-to’rnga-, and chdng-daranga.
2. To commence with the chdng-tcpinga-, which is made by

men, and erected in all permanent encampments as being the

most durable. No particular kind of wood is used for the posts,

which are four in number, two in front and two in rear, the
former varying from six to nine feet in height, and the latter

from two to three feet; upon these, slender rafters and two
light transverse poles are secured, so as to. form the framework of
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the roof, which is thatched with palm leaves of the variety called

chci'ngta-. These are neatly plaited together, and fastened with

cane, pvdga-, and then placed in rows and tied, so that, when
complete, the whole forms a capital roof impervious to the

heaviest shower of rain.

3. The second variety, chdng-td'mga-,^ are erected when
temporary homes are required, which will last for a few months,

as during the period of mourning f they are made by men, and
differ only from the chdng-te’pinga- in being generally somewhat
smaller, and less neatly thatched

;
another variety of palm leaf,

called dm-, is sometimes substituted for the chA ngta^.

4. The chd,ng-daranga-,ox the third variety, being only intended

to serve as shelter during a halt or short visit, is constructed in

a yet more simple manner. The duty of erecting dwellings of

this class devolves on the women, and from the following

description it will be seen tliat the labour required is not

excessive : two slender posts, about five feet long, are driven into

the ground about five or six feet apart, and connected by means
of a light pole or stick, which is secured to their upper ends.

The roof is then formed by placing, stem downwards and firmly

fixed in the ground,* large palm leaves, which are made to over-

lap each other in such a way as to provide a fairly rain-proof

shelter for one or two persons.^ The leaves used for the purpose

are either the chd'ngta-, kdpa-, or dpara-.

5. Above the small fire, without which no liut is complete, a

small wooden platform or shelf, called chdpa 1% td ga-, or ydt leb

td\(/a~, is placed on one or more sticks. On this they deposit

their spare food, so that it may be preserved by the smoke from

the attacks of insects, &c.‘‘ By way of adornment, trophies of

the chase, such as the skulls of pigs,® turtles, dugongs, &c., are

suspended from liie front of the roof.®

6. It seems desirable to draw attention to the following pas-

sage in Dr. Dobson’s paper, lest, if left unnoticed, some mis-

apprehension should arise on the subject. He states that

“the Andamanese, at least the inhabitants of the southern

island, erect no kind of house whatever .... When
walking aloijg the beach in the vicinity of Port Mouat,

• This variety is shown in Plate III, fig. 2.

^ Vide post “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 4.

® Similar leaf shelters are erected by the Puris. Vide E. B. Tylor’s “Anthro-
pology.”

^ Vide post “Food,” paragraph 31.
® This style of decoration is now-a-days falling into disuse, especially in

South Andaman, for, with the assistance of dogs, hunting is much less arduous
now than formerly, and a large collection of pig skulls is, therefore, easily

obtained by the least skilful among them.
® Figuier speaks also of “ large dried fish tied in bunches ” being similarly

treated, but no ground for such a statement can be discovered.
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I have often come across one of their temporary habitations,

which consists of a hole scooped out in the sand, beneath an
over-hanging rock, large enough to contain a single person.”

As these savages are never in the habit of sleeping on the

sand, or in holes scooped in the ground, but on a mat, or

leaves spread under one or other of the three varieties of huts

described above, it is difficult to account for what Dr. Dobson
saw, unless they were the resting places of ticket-of leave

fishermen or convict runaways. No other explanation than
this could be given when some aborigines, and an experienced

attendant at the homes, were questioned by nie on the subject.

One other solution only is possible, and that is, that the “holes

scooped out in the sand ” were the result of a game of mock
burial, which, as I shall mention under “ Games and Amuse-
ments,” is rather a favourite recreation of the dry&to- children.

7. The majority of the Great Andaman huts^ partake of the

character of a lean-to, the only respects in which the three

varieties differ being- size and durability. They are found either

standing alone, or, as is more especially the case in permanent
encampments, so joined together as to form (at least, in their

owners’ eyes) a commodious as well as a weather-proof dwelling;

and, constructed, as they usually are, in well-sheltered localities,

away from the prevailing wind, they fulfil all the requirements

of a savage home,
8. Permanent encampments vary in size, and consist of

several huts, which in all are rarely inhabited by more than
from 50 to 80 persons, though they are capable of affording

accommodation, of a kind, to a mnch larger number if necessity

arise as happens not unfrequently when festive tribal gatherings

are arranged in honor of a wedding or other occasion of rejoicing.

9. The permanent encampments of the dryd'to- are established

in those sites which offer special advantages for fishing and
turtling at aU seasons. Wherever there is a fine stretch of sandy
beach, with an extensive foreshore, they will be invariably found,

for, at such places, throughout the year the women are able at

low tide to catch fish in pools with their hand-nets, and to

collect large quantities of sheU-fish; while, during the flood

' One of the huts in the .j&r'awa- territory, between Port Blair and Port
Campbell, when visited a few years ago, was found to measure 46 feet x 42 feet

;

and Mr. Homfray, in 1867, described the huts at Little Andaman as capable {more
Andamanico) of accommodating 100 persons, being 50 feet in diameter and 30
feet in height. The leaf employed by this tribe for thatching purposes appears
to be invariably the variety called dm-, and not the chd-ngta-.

^ The largest hut of the ordinary type is rarely found capable of accommo-
dating more than six persons. Sometimes these huts are placed together
so as to resemble small sheds, but as this has hitherto been seen only in or near
South Andaman, it is possible that the form of our barracks gave rise to the
idea.
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tides, the men enjoy exceptional facilities for shooting fish and
harpooning turtles, &c.

10. Although the sites selected for occupation are usually

well-sheltered, it is not always found possible in tempestuous
weather, even in the dense jungle which covers every portion

of their country, to obtain shelter sufficient to allow of their

huts being so placed as to face inwards towards the buium-, or

dancing ground. The primary consideration being naturally to

secure as much comfort as possible, the sloping roof is at such
times presented towards the prevailing wind.

11. The following diagram will give a general idea of the
plan commonly adopted in laying out an encampment consisting

of several huts, though the form depends much on the nature of

the ground, and on the relative position of the surrounding

trees, for they do not consider it worth their while to fell these,

or to clear away anything but the lightest brushwood for the

mere purpose of providing space for their huts, and dancing
ground. Another point to be taken into account is the

possibility of accidents being caused by falling branches, and,

therefore, when erecting their frad dwellings, they are careful

to guard against this danger as far as possible, and so much
judgment do they display in the matter that accidents of this

a. Married persons.’

b. Bachelors.’

c. Spinsters.’

d. Public cooking place.

e. Dancing ground (bu'lum-).

coTernment.—1. The entire country is apportioned among the

various tribes, and the territory occupied by each is considered

the common property of all its members, and not as belonging

exclusively to the chiefs.

2. Their domestic polity may be described as a communism
modified by the authority, more or less nominal, of the chief.

The head chief of a tribe is called mava-igld'-, and the elders,

or sub-chiefs, i.e., those in authority over each community,
consisting of from 20 to 50 individuals, mai'ola.

3. The head chief, who usually resides at a permanent

1 Even at the homes they are careful to maintain this order, viz. : of placing

the bachelors and spinsters at either end of the building, and the married couples

in the space between.

nature are comparatively unknown.
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encampment, has authority over all the sub-chiefs, but his

power, like theirs, is very limited. It is exercised mainly in

organising meetings between the various communities belonging

to his tribe, and in exerting influence in all questions affecting

the welfare of his followers. It is the chief alone, as may be

supposed, who directs the movements of a party while on
hunting or fishing expeditions, or when migrating. It is usually

through his intervention that disputes are settled, but he possesses

no power to punish or enforce obedience to his wishes, it being

left to all alike to take the law into their own hands when
aggrieved.

4. The dry&to- and e'remtd'ya- in each tribe have their own
head chief, who are independent the one of the other.

5. As might be assumed from the results of observations

made of other savage races, whose sole or chief occupation

consists in hunting or fishing, the power of the chiefs is very

limited, and not necessarily hereditary, though, in the event of

a grown-up son being left who was qualified for the post, he
would, in most instances, be selected to succeed his father in

preference to any other individual of equal efficiency.

6. At the death of a chief there is no difficulty in appointing

a successor, even if he leave no son, for there is always at least

one who is considered his deputy or right-hand man. As they
are usually, on these occasions, unanimous in their choice, no
formal election takes place

;
however .'should any be found to

dissent, the question is decided by the wishes of the majority,

it being always open to malcontents to transfer their allegiance

to another chief, since there is no such thing as forced sub-

mission to the authority of one who is not a general favourite.

7. Social status being dependent not merely on the accident

of relationship, but on skill in hunting, fishing, &c., and on a
reputation for generosity and hospitality, the chiefs and elders

are almost invariably superior in every respect to the rest.

They and their wives are at liberty to enjoy immunity from the
drudgery incidental to their mode of life, all such acts being
voluntarily performed for them by the young unmarried persons
living under their headship.

8. Though females, like minors (that is to say youths under 18),

cannot be chiefs, the former have a similar position relatively

among the women, to that held by their husbands among the
men of the tribe. A chief’s wife enjoys many privileges,

especially if she be a mother, and in virtue of her husband’s
rank rules over all the young unmarried women and such also

of the married ones as are not senior to herself. Should she
become a widow she continues to exercise the same rights,

unless she re-marries, when her social status depends on that of
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her husband. In the event, however, of the widow of a chief

being young and childless, she returns to the home of her
maiden days, and is in a measure lost sight of, as she sinks to

her former position.

9. It is believed by the people themselves that the system
above described has prevailed among them from a remote
period.

Covenants, Oaths, Ordeals.—1. No forms of covenant are to be
traced in their dealings with one another, nor is there to be
found among them anything of the nature of an oath or of an
appeal to a higher power— as Heaven or the Sun—to punish
breach of faith, or to bear witness to the truth.

2. They are in too primitive a state to possess any form of

trial, or even to have any belief in the efficacy of an ordeal for

discovering a guilty person
;
nor does it appear that any such

practice existed in times past.

caws.^—1. Justice, as I have already said, is administered by
the simple method of allowing the aggrieved party to take the

law into his own hands, which he usually does, either by
flinging' a burning faggot, or discharging an arrow, at, or more
frecpiently near, the offender, while all who may be present lose

no time in beating a retreat, and—taking with them as much of

their property as their haste will allow—remain in concealment
until sufficient time has elapsed for the settlement of the

quarrel. When such an affair seems imminent, and likely to be

serious, friends often interpose, seize the disputants, and remove
their weapons, which are not restored so long as there appears

any risk of their misusing them.

2. Should a man kill his opponent nothing is necessarily said

or done to him, though it is permissible for a friend or relative

of the deceased to avenge his death ; in most cases, however,

the murderer succeeds in striking such terror in the minds of

the community that no one ventures to assail him or even to

express any disapprobation of his conduct while he is within

hearing : as conscience, however, makes cowards of us all, the

homicide, from prudential motives, not unfrequently absents

himself till he is assured that the grief and indignation of his

victim’s friends have considerably abated.

3. These remarks do not now-a-days apply, to the same
extent, to those living near us, for the terror inspired by the

punishments inflicted in all cases of murder brought to our

notice has resulted in materially diminishing crimes of this nature

among them. In May, 1880, an Andamanese youth was hanged

* As regards laws (!) relating to inheritance, information will be found in a

subsequent paper, under the heading of “ Property,” paragraph 3.
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at Port Blair for the murder of one of his countrymen. He
had previously, in 1878, been sentenced to imprisonment for the

murder of two children of his tribe, and he committed his last

crime soon after his discharge. This has hitlierto been the only

occasion on which any of these savages has suftered the

extreme penalty of British law. It may be added, that this last

step was not taken until the unhappy wretch, as well as all his

fellow-countrymen in South Andaman, had been repeatedly

warned that no other than a capital sentence would in future be

passed on those convicted of murder.

4. It is by no means an uncommon occurrence for a man, or

even a boy, to vent his ill-temper, or show his resentment at

any act, by destroying his own property as well as that of his

neighbours, sparing only the things belonging exclusively to the

chief, or other head man. The amount of damage done at such

times, to canoes and other articles of more or less value, will

often give occasion for several weeks’ employment in repairing

and replacing to himself and his companions
;
but as these

outbreaks are looked upon as the result of a temporary “ posses-

sion,” and the victim considered, for the time being, dangerous,

and unaccountable for his actions, no one ventures to offer any
opposition, or impose any restraint upon him.

5. Women, when in a rage, occasionally act in a similar

manner towards one of their own sex, or even to all the females

of the encampment, injuring or destroying their nets, baskets,

and other articles
;
at other times they will seize a burning log,

and, banging it furiously on the ground, vent their feelings by
some such exclamation as ngig mu'gu jd'hagike! (May your
face become hideous !) ;

or they wiU struggle and fight till they
are forcibly separated by the wife or daughter of their head man.
They do not, however, attempt to settle their differences with
the stronger sex, but leave it to their husbands or male relatives

to obtain redress for their real or fancied grievances.

6. When a chief or elder so far forgets himself as to lose his

temper, those of his own standing betake themselves to their

huts, while the other members of the community, male and
female, beat a hasty retreat to some secluded spot, for no one
would venture to find fault with one in authority, and with
some reason, for little or no harm usually results to the com-
munity, while his own reputation is sure to suffer. Should he,

however, wantonly cause loss or injury to any of his people,

they would be pretty certain to take an early, though secret,

opportunity of repaying him in kind.

Crime.—1. That outcome of civilisation, suicide, is unknown
among them; but, since they have seen cases of self-murder

among the alien population, they have coined a lengthy com
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pound word {o'yun-te'mar-t&liganga-) in order to express the

nature of the act.

2. That they are not entirely devoid of moral consciousness

may, I think, in some measure, be demonstrated by the fact of

their possessing a word, yu'bda-, signifying sin or wrong doing,

which is used in connection with falsehood, theft, grave assault,

murder, adultery, and — burning wax (!),' which deeds are

believed to anger Puiuga-, the Creator, of whom more will

be said hereafter.®

3. Cases of adultery in their own villages are said to be of

rare occurrence. If detected, the injured husband would pro-

bably inflict condign punishment on the guilty parties, but at

the risk of retaliation on the part of the male offender and
his friends

;
there appears, however, to be an understanding, that

the greater the provocation offered the less is the risk incurred

of the injured person or his friends avenging the wrong, but
no appeal to the chief for redress is ever made.

4. If an offence, such as an assault or theft, be committed by
one or more members of another tribe during a visit or by
stealth, it is regarded as premeditated, and generally resented as

a tribal affair, resulting in a feud and more or less bloodshed.

5. Intercourse with Europeans and other foreigners has, it

must be confessed, unhappily opened their eyes to the existence

of some vices of which they had formerly no knowledge
notably is this the case with regard to drunkenness, for, being,

till the time they made our acquaintance, “ blessed in the

ignorance of spirituous liquors,” they had no conception of its

effects, and, to express an inebriate, have invented a word
(le'lekanga-) signifying “staggerer.” It must, however, be

added, that in consequence of the extreme partiality for rum
and other intoxicating drinks which they manifest, much care

lias to be taken to prevent them from gratifying the easily

acquired taste.

TVarcotics.—1. Prior to our advent they were also entirely

ignorant of narcotics in any form
;
but one of the evil results of

their intercourse with us has been the introduction of the

practice of smoking, and so rapidly have they (both men and
women) acquired the habit, that, when at a distance from the

homes and unable to obtain tobacco, they have been seen to fill

their short clay pipes, which, it is scarcely necessary to say, have

been obtained from us, with pdn leaves rather than endure

entire deprivation.

> Tn.de “Journ. Anthrop. Inst.,” vol. xi, p. 288, and post, “Superstitions,”

paragraph 13.

2 Vide post “ Religious Beliefs,” paragraph 8.

* The crimes of abduction, rape, seduction, unnatural offences, tc., appear

never to have been committed among them.
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2. I have used the word “ evil ” advisedly, for there can be no
doubt, from observations extending over many years, that the

result of their excessive indulgence in smoking has been seriously

to impair their constitutions. The attempts that have been
made to check the mischief have hitherto failed, as it has been
found difficult, if not impossible, to induce them to do a stroke

of work without the accompaniment of the “ fragrant weed.”

Cannibalism.— 1. The early stories regarding the prevalence

of cannibalism among these savages do not at tlie present day
require refutation.^ No lengthened investigation was needed to

disprove the long credited fiction, for not a trace could be dis-

covered of the existence of such a practice in their midst, even
in far-off times.

2. It is curious, however, to note, that while they express tlie

greatest horror of the custom, and indignantly deny that it eA^er

held a place among their institutions, a very general belief has

been entertained by the tribes living in South and Middle
Andaman as to its prevalence in other races, and even among
their own countrymen inhabiting North and Little Andaman

;

and to this cause is chiefly ascribed the dread which they and
their fathers have, from a distant period, evinced of their

neighbours, and the animosity displayed towards strangers who
have approached or landed on their shores

;
but these senti-

ments are now confined to those individuals who have had but

scant opportunity of becoming acquainted with ourselves and
other aliens, or with the results of the visits paid by us to the

dreaded .ye'rewa- and .juvawa- territories.

Communications, Chirogrraphy, and Drawing-—1- The density

of the Andaman jungles, and the unsuitability of their canoes
for long expeditions by sea, would of themselves be serious

hindrances to free intercourse between the various tribes, even
were there not the further difficulty—due in great measure to

the above circumstances—of difference of language to contend
with.

2. There are no marked boundaries between tlie various tribal

districts, but a general understanding exists between neighbouring
tribes regarding the limits of their respectiA^e domains, whicli

are usually defined by such natural barriers as a range of hills,

a creek, or even a belt of dense jungle. So careful are they to

respect these boundaries, that, before even travelling through,

and particularly before hunting or fishing in, the territory of a

* Papuans being regarded as such inveterate anthropophagi, ctlmologists
will probably agree in considering that tlie non-e>istencc—nav, even horror— of
this custom among the.Andamanese furnishes an important item in the array of
facts which militate against the theory held by some that the latter form a
branch of the great Papuan family.
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neighbouring tribe, an express invitation or permission is required,

unless, indeed, the party entering happens to be accompanied by
one or more members of the district visited, or when, from long

and friendly intercommunication, a right of way has been tacitly

sanctioned. In cases where there has been a breach of this

obseiwance sharp retribution has generally followed, causing

sometimes serious loss of life, and resulting in a long-standing

tribal feud.

3. Those communities of erem-td'ga- and dry&to-, living

within a few miles of each other and speaking the same dialect,

arrange from time to time large gatherings—generally numbering
about a hundred persons^—for purposes of barter, or for the

celebration of some particular event. Though not unfrequently

on these occasions old enmities are healed and friendships

formed, fresh tribal feuds and personal quarrels sometimes
originate in consequence of a misunderstanding or dispute over

some comparative trifle.

4. There are numerous paths intersecting each territory, the

result of continuous traffic over the same ground. When, for

some reason, a new course is taken through the jungle, the route

is indicated to those following by bending the twigs of the

brushwood in a reverse direction at intervals along the track.

This is especially the case during the dry season, when, owing
to the parched condition of the soil, there is some difficulty in

distinguishing footprints.®

5. No marks on rocks, trees or other objects, made for pur-

poses of record, are believed by them to exist, and, with the

exception of the supposititious hieroglyphics,^ hereafter to be

mentioned, nothing of the nature of writing is to be found

among these tribes, nor have they any method of recording the

name and exploits of a deceased chief or other individual who
may have gained distinction during his life, save the narration

—more or less garbled—of the same by their admiring descend-

ants. The messenger who conveys intelligence to a distant

encampment bears no outward token with him to testify to the

authenticity or character of the communication he has to make.

6. Although no method of signs exists, such as tying knots in

a string, making notches in a tally, or figures on wood, bark, or

stone, they have means of distinguishing arrows and spears

belonging to one another, by certain differences peculiar to each

’ It is believed that no larger number than 300 has ever been assembled at

one time in any place in our vicinity, at least since our advent.

^ Vide post “ Games and Amusements,” paragraphs 24 and 37.

® No prejudice exists in respect to crossing water, going by certain paths, or

handling particular objects, excepting the Anadendrum paniculatum. Vide post.

Part III, “ String,” paragraph 3.

* Vide “ Mythology,” paragraph 29.
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individual in the method of tying and knotting the string

employed in the manufacture of these missiles/ these, how-

ever, are often so slight that, even when pointed out, they are

scarcely to be detected by a stranger, unless he be one who has

bestowed careful attention to the subject.

7. In their savage state they never attempt to represent any

object, and, though they do not appear to possess any natural

taste for drawing, they differ from the Australians^ in the intelli-

gence they display in recognising any familiar form depicted in

a sketch
;
and while no such method for indicating the situation

of any place is known or employed among themselves, some of

them are quick in understanding a chart of their own country,

and are able to point out the sites of their various encampments.
8. It is hardly necessary to state that they have nothing

answering to mile-stones or roadside marks. Swamps are never

crossed, but in aU cases avoided by circuitous routes
;
experience

seems to have taught them the natural line of fords from salient

to salient banks, and, when a creek has to be crossed, they

always avail themselves of the advantages thus afforded, even
' making a detour in order to do so.® This applies, however, to

those occasions when they are not heavily laden, or are carrying

articles liable to be damaged by immersion, or which would
hinder them from swimming.

Swimming.—1- With the exception of some of the e'rem-td'ga-,*

a knowledge of the art of swimming is common to members of

both sexes
;
the children even, learning almost as soon as they

can run, speedily acquire great proficiency. In this accomplish-

ment the Andamanese greatly surpass the majority of Europeans,

but it is probable that, in competition with an experienced English
swimmer, their best men would be distanced in the first few
hundred yards, it being not so much for speed, as for the length

of time they can remain in the water, that they are remarkable.

* With reference to this circumstance, it may be mentioned that, a few years

ago (1876), fire aborigines, concerned in the murder near Kyd Island of some
Chinese traders with whom they had had a dispute, were discovered by means
of the arrows found on the spot, as these were identified by some of their

acquaintances then living at Port Blair.

^ Brown. [From remarks, however, contained in a recent article, entitled
“ The Indo-Chinese and Oceanic Races,” by Mr. A. H. Keane, which appeared
in “Nature” (Jan. 6th, 1881), it would appear that the low estimate of the
Australian intellect formed by certain ethnologists is not shared by all, and
“ many instances are given of their skill even in drawing, a capacity for which
was wholly denied them.”]

* Wells are not dug, but when encamping, whether for days or months, care

is always taken that the spot selected be near some fresh-water stream.
^ The reason of this is obvious, as it is known that the majority of the creeks

are fordable in many places within three miles of the coast, even in the rainy
season, and, therefore, the necessity of acquiring the art of natation has never
been experienced by those permanently resident in the interior.
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2. The "frog-stroke” is the one in general use; in diving/ they

invariably leap feet foremost into the water, and their skill in

recovering any small object which has been thrown into the sea,

or which is lying at a considerable depth, equals that displayed

by Somali boys.

3. The younger people delight in disporting themselves in the

sea, and' in displaying their skill in capturing a harpooned turtle

or fish by diving after it
;
but, while they surpass most races in

this respect, they are by no means equal to the astounding feat

of catching fish—not to mention any larger than themselves

—

by merely plunging into the sea after them, as was alleged by
the ex-sepoy convict, D'hdhnAth, in one of his many Munchausen-
like statements. His allegation, according to Dr. Mouat, was
that he had “ seen three or four of them dive into deep water,

and bring up in their arms a fish six or seven feet in length, which

they had seized.” A well-known work having been lent me in

which the Andamanese are referred to, I took advantage of an

opportunity to show them some of the illustrations, amongst
others one in which two of their race are represented as rising

to the surface with an enormous fish in their arms, while a third

person, standing on the shore, is endeavouring to despatch it by
repeated blows with a log. Great was the amusement of my
Andaman friends, and also of those natives of India, who, from

long residence among them in the homes are well aware of the

degree of skill they are capable of manifesting in their various

pursuits, to learn the wonderful prowess attributed to them, and

a hearty laugh was indulged in at the artist’s expense, who,

however, it will be seen from the foregoing, did not draw entirely

upon his fertile imagination for the incident.

Since my return to the Andamans in September, 1882, by way of testing

their powers of remaining under water, I timed three aryo'to- youths, who were

instructed to do their best to distinguish themselves. One reappeared above the

water after an interval of forty seconds, and made excuses for himself, while the

other two remained down for fully seventy seconds, and could doubtless have

held out longer had any sufficient inducement been offered them by way of

reward.



PART ir.

Language—Adoption—Relationships—Proper 'Tames— Initiatory Cere-
monies—Marriage—Death and Burial—Meeting and Parting, &c.

—

Fire—Superstitions—Religious Beliefs and Demonology—Mythology.

Before we enter upon the consideration of the marital relations

customs, superstitions, traditions, and beliefs of these aborigines,

I wish to say a few words in reference to the dialects or languages

spoken by the various tribes, more especially the language

spoken by the .lo'jig-ngvji-, or South Andaman tribe. As I

shall presently show, the people themselves have a legend^ to

account for the linguistical distinctions existing in their midst

;

but, on a subject of such importance as the origin of an
unwritten language, the traditions current among the savages

who speak it have rarely, if ever, I believe, been known to

throw any light.

lianeruase.—1. A few short lists of Andamanese words have
been prepared from time to time, commencing, I think, with
Colebrooke, who visited the islands nearly a century ago

;
but

* Vide post “ Mythology,” paragraphs 14 and &2.

E
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owing to a variety of circumstances, not the least of which was
the absence of any system of representing the sounds in the
language—each author having chosen to employ a phonetic
code best understood by himself and capable of varying inter-

pretation by others—the result has been, to say the least,

unsatisfactory, and the words for the most part are, in their

printed form, either wholly unrecognisable by the people
themselves, or possess a meaning differing very much from
that given.

2. I do not make these remarks with a view of depreciating

the efforts of others, for I fully recognise the difficulties with
which they had to contend, and am aware that these exceeded
any I have had to overcome, consequent on the improved
relations which have subsisted between ourselves and the

aborigines in recent years.

3. It must also be borne in mind that time necessarily works
vast changes in aU savage languages, which depend so entirely

upon the oral correctness of the whole population for their

accurate transmission.

4. As my knowledge of the other dialects is not as yet suf-

ficient for me to be able to describe them comparatively at any
length—leisure having failed me to obtain more than a few
hundred words of five of the seven remaining tribes of Great

Andaman— I wish it to be understood that, except where other-

wise stated, my remarks refer to the .bd'jig-ngvji-, or South
Andaman dialect.

5. The Andamanese are, as a rule, very conservative, and
prefer to coin from their own resources rather than to borrow
from aliens, words expressing ideas or objects which are new to

tliem. To give only one of many examples :—having them-
selves no forms of worship, they had no word for “ prayer,” but
since seeing the Mahomedans at their daily devotions, and
learning that they are addressing an Invisible Being, they

express the act by a compound word, d'vlalik-yd'b-, signifying
“ daily repetition ” (viz. : d'rla^ daily, and ik-yd'h- repetition).

6. They have also a distinct poetical dialect, and in their

songs subordinate everything to rhythm, the greatest liberties

being thereby 4aken not only wdth the forms of their words, but

even with the giammatical construction of the sentences. For

.instance the chorus of one of their songs runs thus ;

—

chiklu yd lalcu mej'rd 1

which means “ who missed the hard (backed) turtle ?
” the

prose construction of the sentence being viifa yd'dl che'balen

Id kdchvre 1 It will be at once noticed how great is the difference

between the two versions, for in this, as in most of their songs.
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the words in their poetic form are so mutilated to suit the

metre as to be scarcely recognisable; indeed, it not unfre-

quently happens that the composer of a new song has to

explain its meaning in the ordinary vernacular to liis chorus^ as

well as to the audience in general.

7. It may perhaps interest some of my readers to see a com-
parative table which I have prepared of the various forms of the

possessive pronominal adjectives in most frequent use among
five of the eight tribes of Great Andaman

:

M'jig-ngvji- .Id'jig-yd'h- .d'Jcd-Jco'l- .oko-ju'wai- .hal'awa-

my ,. di'a- ,

.

ti-ya- ti'ya ti'ya .

.

deg'e.

thy .. ngva- ngrya- ngvya ngvya ngege.
his .

.

va^ ,

.

i'ya- i'ya arya eg-e.

our .

.

me'ta- mi'ya- mrya mt'ya .

.

md'tat.

ypur .. e'ta- ,

,

ngdrdi'ra- ngdrdi'ra- ngachd'par- ngd'tat.

li'ya- ti'ya li'ya ,

.

their.

.

6'nta- no'ngtd'le- 6'ntd'le- nard'ngbieh- d'tat.

li'ya- eJca-tl'ya .

.

-li'ya

8. There are in each dialect several other forms of possessive

pronominal adjectives, each of which must be used with its

own class of nouns, but I do not now purpose entering into

particulars regarding these. The form which, roughly speaking,

is of general application among the M'jig-ngl'ji- is, as I have just

shown, that of d%'a~, ngva-, &c. Ex. ;

—

di'a kd'rama-, my bow

;

rmia yd'dl-, our turtle
;
the exceptions to its use being, (a) those

nouns denoting human objects, (b) those indicating the various

parts of the body,® and (c) certain other nouns denoting degrees

of relationship. To be as brief as possible, I will give but one
or two examples of each.

di'a-, my.

.

ngva-, thy
i'a-, his .

.

Vi.a-, ’s

(a)

. . me'tat, our

. . e-tat, your

. . 6'ntat, their

. . I’o ntat,

. . Ex. di'a dhu'la-,

,

.

my man.
. . me'tai at-pail-,

. . our women.

* I cannot here enter into particulars regarding their songs and choruses, an
nccotmt of which will he hereafter given under “ Qames and Amusements.”

' For a complete list of these vide Appendix G.
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(P)

I. Used with words indicating the head, brain, occiput, scalp,

neck, nape, chest, lung, heart, &c.

dot, my ,

.

ngot, thy.

.

dt, his

I’bt, ’s

. . mb' tot, our

. . ngb'tot, your

.. 5
’^0A their

. . I’d'tot, s’

. • Ex. : dot che ta-,

,

,

my head.

. . b'tot Wngota-,

. . their necks.

IL Used with words indicating the hand, finger, wrist,

knuckle, nail, foot, toe, heel, ankle, &c.

dong, my
ngbng, thy
bng, his .

.

Vong, ’s

nwi'ot, our
ngbi'ot, your
bi'ot, their

Vbi'ot, s’ .

.

Ex. : ngbng tS'go-,

thy wrist.

bi'ot pdg-,

their feet.

III. Used with words indicating the shoulder, arm, breast,

face, temple, cheek, nose, ear, eye, gum, tear, tooth, &c.

dig, my .

.

^gig, thy
ig, his .

.

Vig, ’s

, . mit'ig, our
. . ngit'ig, your
. . it'ig, their

. . V it'ig, -s’

. . Ex. : ngig to'go-,

, . thy shoulder.

. . mit'ig tug-,

our teeth.

(N.B.—The words for eye, eye-lid, and eye-lash, generally take

the abbreviated form, dl, ng%, % mit'i, ngit'i, iH.)

IV. Used with words indicating the body, back, spine, thigh,

calf of leg, elbow, knee, rib, stomach, spleen, liver, shoulder-

blade, &c.

dah, my .

ngab, thy
ah, his .

Vab, ’

mat, OUT
ngat, your
at, their

Vat, ' s’

. . Ex. 1 dah chdu-,

. . my body.

. . at pd'retd-,

,

.

their ribs.

V. Used with the words indicating leg, hip, loin, bladder, &c.

dar, my .

.

ngar, thy
ar, his

Var, ’s

. . mar'at, our .

.

. . ngar'at, your .

.

. . ar'at, their

. . Var'at, s’ .

.

. . Ex. : dar chdg-,

• . my leg.

. ar'at chd'rog-,

. . their hips.
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VI. Used with words indicating mouth, chin, lip, throat,

palate, tongue, gullet, jaw-bone, collar-bone, breath, &c.

dd'kci, my
thy

d'ki, his .

.

Vd-kd, ’

mak'at, our
ngakrat, your
ak'at, their

Z dk oiy s

Ex. I ngd'kd, hang-,

thy mouth.
ak'ai i'kih-,

their jaw-bones.

VII. Used apparently only with the word indicating waist.

dd'to, my
ngd'to, thy
6'to, his .

.

l'6'to, ’i

dah, my .

ngab, thy
gb, his

Vab,

II.

dd’kd, my
ngd'kd, thy
d'kd, his .

.

Vd'kd,

III.

dor or ddr, my .

.

ngar or ngdr, thy
ar or dr, his

I’ar or I’dr, ’s

IV.

dai, my ,

.

ngai, thy.

.

ai, his

I’ai, ’s ,

,

V.

ad, my .

.

ang, thy
d, his .

.

I’d, ’s

md'to, our
ngd'to, your
6'to, their

1’6'to, s’

(^)

mat, our
ngat, your
at, their

Vat, s’

mak'at, our
ngak'at, your
ak'at, their

Vak'at, s’

marat, our
ngarat, your
arat, their

Var'at, — s’

me'tat, our
e'tat, your
6'ntat, theif

1'6'ntat, " s’

mi'tat, our
e'tai, your .

6'ntat, their

V6'ntat, s’

,

Ex. : dA'to kx'nab-,

my waist.

m6'to In'nab-,

our waists.

Ex. : dab mai'ola,

my father.

dab e tinga-,

my mother.

Ex. : dd'kd kdm-,
my younger brother.

Ex. dar O'dire,

my son.

Ex.

Ex.

dai \k-ydrte-,

my wife.

6'mat pail-,

their wiyes.

ad Ik-yd'te-,

my husband.
e'tat bu'la-,

your husbands.
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VI.

ad-en, my
ang-en, thy
d-en, his . •

am-et, our
ang-et, your
d-et, their

Vd-et, s’

Ex. : ad-en to'hare.

ang-et td'hare-pail-,

your elder sisters.

my elder brother.

Vd-en, ’s

VII.

dotf my .

.

ngot, thy
6i, his

Vot, ’b

md'tot, our
ngo'tot, your
O' tot, their

Vo'tot, s’

Ex. : dot ehd'tnga-,

my adopted son.

VIII.

deh, my .

.

ngeb, thy
eb, his

meb'et, our
ngeb'et, your
fib'et, their

Ex : deb aden'ire,

my step-son.

J’eb'et, s’

9. Lieutenant E. C. Temple, in his Notes on my translation

of the Lord’s Prayer into .bo'jig-ngvji- quotes some of the remarks
made by Dr. Caldwell on the Australian languages, which he
considers can with perfect truth be applied to the Andamanese
dialects. The grammatical structure exhibits a general agree-

ment with the languages of the Scythian group
;
in both we find

the use of postpositions instead of prepositions
;
they also agree

in the formation of inceptive, causative, and reflective verbs by
the addition of certain particles to the root, as well as generally

in the agglutinative structure of words and their position in a

sentence.

10. In the same work, six sentences in .bo'jig-ngvji- and .bd'jig-

yd'b-^ such as would occur in daily conversation, are given

as examples to illustrate the diversity of speech in two adja-

cent tribes. Only three out of some thirty words are there

* Or, in the language of that district, .pwchik-wdr-. Both ydb- in South
Andaman, and war- in South of Middle Andaman, signify “ language.” As will

shortly be explained under “ Mythology,” the belief held by all, or the majoi ity

of the tribes of Q-reat Andaman, is that the .bbjig-yd'b- is the original language

spoken by their remote ancestors, and from which the various other existing

dialects have sprung. The word bb'jig is used in a special sense to denote “ our,”

or “ our style of.” Ex. : .bb'jig-ngl'ji- (the South Andaman tribe’s name for itself),

literally, our friends ;
.bb'jig-yd'b- (their name for the tribe on their northern

border), literally, our language
;
mij'a ngen Jcd'to bb'jig Tcd'rama md'nre? Who

gave you that bb'jig {i.e., our style of) bow? [As shown in Appendix B, item 1,

this term is used to distinguish the description used by the five tribes occupying

Middle and South Andaman and the Archipelago, from the bows of the .ye'rewa-

i.e., the three North Andaman tribes), and the jdr'awa-.']
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shown to be the same in both languages, while they differ in

every inflection, from which fact it will readily be understood

that, apart from the great difficulties of inter-communication,

the task of acquiring a knowledge of the dialects of the remain-

ing eight tribes must be one involving considerable sacrifice of

time and labour, such as, I fear, it is hopeless to expect any
government officer, unless specially deputed for the work, will

be able to accomplish during his term of service.

11. Before concluding this part of my subject I will add an
extract from a letter received in August, 1881, from my friend and
fellow-worker in this branch of my studies, Lieutenant K. C.

Temple (cantonment magistrate at Ambdla), which he authorises

me to publish as embodying his opinion after a careful study

of the vocabularies and other data which I have collected and
forwarded to him :

“ The Andaman languages are one group

;

they are like {i.e., connected with) no other group
;
they have no

affinities by which we might infer their connection with any other

known group. The word-construction (the etymology of the old

OTammarians) is two-fold, i.e., they have affixes and prefixes to

the root of a grammatical nature. The general principle of

word-construction is agglutination pure and simple. In adding
their affixes they follow the principles of the ordinary aggluti-

native tongues
;

in adding their prefixes they follow the well

defined principles of the South African tongues. Hitherto, as

far as I know, the two principles in full play have never been
found together in any other language. Languages which are

found to follow the one have the other in only a rudimen-
tary form present in them. In Andamanqse both are fully

developed, so much so as to interfere with each other’s gram-
matical functions. The collocation of the words^ (or ‘ syntax,’

to follow the old nomenclature) is that of the agglutinative

languages purely. The presence of the peculiar prefixes does

not interfere with this
;
the only way in which they affect the

syntax is to render the frequent use possible of long compounds
almost polysynthetic in their nature, or, to put it another way,
of long compounds which are sentences in themselves, but the

construction of these words is not synthetic but agglutinative,

and they are as vjords either compound nouns or verbs taking

their place in the sentence, and having the sartie relation to the

other words in it as they would were they to be introduced into

a sentence in any other agglutinative language. There are of

course many peculiarities of grammar in the Andamanese
group, and even in each member of the group, but these are only

* For an example of this the reader is referred to “ TTo'i’s statement,” which
^ill be found in Appendix F.
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such as are incidental to the grammar of the other languages,

and do not affect its general tenor. I consider, therefore, that

the Andamanese languages belong to the agglutinative stage of

development, and are distinguished from other groups by the

presence in full development of the principle of prefixed and
affixed grammatical additions to the roots of words.”

12. As it is my intention to arrange and publish at an early

date the results of my study of the various Andamanese dialects,

I will not detain the reader with any further remarks on the

subject. I have the less scruple in here dealing cursorily with

this important point, as I have been so fortunate as to interest

no less an authority than Mr. A. J. Ellis, F.K.S., who—after

examining my vocabulary, containing probably about 6,000

words,' with examples of their use, together with a copious

treatise on the grammar prepared by Lieutenant Temple from
my notes*—incorporated a valuable paper on the South Anda-
manese language in his annual presidential address, which was
delivered before the Philological Society on the 19th May,
1882.3

Adoption.

—

1. I have already pointed out several instances

in which we find, on closer acquaintance with the race, that

mistaken views have been entertained, and that both astonish-

ment and merriment were evoked from the aborigines by the

narration of certain of the habits and customs attributed to

them, especially in connection with their social and marital

relations.

2. It is generally admitted that one of the surest tests of a

man’s character may be found in the treatment women meet
with at his hands

;
judged by this standard these savages are

qualified to teach a valuable lesson to many of the fellow-

countrymen of those who have hastily set them down as “ an
anomalous race of the most degraded description.”

3. In a previous section I have mentioned that self-respect

and modesty characterise their intercourse with one another, and

* And yet we find it stated by Figuier that “ language is extremely limited

among them and by Surgeon-Major Hodder that it “consists of a few words,
and these sound harsh and explosive, and are prineipally monosyllables f’ but it

wUl be sufficient to refer to Mr. Ellis’s interesting digest of the Andaman MSS.
above mentioned, and to TTd'i’s statement (Appendix F), to disprove the
assertions of these writers.

^ I would take this opportunity to express my acknowledgments of the great

assistance afforded me by Mr. Temple in my philological researches. The result

of his study of my vocabulary and notes on the Andamanese languages during a
little over two years, is comprised in a large number of MSS. on the Grammar
tabove referred to) which, from lack of leisure, he has been compelled reluctantly

to return to me for completion.
5 A reprint of which instructive report is, with the kind permission of the

author, appended to this monograph.
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that the youug are early instructed in the duties of hospitality,

while the aged, the suffering, and the helpless are objects of

special attention
;

that their moral code is not confined within

these limits will he seen as I proceed.

4. The curious, hut by no means uncommon,^ savage custom

of adoption prevails among them, from which, however, it must
not be inferred that love of offspring is a characteristic in which
they are at all deficient, for this is far from being the case.

5. It is said to be of rare occurrence to find any child above

six or seven years of age residing with its parents, and this

because it is considered a compliment and also a mark of

friendship® for a married man, after paying a visit, to ask his

hosts to allow him to adopt one of their children. The request is

usually complied with, and thenceforth the child’s home is with

his (or her) foster-father {mai-dt-chd'tnga-): though the parents

in their turn adopt the children of other friends, they never-

theless pay continual visits to their own child, and occasionally

ask permission (!) to take him (or her) away with them for a

few days.

6. A man is entirely at liberty to please himself in the

number of children he adopts, but he must treat them with
kindness and consideration, and in every respect as his own
sons and daughters, and they, on their part, render him filial

affection and obedience.

7. It not unfrequently happens that in course of time per-

mission to adopt a foster-child is sought by a friend of the

soi-disant father, and is at once granted (unless any exceptional

circumstance should render it personally inconvenient), wil-hout

even the formality of a reference to the actual parents, who are

merely informed of the change in order that they may be
enabled to pay their periodical visits.

8. Foster-parents constantly manifest much opposition to any
desire they may observe on the part of the lads they have
brought up, to make a home for themselves, for the selfish

reason that they are useful in a variety of ways, above all, when
they have acquired skill in hunting, turtling, &c.

;
over the

maidens little or no restraint is imposed, as their marriage entails

but a trifling loss in a material sense on those who have reared

them.

9. Human nature, however, is the same aU the world over,

and boys will be boys even in the Andaman jungles, so it is not
surprising that, in spite of all the precautions taken by their

* Vide Lubbock, “ On the Origin of Civilization,” &c., p. 96.
^ Whether this be the true explanation of its object and origin or not, there

can be little doubt that it has the effect of greatly extending the intercourse

between the n>embers of the various encampments.
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seniors, a good deal of flirtation, and often something more,
is carried on by the young people without arousing any sus-

picions as to their sentiments for one another, until the affair

has become too serious to be broken off", and has to end, sooner
or later, in their marriage and start in life on their own
account. In some cases, when the guardians have reason to

believe that a lad has, notwithstanding his assurances to the

contrary, a sub silentio attachment, they adopt the following

method for testing the truth of his asseveration
;
on a given day

it is arranged by the friends of the suspected couple that they
shall (without the knowledge of either) be painted respectively

with the red oxide of iron unguent, koi-ob-, and the white clay

td'la-dg-, for, as they would not meet till night-fall, the risk of

their discovering the trap laid for them is reduced to a mini-
mum, while a glance on the following morning would suffice

to betray them if guilty, and the guardians’ object would be
attained, for, from shame at his secret being known, and his

falsehood exposed, the youth feels in honour bound to break off

his connection with the girl, at least for some time.

Relationships.

—

1. In all the relations of life the question of

propinquity is, in their eyes, of paramount importance, and
marriage is only permissible between those who are known to

be not even distantly connected, except by wedlock, with each

other
;

so inexorable, indeed, is this rule, that it extends, and
applies equally, to such as are related merely by the custom of

adoption to which I have just referred.

2. A first cousin, actual or by adoption, is regaided as a half-

brother or half-sister, as the case may be, and nephews and
nieces almost as sons and daughters, while the terms used to

denote a grandfather, grandmother, grandson, and grand-daughter

are equally applied to indicate respectively a grand-uncle, grand-

aunt, grand-nephew, and grand-niece.

3. Parents, when addressing, or referring to their children

and not using their names, employ distinct terms, the father

calling his son dar o'dire, i.e., he that has been begotten by me,

and his daughter d-ar d'dire-pail-
;
while the mother makes use of

the Avord dab e'tire, i.e., he whom I have borne, for the former,

and dab e-tirc-2)ail- for the latter; similarly, friends in speaking

of children to their parents say respectively, ngar 6'dire, or ngab

e'tire (your son), ngar d'dire-pail-, or ngab e'tire-pail- (your

daughter).^

4. Uncles and aunts on the father’s are not distinguished

from tliose on the mother’s side
;
relationships are traced in both

lines, and the system with reference to either sex is identical.

' Foster-parents employ the terms dot ehd'tnga- and dot chd tnga-pail- in

referring to their adopted son and daughter respeetively.
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5. In consequence of the shortness of their lives, their

ignorance of any method of maintaining accurate records, and
last, not least, the unavoidable complications arising from their

system of adoption, it naturally follows that they fail in tracing,

and therefore in recognising, relationships beyond the third

generation.

6. In addressing a senior male relative, the term mava or

mai’ola is employed
;

if of equal standing, and a father, the

same
;
but if not a parent, the term mar is prefixed to his name

;

if junior, he would be addressed by his name only. The same
system applies to the females, with whom chdn'a} or chd'nola takes

the place of mava and mai'ola, and the “flower” name, to which
I can now make but a brief allusion,^ the place of mar; these

terms, mava, chdn'a, &c., are equivalent to Mr., Sir, Mrs., Madam,
&c.® Sir John Lubbock, in his well known work “ On the

Origin of Civilization,”'* points out the existence of a similar

custom among the Telngus and Tamils.

7. In a table I have prepared,® and which I believe to be

fairly complete, there are about sixty terms, exclusive of

equivalents, employed to denote the various degrees of relation-

ship recognised by this race. It will there be seen that, as

among the Australians near Sydney, mentioned by the

Eev. W. Eidley,® brothers and sisters speak of one another by
titles that indicate relative age

j
that is, their words for brother

and sister involve the distinction of elder or younger, while a
like system is adopted in respect to half-brothers, half-sisters,

cousins, brothers-in-law, and sisters-in-law.

8. In addressing the relatives of a wife or husband, or a
brother’s wife, or sister’s husband—provided such be senior to

the speaker—the term mdm’ is used.

9. A man or woman may not marry into the family of their

brothers- or sisters-in-law, but there is no rule against a man
marrying a girl bearing the same name as himself, either in

another tribe or in his own community, the only bar being that

of consanguinity or adoption.

10. The nearest of kin to a widow or widower are, (1) the
grown-up children, (2) the parents, and (3) the brothers and
sisters.

Proper Names.— 1. One of the alleged® peculiarities of the

* Not “ Chamah,” as given by Dr. Day.
^ Vide next section, paragraph 3.
® “According to Williams (‘Fiji and the Fijians’) their {i.e., the Fijian)

languages contain expressions which exactly correspond to the French Monsieur
and Madame.” (Peschel, p. 346.)

* Vide 4th edition, p. 164.
^ Vide Appendix I.

® Vide “ Journ. Anthrop. Inst.,’’ vol. ii, p. 266.
^ This term is likewise employed in addressing a chief.
" Vide Tickell.
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Andamanese is that they have no proper names, whereas their

system of naming is, on the contrary, somewhat elaborate, and
commences even prior to the child’s birth.

2. When there is reason to expect an increase to the family,^

the parents decide what name the child shall bear
;
as a com*

pliment they not unfrequently select one which is borne by a
relative, friend, or chief

;
and, since all their proper names* are

common to both sexes,® no difficulty arises on this score.

3. In illustration of this let us suppose the name chosen in

advance to be .d&ra

;

should the infant prove to be a boy he is

called .d&ra-&ta-, or, if a girl, .dd'ra-kd'ta-. These terms {6'ta- and
kd-ta-*) are used only during the first two or three years, after

which, until the period of puberty, the lad would be addressed

as .do'ra-dd'la-, and the girl as .dd'ra-po'ilnla until she arrived at

womanhood, when she is said to be un-ld'wi- or d'kd-ld'wi-, and
j^eceives a “flower” name® as a prefix to her proper or birth

name. By this method they are apparently able to determine

when their young women become marriageable. There are

eighteen prescribed trees® which blossom in succession, and the

‘flower” name bestowed in each case is taken from the one
which is in season when the girl attains maturity

;
if, for

example, this should be about the end of August, when the

chdianga- (Pterocarpm dalbergioides) is in flower, .d&ra-pd'ilola

would become xhd'gara^ .d&ra, and this double name would cling

’ When near her delivery a woman will sometimes be heard saying (assuming

the name chosen for the yet unborn child to be .wo'loga) : .wd loga dah-b’jolike,

Wd'logoi is fidgetting me, or .wo'loga dab-ngo'towake, Wo'loga is clawing me,

or, .wo'loga 6'to-ydrke, Wo'loga is ready. [During the period of pregnancy,

both the woman and her husband are spoken of as ptj-ja'hag-, which signifies

“ bad hair ;
” the only explanation offered for the adoption of such a term is

that it is in allusion to the foetus.]

^ These number forty. (Vide Appendix H.)
f if his senior, mai a ting'la.

* A man calls a male namesakes if his eqyal]
tina'la

(_
or junior J

^

„ „ female ,, cTi&n ting-la.

A man (or woman) calls a child

of either sex bearing the

same name
r if her senior, mal a (his name) ting'la.

A woman calls a male namesake
^

if her equalj ^

.

L or junior J
' /a

„ ,,
female ,, if her senior, ch&n ting-la.

" ” ” ” 1- (her name) ting~la.
or junior J

/ n

Signifying respectively the genitals of the male and female.

‘ Dr "^ay writes :
“ Girls arriving at a man-iageable age wear certain flowers

to distinguish themselves by ”
; but, as a fact, the flower is neither worn nor

gathered.
* Names of these will be found in Appendix H.
I Euphonic corruption of .chd'langa-.

ad bt-ting-d'te-gd-te-

(my-name-which-who).
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to the girl until she married and was a mother,^ then the “ flower
”

name would give way to the more dignified term chawa (madam
or mother) .dd'ra ; if childless, a woman has generally to pass a

few years of married life before she is called chdwa,^ after which
no further change is made in her name.

4. In consequence of this system, as it rarely happens that

in one community two women are found bearing the same
“flower” and birth names, there is little chance of confusion

arising.

5. Since no equivalent custom exists with regard to men,®

nicknames are given which generally indicate some personal

peculiarity, as, for instance, .bva-pdg- (B%‘a-, foot, he having

large feet), JbaVa-jdlo- {Bala-, snake, he ha\dng lost a hand from a

snake-bite), .pu'nga-dd'la (Pu'nga-, good-looking), and so on. All

these names cling to the bearer for life, especially if they refer

to some physical deformity.

6. Seniors often address young married persons in a (to us)

strange fashion, i.e., calling the husband by the wife’s name and
prospective designation; for example, in speaking to a man whose

' name is .vra, and who had married a woman called .tu'ra, they

would say chdiva lu'ra; if the wife were enceinte the child’s

name would be used beforehand to denote its parents
;
thus,

assuming .wd'loga to be the name of the yet unborn child, the

father would be called by that name, and the expectant mother
.wodoga-lud-* until after the birth of the infant, when, for several

months, the former would still bear the same appellation among
his seniors, biit would receive from his juniors the more dignified

title of mai'a .w&loga

;

while the latter would be addressed by
her seniors as .%odioga-6'ta- (or kd'ta- in the case of her child being
a girl), and by her juniors as chawa .wb'loga-6'ta- (or kd'ta-).^

Initiatory Ceremonies.—-1. On or soon after reaching puberty,

the fast® which has been kept during the few previous years (or

in some cases, months) is broken
;
and instead of the affix ddia,

the prefix gv/md} (denoting in this connection a neophyte or

* From the account given under “ Marriage,” paragraph 4, it will be inferred
that in many cases she has not long to wait.

- Vide section on “ Relationships,” paragraph 6.

® In a few cases nicknames are bestowed on women.
< iud- signifies house, habitation.

* For further information on the subject of proper names and terms applied
to men and women, uide sections on “ Relationshijis ” and “Initiatory Cere-
monies,” and Appendices I and K.

® Vide section on “ Tabu.”
1 In Dr. Day’s paper the following passage occurs :—“ The youthful swain

eats a peculiar kind of ray-fish termed goom-dah, which gives him the title to
the appellation of goo-mo, signifying, ‘ a bachelor desirous of marrying.’ Gtirls

arriving at a marriageable age .... {vide footnote 5 on previous page).
Before marrying, young men take a species of oath, after which they sit very
still for several days, scarcely taking any food.” Plausible as this explanation
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novice) is attached to the boy’s birth-name
;
he is also addressed

as maA gu'ma (master novice) if senior to, and alone with the

speaker : this term gu’ma is retained until the lad is married and
is a father, after which mava? (Mr.)—or, if a chief, mavola—^is

adopted in its place, and by this title he would be known for the

rest of his life. A young chief, however, attains the honorary
designation of mava as soon as the novitiate terminates.®

2. The d’kd,-yd'p-, or fasting period (during which turtle, honey,

pork, fish, and a few other favourite articles of food^ are choses

difendues), commences between the 11th and 13th year, and varies

in length from one to five years
;

it is observed by both sexes,

but lasts longer in the case of girls, with whom, indeed, it is not

terminable tiU some time after ' matrimony. As an d'kd-yd b-

makes up for these restrictions by eating a larger quantity of

other food, he (or she) does not ordinarily suffer in physique
during the probationary period. It does not rest with the youth
or maiden to determine when he, or she, will resume eating the

various articles above mentioned, but with the chief, who decides

when each individual’s powers of endurance and self-denial have
been sufficiently tested. Exceptional cases are cited in which
the probationer has expressed a desire to prolong the time of

abstinence, it being a cause for boasting when the average period

has been exceeded.

3. As at present understood, the d'kd-ydp- is regarded as a

test of the endurance, or, more properly speaking, of the self-

denial of young persons, and as affoi’ding evidence of their

fitness and ability to support a family. It is divided into three

periods : 1st, the yd'dl- (turtle) gu'mul-
;
2nd, the dja- (honey)

gu'mul-
;
and 3rd, the reg-jyri- (kidney-fat of pig) gu'mul-.^

4. When the youth is permitted, and agrees, to break his turtle

fast, a feast is arranged by his friends, consisting entirely of

that delicacy. The chief, or headman present, first bods in a pot

{buj-^) a large piece of turtle-fat, which, when sufficiently cool, he

may appear, there is no connection between gum-, a ray-fish, a,nA gu'ma (a youth
who has undergone his probationary fast) ;

moreover, as mentioned in a fore-

going section {vide “Proper Names”), marriageable young women do not

derive their “flower” names in the manner here described j in point of fact, no
such custom as “ wearing flowers ” is practised by any class.

' Vide section on “ Eelationships,” paragraph 6.

2 4^ with the term cTian'a among women, the title is not bestowed for

several years if there be no child.

® Both before and after the d'kd-gd'p- the individual is said to be hd'tiga-.

' These comprise the flesh of the iguana and paradoxurus, the larvae of the

Great Capricornis beetle (bi'gum-), and a smaller insect called hu'tu-.

* It will thus be seen that the gu'mul- answers very much to the Australian
“ bora,” or ceremony of initiation into the privileges of manhood, spoken of by

the Eev. W. Ridley in his Report on Australian Languages and Traditions

{vide “ Journ. Anthrop. Inst.,” vol. ii, p. 269, 1873).
® Vide Appendix B, item 18.
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pours over the head of the lad, who remains seated and perfectly

still in the midst of his friends while the oil streams over his

body. The men present remove any ornaments that he may he
wearing, and rub the grease into his person

;
the women and

children meantime occupy themselves with crying, the idea

being that, after abstaining from turtle for a long time, madness,

illness, or even death, may result from partaking of it again.^

After this the novice, who may not wash off the oil with which
he; has been anointed at least until late on the following day,

is fed with the flesh of the turtle,® of which a certain quantity is

reserved for his consumption on the ensuing two or three days,

and the remainder is distributed among those assembled. He
is then led to his hut and directed to sit cross-legged on a spot

covered with leaves of the Myristica longifolia, with a support

behind him against which he may lean. The turtle flesh,

previously cooked and set apart for him, is deposited at his side,

and one or more of his friends take it by turns to sit with him,

it being their duty to enjoin silence, to supply his wants, and to

prevent him from falling asleep by singing from time to time
as the night wears away. The following morning his mother,
sister, and other female relatives, come and weep* over him, and
paint, first, his ears and the adjoining parts with ydrdl-khi'db-,

and afterwards his entire person with alternate stripes of this

compound and td'la-og-. Some large leaves'* made into two
broom-like bundles are placed in his hands, and other leaves are
placed in liis waistbelt. Thus provided he rises and dances
frantically,* swinging his arms at the same time, for an hour or
more, while the women, who are seated with legs outstretched,

keep time for him by slapping the hollow between their thighs
with the palm of the right hand, which is held at the wrist by
the other hand

;
the males look on, or, if they have gone through

the ceremony themselves, accompany him in his performance.
5. After an hour or so, when, fatigued with his exertions, the

youth stops dancing, the yd'd%-gu'mul- is considered at an end,
and the new gu-ma mingles with his friends, who, nevertheless,

* The same reason is given for the silence which the neophyte has to observe
during this ceremony, as Well as at the d'ja-gwmul- and reg-jvri-gu'mvl-.

^ He is then said to gu mul mdg'ke {gv gu'mul le'ke), i.e., to eat, or devour,
the gvrmul-.

® The reason given for this demonstration of grief is that the youth has now
entered upon an important epoch in his life, and is about to experience the trials
and vicissitudes incidental thereto.

< The leaves of the Myristica long-ifoKa {bo'roioa-) are usually selected on these
occasions, apparently because this tree is associated with turtle-hunting, paddles
being made of the wood.

^ The step is a peculiar one, and is only seen on these occasions : the per-
foiwer keeps his heels together and stamps on the ground, at the same time he
swings his arms violently, holding in his hands the two leaf brooms.
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continue to watch him carefully for two or three days, lest

harm should result from his recent feast, and also because they
think evil spirits are not unlikely to do him some injury by
taking advantage of his supposed helpless condition to make him
deaf, or cause him to forget his way, and thus meet the fate

which, on the faith of their traditions, they believe to have
overtaken two of their antediluvian ancestors.^

6. All that has been said of youths in respect to the yd'dl-

guinul- applies equally to young women, except that matrons
remove the novice’s ornaments, and all but one or two of her
bods (waistbelts^), and her 6'bunga- (leaf apron®), which are left

for the sake of decency. As, while performing the concluding
dance, some difficulty is experienced in regard to the o'bunga-,

girls are provided on these occasions with a more substantial

apron of leaves, so that the feelings of the most prudish are not
violated.

7. The origin of the term gu'mul-le'ke is obscure, and inquiries

have failed to elicit any satisfactory explanation regarding it

;

the literal translation is “ rainy-monsoon devour-does,” and
though the yd'dl-gu'mul is always celebrated at that season of

the year, the term is also applied to the honey feast, which can
only take place during the dry months. The sam'e equivalents

are found in the other tribal dialects, so that the peculiarity is

not confined to the .bo'jig-ngvji-. The only reasonable explana-

tion offered is that the expression is in allusion to the sweaty
{gu'mar-), or rain-like {yurn-), appearance of the novice when
the melted fat or honey has been poured and smeared over his

person.

8. Lengthened intercourse with the alien population in their

midst has naturally led to their occasionally betraying some
indifference in regard to customs, such as that above described

;

especially is this the case with those who have been brought up
in the orphanage at Eoss Island. A few years ago one of these

youngsters, who had been named Martin, refused to accede to

the wishes of his friends in the jungle home to which he had
retiirned, and persisted in partaking of the articles of food pro-

scribed to all of his age
;

as he happened shortly after to fall

sick and die, they were fully persuaded that he had incurred

his fate by faihng to comply with the ancient rites and
ceremonies as handed down by their fathers.

9. On the conclusion of the yd'dn-gu'mul-, the youth is said to

be an d'kd-gu'mxd-, and, as before stated, is addressed as gu'ma ;

but this is not the case with the girl, possibly because she, at

^ Vide post “ Mythology,” paragraph 25.

* Vide Appendix B, item 25.

^ Vide Appendix B, item 79.
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this period of her life, receives a “ flower ” name,^ and does

not, therefore require any additional designation to denote that

she has attained maturity. If more than one become gu'ma on
the same day they call each other gu'ma I'drjd'pinga-."^ After

the yd'dl->gu'mul- turtles’ eggs and the kidney-fat of the ray-fish

and turtle may, at the bidding qf the chief, be again eaten by
the novice, and in the first ensuing dry season edible roots, and
the heart of the Caryota soholifera may be added to the bill

of fare without further ceremony than the observance of strict

silence on the first occasion of partaking of them.

10. Between the yd'dl-gu'mul- and the d'ja-gu'mul- no fruit

may be eaten by the novices, who have, moreover, to abstain till

after the reg-jvri-gu'mul- from pig’s flesh of any kind.,

11. When the honey fast is to be broken, a quantity of honey-
combs, according to the number assembled, are on the appointed

day procured : the d kd-yd'h- being placed in the midst of the

group, the chief or other elder goes to him with a large honey-
comb wrapped in leaves

;
after helping the novice to a large

mouthful, which he does by means of a bamboo or iron knife,

he presents the remainder to him, and then leaves him to

devour it in silence : this he does, not, however, by the ordinary

method, for it is an essential part of the ceremony that he
should not use his fingers to break off pieces, but eat it bear-

fashion, by holding the comb up to his mouth and attack-

ing it with his teeth and lips.® After satisfying his present

requirements, he wraps what is left of the comb in leaves for

later consumption.

12. The chief then takes another comb and anoints the youth
by squeezing it over his head, rubbing the honey well into his

body as it trickles down. The proceedings at this stage are

interrupted by a bath, in order to remove all traces of the honey,

which would otherwise be a source of considerable incon-

venience by attracting ants. Beyond the observance of silence,

and continued abstention from reg-jvri~, the youth is under no
special restrictions, being able to eat, drink, and sleep as much
as he pleases.

13. Early the following morning the lad decorates himself

with leaves of a species of Alfinia, called and then, in the

presence of his friends, goes into the sea (or, if he be an e rem-
td-ga-. into a creek) up to his waist, where, locking his thumbs

Vide ante “ Proper Names,” paragraph 3.

* drjd'pike, to share, or to be a partner with another.
® This mode of eating is ierraeA pai ke (to use the hps), from pai-, the lip.

^ This plant is selected because it is associated with honey-gathering; its

bitter sap, being extremely obnoxious to bees, is smeared over their persons
when taking a comb, and enables them to escape scot free with their prize (vide

post “ Food," paragraph 35).
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together, with open hands he splashes as much water as possible

over himself and the bystanders, occasionally ducking his head
under the surface as well. This is considered a safeguard or

charm against snakes, and the on-lookers cry “ 6'to-ped'ike, kvnig
.wd'ra-jd'bo l&tike (Go and splash yourself, or Wd'ra-jo bo^ will get

inside you), for they imagine that unless they go through this

splashing performance, this snake will by some means enter their

stomachs and so cause death.

14. The only difference between the sexes with respect to the

d'ja-gu'mul- is that with females it cannot take place until after

the birth of the first child
;

they are also required to abstain

from honey during each subsequent pregnancy
;

in their case,

too, a chief or elder (preferably a relative) officiates, and not a

woman.
15. A year is generally allowed to elapse between the yd'dl-

gu'mul- and the reg-jvri-gu mul-. When this final step is

determined on, the friends and relatives of the d'kd-yd'b- start

on a pig hunt, and, if unsuccessful, the gu'mul- has to be post-

poned, for, in the case of a young man, it is necessary that the

ceremony be performed with a boar, while for females a sow
must be procured.

16. When all is ready, and the party assembled, the chief

presses the carcass of the boar heavily on the shoulders, back,

and limbs of the young man as he sits on the ground,* silent

and motionless, this is in token of his hereafter becoming, or

proving himself to be, courageous and strong. The animal is

then cut up, and when the fat has been melted, as in the

previous cases, it is poured over the novice, and rubbed into his

person
;
he is then fed with reg-jvri-, and if he makes signs for

water it is given him, but, until the following day, he may not

utter a word, rise, or even sleep. Two or three friends generally

remain with him to attend to his requirements, which he makes
known to them by gestures.

17. In the morning fresh leaves of a tree called reg Id'kdchdl-

—the fruit of which is much eaten by the Sus And.—are brought,,

and a quantity of them are placed in the hands of the youth,

and some more in his waistbelt
;
he then rises and, as at the

turtle feast, dances until fairly exhausted. During the month
following the reg-jvri-gu'mul-, the young persons are called

d kd-go i-, i.e., “ one commencing to eat.”

18. It should be added that, whatever may have been the

intention and practice in former years, it is not necessary at the

present day for a youth to undergo these several ordeals before

* This is bolieved to be the OphiopTiagus elaps.
* In the case of the woman, the carcass of the sow is not pressed in this

manner on her limbs or body.
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he is permitted to marry although many remain single until

they have undergone these various rites, it is considered almost

as binding on those who marry before doing so, to comply with
these time-honoured usages at some early opportunity.

idarriase.— 1. It has been asserted that the “ communal
marriage, ’* system prevails among them, and that “ marriage is

nothing more than taking a female slave,”® but so far from the

contract being regarded as a merely temporary arrangement, to

be set aside at the will of either party, no incompatibility of

temper or other cause is allowed to dissolve the union, and,

while bigamy, polygamy, polyandry, and divorce are unknown,
conjugal fidelity till death is not the exception, but the rule, and
matrimonial ditferences, which, however, occur but rarely, are

easily settled with or without the intervention of friends.

2. It is undoubtedly true that breaches of morality have
occasionally taken place among a few of the married persons

who have resided for any length of time at Port Blair, but this

is only what might be expected from constant association with
the Indian convict attendants at the various homes

;
justice,

however, demands that in judging of their moral characteristics

we should consider those only who have been uninfluenced by
the vices or virtues of alien races.

3. As in various other savage tribes, unchastity^ is apparently

universal among the unmarried of both sexes, and is indeed so

entirely disregarded that no reproof is administered, even by the

nearest relatives, to those who offend in this manner
;

notwith-

standing this laxity, the girls are strikingly modest and child-

like in their demeanour, and when married are good wives and
models of constancy, while their husbands do not fall far short

of them in this respect. It should, however, be mentioned,

that the freedom which exists between the sexes prior to

wedlock, is confined to those who are not within the prescribed

limits of affinity, as their customs do not permit of the union of

any who are known to be even distantly related f the fact of our

allowing first cousins to marry seems to them highly objection-

’ They think highly of a man who d- fers marriage until he is of full age, and
the reverse of a, youngster who rushes into matrimony before attaining the

mature (!) age of eighteen.
* “ So absolutely closely allied are the Andaman Islanders in their moral as well

as physical life to the lower animals, that it is said by an eminent scientific

voyager (Sir Edward Belcher) that the man and woman remain together until

the mother ceases to suckle the child, after which they separate as a matter of

course, and each seeks a new partner ” (Brown)

.

® Vide Wood.
^ “ A great many races of mankind are quite indifferent to juvenile unchastity,

and only impose strict conduct on their women after marriage ” (Peschel).
® “ It is precisely nations in the most primitive stage which have the greatest

abhorrence of incestuous marriages” (Peschel).

F 2
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able and immoral, which is turning the tables on us with a

vengeance.*

4. In consequence of the lax code of morality prevailing

among the unmarried, it not unfrequently happens that a

marriage is brought about by the circumstance of the young
woman being found enceinte. When this is the case, the guard-

ians ascertain from her companions or herself who is the cause of

her being in such a condition, and, whether it is an easy matter

or not to decide this question with certainty, there never appears

to be any difficulty in persuading the youth whom she names
as her lover to become her husband. It thus happens that

children are very rarely born out of wedlock.

5. Parents and foster-^parents have the power of betrothing

their children in infancy, and though subsequently, during

childhood, they may be parted, the contract must be fulfilled

soon after they attain a marriageable age
;

it is even alleged

that, like the Yorubas,^ the Andamanese look upon a girl

betrothed by her parents as so far a wife that with her pre-

matrimonial unfaithfulness is accounted a crime.

6. As soon as the betrothal has been agreed upon, the girl is

taken to the hut of her future father-in-law, or foster father-in-

law, and the children remain together for several months, in

order that the fact of their engagement may become generally

known
;

after this the girl returns to her old home, or is

adopted by one of her father’s friends. Should either of the

betrothed pair die young, the survivor is not called upon to take

any part at the obsequies, and is at liberty to form another

alliance.

7. Until a man attains middle age he evinces great shyness

in the presence of the wife of a younger brother or cousin,

and the feeling is invariably reciprocated
;

it is, however, other-

wise in the case of the elder brother’s (or cousin’s) wife, who,
moreover, should she be many years his senior, receives

from him much of the respect accorded to a mother. In the

fii\st of the above cases all communications are made through a.

third person, though under no circumstances would marriage

be permissible betw’een them
;

while in the latter it is

almost obligatory, unless the disparity between the ages be
very great.

8. It is not customary for lovers to intimate their desire of

being married, but it is the duty of the guardian, or, in the case

of widows and widowers, of the chief of the community, to

* On reference to Appendix I, it will be found that the terms which are used
to denote half-hrother and half-sinter, are also employed to denote male and
female cousins, showing how close they regard the relationship.

^ Farrer’s “ Primitive Manners and Customs,” p. 201.
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arrange matters for those between whom he observes there is

something more than a passing attachment.

9. Although nearly all marriages are brought about by one

or other of the above-mentioned modes, it remains to be added
that an individual is now and then met with who is regarded

as married though he (or she) has not conformed with the

prescribed ceremony
;

this occurs when a bachelor or widower
is found asleep in one of the huts occupied by unmarried
females

;
he and the woman beside whom he was seen are then

said to be tigwd'nga-, which means that their union has been

contracted irregularly. In such cases no ceremony or entertain-

ment takes place, for a certain amount of discredit attaches to

a couple thus united
;
but if their after conduct towards each

other be considered satisfactory no unpleasant allusions are

made to the past.

10. As they have no idea of invoking the aid or blessing of a

Supreme Being, nothing of a religious character attaches itself

to the marriage ceremony, which may be briefly described as

follows :—On the evening of the evejitful day* the bridal party

assemble at the chief’s hut or in one of those occupied by
unmarried women. The bride (whether spinster or widow) sits

apart, attended by one or two matrons, and the bridegroom

takes his place among the bachelors until the chief, or elder,

approaches him, whereupon he at once assumes a modest
demeanour and simulates reluctance to move; however, after a
few encouraging and re-assuring remarks he allows himself to

be led slowly, sometimes almost dragged, towards his fiancee,

who, if she be young, generally indulges in a great display

of modesty, weepipg and hiding her face, while her female

attendants prepare her by straightening her legs
;
the bridegroom

is then made to sit on her thighs, and torches are lighted and
brought close to the pair that all present may bear witness to the

ceremony having been carried out in the orthodox manner, after

which the chief pronounces them duly married, and they are

then at liberty to retire to the hut which has been previously

prepared for their occupation.

11. Unless they have made arrangements to settle® elsewhere,

' I can find nothing to account for the statement, which appeared in Dr.
Day’s paper, to the efiect that they “ pass their marriage day staring at one
another.”

^ From tlie fact that, sometimes from choice, and sometimes in compliance
with the wislies of the bride—should she belong to another tribe—they settle

down in another community, it has been inferred in Dr. Day’s account that it

is customary to spend the honeymoon away from their friends, but such is not

the case. The same writer further states that “ on the bridegroom’s return to

the tribe with his bride, Jeedgo, crying and dancing are kept up with great

spirit.” The word liere intended is evidently ahjad'i-jo'g-, but it means spinster,

the word for hride being ahde'rehil-pail~.
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the newly married couple do not leave the encampment in order

to get food, or anything else that they may require, as their

friends consider it a duty or privilege to supply all their needs
until the shyness, consequent on the marriage, has worn off.

12. Wedding presents being as much de rigueur among these

savages as in Mayfair, the happy pair invariably find themselves
enriched by their relatives and acquaintances with the various

articles of ordinary use, such as nets, buckets, bows, arrows, &c..

in honour of the event.

13. On the morning following the marriage the bridegroom’s

mother, or other near female relative, decorates his person by
painting him with tdia-dg-, while the bride is similarly orna-

mented by her friends. It often happens that a young couple

will pass several days after their nuptials without exchanging a

single word, and to such an extent do they carry their bashfulness

that they even avoid looking at each other : in fact their conduct
would lead a stranger to suppose that some serious quarrel had
caused an estrangement.

14. When a few days have elapsed, and they are in some
measure accustomed to the novelty of their position, they enter

upon the duties of life, and conduct themselves like their

neighbours : the marriage is then celebrated by a dance, in

which all, save the bride and bridegroom, take part.

15. A certain amount of jealousy usually exists between
young people during the first year of their married life;^ indeed,

complete confidence and genuine affection are never entirely

established until they become parents or, at least, tiU the wife is

found to be enceinte, and even their relationship to each other is

not regarded as being so close prior to the birth of a child as it

is after that event. Confirmatory evidence on this point will

be given when describing the funeral rites,® where it will be

noticed that the survivor of a childless couple is not looked

upon as chief mourner.

16. There is no prohibition against second marriages, but

greater respect is entertained for those who show their love and
esteem for the deceased by remaining single and leading chaste

lives {d'yun-te'mar-barminga-). It is by no means unusual for a

man, even though he be young at the time of his v/ife’s death, to

remain a widower® for her sake for many years, or even till death

;

* It often happens that a man will not at first allow his wife to leave their hut

at night for any puiyose unless he accompanies her, professedly to protect her

from dangers, spiritual and temporal, but in reality to satisfy himself that she

has not mode an assignation.

* Vide “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 20.
•'* It must, however, be admitted that as their customs allow of a widow or

widower consorting with the unmarried of the opposite sex, a single life is not

of necessity a virtuous one, or evidence of constancy and devotion to the memory
of the dear departed.
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but widows generally marry again when the prescribed term has
passed : this is not altogether due to inconstancy on the part of

the fair (!) sex, but to the custom, to which allusion has before

been made, which all but compels a bachelor or widower to

propose to the childless widow of his elder brother or cousin (if

she be not past her prime),^ while she has no choice beyond
remaining single or accepting him

;
should she have no younger

brother-in-law (or cousin by marriage), however, she is free

to wed whom she will.*

17. A young widow who is childless usually returns to the

home of her girlhood, but, if elderly, she lives in one of the huts

set apart for spinsters, and those who, situated like herself, are

eligible for matrimony; during the period of her widowhood
it devolves on one of her senior male relatives to act as her

guardian; it is not considered decorous that any fresh alliance

should be contracted until about a year has elapsed from the

date of bereavement.

18. In the case of a widow who has children, it is customary
for her to remain in the same community and keep house for her
family

;
during widowhood—if her husband had been a chief or

elder—she continues to enjoy the privilegea-accorded her in his

lifetime. Should she re-marry and her husband happen to be a

bachelor, or widower “ without encumbrances,” it is usual for

him to join her community, and live in her hut, but if they both
have families it becomes a matter of arrangement between them
which establishment shall be given up.

19. Some idea of the erroneous views formerly held respecting

their marital relations will be gathered from the following

extracts :

—

(a) “There is promiscuous intercourse save with the

])arent, which only ceases in regard to the woman when she is

allotted as wife to a man, but is retained as the prerogative of

the male sex.”® (b)
“ Marriage, as we understand the word, is

ixnknowii to them, and there seem to be few restrictions of

consanguinity, a mother and her daughter being sometimes the

wives of the same husband.”^ A similar statement appears in

Dr. Brown’s work, and the source of both is probably to be
found in the following passage in Dr. Mouat’s book, in which
he publishes several extraordinary stories told by an escaped

• It should be added that marriage with a deceased wife’s younger sister is

equally a matter of necessity on the part of a childless widower.
^ A case of this kind came under my notice where a young man living at one

of the homes was reluctantly married to the widow of an elder brother, or cousin,

who was considerably his senior, and innocent of any attractions. This maria.qe

de convenance proved by no means a happy one, though, so far as coidd be
judged, neither had any just cause of complaint against the other.

® Vide Mouat.
^ Vide Wood.
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convict Sepoy, named DMlindth,^ who had apparently spent
about thirteen months with the aborigines, during the first two
years of our settlement at Port Blair (1858-59) :

—
“ A man

named Footeeah, who doubtless considered him {Dddhndth) a

desirable match, offered to bestow upon him, in what they called

wedlock, his daughter Hessa, a young woman of twenty years of

age, whose attractions were doubtless regarded as considerable

among her native tribe, and a mere girl named Zigah,n daughter
of Hessa, who, in that eastern part of the world, was considered

quite old enough^ for the state of marriage. As they were by
no means troubled with an uneasy amount of virtue they made
no objection to being assigned to the Brahmin soldier in the

most unceremonious manner. The two, mother and daughter,

at once recognised him as their husband.” ....
20. The main feature of interest in this story is, however,

somewhat marred when it is discovered that the woman ( Mpa^),
who was well known to us for many years subsequent to the

establishment of the homes, was a girl of not more than
seventeen at the time of Hddhndth’s escape, and that she had
never been a mother prior to her marriage with him.'* The
child not Zigah) was merely living under Lvpa’s protection,

and was employed, like all children, in helping to supply the

wants of her guardians. The fact of child marriages—not to

mention bigamy and concubinage—being quite unknown among
them, affords additional support to this statement, which is the

result of careful inquiry.

21. Dudhndtli being of course aware of the ignorance which
prevailed at the time regarding the habits and customs of the

Andamanese, appears to have availed himself of the opportunity

thus afforded him of drawing largely on his imagination,

probably with the object of exciting as much interest as

possible in his adventures, and perhaps also of amusing himself

with the wonder created by his narrative. Some of his

unrecorded® stories seem, however, to have been still more

* Of all who absconded on this occasion it appears that he was so fortunate as

to be the only one who was spared by the aborigines, his companions being shot

down as soon as they were discovered.
^ Vide ante, “ Djevelopment and Decay,” paragraph 3, and “ Reproduction,”

paragraph 1.

® This was her name. There is no name at alt resembling Hessa in the

language {vide Appendix H)

.

In his report for the month of December, 1866, the officer in charge of the
Andaman homes .stated that on Hudhnath,'

s

desertion of her “ she was calleil

Modo, which signifies a deserted bride, or a woman that has lost her husband
while young, and before becoming a mother.” [N.E.

—

.mo'da (not Modo) is

one of the twelve “ fiower ” names borne by all young women (married and
single) until they become mothers {vide “Proper Names,” paragrapli 3, and
Appendix H.)]

" “ Our friend the Sepoy tells som“ -cmarkable exploits of the Mincopie in
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highly coloured, and failed, therefore, in imposing on the almost

excusable credulity which existed at a time when next to

nothing of a trustworthy nature was known concerning these

savages.

22. With regard to a deceased husband’s property, tlie widow
disposes of everything, which she does not require for her

personal use, among his male relatives.

23. It seems superfluous to add that no such custom as

suttee prevails or has ever been known to exist among them.
Death and Burial.— 1. Amongst other erroneoiis opinions held

regarding these tribes is that which declares that “ no lamenta-

tion is publicly made at death,” whereas, in point of fact, the

demonstrations of grief on such occasions are generally excessive,

and are shared, in a greater or less degree, by every member of

the community in which the melancholy event occurs.

2. In the case of an infant, the parents and relatives remain
weeping for hours beside the corpse

;
afterwards they smear

their persons with a wash composed of dg- (the common olive-

coloured clay) and water, and, after shaving their heads, place

a lump of the same, called dela-, just above their foreheads,'

where it hardens, and is left, much to the individual’s discomfort,

until the expiration of the days of mourning f should it fall

off in the meantime it is renewed.

3. The burial usually takes place within 18 hours of the

decease, which time is spent by the mother in painting the head,

neck, wrists, and knees of her dead child with kbroh- and tdia-

bg-
;
she also shaves off the hair, and folds the little limbs so as

to occupy the least possible space,® the knees being brought up
to the chin and the fists close- to the shoulders

;
the body is

then enveloped in large leaves, called Icd'^a-,* which are secured

with cords or strips of cane. The father meantime employs
himself in digging a grave with an adze (?cb7o-®), in the place

where his hut fire usually burns
;
when all is prepared the little

head is uncovered, and the parents gently blow upon the face

fishing, which, as they seem to indicate a Munchausen -like facility of exaggera-
tion in the narrator we decline to repeat ” (Mouat).

* This applies to men, for women usually place the del'a- on the top of the
head. It is worn by neither sex until after they hare attained maturity, and
only for a father, mother, husband, wife, brother, sister, son, or daughter, the
bg- wash alone being deemed sufficient “ mourning ” in the case of other relatives

or friends.
^ The term d'kd-bg- is therefore applied to mourners, since they are ptohibited

from the use of kbi oh-.
^ “ If we knew no further details as to the opinions of the intellectually gifted

Hottentots, formerly so greatly underrated, it would be enough that, previous to
burial, they place the body of the deceased in the same position which it once
occupied as an embryo in the mother’s womb” (Peschel).

* Vide Appendix B, item 74.
* V^ide Appendix B, item 15.
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two or three times in token of farewell then, replacing the

leaves, they put the corpse into the grave in a sitting posture,

and till in and level the earth
;
next, having procured a quantity

of the young leaves of the common jungle cane, they split them
and make long fringe-like wreaths, called d ra-^ which they
fasten to the trees surrounding the hut, or encircling the entire

camping ground, the object being to apprise any stranger or

friend who might chance to visit the spot, that a death has
recently occurred, and that they would therefore do weU to keep
away.

4. After suspending the d'ra- the fire is rekindled and the

mother places a shell containing some of her own milk beside

the grave, obviously in order that the child’s spirit, which is

believed to haunt its late home for a few days, may not lack

nourishment. All in the encampment then pack up those things

which are mostly needed and depart to some other camping
ground,® generally not less than two or three miles distant,

where they at once construct huts, usually of the description

called chdng-t&rnga-,* to serve as shelter during the mourning
period, which as a rule lasts about three months

;
and during

wliich the parents and relatives, naturally enough; refrain from
taking any part in the festivities occurring among their neigh-

bours. While mourning it is customary for the e rem-td'ga- to

abstain from pork, and for the dryd’to- to deny themselves turtle

as well as other luxuries, in token of the sincerity of their grief,

but they never mutilate themselves by cutting off joints of their

fingers, &c., as do the Hottentots and the Papuans of the Fiji

Islands, nor have they, as has been erroneously asserted in

Dr. Day’s paper, daily, during periods of deep sorrow, to throw
honey-comb, if obtainable, into the fire.®

5. At the expiration of the time mutually agreed upon, they

all return to the deserted encampment and remove and destroy

the d ra-. The parents then exhume the remains, which are

taken by the father to the sea-shore, or the nearest creek, there

to be cleansed® from all putrefying matter : this done, he brings

' Vide ceremony at parting {post, “ Meeting and Parting,” paragraph 6).

* Vide Appendix B, item 73.
* Similarly do the Koi-Koin (Hottentots) “ break up their kraals after every

case of death, to avoid the proximity of the grave ” (Peschel).
•* Vide “ Journ. Anthrop. Inst.,” vol. xi, p. 283, and ante, " Habitations,”

parasrraph 3.

* The practice here referred to is evidently that of burning beeswax (not

honey-comb), the object of which will shortly be explained under “Super-
stitions,” paragraph 13, and is not that here stated.

® This repulsive duty is always performed by one of the near moie relatives of

a deceased person. Dr. Day was led to believe that “ the extraction of the skull

and bones, it is considered, requires great skill and courage,” but experience and
the statements of all those aborigines who have been questioned on the subject,

do not bear out this view.
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the skull and bones back to his hut and breaks up the latter

into small pieces suitable for necklaces.^ The mother, after

painting the skull with kbvoh~, and decorating it with small

shells attached to pieces of string, hangs it round her neck with

a netted chain, called rdh-.^ After the first few days her husband
often relieves her by wearing it himself. Infants’ skulls, being

fragile, are generally preserved carefully from risk of injury

by being entirely covered with string, but (except temporarily

as when travelling, fishing, &c.) these souvenirs are not carried

about in a basket. The next few days are spent by the mother in

converting the bones into necklaces, called chawga-td-, and when
several have been made, she and her husband pay visits to their

friends, among whom they distribute these mementoes, together

with any of the pieces that may remain over, in order that they
may make additional necklets for themselves.

6. Before this distribution takes place, it should be mentioned
that the mourners remove from their heads the lump of clay

placed there on the day of the child’s death
;

the wife also

paints her husband’s neck, waist, wrists, and knees with kbvoh-

and further adorns him with a stripe of the same compound
from his throat to his navel, and afterwards decorates herself in

a similar manner.

7. All due preparations having thus been made, the friends

assemble round the hut to pay their final visit of condolence

;

whereupon the bereaved father sings some old song of his,

which he last sang, perchance, with his little one alive and well

in his arms, on which all except himself express their grief and
sympathy by breaking out into loud lamentations. The chorus-

of the song is chanted by the women while the parents perform
a dance which goes by the name of Vl-t&latnga- (lit., the shedding

of tears)
;
when wearied with their exertions they retire to their

hut, and cease from any further display of sorrow, whereupon
their friends generally take up and continue the melancholy
dance and song for many hours, the women being then joined

by the men, who, till this stage of the proceedings, have merely
acted the part of spectators. It should be explained that the
character of this dance does not differ from that which is

customary at a wedding or other occasion of rejoicing, except in

the doleful appearance of the performers.

8. On the death of an adult and others, the relatives (as

in the case of an infant) smear themselves with bg- and place

a lump of the clay on their heads, where it must remain
until the Vi-t&latnga-

;

any necklaces, waistbelts, &c., which the

deceased was v earing are removed
;
v'omen then paint the

' Vide Appendix B, item 44.

Vide Appendix B. item 42.
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corpse, whose limbs are folded and enwrapped in the manner
above described.

9. What the true significance of this practice may be is not

quite clear, as such of the aborigines as have been questioned

assert that it is merely for convenience in . removal; but since

the custom is also observed in infant burials which, as I have
mentioned, take place in the very hut wherein the death

occurred, it seems probable that a deeper meaning underlies the

act
;
and the real reason may be that which Peschel supplies

in his reference to the Hottentots, who observe the same custom,

i.e.
“ that the dead will mature in the darkness of the earth in

preparation for a new birth.”^

10. As it is not customary for females to attend the funeral,

when their part is done, they gently blow upon the face, and
take their last farewell look.

11. None save infants are buried within the encampment, all

others being carried to some distant and secluded spot in the

jungle, and there interred or placed upon a “ machan,” or plat-

form
;

it is generally arranged beforehand which of these two
methods shall be employed, but the latter is considered the

more complimentary, apparently because it involves a little

more labour.*

12. Arrived at their destination, the corpse, which has been
carried by one of the men on his back, is put down, while the

final preparations are being made. A spot is selected where
there is a boulder or large tree,® to mark it, and there, if a grave

has been decided on, they dig a hole about 4 or 5 feet deep,

with an adze (wo lo-), into which the body is lowered in a sitting

posture, facing the east
;
all present then raise the leaf covering

the head, and take leave of their friend by blowing upon his

face. Before the grave is filled in the cords or canes are cut,

the object being to hasten the process of decomposition by
loosening the leaves

;
a fire is lighted over the spot and a gob-*

or nautilus shell, filled with water, as well as some article which
belonged to the deceased, is placed beside it : then the surrounding

brushwood for some little distance is cleared away, and d'ra-

are suspended between the trees in the manner and for the

purpose before stated.

13. Should it, however, have been determined to dispose of the

corpse by the alternative method, a small stage is constructed

This singular practice also prevailed amongst the ancient Peruvians {vide
“ Antliropology of Prehistoric Peru,” by T. J. Hutchinson, “ Journ. Anthrop.
Inst.,” vol. iv, p. 447, 1875).

^ Old persons are generally buried.
•’* They never wittingly use tbe same tree or spot a second time, and are careful

to remember those which served on a former occasion.
* Vide Appendix B, item 82, and “Journ. Anthrop. Inst.,” vol. xi, p. 269.
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of sticks and boughs, about 8 to 12 feet above the ground,

generally between the forked branches of some large tree,^ and
to it the body is lashed. The head is raised slightly, looking

eastward, and, though the position of the arms is not altered,

the cords are loosened to allow of the legs being straightened,

after which the leaves are re-adjusted, so as to cover the entire

form, in order to protect it from the attacks of hawks, crows,

and vermin.

14. Two reasons are given for the practice of placing the

corpse with the face towards the rising sun : one being that

dissolution may thereby be hastened, the other that .jereg- or

Hades, w'hither the souls of the departed flee, is situated in the

east.

15. The mourners take a last farewell in the manner before de-

scribed, and fulfil the remaining duties, as related in the former

case. The spirit of the deceased being supposed to haunt not

only the spot where he has been buried, but also the encamp-
ment where the death occurred, the community migi’ate tem-
porarily to another camping ground immediately after the

return of the funeral party, leaving the d'ra- to witness to casual

visitors of the cause of their absence.

16. When the period of mourning has expired, the men who
assisted in the funeral rites return to the place of burial, de-

stroy the d'ra-, and remove the remains of the deceased to the

sea-shore, or to a creek, where the bones are cleaned and after-

wards conveyed to the old encampment, whither they all return

and restore their camp to its normal condition.

17. As all that has been related regarding the distribution of

the bones of a child and the subsequent dance applies equally

to all cases, further account of these ceremonies here is unneces-
sary

;
for fuller information anent the manufacture of the

necklaces, &c., the reader is referred to an interesting paper by
Dr. Allen Thomson, F.K.S., which will be found in the Journal
of the Anthropological Institute for 1881.*

18. Although in the majority of cases the display of grief is

thoroughly sincere, there is no doubt that they hope, by testi-

fying to their sorrow in the various ways mentioned, to con-

ciliate the spirits of the departed, and to be by them preserved
from many misfortunes which might otherwise befall them.*

19. In the case of a young married couple who are childless,

if either die, the survivor is not the chief mourner, and does
not even assist at the obsequies, which are performed solely by

* They are careful not to select a fruit-tree, or one used for the manufacture
of their canoes, bows, and other implements.

^ Vide “ Journ. Anthrop. Inst.,” toI. xi, p. 295.
^ Vide post “Religious Beliefs, &c.,” paragraph 21.
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the relatives of the deceased, one of whom subsequently takes

possession of the skull, and wears it until he (or she) chooses

to part with it, or is asked to do so by another member of the

family. It should here be stated that it is by no means obliga-

tory upon the survivor of an elderly couple, or any relative,

to carry the bones or skull of the deceased for a lengthened

period •} except in the event of marrying a brother, sister, or

cousin of the deceased, these relics can be given at any time to a

friend who may ask for them
;
thus it not unfrequently happens

that the remains of one who was a chief or a favourite in his

day, are scattered far and wide among his admirers, but when
in course of time they get mislaid or broken, the owner is often

easily reconciled to his loss, or makes it good by procuring

similar mementoes of another and more recently departed

friend.

20. It may be said that as a rule no adulc is without at least

one chawga-td- (i.e., a human bone necklace), and the skulls, which
are generally to be found in every encampment, are worn by
each in turn, if only for a few hours.

21. The only difference made on the occasion of the death of

a chief, his wife, or one of his near relatives, is that all the

men and lads of the encampment smear themselves with dg-,

and attend the funeral
;

the relations alone, however, are the

mourners during the succeeding weeks or months which intervene

before the t‘%-to'latnga-, though, as a token of respect for the

deceased, and of sympathy with the mourners, other members
of the tribe often abstain from some favourite article of food,

and take no part in festivities during the same period.

22. If a member of another tribe happen to die while on a

visit, the body would be disposed of in one of the modes I have

endeavoured to describe, after which intimation would be sent

to the friends of the deceased, so that they might know where

to seek for the skeleton when the time for disinterment should

arrive.

23. The body of an enemy, stranger, or captive child would be

thrown into the sea, or buried sans cMm.onie, as the bones would

never be in request.

24. A sudden death is at once attributed to the malign in-

fluence of .e'rem-chdu'gala, if the deceased had been recently in

the jungles, or to .jwru-win-, if he had been on the sea; in either

case one of the male relatives of the victim, representing the

feelings of the community, approaches the spot where the body

I mention tliis more especially as the erroneous statement made by some

early writer, that
“ a widow wears her husband’s skull suspended round her neck

for the rest of her life,” has been repeated in more recent accounts, and hitherto

remains uncontradicted.
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WEEPING TOGETHER AFTER LONG SEPARATION; ATTITUDE IN SLEEP, ETC.
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is lying, and shoots several arrows in rapid succession into the

surrounding jungle, only taking care to avoid injury to the by-
standers, and then, seizing a pig-spear, er-du‘tnga-,^ if .e'rem-

chdwgala be the demon suspected, or a turtle-spear, kowara I’dko

du'tnga-,^ if it be .jwni-win- who is accounted guilty, he pierces

the ground all round the corpse, hoping thereby to inflict a
mortal injury upon the unseen enemy; while so engaged he
vents his grief and indignation in no measured terms of im-
precation.

25. When a death which is attributed to .erem-chdwgala s

malignity occurs so late in the day that the burial has to be
deferred till the following morning, those who are not mourners
sing in turns throughout the night, in the belief that this demon
will thus be deterred from doing any further harm in the en-

campment.
26. At death they say that .e'rem-chdwgala and his sons feast

upon the blood and soft tissues of all who die on land, and that

their leavings, excepting of course the bones, are disposed of

by worms, wen-, but .ju'ru-win- is supposed to consume every
portion of those who fall into his clutches.

Meeting and Parting. &c

—

1. Contrary to ' Ue customs of most
races, no salutations® pass between friends, even after a more
or less lengthened separation, such as rubbing noses, kissing'*

shaking hands, &c.
;
but on meeting they remain silently gazing

at each other for, in our eyes, an absurdly long time—unless of

course one or both be hurried
;
the younger then makes some

commonplace remark which apparently has the effect of loosen-

ing their tongues, for they at once commence hearing and telling

the news.®

2. Relatives, after an absence of a few weeks or months,
testify their joy at meeting by sitting with their arms
round each other’s necks,® and weeping and howling’ in a

manner which would lead a stranger to suppose that some great

sorrow had befallen them
;

and, in point of fact, there is

no difference observable between their demonstrations of joy on
these occasions and those of grief at the death of one of their

* Vide .Appendix B, item 9.

^ Vide Appendix B, item 10.
^ Vide Colebrooke and Anderson.
* Kisses are considered indicative of affection, but are only bestowed on

infants.

* One might imagine that the writer of the article entitled “ Chippers of Flint ”

which appeared in “Comhill” (vol. xii, p. 200), had heard of or witnessed a
rencontre of this description, but had not watched its progress, or he would not
have spoken of this race as “ all but speechless.”

® Vide Plate III, fig. 2.

’ This ciistom resembles that which exists [among New Zealanders under the
name of the Tangi.
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number. The crying chorus is started by women, but the men
speedily chime in, and groups of three or four may thus be seen

weeping in concert until, from sheer exhaustion, they are com-
pelled to desist

;
then, if neither of the parties are in mourning,

a dance is got up, in which the females not unfrequently take

part, but the style of their performance differs from that of the

males.^

3. A husband who is childless, and has been absent from his

home for some time, on his return to the encampment visits first

a blood relation (if any), and when they have wept together he
goes to his own hut, not in order to shed more tears, but to see

and talk to his spouse. The same remark applies to a wife

similarly circumstanced. But in the case of married couples

who are parents, the meeting takes place first between them

;

the wife hangs round her husband’s neck sobbing as if her heart

would break with joy at their re-union
;
when she is exhausted

with weeping, lie leaves her, and, going to one of his relations,

gives vent to his pent-up feelings of happiness by bursting into

tears.

4. It is usual for friends at meeting to give each other some-
thing which may happen to be in their hands at the time, and
these gifts are regarded as tokens of affection.

5. Strangers introduced by mutual friends are always warmly
welcomed by the whole community : they, in common with all

guests, are the first attended on, the best food in the encamp-
ment is set before them, and in every way they are well treated;

presents also are often given them, especially when about to take

their leave.

6. “ Speed the parting guest ” is an axiom upon which these

people invariably act ; the departing visitor is accompanied by
his host to the landing-pl3,ce, or, at all events, some distance on

his way
;
when bidding each other farewell the guest takes the

hand of his host and blows upon it ' when the compliment has

been returned, the following dialogiie ensues :

—

Departing visitor ; kam ivai ddl. I am off {lit.. Here in-

deed I).

Host: 6, u'chik tvai bn; tain td'lik kachbnyd'te? Very well,

go
;
when will you come again ?

Departing visitor : ftgd'tek do ngat min i'kke. I will bring

away something for you one of these days.

Host
:
jd'bo la ngbng chd'pikok I May no snake bite you !

Departing visitor : xoai do er-geiepke. I will take good care

of that {Jit., I will be watchful).

Afterwards they again blow upon each other’s hands, and part,

* Vide post ‘ Onines and Amusements,” paragraphs 27 and 30.
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shouting invitations and promises for a future date until beyond
earshot.

7. AVhen nearing home, after an unusually successful hunting
or fishing expedition, the men raise a shout^ of triumph in order

to apprise their friends of their good fortune, and the women
take up the cry and express their delight by yelling^ and slap-

ping their thighs
;
but when the encampment is entered, these

sounds of'rejoicing almost invariably cease for a while, and, after

depositing their spoils, the hunters remain speechless for some
time ere recounting their adventures and exploits : for this

strange practice they appear unable to account.

8. No matutinal greetings pass between friends or between
husband and wife, and inquiries relating to health are unusual
unless addressed to an invalid.

9. When a man is thirsty and wishes also to wash his hands,

he first, if alone, stoops down and drinks from the stream, or

raises the water to his lips in a leaf or vessel
;
then, filling his

mouth with water, he squirts it over his hands, using his un-

kempt locks as a towel. Should any one else be present, he
would pour the water over his friend’s hands as well, not from
his mouth, but from a leaf.

10 They do not bathe daily, hut at irregular intervals, when
oppressed with the heat, or when, from some cause, as, for in-

stance, in gathering honey,® their persons become sticky and
unpleasant, and ablutions, consistently with comfort at least,

cannot be dispensed with. It will be understood that these

remarks apply to the eremtd'ga-, rather than the cbry&to-, who,
from the nature of their pursuits, are on the whole fairly clean.^

11. During the hot weather they smear their bodies with
common white clay, called \pg-f dissolved in water, and avoid, as

far as they are able, any lengthened exposure to the direct rays

of the sim. If compelled to leave the shelter of the jungle, they
are in the habit of holding a large leaf screen, kd'pa-jd'tnga-f

over their heads as a protection (this is also done during a
shower) • should they be travelling by boat they lessen the

discomfort caused by excessive heat by pouring water over
themselves, or by plunging overboard and swimming alongside

the canoe for some part of the way.

* There is a specific term for this description of shouting, viz..: te reblake,

while that of the women in answer thereto is called —
^ ro'moke.
^ Vide Appendix H {lad'a chdu-, lit., dirty body).
* They never allow vermin to brt'ed on their persons— in fact, such a thing

could not possibly occur, owing to the constant shaving of the head, painting of
the person, and, in the case of the dryo'to-, immersion in the sea while fishing and
tnrtiing.

^ Vide Appendix B, item 59.
® Vide Appendix B, item 71.

G
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Fire.—1. It would seem that the Andamanese, like the quon-
dam aborigines of Tasmania, have always been ignorant of the

art of producing fire.

2. The assertion^ that these tribes when first discovered,

assuming that this refers to either the second or ninth century,*

were ignorant of the use of fire may or may not be correct
;
but

if any faith can be placed in the traditions held by them on the

subject, their acquaintance with it dates from no later period

than the Creation!®

3. The most satisfactory conjecture as to the source whence
they first obtained fire appears to me to be based on the fact of

there being two islands attached to the group, one of which
(Barren Island) contains an active volcano, and the other (Nar-

condam Island'*) a now extinct one.

4. Being strangers to any method of producing a flame, they
naturally display much care and skill in the measures they
adopt for avoiding such inconvenience as might be caused by
the extinction of their fires.

5. Both when encamped and while journeying, the means em-
ployed are at once simple and effective. When they all leave

an encampment with the intention of returning in a few days,

besides taking with them one or more smouldering logs, wrapped
in leaves if the weather be wet, they place a large burning log

or faggot in some sheltered spot, where, owing to the character

and condition of the wood invariably selected on these occasions,

it smoulders for several days, and can be easily rekindled when
required. Decayed pieces of the Croton argyratus, and two
species of Diospjros,^ and a fourth, called by them ch6r-, but not

yet identified, are chiefly used as fuel. As may be inferred, all

labour of splitting and chopping is saved, as it is only necessary

* Vide Brown.
* Vide Part I (commencement).
® Vide pout “ Mythology,” paragraphs 5 and 6.

* Regarding this island, which is sometimes shown as Narkandam, Colonel
Yule, in his “ Marco Polo,” writes as follows ;

—

” Abraham Roger tells us that the Coromandel Brahmins used to say that the
Rakshasas or Demons had their abode ‘ on the Island of Andaman, lying on the

route from Pulicat to Pegu,’ and also that they were man-eaters. This would
be very curious if it were a genuine old Brahminical Saga; but I fear it may
have been gathered from the Arab seamen. Still it is remarkable that a strange

weird looking island, which rises, covered with forest, a steep and regular volcanic

cone, straight out of the deep sea to the eastward of the Andaman group, bears the

name of Narkandam in which one cannot but recognise {Narak), ‘ Hell.’

Can it be that in old times, but stiU contemporary with Hindu navigation, this

volcano was active, and that some Brahmin St. Brandon recognised in it the

mouth of Hell, congenial to the Rakshnsas of the adjacent group? ”

Colonel Yule adds :
“ I cannot trace any probable meaning of Andam, yet it

looks as if Narak-anddm and Anddm-dn were akin.”
‘ Bastard ebony or marble wood.
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to beat a log of this description on a stone or other hard substance

a few times before it breaks up into as small pieces as are

needed.

6. In each hut that is occupied there is invariably a fire, the

object of which is to keep the owner warm, to drive away in-

sects, and to cook food, while the smoke is useful in preserving

the store of provisions, which are placed about two feet above
it for that purpose.^

7. Council fires, or fires burnt on special occasions, are not
among their institutions; even the household fire is not held

sacred, or regarded as symbolical of family ties, and no rites are

connected with it
;
there are no superstitious beliefs in reference

to its extinction or pollution, and it is never employed literally

or figuratively as a means of purification from uncleanness,

blood, death, or moral guilt.

8. Fires are generally kindled by fanning the embers with a

frond of the Asflenmm nidus (pd'tla-), and they are extinguished

by pressing the burning logs against some such object as a tree,

canoe, or stone.

9. Eeference must here be made to the mis-statement which
has found its way into several papers concerning the existence of

so-called “oven-trees” among the Andamanese. The belief appears

to have originated in the practice which prevails among them of

taking advantage, during brief halts, of-the natural shelter afforded

by the peculiar formation of the roots of the Pterocarpus dal-

hergioides, and trees of the Ficus genus, so common in these

islands, and which, extending like buttresses on all sides of the

trunk, are, especially when roofed over with -a light thatch such
as these people are accustomed to make in a few minutes,

capable of accommodating small parties suddenly overtaken by a
storm, or needing a temporary resting-place : the traces of fires

lighted by successive parties against these trees, and the hollows
thus caused, having been noticed, the opinion was formed, and,

without sufficient corroborative evidence, promulgated, that they
were “ purposely charred,” and that “ great pains is taken in their

preservation.”^ As a matter of fact, the Andamanese no more
employ oven-trees than do the gypsies in Bulgaria, alluded to by
General Pitt-Eivers, F.E.S.,® who, using constantly the same trees,

have formed a semi-cylindrical chimney, which might reason-

ably be regarded, by one unacquainted with their habits, as an
attempt to form an oven.

10. While it is the women’s business to collect the wood, the
duty of maintaining the fires, whether at home or while travelling

* Vide ante “ Habitatione ” paragraph 6.

* Vide Mouat, pp. 308-9.
® Vide Journ. Anthrop. Inst., vol. xi, pp. 273 and 290 (Appendix 1).

G 2
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by land or sea, is not confined to them, but is undertaken by
those of either sex who have most leisure or are least burdened.

11. Probably nothing introduced by us so impressed them
with the extent of our power and resources as matches

;

that we
should be able to produce fire with such ease and by such means
was not unnaturally regarded as evidence of our being super-

humanly gifted.

Superstitions.— 1. Fire is supposed to possess the power of

driving away evil spirits : when, therefore, at night they hear in

imagination the approach of the dreaded .e'rem-chdu’gala,^ the}'

throw burning logs into the jungle surrounding the encampment.
Again, should any of the community have occasion to leave their

huts at night, no matter how short the distance, he (or she)

invariably takes some fire as a protection against any demons
that may be in the vicinity

;
a torch is also taken if it be very

dark at the time.

2. Of darkness they assert that it was instituted on account

of the misconduct of two of their ancestors, as will shortly be

mentioned.^

3. From fear of displeasing mava .&gar-^ (Mr. Moon), during

the first few evenings of the third quarter, when he rises after

sundown, they preserve silence, cease from any work on which
they may be engaged—even halting should they be travelling

—

and almost extinguish any light or fire which they may be

burning. This is owing to the belief that he is jealous of atten-

tion being distracted to other objects than himself at such a time,

or of any other light being employed than that v-diich he has

been graciously pleased to afford so abundantly. By the time

the moon has ascended a few degrees, however, they restore their

fires and resume their former occupations, as they consider they

have then sufficiently complied with mava .ogar-s wishes and
requirements. The glowing aspect of the full moon on its first

appearance above the horizon is supposed to indicate that mai'a

Agar- is enraged at finding some persons neglecting to observe

these conciliatory measures
;
there is also an idea that, if he

be greatly annoyed, he will punish them by withdrawing or

diminishing the light of his countenance.

4. Regarding meteorolites they appear to possess no super-

stition. Shooting stars and meteors they view with apprehension,

believing them to be lighted faggots hurled into the air by .e rem-

chdu'gala in order to ascertain the whereabouts of any unhappy
wight in his vicinity

;
if, therefore, they happen to be away from

' Vide post “ Religious Beliefs, &c.,” paragraph 12.

* Vide post “ Mythology,” paragraph 31.
® Singing, dancing, and thumping on the sounding board at t’lat hour are,

however, not displeasing to him.
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their encampment when the phenomenon occurs, they invariably

secrete themselves, at the bottom of a boat, for example, if

fishing, and remain silent for a short time before venturing to

resume their interrupted employment.

5. Between dawn and sunrise they will do no work, save what
is noiseless, lest the sun should be offended, and cause an eclipse,

storm, or other misfortune to overtake them. If, therefore, they

have occasion to start on a journey or hunting expedition at so

early an hour, they proceed as quietly as possible, and refrain

from the practice, observed at other periods of the day, of testing

the strength of their bow-strings, as the snapping noise caused

thereby is one of those to which the sun objects.

6. They invariably partake of a meal soon after rising, as it is

believed that no luck can attend any one who starts to his day’s

work on an empty stomach.

7. They dare not use the wood of the tree called alaha- (the

bark of which supplies the fibre used in making harpoon lines

and turtle nets) for cooking turtle, for, as will be found else-

where,^ this is an act so abhorrent to mava .d'gar- that he visits

the offenders with summary and condign punishment.

8. In tempestuous weather the leaves of -the Mimusops Indica

are constantly thrown on the fires, as the popping sorxnds thus

produced are thought to have the effect of assuaging Puiuga-’^

fury and causing the weather to moderate.

9. When they see a dark cloud approaching at a time when
rain would prove very inconvenient, as when hunting, travelling,

&c., they advise Fuiuga- to divert its course by shouting “ .wd'ra-

jo'bo kd'pke, ko’pke, kbpke” [ Wd'ra-jdbo'^ will bite, bite, bite (you)].

If in spite of tliis a shower falls they imagine that Fuiuga- is

undeterred by their warning.

10. This practice of menacing Fuiuga- is probably that to

which Colonel Symes alluded when lie wrote that “ they confess

the influence of a malignant Being, and, during the south-west

monsoon, when tempests prevail with unusual violence, they

deprecate his wrath by wild choruses.”

11. Storms are regarded as indications of Fuiuga-

s

anger;

winds are his breath, and are caused to be blown by Ins will
;
when

it thunders Fuiuga- is said to be growling at something which
has annoyed him

;
and lightning, they say, is a burning log flung

by him at the object of his wrath.

12. There is an idea current that if during the first half of

the rainy season they eat the Caryota suboli/cm, or pluck and eat

the seeds of the Entada pursaiha, or gather yams or other edible

' Vide post '• Mythology,” paragraph 32.

’ This snalie, as already mentioned iinder “ Medicine,” appears to be the
Ophiophaoiis elaps.
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roots, another deluge would be the consequence, for Pu'luga- is

supposed to require these for his own consumption at that period

of the year
;
the restriction, however, does not extend to the

fallen seeds of the Entada furscetha, which may be collected and
eaten at any time with impunity.

13. Another of the offences visited by Puduga- with storms

is the burning of beeswax,^ the smell of which is said to be
peculiarly obnoxious to him. Owing to this belief it is a common
practice secretly to burn wax when a person against whom they

bear ill-will is engaged in fishing, hunting, or the like, the object

being to spoil his sport and cause him as much discomfort as

possible
;
hence arises the saying among them, when suddenly

overtaken by a storm, that some one must be burning wax.

14. The rainbow is regarded as .e'rem-chdwgala’s dancing

or sounding board, which is only visible at certain times
;

its

appearance is said to betoken approaching sickness or death to

one of their number, and is, therefore, inauspicious.*

15. There are no superstitions anent hills, valleys, rocks, &c.,

which, as stated in my last paper,® Puduga- is believed to have
formed for some purpose of his own. The formation of creeks

is attributed to a fortunate accident, the account of which being

connected with their traditions must be reserved for that section.'^

16. They imagine earthquakes to be caused by some mis-

chievous male spirits of their deceased ancestors, who, in their

impatience at the delay in the resurrection, combine to shake

the palm-tree on which they believe the earth to rest, in the

hope thereby of destroying the cane bridge® which stretches

between this world and heaven, and alone maintains the former

in its present position. These selfish spirits are, however, said

to be careful never to indulge in such practices during the dry

months, as they imagine that, in consequence of the surface of

the earth being then much cracked with heat, there would be

considerable risk of its tumbling about their ears and crushing

them instead of toppling over in one solid mass. They are said,

therefore, never to play at earthquakes except during, or shortly

after, the rainy season. But for the intervention of female

spirits, who do their utmost to dissuade or prevent their male

companions from continued enjoyment of this dangerous pastime,

they are persuaded that there would be much cause for alarm on

every occurrence of an earthquake.

17. They believe that every child which is conceived has had a

* d'ja-pid- {vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 4, footnote)

.

* The Chippeway Indians call it the dancing spirit (ra'ife “Travels in the

Interior of North America,” by Maximilian, Prince of Wied).
^ Vide ante “ Topography,” paragraph 3.

Vide post “ Mythology,” paragraph 13.

® Vide post " Keligious Beliefs, &c.,” paragraph 25.
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prior existence, but only as an infant. If a woman who has lost

a baby is again about to become a mother, the name borne by
the deceased is bestowed on the foetus, in the expectation that it

will prove to be the same child born again. Should it be found

at birth that the babe is of the same sex as the one who died,

the identity is considered to be sufficiently established, but if

otherwise the deceased one is said to be under the ran- {Ficus

laccifera) in .chd'itd'n- (Hades).'

18. They have no peculiar ideas in reference to yawning,
hiccoughing, spitting, or eructating, and hissing* is unknown.

19. To sneeze is auspicious, and therefore regarded with favour.

When any one sneezes the bystanders ask, “ Who is thinking

of you?” to which the person replies by naming some absent

friend, or, should he be alone when he sneezes, he says, “ Here I

am at ” (naming the place).

20. If they have a dream which they regard as bad, as, for

instance, that a canoe was dashed on a reef, or that an accident

occurred while pig-hunting, or even if, when awake, they hear

two canoes bumping against each other while at anchor, they

consider it essential to accept ,<^uch as a warning, and act accord-

ingly, viz., by taking steps to incur no risk-of a misadventure :

this is generally accomplished by remaining at home for two or

three days.

21. A small striped snake, called Id'raha-, is supposed to

produce the streams of the red oxide of iron, kbi'oh-chu'lnga-, and
olive-coloured clay, chu'lnga-, so much employed by them

;
the

ground for the belief is the alleged fact that this snake, when
disturbed, ejects from its tail a whitish fluid, which is of a deadly

nature. They declare that the poison is such that it cannot be

removed by washing or other means, and that it causes intense

pain to the victim, who invariably dies within a few hours.

22. There is a small bird, not yet identified, called by them
pi'chro'l-, the meeting with which is looked upon as ominous of

an approaching death in their midst. When a woodpecker is

heard tapping on a tree he is said to be giving warning of the

approach of u'chu-,^ so they proceed in fear and trembling until

the danger is supposed to be past. The notes of the pai- and
rdteg'i- (two birds not yet identified) are regarded as a sign that

there are enemies in the vicinity. When, therefore, either of

these are heard, they at once retrace their steps, if they happen
to be on the move, or, should they be in an encampment, they

’ tide ante “ Proper Names,” paragraph 1, and post “ Religious Beliefs, &c..”

paragraphs 22 and 23.
* This is accounted for by the absence of sibilants in their language {vide

Appendix A).
^ A legendary elephant, to be spoken of under ” Mythology,” paragraph 30.
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teinporanily vacate their huts and remain on the alert with their

weapons ready for immediate use. The cry of another bird,

called che-ra-, informs them of the approaching visit of a friend.

Finally, if while travelling they hear the cawing of a crow, they

say they must be near some occupied, or recently abandoned
encampment. This belief is doubtless traceable to the fact that

these birds are among the principal scavengers of their camping
grounds.

23. It has been noticed that they will never whistle between
sunset and sunrise, and the reason they give is that this sound,

more than any other, attracts .e'rem-chawgala during those hours.

When animals behave in an unaccountable manner, especially

at night, it is said to be because they see this demon.

Reii^ous Beliefs and Demonoio^.— 1. I have several times

mentioned the Supernatural Beings, Pu'luga- wA.e'remi-chdbu-gala,

and must now enter more into detail regarding the beliefs held

by the Andamanese concerning these and other spirits.

2. Though no forms of worship or religious rites are to be

found among them, yet are there certain beliefs regarding

powers of good and evil, the Creation, and of a world beyond
the grave, which show that even these savages have traditions

more or less approximating the truth, but whence derived will

ever remain a mystery.

3. It is extremely improbable that their legends were the

result of the teaching of missionaries or others who might be

supposed to have landed on their shores in by-gone years
;
for

not only have they no tradition of any foreigners having settled

in their midst and intermarried with their ancestors, or even of

havino: so far established amicable intercourse as to be able to

acquire a knowledge of any one of their languages, but our own
records, so far from differing from theirs on these points, tend

clearly to show that, from the earliest times till so recently

as 1858, these islanders have been more or less universally

regarded as caniribals, in consequence of which they were much
dreaded by all navigating the adjacent seas. The persistency

with which they resisted with showers of arrows all attempts to

land on their shores,’ precludes the belief that any one, prior to our

settlement,® would from choice have visited these islanders in

the vain hope of reclaiming them fi'om their savage state, and in

order to teach them the Biblical, Mahomedan, or other versions

of the Creation, Fall, Deluge, &c.
;
while it may surely be

* The probable cause of their hostility will be explained in a later section

{vide post “Trade, &c.,” paragraph 1).

* In 1870 an orphanage was established at Boss Island (Port Blair) for

children of the aborigines, but it is very doubtful whether even the more
intelligent of the inmates have obtained, much less retained, more than an

ideinentary knowledge of the outline of the truths of Christ ianity.
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assumed that if any shipwrecked persons had ever been cast on

their coast, they would, in the improbable event of their lives

being spared, have left some traces of the fact, such as might
be looked for among the customs, in the culture, or physical

characteristics of these savages, but these are vainly to be

sought in any section of the race.

4. Moreover, to regard with suspicion, as some have done,

the genuineness of such legends as those in question argues

ignorance of the fact that numerous other tribes,^ in equally

remote or isolated localities have, when first discovered, been

found to possess similar traditions on the snbjects under con-

sideration.

5. Further, on this subject as well as on all others in which
there appeared any risk of falling into error, I have taken

special care not only to obtain my information on each point

from those who are considered by their fellow-tribesmen as

authorities, but who, from having had little or no intercourse

with other races, were in entire ignorance regarding any save

their own legends : I have, besides, in every case, by subse-

quent inquiry, endeavoured to test their statements, with the

trustworthiness of which I am thoroughly satisfied. I may
also add that they all agree in stating that their accounts of the

Creation, &c., were handed down to them by their first parent

7'6'vio- (Adam), and his immediate descendants, while they

trace all their superstitions and practices to the “ days before

the Flood !

”

6. I shall presently speak of the legends current anent the

Creation, and also tlie Fall and Deluge: the latter will there be
seen to have been, selon eux, consequent on the former.

7. In spite of their knowledge of, or belief in, a Supreme
Being,'* whom they call Pu'luxja-, they live in constant fear of

certain evil spirits, whom they apprehend to be ever present,

and on the watch to do them some bodily injury.

8. Of Puiuga- they say that

—

I. Though His appearance is like fire, yet He is (now-a-

days) invisible.

II. He was never born and is immortal.

III. By him the world and all objects, animate and inanimate,

w'ere created, excepting only the powers of evil.

IV. He is regarded as omniscient while it is day, knowing
even the tlioughts of their hearts.

V. He is angered by the commission of certain sins,® while to

' A story of tlie Fall occurs in the myths of the Eskimo, the South Sea
Islanders, the Zulus, tlie .Australians and the New Zealanders (vide “Biblical
Traditions and Savage Myths.”

—

St. James' Gazette, July 11th, iSSl.)
’ Vide Mouat, pp. 303-4.
’ Vide ante “ Crimes,” paragraph '1.
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those in pain or distress he is pitiful, and sometimes
deigns to afford relief.

VI. He is the Judge from whom each soul receives its

sentence after death, and, to some extent, the hope of

escape from the torments of .jereg-ld,r-mu'gu- (regarding

which anon) is said to affect their course of action in

the present life.^

9. Pu'lnga- is believed to live in a large stone house in the

sky, with a wife whom he created for himself
;
she is green in

appearance, and has two names, chdn'a Auiola (Mother Fresh-

water Shrimp), and chdn'a .fd'lak- (Mother Eel)
;
by her he

has a large family, all, except the eldest, being girls
;
these last,

known as mS'ro-ioin- (sky spirits or angels), are said to be black

in appearance, and, with their mother, amuse themselves from
time to time by throwing fish and prawns into the streams and
sea for the use of the inhabitants of the world. Pu'luga-?, son is

called .plj-cho'r- : he is regarded as a sort of archangel, and is

alone permitted to live with his father, whose orders it is his

duty to make known to the m&ro-win-.
10. Pu'luga- is said to eat and drink, and, during the dry

months of the year, to pass much of his time in sleep, as is

proved by his voice (thunder) being rarely heard at that season
;

he is the source whence they receive all their supplies of

animals, birds, and turtles
;
when they anger him he comes out

of his house and blows, and growls, and hurls burning faggots

at them—in other words, visits their offences with violent

thunderstorms and heavy squalls
;

except for this purpose he

seldom leaves home, unless it be during the rains, when he

descends to earth to provide himself with certain kinds of food

;

how often this happens they do not know since, now-a-days, he
is invisible.

11. Pu'luga- never himself puts any one to death, but he

objects so strongly to seeing a pig badly quartered and carved

that he invariably points out those who offend him in this

respect to a class of malevolent spirits called .chol-, one of whom
forthwith despatches the unfortunate individual.

12. Pu'luga- has no authority over the evil spirits, the most
dreaded of whicli are .e'rcm-chdu'gala, .jicru-win-, and ml'la-

;

they are self-created, and have existed from time immemorial.

The first of these, the evil spirit of the woods, has a numerous
progeny by his wife chdn'a .bad'gilola, who remains at home
with her daughters and younger children, while her husband and
grown-up sons roam about the jungles with a lighted torch

' It is from regard to the fact tliat their beliefs on these points approximate so

closely to the true faith concerning the Deity that I have adopted the English

method of spelling all equivalents of “ God ” with an initial capitnl.
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attached to their left legs, in order that the former may injure

any unhappy wights who may meet them unprotected,^ and in

the dark
;
he generally makes his victims ill, or kills them by

wounding them internally with invisible arrows,* and, if he is

successful in causing death, it is supposed that they feast upon
the raw flesh;® .e'rem-chdwgala, indeed, appears to be to the

Andamanese much what “ Arlak ”*
is to the aboriginal Austra-

lian : in both cases these evil spirits are represented as afraid

of light
;
.e'rem-chdugala is said to be also afraid of, or to avoid,

the demon .nvla-.

13. This spirit, .nvla-,^ is supposed to live in ant-hills, and
to have neither wife nor child

;
he is not regarded as such

a malevolent personage as .erem-chdugala, and, though he is

always armed with a k^nife, he rarely injures human beings with

it, or, when he does do so, it is not in order to feed upon their

bodies, for he is said to eat earth only.

14. As regards .jwru-win-, the evil spirit of the sea, they say

that he too is invisible, and lives in the sea with his wife and
children, who help him to devour the bodies of those who are

drowned or buried at sea
;

fish constitute the staple of his food,

but he also occasionally, by way of variety, attacks the abori-

gines he finds fishing on the shores or by the creeks. The
weapon he uses is a spear, and persons who are seized with
cramp or any sudden illness, on returning from, or while on the

water, are said to have been “ speared ” by .ju'ru-ivin-. He has

various submarine residences, and boats for travelling under the

surface of the sea, while he carries with him a net, in which
he places all the victims, human or piscine, he may succeed in

capturing.

15. Besides these three chief demons, there is a company of

evil spirits who are called .chol-, and who are much dreaded.

They are believed to be descendants of mai'a .chol-^ who lived in

antediluvian times. They generally punish those who offend

them by baking or roasting pig’s flesh, the smell of which is

particularly obnoxious to them, as it is also to Pwluga-, who,
therefore, often assists them in discovering the delinquent

;
the

same risk does not attend boiling pork,’’ which the olfactory

nerves of the fastidious .chol- are not keen enough to detect.

* Vide ante “Superstitions,” paragraph 1.

^ Firfe “ Medicine,” paragraph 1 (foot-note), and “Death and Burial,”
paragraph 24.

® Vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 26.
* Vide Wood, “ Natural History of Man,” p. 92.
® Cases have been cited of persons who have been found stabbed, whose deaths

are attributed to Ni la : the possibility of the individuals in question having been
murdered is scouted.

® Vide post “ Mythology,” paragraph 33.
^ Vide post “ Food,” paragraph 27.
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16. While the Andamanese say that they are liable to be
struck by .e'rem-chdu-gala or .ju'rit^win- at any time or in any
place, the .chol- strike those only who offend them, and that

during the day while they are stationary, this being necessitated

by the distance from the earth of their abode, whence they hurl

their darts : an invisible spear is the weapon they always use,

and this is thrown with unerring aim at the head of their

victim, and is invariably fatal. As these demons are considered

especially dangerous on the hottest days, they are apparently

held accountable for the deaths from sunstroke which happen
from time to time.

17. The sun, chdn-a ho'do-, is the wife of the moon, mava
.d'gar-, and the stars, .chCvto-, which are of both sexes, are their

children ; the latter go to sleep during the day
;

the whole
family have their meals near Pu'luga-s, house, but never enter

it
;
chdwa .bo do- is like fire and covered with thorns, but

niai'a .ogar- is white skinned, and has two long tusks^ and a

big beard
;
their home is situated somewhere below the eastern

horizon, and while the former, after setting, rests till dawn, the

latter, probably in consequence of the cares of his numerous
family, is obliged to keep very irregular hours. During their

passage under the earth to their home, they are believed to

afford the blessing of light to the unfortunate spirits in Hades,

and also, while sleeping, to shed a “ dim religious light ” over

that region : it is by Fu'lttga-’s command that the celestial bodies,

while crossing the sky, bestow their light.

18. The phenomena of the waning and waxing of the moon is

explained by saying that they are occasioned by “ his ” applying

a coating of cloud to his person by degrees, after the manner
of their own use of horob- and tdda-dg-^ and then gradually

wiping it off.^

19. Eeference has already been made to their superstition

regarding the cause of a lunar eclipse, but in case mava .d'gar-

should be so ill-advised as permanently to Avithhold his light

or render himself in other ways still more disagreeable, when-
ever the moon is eclipsed some persons at once seize their

bows and twang them as rapidly as possible, thereby producing

a rattling sound as if discharging a large numher of arrows,

while others commence at once sharpening their rd-td-.* Of
course this hostile demonstration is never lost upon the moon,

who does not venture to hurt those who show themselves ready

* The liorns of the crescent moon.
Vide Aiipendix B, items 58 and (JO.

^ “ The Kskimo say tliat the sun, which they regard as feminine, smears the

face of her brother, tJie moon, with soot, when he presses his lore upon her”
(ride Peschel, p. 25(J).

< Vide Appendix B, item 2.
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to give him so uncomfortable a reception. Their immunity from

harm on these occasions has given rise to some joking at the

expense of the luminary in question, for, during the continuance

of the eclipse, they shout in inviting tones to the hidden orb as

follows :

—

.O'gar-, la den bal'ak ban le'be ng’ldo'ati! dd'ati! dd-ati’d

(0 moon, I will give you the seed of the balak ! show yourself !

appear ! appear
!)

20. This seems to explain the custom which Colonel Symes
describes as adoration to the sun and moon, for, as has been

stated, no traces of worship or forms of religion, in the common
acceptation of the term, exist among tliese tribes.

21. A solar eclipse alarms them too much to allow of their

indulging in jests or threats, &c. : during the time it lasts they

all remain silent and motionless, as if in momentary'expectation

of some calamity.

22. The world, exclusive of the sea, is declared to be flat

and to rest on an immense palm-tree {Caryota sobolifcra) called

bd'rata-, which stands in the midst of a jungle comprising the

whole area under the earth. This jungle, .chd'itd'n- (Hades), is a

gloomy place, for, though visited in turn by the sun and moon,
it can, in consequence of its situation, be only partially lighted :

it is hither the spirits (chdu'ga-) of the departed are sent by
Pu luga- to await the Resurrection.

23. No change takes place in .chd'itd'n- in respect to growth
or age

;
all remain as they were at the time of their departure

from the earth, and the adults are represented as engaged in

hunting, after a manner peculiar to disembodied spirits. In
order to furnish them with sport the spirits of animals and
birds are also sent to .chd'itd'n-, but as there is no sea there, the

chdni'ga- of fish and turtle remain in their native element and
are preyed upon by .ju ru-win-. The spirits (chdit'ga-) and
souls {ot-yo'lo-) of all children who die before they cease to be
entirely dependent on their parents (i.e., under six years of age)

go to .chd'itd’n-, and are placed under a rdu-^ {Ficus laccifera)

on the fruit of which they subsist. As none can quit .chd'itd'n-

who have once entered, they support their stories regarding it

by a tradition that in ages long past an dlco-pai'ad-^ was favoured

in a dream with a vision of the regions and of the pursuits of

the disembodied spirits.

24. Some of their legends, as will be seen elsewhere,'* appear
to bear out the doctrine of the transmigration of souls, as

* This is said derisively, for, although these seeds are largely consumed by the
pigs, the aborigines themselves do not consider them fit for food.

^ Vide ante ‘'Superstitions,” paragraph 17.
* Vide ante “ Magic and Witchcraft,” paragraph 1.

* Vide post “ Mythology,” paragraphs 15, 16, 29.
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certain of their ancestors {.t&mola) are stated to have vanished
from earth in the form of various kinds of animals and fish.

The spirits of those not thus transformed, although in Hades,
are believed occasionally to assist them in performing tasks of

unusual difficulty
;
and it is thought that all the departed are

to some extent conscious of what transpires in the world they
once inhabited, and are able to promote the welfare of those

who bear them in mind.^

25. Between the earth and the eastern sky there stretches

an invisible cane bridge {pvdga-ld,r-chd,u‘ga-) which steadies the

former and connects it with .jereg- (paradise)
;
over this bridge

the souls (pt-ydio-) of the departed^ pass into paradise, or

to .jereg-ldr-mu'gu-, which is situated below it : this latter

place might be described as purgatory, for it is a place of

punishment for those who have been guilty of heinous sins,

such as murder. Like Dante, they depict it as very cold, and
therefore a most undesirable region for mortals to inhabit.

From all this it will be gathered that these despised savages

believe in a future state, in the resurrection, and in the three-

fold constitution of man.

26. In serious illness the sufferer’s spirit (chdu'ga-) is said

to be hovering between this world and Hades,® but does not

remain permanently in the latter place until some time after

death, during which interval it haunts the abode of the deceased

and the spot where the remains have been deposited.'* In dreams
it is the soul which, having taken its departure through the

nostrils, sees or is engaged in the manner represented to the

sleeper.

27. The Andamanese do not regard their shadows® but their

reflections (in any mirror) as their souls. The colour of the soul

is said to be red, and that of the spirit black, and, though

invisible to human eyes,® they partake of the form of the person

to whom they belong. Evil emanates from the soul, and all

good from the spirit
;
at the resurrection they will be re-united

and live permanently on the new earth, for the souls of the

wicked will then have been reformed by the punishments

inflicted on them during their residence in .jereg-ldr-mu’gu-.

28. The future life will be but a repetition of the present, but

all will then remain in the prime of life, sickness and death will

be unknown, and there will be no more marrying or giving in

' Tide ante “ Medicine,” paragraph 8, and “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 18.

* Their spirits ichdu pa-) pass to .chd itdn- (vide paragraplis 22 and 23).

^ Vide Journ. Anthrop. Ijist., vol. xi, p. 289.

^ Vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraphs 4 and 15.

^ As is believed 10^)6 the case among certain races, e.p., the Benin negroes.

" Save those of the oko-pavad- (vide ante ‘‘Magic and Witchcraft,” para

graph 7).
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marriage. The animals, birds, and fish will also re-appear in the

new world in their present form.

29. This blissful state will be inaugurated by a great earth-

quake,^ which, occurring by Fu'luga-s command, will break the

pvdga-ldr-chdu'ga- and cause the earth to turn over ; all alive

at the time will perish, exchanging places with their deceased

ancestors.^

30. There is no trace to be found of the worship of trees,

stones, or other objects, and it is a mistake to suppose® that

they adore or invoke the celestial bodies. There is no salutation,

dance, or festival of any kind held in honour of the new moon

:

its appearance does not evoke anything more than an excla-

mation such as yl'lo ! .o'gar Vdido'atire. (Hurrah ! there’s the

moon.)

Mythoiogry.—1. In other sections mention has been made of

Pu lxiga-, the Creator of all, and it has also been stated that no
reason is given for the formation of the earth’s surface, except

that it was according to His will, and the same hypothesis is

held to account for the varying seasons.

2. Until recent years it was supposed^ that the Andamanese
were without traditions, and had no idea of their own origin,

but since we have been enabled to become better acquainted
with them it has been ascertained that such is not the case.

While I have been extremely careful as to the source whence
I obtained my information, I would at the same time mention
that much that is found under these last headings has been
obtained from the older and more intelligent members of distant

communities, and is probably little, if at all, known to many of

the rising generation in our immediate vicinity.

3. Certain mythic legends are related to the young by 6ho-

pavad-s,,^ parents, and others, which refer to the supposed
adventures or history of remote ancestors, and, though the
recital not unfrequently evokes much mirth, they are none the

less accepted as veracious. The personages figuring in these

tales are believed to be real and historical, but, beyond the fact

of a very general accei)tance and agreement of the traditions

respecting them, no satisfactory traces are to be found of their

existence except in the lively imaginations of their descendants.
4. There are a few discrepancies in their accounts of the

* Vide ante “ Superstitions,” paragraph Ifi.

^ Whether the fate of the former is irrevocably fixed is not explained, but
with these, as with other savages, it is in vain to expect them to understand the
logical conclusions to which their beliefs tend.

Vide statements of Symes, Brown, Grant, and Anderson
;
vide also ante

” Superstitions,” paragraphs 9 and 10.
'* Vide Mouat, p. 343.
‘ Vide ante " Magic and Witchcraft,” paragraph 1.
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creation and origin of the human species, but in the main
features all are agreed. The following tradition appears to be the

most generally received, and, as far as possible, it is given in the

words in which it was first taken down ;

—

5. In the beginning, after the world had been made, Pu'higa-

created a man whose name was .t&mo- he was black, like the

present inhabitants, but much taller and bearded. Puiuga-
showed him the various fruit-trees in the jungle, which then
existed only at .wbtdem'i-^ (the “Garden of Eden”), and, in

doing so, told him not to partake of certain of them during the

rains : he then taught him how to obtain and use fire
;

this he
did by first stacking in alternate layers two varieties of wood
known as chdr- and ber-, and then bidding chdn'a .bd'do- (Mother
Sun) to come and sit on or near the pile until she had ignited it,

after which she returned to her place in the sky. .tS-mo- was
then taught how to cook pigs, which were easily caught, as they

had in those days neither ears nor noses.

6. Another version relates that Puiuga- came with a spirit or

angel called laclvi? .pWnga .d'blola to instruct .t&mo-, who, at his

direction, prepared a pyre and then struck it, on which the fire

was kindled, and .pu'nga .d'blola proceeded to teach him how to

cook food.

7. About the origin of the first woman, whose name was
chdn'a .e'lewadi, there is a diversity of belief : according to some,

Pu'higa- created her after he had taught id'mo- how to sustain

life
;
others say that .tS-mo- saw her swimming near his home

and called to her, whereiipon she landed and lived with him

;

while a third story represents her as coming pregnant to Kyd
Island, where she gave birth to several male and female children,

who subsequently became the progenitors of the present race.

8. These legends ascribe the name .to'mola to all the descend-

ants of their first parents until the period of the Deluge.

.to'mo- had two sons and two daughters by chdn'a .e'lewadi ; the

names of the former were .bvrola and .b&rola, and of the latter

.rl'cla and .chd'rmila.

9. As time went on, the pigs multiplied to such an extent

that they became a nuisance, so, with woman’s ready wit, chdn'a

.e'lewadi drilled holes in their heads and snouts, thereby giving

them the powers of hearing and smelling, and enabling them
to avoid danger an(J procure food for themselves. Pu'lvga- then

covered the whole land with jungle, into which the pigs

* The name of tlie first man among the Brazilians was Tamoi {vide Tylor’s
“ Anthropology ”).

^ Situated about long. 92° 52', and lat. 12° 18'. Some assert that this event

occurred at .to'lo-kbt imi-

,

which is in the same district.

^ lach'i is applied to deceased persons, and answers to “ the late.”
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wandered in various directions^ But this change was found to

have its disadvantages, as it became next to impossible to catch

the now wily sus. Fuiuga-, however, again came to the rescue,

and taught .tS'mo- how to construct bows and arrows, and to

hunt, after which he taught him to manufacture canoes and
harpoons, and to fish. On a subsequent visit^ he instructed

chdn'a .e'leivadi in the art of basket and net-making, and in the.

use of red-ochre {kbvoh-) and white clay® {td'la-6g-), and thus by
degrees he imparted to their first parents a knowledge of the

various arts which have ever since been practised among them.

10. .td'mo and .edewadi were also told that, though they were to

work in the wet months, they must not do so after sundown,
because by doing so they would worry the hudu-,* which are

under Pii'luga-’s special protection. Any noise; such as working
(koyke) with an adze, would cause the budu-s’ heads to ache,

and that would be a serious matter. During the cold and dry

seasons work may be carried on day and night, as the hu tu- is

then seldom seen, and cannot be disturbed.

11. As soon as the first coilple were united Puduga- gave
them the .bo'jig-yd'b- dialect, which is the language spoken to this

day, according to their belief, by the tribe inhabiting the south

alid south-eastern portion of Middle Andaman, in which district

.wbtdemd- is situated. It is, therefore, regarded as the mother
tongue, from which the dialects of tlie various other tribes have
sprung.

12. The canoes used in those days are said to have had no
outriggers, and were made by scooping out the trunk of the

Pandanus, which is believed to have been much larger tlian it is

now-a-days, and well adapted for the purpose.

13. The formation of creeks is attributed to a fortunate

accident: it happened that one day .td'mo- harpooned a large

fish, called k&ro-ngid'i-chdu-, which had a projecting snout where-
with it lashed the shore in its frantic efforts to escape; so

violent were the blows that the land was broken each time they
fell, a result which proved of great benefit and service to the

redoubtable harpooner and his descendants.

14. .t&mo- lived to a great age, but even before his death his

offspring became so numerous that their home could no longer

accommodate them. At Pu'luga-s, bidding they were furni.shed

with all necessary weapons, implements, and fire, and then

* Another version states that .td'mo- caused the jungle to spring up beyond
.wdtdem'i- by stringing flics on a number of arrows, and shooting them oft',

whereupon they turned into trees, and soon spread over the country.
^ In those days Tu'luga- lived at Saddle Peak '{vide ante “Topography,”

paragraph 2). and being so near, used often to pay them a visit.

^ Vide post paragraph 27, and Appendix B, items 58 and 60.
* Vide post “ Pood,” paragraph 18.

11
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scattered in pairs all over the country. When this exodus
occurred Pu'luga- provided each party with a distinct dialect.^

15. After the dispersion of the surplus members of his family,

.t&mo-, one day while hunting, fell into a creek called .yara-

tig-fig-, and was drowned. He was at once transformed into a
cachalot {.kd'ra-du'ku-), and from him have sprung aU the
cetaceans of this class.^ chdwa .e'lewadi-, ignorant of the accident
that had befallen her husband, went in a canoe with some of her
grandchildren to ascertain the cause of his continued absence

;

on seeing them, Jcd'ra-du'ku- upset their skiff, and drowned his

wife and most of her companions. She became a small crab,

of a description stiU named after her, e'lewadi-, and the others

were transformed into iguanas.®

16. Consequent on the disappearance of .t&mo- and his wife,

the duties of headship over the community at .wbtdem'i- de-

volved upon one of their grandchildren, named .ko'lwo't-, who
was distinguished by being the first to spear and catch turtles.

The .td'mola remained on the islands long after .td'mo-s trans-

formation, but after .k&lw&t-s, death, according to one legend,

they grew disobedient, and as Puluga- ceased to visit them,
became more and more remiss in their observance of the

commands given at the Creation. At last Puduga-s anger burst

forth, and, without any warning, he sent a great flood which
covered the whole land,'* and destroyed all living. Four persons

(two men, .l&ralola and .po'ilola, and two women, .kdiola and
.rvmalola), who happened to be in a canoe when the catastrophe

occurred, were able to effect an escape. When the waters sub-

sided, they found themselves near .wbtdem'i-, where they

landed and discovered that every living thing on earth had
perished

;
but Pu'luga- re-created the animals, birds, &c. In

spite of this, however, they suffered severely, in consequence of

all their fires having been extinguished, and they could devise

* It would almost seem that, without straining the legend to suit facts, we
might discern in this a faint echo of the Biblical account of the confusion of

tongues and dispersion at Babel.
2 They consider that the whale is evil disposed towards them, and attribute

their occasional non-success in catching turtles to his influence, .kd'ra-du'ku-

is also accused of inciting sharks and other large fish to attack them.
® Another version of this story is, that wearied with an unsuccessful day’s

hunting, To'mo- went to the shore where he found a chi di- (Pinna) shell-fish
;

while playing with it, it fastened on him, and he was unable to free himself

until a hai an- (Paradoxurus) seized tbe cht'di- and liberated him at the expense

cf one of his members. Shortly after he saw his wife and some of their

children coming after him in a canoe ; unwilling that they should become aware

of the misfortune which had befallen him, he upset the canoe, drowning its

occupants and himself. He then became .kd'ra-du ku-, and the others .du'ku-,

which are now very plentiful in the jungles.
* Some modify this statement by paying that Saddle Peak, where Pu luga- then

dwelt, was not submerged.
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no means of repairing their loss. At this juncture one of their

recently deceased friends appeared in their midst in the form of

a bird named .lu ratut-} Seeing their distress he flew up to

m&ro-, the sky, where he discovered Puduga- seated beside his

fire
;
he thereupon seized* and attempted to carry away in his

beak a burning log, but the heat or weight, or both, rendered the

task impossible, and the blazing brand fell on Puduga-, who,
incensed with pain, hurled it at the intruder

;
happily for those

concerned, the missile missed its mark and fell near the very

spot where the four survivors were deploring their condition.

As .lu'ratut- alighted in their midst at the same moment, he

gained the full credit of having removed the chief cause of their

distress.®

17. Being relieved from anxiety as to their means of

subsistence, .l&rola and his companions began to entertain

sentiments of anger and resentment against Puduga- for his

wholesale destruction of their friends, and, accordingly, when
they met him one day at .tddo-Tcbt'imi-, they determined to kill

him, but were deterred from their purpose by Puduga- himself,

for he assured them that, whereas he was as hard as wood and
could not be injured by their arrows, any attempt they might
venture to make on his hfe would cause him to destroy them
all. Having reduced them to submission by these assurances,

Puduga- explained that they had brought the Deluge upon
themselves through their wilful disobedience of the strict

injunctions he had laid down, and which had always been
observed by their forefathers, and he intimated that a repetition

of their transgressions would inevitably lead to their utter

destruction.

18. This is said to be the last occasion on which Puduga-
rendered himself visible, or held any communication with them,
but the warning he then gave them has not been forgotten, and
the islanders are to this day strict in their observance of his

commands.
19. Another legend regarding the origin of the Deluge states

that one day, at the commencement of the rainy season, a
.td-mola named .be'rebi- came to visit .kddtvSd-’s mother, chdn'a

.e'rep-, with the express intention of seeing her son, of whom he

’ A small Tarietj of kingfisher.
^ The myth of Prometheus will recur to the reader.
^ Since that day till the present time, they say they have never been without

fire, thanks to the precautions they employ to guard against its extinction. 1

would add that when first making my investigations on this subject some six

years ago, I was led to believe that this kingfisber is regarded by the present
inhabitants with a certain amount of veneration {vide “ The Lord’$ Prayer in

the South jindaman dialect,” p. 49), but I have since been assured that such is

not the case.
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was extremely jealous. When he appeared, .be'rebi- treacherously

bit him in the arm, but his teeth became fixed in the flesh and
he was therefore unable to detach himself from his victim, whose
friends promptly avenged his murder, and disposed of the corpses

by throwing them into the sea.^ The bereaved mother, in her

rage, grief, and despair, committed various acts, against which
.td'mo- had been warned by Puiuga-, and while so doing incited

others to follow her .example by the following words :

—

e,e,e, dva rd-gu'vml lab dd'la,

e,e,e, ngu'l kd'ja pij pu'gatken,

e,e,e, ngul chd'akan to'aiken,

e,e,e, ngul bod'rato d'kd-kold'ken,

e,e,e, ngul gd'no bo'angken,

e,e,e, ngul tong chod'ra bo'angken,

e,e,e, ngig d'rldt pudaijoken.

The translation of which is :

—

e, (sobbing)—My grown-up handsome son,

Burn the wax,®

Grind the seed of the chd'kan-*

Destroy the bd'rata-,^

Dig up the gd’no-,

^

Dig up the chd-ti-^

Destroy everything.”

Thereupon Pv/luga- was exceeding wroth, and sent the flood

which destroyed all living things with the exception of two men
and two women.

20. This tradition is preserved in the fallowing lines :

—

K&leddat Ibd’ji Idr chd’ra,

Rd-gu’mul abg&rka en igbod'di,

Bd-gu'mul le lig’a kd’arnga,

Rd-gu’nml abg&rka.

Tod’lo d’rbo eb dd'kan choarpo.

The meaning of which is ;

—

“ Bring the boat to the beach

I will see your fine grown-up sou,

* .Ic&lwo’t-, after death, was transformed into a species of tree lizard, which

is still named after him, and .he rebi- became a fish called kb'ngo-, which is

armed with a row of poisonous barbs on its back.

* Exclamation indicative of grief.

* Vide ante “ Superstitions,” paragraph 13.
* The Entada pur.ieetb.a.

* The Caryota sobolifera.
* Two varieties of edible roots much relished bj them after the rains.
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The grown-up son who threw the youths ('into the sea)/

The fine grown-up son,

My adze is rusty, I will stain my lips with his blood.”

21. In this, as in all their songs and chants, a good deal is left

to the imagination, but from the explanations which have been
given by the aborigines, the following appears to afford some light

on the subject:

—

.be'rebi, being jealous of the renown .ko'lwd't-

had won for himself by his numerous accomplishments and
great strength, took advantage of meeting him and his mother
one day on the water to ask them to let him enter their boat.

On their complying with his request, he provided himself with

a rusty adze and a hone, and joined them
;
approaching near to

.k&lwo't-, he put down the adze and hone, remarking on the rusty

condition of the former
;

then taking .k&lw&t- by the arm he
sniffed it from the wrist to the shoulder, as if admiring the

development of the muscles
;
while doing so he muttered the

threat of staining his lips with blood, which he shortly after

fulfilled in the manner already described.

22. lach'v^ .l&ralola, the chief of the survivors from the Deluge,

gave, at his death, the name of .chAwga-td'hanga-^ to their de-

scendants. When, for the second time in their history, their

numbers had increased to so great an extent that it became
impossible for them to remain together in one spot, an exodus,

similar to the first, took place
;
each party, being furnished with

fire and every other essential, started in a different direction,

and on settling down adopted a new and distinct dialect.

They each received a tribal name, and from them have sprung
the various tribes still existing on the islands.

23. The .chdii'ga-td'hanga- are described as fine tall men with
large beards, and they are said to have been long-lived,^ but, in

other respects and in their mode of living they did not differ

from the present inhabitants. The nqme seems to have been
borne till comparatively recent times, as a few still livipg are said

to remember having seen the last of the so-called .clidu'ga-td'-

hanga-.

24. After the Flood the Pandanus was found to have deterio-

rated so greatly as to be ui}fit for its former uses
;
their canoes

were consequently thenceforth made by scoopipg the trunks

of the Sterculia villosa, and other trees of a similar description.*

25. The story regarding certain .to'mola, who failed to

* Litei>ally, caused them to flee into the sea (vide post paragraph 29).
* Signifying “ the late,” or “deceased.”
® i.e., tlie big-bodied.
^ The Andamanese attribute the present increasep rate of mortality to the

jungle clearances we have made.
* The native names of which are bd'ja-; mail-

; ye're-

;

and ko'kan-.
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observe the rules laid down for neophytes, states that, on the

day after they broke their fast of reg-jvri-^ (kidney fat of

pig), they left the encampment without giving notice of their

intention to their friends, and the result was that, when they
were missed and searched for, it was found they had gone to the

shore to fish, and had there met a sad fate
;
the body of one

was discovered adhering to a large boulder, and turned into

stone, while the other, likewise in a state of petrifaction, was
standing erect beside it.

26. mai’a .du'kn-, who appears to be identical with .t&mo-^

is said to have been the first to tattoo himself. One day, while

out on a fishing expedition, he shot an arrow
;
missing its object

it struck a hard substance which proved to be a piece of iron,

the first ever found. With it .du'ku- made an arrow-head and
tattooed himself, after which he sang this ditty :

—

“ Tong md l%r pvrenga ? tdng,^vtiken ! tong yvtiken !

tong md l%r pvrenga ? tong yvtiken ! ”

the interpretation of which is, “ What can now strike me ? I

am tattooed ! I am tattooed !” &c. {Da capo).

27. It would seem that after the Deluge they had to feel

their way again to the necessary arts and manufactures in

which Pu'luga- had vouchsafed to instruct their first parents •?

especially is this declared to be the case with the pigments
used in painting their bodies, one of which, viz. : td’la-dg-,* is

said to have been accidentally re-discovered by a .t&mola

female, named chdn'a .chd’rid-, while she was engaged in

searching for the much relished edible root known as gd'no-

;

another woman, chdn'a .teiiu, is credited with finding, about the

same time, kbvob-chu'lnga-.^ Like true daughters of Eve they

were not long at a loss in turning their knowledge to some

(?) profitable account.

28. Another of their antediluvian ancestors was famous for

propagating yams. This was mava .bu'mrodg-, who, in shooting

an arrow, struck the creeper belonging to the favourite variety

called his curiosity being excited he dug up the root, and
tasted it : the result being satisfactory, he informed his friends

of his discovery, and they all feasted upon it; when they had had
sufficient, he scattered the remains in different directions

;
this

* Vide ante “ Initiatory Ceremonies,” paragraph. 5.

^ .du'ku is also credited with having, like Pygmalion, created a woman ! The
Andamanese Galatea {chdn'a .tut-kal'at-chd'pa- or chdn'a .bai'an-) was made out
of chd'pa- (firewood), and in due course became her creator’s wife. The legend
does not explain how she was endued with life, but relates that at death slie

became a Paradoxurus.
® Vide ante “ Mythology,” paragraph 9.

* Vide Appendix B, item 58.
“ Vide Appendix B, item 63.
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apparent waste so angered his mother that, on pretence of

shaving him, she split his head open with a piece of quartz. After

his death it was found that the act for which he suffered had
tended to the spread of the plant which is now plentiful.

29. To explain the origin of certain fish, they say that one day
before the Deluge, mai'a .k&lwd t- went to visit an encampment
of the .t&mola situated in the Archipelago. While engaged in

his song,^ the women, through inattention to his instructions,

marred the effect of the chorus, so, to punish them, he seized

his bow, whereupon the whole party in terror fled in all direc-

tions
;
some escaping into the sea were changed into dugongs,

porpoises, sharks, and various other fish which till then had not

been seen.’^

30. Only two geological legends have hitherto been discovered

;

the one refers to a large block of sandstone, lying at .wbtdem'i-,

and the other relates to two boulders of elephantine proportions,

situated within a mile of the same place, which convey the idea

that they once formed part of a narrow neck of land which jutted

out into the sea, butwhich has beengraduallydemolished by storms
and by the action of the waves. The belief current regarding the

first is that the deep incisions visible on its surface are hiero-

glyphics inscribed by .td'mo-, the first man, giving a history of the

Creation, which event, as already mentioned, is believed by all

the tribes of our acquaintance to have occurred at this very spot

.wbtdem'i-. The art of deciphering the supposed record has,

it is said, been lost for many ages, and no attempt is made to

assign a specific meaning to any of the marks which form the

mythical inscription. Many of the legends regarding their

ancestors picture the scene of their exploits at .wbtdem'%-
;
hence

the special interest of the spot to aU the tribes of Middle and
South Andaman and the Archipelago. In regard to the two
boulders, tradition declares that one day, in the years before the

Deluge, mMva .du'ku- and some of his friends, seeing two animals
swimming near the shore, shouted to them, whereupon they
came out of the water and showed themselves to be two enormous
creatures such as had never before been seen or dreamt of by

> Vide post “ Games and Amusements,” paragraph 22.
* The following is a list of .td'mola who were transformed into animals, birds,

or fish :

—

.Jcd'ra-du'ku- (whale),

.du'ku- (iguana),

.e'lewadi- (small species of crab),

.tegbu-l- (dugong),

%'r lizai-ds),

.hai'an- (paradoxurus),

.i'd- (rat),

.lu'ratut- (a variety of kingfisher),

.mu'rud- (pigeon),

.e ep- (parrot),

.te liu- (jungle fowl),

.bd'tka- (crow),

.cho'kab- (heron),

.bad'gi- (fish eagle),

.cho'ag- (porpoise),

and various other fisli.
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the .td'mola, who were so terrified that they fled precipitately;

.du'hc- with difficulty escaped, but a few of his companions were
less fortunate, being captured and devoured by these monsters,

who are known by the name of uxhu-. Consternation filled the

mmds of the scanty population then inhabiting the “ world,”

when their deliverance was unexpectedly and speedily effected

by the uxhu-, who, in attempting to ford the shallow water near
.vjbtdem'i-, stuck fast in the deep mud, and, being unable to

extricate themselves, met a lingering death.^

31. The manner in which the world was illuminated at the

beginning is not clearly to be ascertained from their legends, for

one story states that the sun and moon were subsequently created

at .t&mo-B request, as he found that, under the then existing

circumstances, it was impossible to catch fish by night or to

hunt by day
;
while, in direct disagi'eement with this, another

story tells us that night was a punishment brought upon man-
kind by certain individuals who angered Pu'luga- by killing a

caterpillar. The "tale informs us that the sun, one day, burned
so fiercely as tq cause great distress. Two women named
chdn'a Xvmi- and chdn’a .jdra-ngud-, became exceedingly

irritable, and while in this unhappy frame of mind they dis-

covered a caterpillar (grcncg-), and a certain plant called u'tura-.

By way of venting their spleen, one crusiied the hapless grub, and
the other destroyed the plant. These wanton acts so displeased

Pfvluga- that he determined to punish them, and to teach them
to appreciate the privilege of daylight, which they had hitherto

uninterruptedly enjoyed. He apcordingly visited the earth with

a long-continued darkness, which caused every one much incon-

venience and distress. At last their chief, mai'a Jcoiw&t-, to whom
reference has already been made, hit upon a happy expedient of

inducing Pu'luga- to restore the former state of things by trying

to assure him that they were quite unconcerned, and could enjoy

themselves in spite of light being withheld from them. To
accomplish this, he invented the custom of dancing and singing,

the result of which was that Pu'luga-, finding that they had
frustrated his intention, granted, as a first concession, alternate

periods of day and night, and subsequently, moved by the diffi-

culties often occasioned by the latter, created the moon to mitigate

their troubles. It is in this way that they account for the fact

of the same word being used to denote a caterpillar and night.

32. With regard to the al'aha-, which tree they value greatly,

in consequence of the fibre produced from its bark being

• The name u'chu- has accordingly been given to the two boulders. On first

seeing the elephants which have been introduced by Government at Port Blair,

the aborigines at once called them ii'chu-, in allusion to this legend, and it is the

name ever since adopted by them in speaking of these animals.
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used in the manufacture of tlieir turtle-harpoon lines, nets,

&c., it is said that Puiuga- commanded .to'mo- never to

make use of it as fuel when cooking a turtle, though he might
burn it when pigs or other animals were being prepared for

food
;
a warning was also given him that a severe punishment

would follow disobedience in this particular, for the males found
transgressing would have their throats cut, while the females

would be deprived of their breasts
;

if the offence were com-
mitted by day, the carrying out of the sentence rested with
chan’a .bd'do-, or, if by night, witlr mava .6'gar-. On one
occasion, at night, shortly before the Deluge (when the .t&mola

appear to have been a very depraved set), they were guilty,

among other enormities, of disregarding this injunction, where-
upon mai'a .b'gar- descended and inflicted the threatened

penalty.

33. The legend regarding the origin of the evil spirits known
as .chol- is as follows :—Tlieir ancestor, mava .cJiol-, one day stole

a pig which had just been captured by mava .Mlw&t-, and
climbed up into a gurjon-tree with his prize. Now mava
.koiwo't- was remarkable for his great strength, and being

enraged, determined to revenge himself
;
he thereupon planteil

a number of spikes all round the tree in which the thief had
taken refuge, and then proceeded to force it into the ground.

On finding that, if he remained where he was, he must inevitably

be buried alive, mava .cho l- sprang off the tree, and thereby met
a more terrible fate, for he was impaled on the spikes, and
perished miserably. His disembodied spirit did not pass to

.chd'itd'n- (Hades), but took up its abode on the invisible

bridge, where, by Pu-lnga-’s orders, numbers of his descendants

were afterwards sent to join him, in the form of black birds with
long tails.

34. Another curious fable is told to account for a drought from
which their early ancestors suffered : it relates tliat once upon a

time, in the dry season, a woodpecker discovered a black honey-
comb in the hollow of a tree; while regaling himself on this dainty

he observed a toad eyeing him wistfully from below, so he invited

him to join the feast
;
the toad gladly accepted, whereupon the

woodpecker lowered a creeper, giving instructions to his guest to

fasten his bucket (dd'kar-f thereto, and then to seat himself in it,

so that he might be drawn up. The toad complied with the

directions, and the woodpecker proceeded to haul him up
;
but

just when he had brought him near tlie comb he mischievously

let go the creeper, and his confiding and expectant guest

experienced an unpleasant fall. The trick so exasperated him

' Vide Appendix B, item 13.
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that he at once repaired to the streams far and near in the

island and drained them, the result of which was that great

distress was occasioned to all the birds, as well as to the rest of

the animate creation. The success of his revenge so delighted the

toad that, to show his satisfaction, and to add to the annoyance
of his enemies, he thoughtlessly began to dance, whereupon all

the water flowed from him, and the drought soon terminated.

These are among the best known and most important of their

legends, but the list is by no means exhausted, others having
been narrated to me which space forbids me to include at the

present time, as many subjects of more importance yet remain
to be considered in connection with the occupations, &c., of

their daily life.



PAET III.

Social Relations, Education, Infanticide—Attire—Tattooing—Painting

—

Shaving—Deformations—Weights and Measures—Astronomy—Trade,
Exchangeable Values, and Property—Agiiculture—Training and
Domestication of Animals— Food—Tabu—Warfare—Hunting and
Fishing—Navigation—Ornamentation—Pottery—Natural Forms and
Miscellaneous Manufactures— Leather-work— Metallurgy— Stone
Implements—Basket-work—String—Games and Amusements.

Social Relations, Education, and Infanticide.

—

1. Although it is

true that the performance of most of the domestic duties falls

to the lot of the women and children, it would be a great mis-

take to suppose that any compulsion i» used by the head of the

family
;
he usually leads quite as active a life as any of the

females, and often shares certain of their labours, when neces-

sity arises in consequence of sickness or other cause. As I

have already stated,^ 'it is quite incorrect to say of these savages

that with them “ marriage is nothing more than taking a female
slave,” for one of the most striking features of their social

relations is the marked equality and affection which subsists

between husband and wife
;

^ careful observations extending over

many years prove that not only is the husband’s authority

more or less nominal, but that it is not at all an uncommon
occurrence for Andamanese Benedicts to be considerably at the

beck and call of their better halves : in short, the consideration

and respect with which women are treated might with advantage
be emulated by certain classes in our own land.

2. The duties of the husband,—varying in the case of his

being an e rem-td'ga- or an dryd'to consist chiefly in hunting,

fishing, tui’tling, collecting honey, &c., constructing canoes,

building the better kinds of huts,® and manufacturing the

bows, arrows, and other implements needed in his various

pursuits
;
he must also assist his wife in looking after the chil-

dren, in keeping up the fire, and in providing the materials

‘ Vide “ Marriage,” paragraph 1.

^ It has been correctly stated that “ their mutual intercourse is courteous
and genial, and the affection between parents and children is peculiarly tender ”

(Peschel, p. 148).
Vide ante “ Habitations,” paragraph 2.
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required in making their various weapons, utensils, &c.
;

but
though he has no hesitation in sharing and lightening his

wife’s labours up to this point, it is only in cases of stern

necessity that he will condescend to procure either wood or

water for the family requirements
;
the supply of these essen-

tials of daily life being considered as peculiarly feminine duties

and derogatory to the lords of creation.

3. Every woman is supposed to be a proficient in shaving,^

tattooing,* and scarifying
;
she has also to prepare the kdvob-,

td'la-dg-, and kd'ngatd-buj-^ which are needed on so many occa-

sions. The erection of the chdng-darangon^ and the manufac-
ture of personal ornaments,® and various other objects in con-

stant use,® is also confined to the«fair (!) sex, and when to these

are added their daily duties of procuring certain kinds of food,

cooking, and providing the water and fuel required for the

family, it will be seen that the Andamanese materfamilias—who
has not several children old enough to give her material assist-

ance—has her time fully employed, or at least sufficiently so

to prevent her getting into much mischief.

4. It is the duty of those men and women who remain at

home to attend to the sick, infants, and others who are in a

dependent position, to look after the fires in the various huts,

and, of course, if needs be, to protect the property of absen-

tees : for all those who are not physically incapable are sup-

posed to employ themselves in some way, either for their own
benefit or that of the community to which they belong.

5. It is customary for every family to maintain a supply of

provisions in excess of its own requirements for the use of

friends who may chance to visit the encampment
;
but in the

storage of their food—owing probably to the ease with which
it is generally procured—much is often wasted which might
without difficulty be preserved. The seeds of the Artocarpus

chaplasJm, and of a species of Semecarpus, are alone kept for

any length of time. The manner in which this is effected will

be described in the section treating of “ Food.”^

6. Migrations and other events affecting the movements of a

wliole community are arranged by the chief and elders
;
women

in such matters are not consulted, though while on the march
it is they who are expected to carry the heaviest loads : this

* Tide ante “ Hair,” paragraph 4, and fost “ Shaving,” paragraph 2.

* Tide fast “ Tattooing,” paragrapli 2.

^ Vide Appendix B, items 60, 58, 62.
* Vide ante “Habitations,” paragrapli 4.

® Tide post “Attire,” paragraph 1.

'' In Appendix B will be found detailed the various objects manufactured by
both men and women.

7 Vide post “Food.” paragraph .'^2.
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arises from no want of consideration for the weaker vessel, but

simply because, if unnecessarily encumbered, the men would
be unable to shoot or pursue any animal which might cross

their path.

7. Such training as the children receive is undertaken by their

parents or guardians
;
in the case of boys it consists merely in

providing them with miniature weapons suitable to their age,

and instructing them in their use : as they advance in years

they accompany the men in their hunting and fishing expedi-

tions, and, being by nature intelligent and emulous, they

speedily acquire sufficient skill to enable them to afford material

assistance to theii’ elders.

8. The girls, similarly, are taught by their mothers, or other

female guardians, how to fulfil the various duties whicli are

regarded as essentially pertaining to their sex, and which I

have described in the foregoing.

9. It seems hardly necessary to add that the unnatural cus-

tom of infanticide is unknown to the Andamanese,^ and though
the mortality among infants is excessive,^ it is traceable to no
want of affection, but to the injudicious treatment and lavish

attentions bestowed upon the little ones by their ignorant

though well-intentioned elders.®

10. For the better security of their babies, when travelling,

women are in the habit of hanging round their necjks a string

the ends of which have been previously fastened to the infant’s

wrists
;
the child being then placed in a chip-,^ cannot by any

accident meet with a serious fall.

Attire.— 1. Madame de Stael speaks of certain children being

“v^tudu climdt:" the same expressive remark maybe applied to

the Andamanese, for no clothing, as we understand the word, is

worn by either sex
;
there are, however, certain so-called orna-

mental circlets, garters, bracelets, cinctures, and necklaces of

bones,® wood, or shell, which are its substitute® and serve to

* The birth of a girl is usually as gratifying to the parents as that of

a boy.
* Vide ante “ Eeproduction,” paragraph 4.

^ Dr. Day has correctly stated that “ men and women seem equally fond of

carrying the babies about; all pet them; when they cry for anything, they
give it

;
and over-kindness early consigns the little one to the grave.”

* Ftde Appendix B, item 24.
* As far as we at present know, the .jdr awa- do not wear necklaces of bone,

or the skulls of their deceased relatives. The males of this tribe wear round
their heads, waists, knees, and arms, fringes of string attached to a cord or cane,

which are called by the .ho'jig-ngVji-, le'ria- {vide Plate IX, figs. 13, 13o,

13A).

® The relatives of a deceased person will commonly wear such of the orna-

ments as are in good condition, “ in memoriam ;
” this is not, however, a

distinguishing peculiarity, or one confined to savages.
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remote in some measure the impression that they are naked
;

^

these appendages are not worn as symbols of rank or (if we
except the rogun-) of status, and their manufacture devolves

always upon the females of the community.
2. When fully attired^ the men are seen with peculiar shred-

ded bunches of Pandanus leaves attached to their knees and
wrists (termed td-cho'nga- and togo-cho'nga-), and a folded

Pandanus leaf round their heads (called iji-go-nga-^), which, as

well as the belt (bod-*), is common to both sexes
;

if, however,

they (i.e. the men) were denuded of one and all, they would
be in no way distressed, and in point of fact, often, as w^hile

hunting, when perfect freedom of action is needed, they strip

themselves of all except the bod-, or other still lighter cincture,

in which are inserted any portable objects, such as arrows and
knives, that might be required at a moment’s notice during the

chase.

3. It is otherwise with women, who never® appear without an
d bunga-f or small apron of leaves, which is kept in position by
the lowest bod- ; while men are usually content with one bbd-

women almost invariably wear four or five, and have been seen

with as many as eight round their waists : in addition to the

o'bunga- and bod-n married women^ wear the rogun-.

4. It seems probable that Colonel Colebrooke’s remarks on the

want of decency shown by the Andamanese women referred to the

.ye'rewa-(‘ or to the tribe we now know as .janawa-^ for they alone

answer to his description in going about perfectly nude ; all my
experience tends to prove that the females of the tribes of South

Andaman are strikingly modest
;
indeed so particular are they

' As has been remarked by Peschel of other black-skinned races, their “dark
colour almost removes the impression of nudity.”

2 All ornaments are made by women, whether for themselves or their

relatives. Sometimes at a "jeg-" {vide Games and Amusements) females exchange

their girdles (bod-fi) «nd necklaces as keepsakes.
® They wear no head covering', but carry a large leaf screen {Icd'pa-jd'tnga-)

as a protection against sun and i-ain.

For a complete list of personal ornaments, vide Appendix B, items

25 to 43.
® “Nudity prevails among both sexes of the Australians, the Andaman

Islanders, sundry tribes on the White Nile, the Bed Negroes of the Soudan,

and the Bushmen, all of which tribes have as yet no sense of shame”
(Peschel, p. 173).

^ A description of these cinctures, aprons, &e., will be found at Appendix B,

items 25 to 43.

During pregnancy loose bods {bdd-ldr-gd'rob-) are worn by women in lieu

of the ordinary kind, which are tight fitting ;
the ro'gun- is also discarded when

it becomes inconvenient : after the birth of the child both these cinctures are

lesumed, the former being fastened as tightly as possible for several days.
* Vide A|>pendix B, item 79 and footnote.

•The jdr-av'a- women have hitherto been seen with only armlets and
cinctures of string, to which a few short fibres were attached, obviously only for

ornamental purposes.
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in this respect, that they will not remove or replace their

o'hunga-^ in the presence of any person, even though of their

own sex.^

Tattooing.—1. With regard to the practice of tattooing,®—so

general among the eight tribes'* of Great Andaman, and which, as

Peschel remarks, “ is only another substitute for raiment ”—it

has been erroneously asserted that its object is to “ harden the

skin against the stings of mosquitoes, sandflies, &c., and also

for jungle travelling
;

” but so far from any such benefit being

derived therefrom the aborigines aver that the, skin becomes
more sensitive after undergoing the ordeal, which is considered,

primarily, as ornamental, and secondly, as proving the courage

of the individual, and his (or her) power of enduring pain.

2. There are no special ceremonies connected with the opera-

tion, which, except in the nortliern tribes, is almost invariably

performed by women, who, however, receive no remuneration,

but rest satisfied with the honour of being considered competent
to fulfil the task

;
all the sex are not equally skilled, and there-

fore, those who have gained distinction by former successes are,

it may be said, the recognised practitioners, though no special

status, or profit, in a material sense, is gained thereby.

• 3. Very few children® of either sex are allowed to remain
untattooed after about the eighth year, and the final operation

is often not attempted until the sixteenth or eighteenth year,

the process being carried on gradually during the intervening

period.®

4. The instrument used on these occasions is a flake of quartz,

or, now-a-days, glass,^ which is not “ inserted in a stick,” but
held between the forefinger and thumb

;
the markings are

found chiefly on the back, shoulders, nape of the neck, chest.

* The d'hunga- is first worn by girls when they are about five or six years

of age.
^ Vide ante “ Psychology and Morals,” paragraph 8, and footnote.
® The legend explaining its supposed origin has been given in Part II

{vide “ Mythology,” paragraph 26).
* So far as our present knowledge enables us to say, the .jdr'awa- do not

tattoo or shave themselves (vide “ Tribal l)istribution,” paragraph 2).
* Even in the homes the practice is still observed, and one strong-minded

youth, xra-ju'do-, who has hitherto declined to undergo the operation, which
he has ventured to stigmatise as unnecessary, has earned for himself the (to

them) unenviable designation of “ ah-lii'ta-'' i.e., the “ untattooed.”
® The arms are generally the first part tattooed, and this is accomplished

prior to the probationary period ; the back is ornamented dvring the continuance
of the fast, and the chest, belly, legs, &c., subsequently. Sometimes an
d'kd-lca daka-, i.e., a youth about 11-12, requests that he may be tattooed
on his back and on the nape of his neck before attaining the usual age ;

such a request from a lad is (onsidered manly, and, indeed, almost heroic,

for ordinarily the painful operation is postp ned until some years later.

1 Vide post “ Stone Implements,” paragraphs 6 and 7.
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sides, abdomen, and also on the upper part of the feet and back
of the hands.

5. Cicatrices are often observed on the persons of both sexes,

but these are due to scarification {tuyke^), or some accidental

circumstance whereby the cut has been obliterated, or has failed

to heal in the same manner as the others forming the design.^

6. The AIa-xhdridr-,AIa-.jdro-,.d'ka-.ked-e-,a,YLdL.6‘ko-.ju-wai-^

are most given to tattooing their persons, and may be specially

distinguished by three rows of cuts down the back and chest

:

these latter marks are ordinarily much fainter than the former.

Though women do the greater part of this work, the three lines

down the back are almost exclusively made by some male friend

with the e'la-^ or pig arrow; except the three lines in front, the

women of these tribes have no special marks, but are covered,

like the females of South Andaman, with small raised cuts,

which are inflicted by their own sex, with the ordinary glass or

quartz flake, and not with the e'la-.

7. The A'kd-Ml- differ from the four tribes just mentioned,

only in that they omit the centre row of the three down the

back.

8. The .bo'jig-ngvji-, .bo'jig-ydb-, and .bakawa- are covered with

plain tattooing consisting merely of perpendicular and horizon-

tal incisions all over® the persbn, thus :

9. There is no distinction made in the mode of tattooing a

chiefs child and the other children of the tribe
;
the marks have

no special signiflcance, being merely regarded as ornamental

;

* Vide ante “ Medicine,” paragraphs 5, 6, 12, 16 and 17.

• They are not raised by producing ‘‘ proud ” flesh.

® Among these tribes the first and most severe operation' consists in making
the three rows down the back ;

during the time the wounds take to heaj, the

patient abstains from pork, in the belief that his recovery will thus be

expedited.
* Vide Appendix B, item 5.

® 1 he special poss. pron. denoting the various parts of the body are also used,

in connection with tattooing, to express the particular limb or member to

which reference is intended ;
thus

ot-yl tinga- tattooing on chest or neck.

ig-yi tinga- „ arm, shoulder, or breast.

ar-yvtinga- „ leg.

ah-yl'tinga- „ back, body, or thigh,

ong-yrtinga-
,

foot or hand.
d'kft-yl'tinga- ., side.

“ Vide Plate II, fig. 1. Where, however, it will be seen that they do not

quite attain to the regularity in marking here represented by the printing press.
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no coloured pigments or other preparations are rubbed into the

wounds, which are left to heal of themselves : before leaving

this subject I would mention that the face is never tattooed.

Painting.—1. Besides the permanent tattooing decorations,

these savages employ three kinds of pigments for the further

adornment of their dusky persons
;
and from tlie mode of their

application it can be at once ascertained whether the individual

be sick, or sorry, or whether he has taken, or is about to take,

part in a merry-making.

2. No distinction with regard to rank or sex is made in the

designs executed, yet, though these are not very numerous, no
two persons are ordinarily painted exactly in the same way, as

the pattern traced may be in one case on the chest, in another

on the arm, in a third on the face, and so on
;
a temporary

restriction is, however, laid upon the unmarried, who are not

permitted to use the paint to their necks, either by way of

ornament, or to relieve their pains.^

3. We have seen that according to their traditions^ this was
one of the arts in which Pu'luga- instructed their first parents,

and though temporarily lost after the Deluge it was revived by
the accidental re-discovery of the necessary pigments ; it may,
therefore, be reasonably inferred that the practice is a very
ancient one among these tribes.

4. 'J'he materials used are og-, tdia-og-, and khvoh-, which are

applied, respectively, as a wash and in designs, more or less

minute, with the nail or the tips of the fingers.

5. The first {dg-), is a pale “ whitish-grey ” clay,® which is

mixed with water and smeared thickly over the entire person with
the palms of the hand, to denote mourning a lump of the same
compound {dela-') is also placed on the head at these times :

hence the term dicl-og-, a mourner.

6. After eating pork or turtle they are also in the habit of

smearing dg- over their bodies with their fingers, in the belief

that it affects their breath, and that evil spirits will be unable
to detect, and therefore will not be attracted to, them by the

savoury smell of the food of which they have partaken. Again,
w’hen heated by travelling, or by hunting or dancing, they have
recourse to the same wash, but in these cases it is applied thinly.®

’ Vide ante “ Medicine,” paragraph 2.

* Vide ante “ Mythology,” paragraphs 9 and 27.
^ “ I may remark that the natives far West .... when mourning for the

dead, paint the whole of the body of a white or yellow colour
; while in the East

of New Guinea the natives for a similar event paint themselves with black
”

{vide paper by Signor 8. M. D’AIbertis : “Travels in New Guinea,” Journ.
Anthrop. Inst., vol. vi, p. 216.)

* Vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 2.

^ Vide “ Anatomy and Physiology,” paragraph

I
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7. td'la-og- is a pure white clay, which, being comparatively

scarce, is more prized than og-, and consequently more sparingly

used
;

it is applied ornamentally, usually with the nail of the

forelinger, in fine tattoo-like patterns, to the cheeks, body and
limbs

;
the designs are invariably executed by women, who,

when adorning their relatives^ for a jeg- or other festivity,* vie

with one another, both as regards the variety and the neatness

of their work.

8. khi'ob- consists of burnt yellow ochre mixed with the

melted fat of the pig, turtle, iguana, or dugong, and occasionally

with oil obtained from a species of almond called e'mej-

;

this

unguent is much used® in decorating both the living and the

dead‘‘ and is also employed as a remedy in certain forms of

suffering f but it is never applied to the person when in mourn-

ing, or, as has been so often asserted, in order to protect the body

from the stings of insects.®

9. Both tdia-og- and khi-ob- are used to adorn their weapons

and the various utensils, &c., in daily use.

10. With kbi'ob-, of course, no delicate patterns can be worked,

but rough zig-zags and stripes are made with the finger tips all

over the body
;
judging from the appearance of a person who

had been shortly before painted with kbi'ob-, one might easily

suppose that the unguent had been smeared over his person, but

this is not the case, for it is always applied in some sort of

design, which, however, is speedily effaced, as the heat of the

body causes the oleaginous pigment to liquify.

Shaving-.— 1. Under an earlier section’' shaving was necessarily,

to a great extent, included
;

it remains, however, to be here

added, that it is commenced at a very early age : indeed, within

a few hours of its birth the Andamanese baby has its head

shaved and painted with kbi’ob-,^ while its diminutive face and

body are adorned with a design in tdia-bg- •? this latter, as may

* These substances are not employed with a view of improving 1 he texture

of the skin ; they never stain their nails or apply cosmetics to their eyes to

increase their lustre.

^ Though td'la-og- is never used by mourners on their own persons it is

always apphed, as is kbi'ob-, to a corpse before it is interred {vide ante ‘‘ Death
and Burial,” paragraph 3)

.

* The .jdr'awa- are believed to use kbi'ob- only for the ornamentation of their

implements and weapons.
* Vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraphs 3 and 8.

* Fide ante “ Medicine,” paragraph 2.

® It may, however, be said to be used also as a perfume, for it is often applied

to the upper lip after a feast on pork or turtle, as the odour of the unguent at

such times is apparently particularly agreeable to them. This act of painting

the upper lip with kbi'ob- is termed d'kan-le'maudike.
t Vide ante Part I :

“ Hair,” paragraphs 2, 3, and 5.

* Vide ante “ Painting,” paragraph 7.

’ Vide ante “ Painting,” paragraph 6.
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be supposed, is soon obliterated, and requires therefore to be
constantly renewed.

2. Only in very exceptional cases, when the services of a

woman are not obtainable, will men consent to operate upon
one another, for among these savages shaving is regarded as

essentially a feminine occupation d the instrument used for this

purpose is effective, if rude, and consists merely of a Hake of

quartz, or now more generally of glass
;
the manner in which

these primitive razors are made is described under “ Stone Imple-
ments.”^

3. Previous to shaving an infant, the mother usually moistens
the head with milk which she presses from her breast, but when
operating upon bigger children and adults, water only is used.

Deformations.— 1. Unless tattooing can be so regarded, these

savages do not intentionally produce any deformities, or practice

artificial deformations in any way.''* No attempt is made to

alter the shape of the nose by flattening or pinching it, nor is

the cartilaginous septum ever perforated for the purpose of

inserting ornamental bars or rings.

2. In this, as in many other respects, the Andamanese differ

greatly from their neighbours, the Nicobarese, who not only

flatten the occiputs of their children in infancy, but, from
the period of puberty, blacken their teeth,'* and perforate the

lobes of their ears to such an extent as to enable them, by the

time they are full grown, to insert a wooden cylindrical instru-

ment three-quarters of an inch thick.

3. There is, however, a deformity of the skull observable in

most Andamanese women, but it is caused unintentionally, and
arises from* the practice, to which allusion has already been made,*

of placing the cane or cord by which a load is borne across the

anterior portion of the cranium : this habit, especially when
commenced at an early age, cannot fail to produce a more or

less deep indentation.®

' Vide ante “Social Relations,” paragraph 3.

* Vide po^st “ Stone Implements,” paragraph 4.

* Mutilation, such as the amputation of a part, or whole, of the fingers, whicli

is practised among certain African tribes, is quite unknown to this race, as are

also the customs of circumcision and castration.
* “ Men and women use so large a quantity of betel-nut lime and betel-

leaves that their teeth are as black as ink, and the space between them being
filled with that matter they appear as a solid piece, much like the horn inserted

in the jaws of the tortoise ” (wirfe “ Notice of the Nicobar Islands,” by the
Rev. P. Barbe).

® Vide ante “ Physical Powers and Senses,” paragraph 2.

® So strongly marked is the deformation in most cases, that the late

Dr. J. Barnard Davis, being unaware of its true cause, in a letter to me on
the subject, wrote as follows :

—“ The skull shows unmistakably that she has
been subjected to the same barbarous treatment which the women among
Australians have to submit to; every Australian woman’s skull that I have
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Weights and Measures.—1. ’When speaking of their physical

powers I stated that 40 lbs. is ordinarily the maximum of a man’s

burden
;
but this is, of course, only an approximate estimate,

for among these savages there is no recognised standard of

weights or measures, corresponding to the nail, finger-joint,

thumb, span, or pace.

2. In referring to the size, shape, or weight of a small object,

they would, if possible, liken it to some seed, such as that of the

EntadapuTScetha, or fruit, such as mangosteen, jack-fruit, or cocoa-

nut
;
of larger weights they would say, “ as much as ” or “ more

than one man could carry ” or “ lift
;

” for expressing capacity

or quantity they would say “ a bucketful,” “ basketful,” “ hand-
ful,” “ canoe-load,” as the case might be.

3. There is no prescribed or uniform size for any mat, tool,

weapon, or utensil, the dimensions of each and all being de-

pendent on the will of the maker, and on the material at his

disposal.

4. No tallies are kept of numbers of articles, nor are counters

such as seeds, stones, &c., employed in counting.

5. In speaking of a short distance, as, for example, 50 yards,

they would compare it to “ a bowshot,” but in describing the

distance of a certain spot it would be defined as equal to that

separating two places, well known to the speaker and the

person addressed
;
any distance over 15 miles would be said to

“ exceed a day’s journey.”

Astronomy.—1. It has been stated by Dr. Day that the Anda-
manese “ divide the day into three portions, sunrise, mid-day,

and sunset, recognising no subdivisions
;

” this is, however,

incorrect, for though they are naturally content with a, to us,

rough method of reckoning time, there are no less than thirteen

periods of the day and night distinguished by definite terms,

viz. ;

—

ivd'ngala-, the first appearance of dawn.
ela-wd'nga-, between dawn and sunrise.

bd'do-la-do'atinga-, sunrise.^

Ivli-, or di'lma-, from sunrise to about 7 a.m.

bo'do-la-hd'galnga-,

bd'do-la-kd'gnga-, or forenoon.

bo'do-chd'Tuig-, J
bd'do-chdtL-, noon.

met with has home ineffaceable marts of injuries from which the living woman
has suffered during her lifetime. And this is clearly the fate of the Mincopie
woman also.”

' Although they are aware of the variation in the sun’s position at the same
hour at difi'erent seasons they do not lake the fact into consideration.
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ho do-la-l&ringa-, from noon till 3 p.m.

mio-Ur-m-yanta-, 1
3 yj, 5 p.nj J-

afternoon.

or, eldr-di'yanga-,

dvla-, from 5 p.m. till sunset,

bd'do-da-l&tinga-, sunset.

eld'kdb-ddwya-, twilight.

eldr-yvtinga-, after dark till midnight.

gu'rug-chdu-, midnight.

2. Of the property of the sun-dial they possess no knowledge,

nor can they indicate short intervals of time, such as fractions

of an hour, save by some such vague term as
—

“ wait a little
”

{t&laha !),
“
it will soon be finished ” (kan'ya !), “ it is close at

hand” {wai layiba!).

3. As they have no method of numeration, it of course follows

that they are unable to denote the number of lunations occurring

during a solar year, which with them consists of three main
divisions, viz.

:
pdyar-, the cool season

;
ye're-hd'do-, the hot

season
;
and gu-vud-, the rainy season. These again are sub-

divided into twenty minor^ seasons, named, for the most part,

after various trees which, flowering at successive periods, afford

the necessary sources of supply to the honey bees that are

so numerous in these islands,

4. They have distinct terms for indicating the four phases of

each lunation, i.e.:

d-gar-de'reka-yabd’-, new moon (lit., moon-baby-small)

;

d'gar-chd'nag-, first quarter (lit., moon-big)

;

b'gar-chdu-, full moon (lit., moon-body)
; ^

d'gar-Tcvnab-, last quarter (lit., moon-thin)

;

and that they further recognise the influence of this luminary
upon the tides may be gathered from their words denoting high

and low tide at full and new moon, viz.

:

b'gar-kd'la-^ high tide at the springs at full moon.
ye'char-hdia- high tide at the springs at new moon.
b'gar-pd'di-,* low tide at the springs at full moon.
ye'char-pd'di-, low tide at the springs at new moon.
tdrbd'rong-kd'la-, flood tide at full and new moon (in the

evening) from 3 to 9 p.m.

gu'mid-kd'la-, flood tide at full and new moon (in the

morning) from 3 to 9 a.m.

ela-bwnga-, or kd'la-bu'nga-, flood tide.

' Vide Appendix H.
’

Lit., moon-tide.
' Lit., dark-tide.

* pd'di does not apparently occur alone, or in connection witlt any other
word : its meaning may, therefore, be inferred from the context.
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el a-l'rnga-, or kd'la-e'rnga-, ebb tide,

'iw'ro-, neap tide.

t&ya-^ low tide at daybreak.

5. The four cardinal points of the compass are distinguished

;

the names indicating these are not derived from prevalent winds,

but, as far as the east and west are concerned, have reference to

the sun, the word for the former signifying “ the appearing face

place” (eldrmu'gu-), for the latter “ the disappearing face

place ” (tdr-mu'gu-)
;
the term for south is the “ separate place

”

\el-igld'-), while the meaning and derivation of that denoting

north {eldr-jan-a-) is unknown to the present inhabitants.

6. For the winds, too, they have distinctive names, viz.

:

chdl-jo'tama-, north-west wind.

Puiuga-td-, north-east wind (lit., “ The Creator His wind ”).

dPria-, south-west wind.

chvla-td-, south-east wind.

Of these the second {Puiuga-td-) only, now-a-days, possesses

any special significance
;

it is called “ The Creator’s (or God’s)

wind,” because it proceeds from that part of heaven where the

connecting bridge^ between this world and the next is supposed

to be situated.

7. They identify three forms of clouds, and indicate them
thus

:

td'wia-, cumulus.
ara-mu'ga-barnga-, stratus.

yum-li-dvya-, nimbus.

8. Of all the stars and constellations Orion’s belt alone is found

to bear a name (beia-), but this is not to be wondered at, as

they never venture upon any distant voyages, and do not there-

fore experience any necessity for studying the bearing of the

various planets and constellations at different seasons, or for

distinguishing them by name. Their astronomical observations

have, however, extended to the discovery of the milky way,

which they call ig-ydiowa-^, and poetically describe as the road

used by the angels {mo'rowin-).*

Trade, Exchangeable Values and Property.—1. It is evident, from

the accounts of various writers, that for many years prior to our

present occupation, these islands were visited by trading vessels

manned by Malays, Burmese, and Chinese, who were said to

traffic with the Andamanese for edible birds’-nests and beche de

* Vide post “ Hurting,” paragraph 39 (footnote).

- Vide ante “Eeligioua Beliefs,” Ac., paragraph 25.

^ The Chippewajs call the milky way “ the path of the ghosts ” {vide

“Travels in the Interior of North America,” by Maximilian, Prince of

Wied).
* Vide ante “ Eeligious Beliefs,” Ac., paragiaph 9.
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mer but it seems more than probable that they obtained their

supplies without any assistance from the aborigines
;
their visits,

were, moreover, in later years attended with considerable risk,

owing to the malpractices of some of the traders in kidnapping

such of the race as they could entice on board their vessels, for

the purpose of carrying them away into captivity.

2. Even at the present day, with the exception of procuring

turtles, shells, honey, bows, arrows, and a few other articles

which are sold, for their own benefit, by the inmates of the

homes in and near the harbour, to visitors and residents at Port

Blair, the natives attempt nothing in the way of trade, and this

much is only done by dint of constant inducements being offered

in the shape of presents of tobacco, files, &c.^

3. Of our imports they prize chiefly :—dogs, iron, bottles,

tobacco, pipes, and matches, all of which have for many years

past been freely distributed among the coast people throughout

Great Andaman, by whose means they have, doubtless, either

by barter or in the form of presents, reached many of the com-
munities inhabiting the interior.®

4. In respect to barter, in their transactions with each

other, some weapon, utensil, or other common article, such as

kbvob-, or td'la-og-* (used for painting® their persons and for

general decorative purposes), serves as the medium of exchange.

' Captain J. H. Miller, in a communication to the Nauticat Magazine, 1842,

eajs ;
“ The islands in the west side of the Andamans are frequented during

the fine season, from December to April, by a mixed and mongrel race of Malays,
Chinese, and Burmese fishermen for beche de mer and edible birds’-nests, who
are of very doubtful honesty ; and it is necessary to take a flew muskets and
cutlasses, just to show them that you are prepared for mischief incase of need.

These fellows are also ‘ fishers of men,’ and to their evil deeds much of the

hostility of the islanders may be attributed; they carry off children, for whom
they find a ready market as slaves in the neiithbouring countries. I have been
told that formerly they were friendly, and assisted these fishermen, until a large

party was invited on board a junk or prow (the Chinese got the blame of it),

and after being intoxicated, were carried off and sold at Acheen
;
and the

practice is still carried on by these fellows, who land and carry them off when-
ever they can catch them. The Andamanians have retaliated fearfully when-
ever any foreigner has fallen into their power, and who can blame them?”
(Sailing Directions for the principal ports in the Bay of Bengal, by. W. H. Rosser
and J. F. Imray).

“ Formerly, both Malays and Burmese procured at the Andamans a
considerable quantity of these nests ; collecting them themselves, or receiving

them from the islanders in exchange for their tobacco, &c.” (“ Notice of the
Nicobar Islands,” by the Rev. P. Barbe).

^ Spiritous liquors would serve as the most powerful medium m this respect,

but, in view of the certain and great mischief which would result from gratifying

their innate liking for alcohol, it has been rarely given and then only in small
quantities medicinally, or by a few persons who are indifferent or ignorant as to

its ill effects.

•* Vide Part I.

Vide Appendix B, items 60 and 58.
“ Vide ante “ Painting,” paragraphs 7, 8, 9, end 10.
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5. They set no fixed value on their various properties, and
rarely make or procure anything with the express object of

disposing of it in barter. Apparently they prefer to regard

their transactions as presentations, for their mode of negociating

is to give such objects as are desired by another in the hope of

receiving in return something for which they have expressed a

wish, it being tacitly understood that, unless otherwise mentioned
beforehand, no “ present ” is to be accepted without an equivalent

being rendered.

6. The natural consequence of this system is that most of the

quarrels which so frequently occur among them originate in

failure on the part of the recipient in making such a return as

had been confidently expected.^

7. All iron-pointed weapons, tools, or shell ornaments are

eagerly accepted by the e’rem-tdga- in exchange for such things

as are more easily procured by them than by the dry&to- :
® for

instance, an adze would generally be considered worth two
ordinary bows, or a bundle of wooden-pointed arrows

;
or a man

might undertake to make a canoe or bucket for one who would
give him an adze.

8. But little care is taken of the utensils, weapons, canoes,

&c., in daily use, and consequently new ones are often required,

the old, when no longer serviceable, being thrown aside
;
as all

their possessions consist of goods which need to be more or less

frequently replaced, it is hardly necessary to explain that there

is no accumulation of the labours of former generations
;
hence

also it arises that they are not tied by any laws of inheritance

;

more as a matter of sentiment than for any other reason, the

nearest of kin takes possession of all the effects left by a

deceased person, and as often as not they are distributed ere

long among such friends as may be in need of any of the articles

in question.

9. The weapons, tools, and other property pertaining to one

member of a family are regarded as available for the use of his

or her relatives, but such articles as a cooking-pot, canoe, or

sounding-board, when not required by the owner, are looked

upon somewhat in the light of public property by members of

the same community
;
in short, the rights of private property

are only so far recognised that no one would without permis.sion

appi’opriate or remove to a distance anything belonging to a

friend or neighbour.

Agriculture.— 1. Before the arrival of strangers in their midst,

’ Tide post “ Games and Amusements,” raragraph 37.

' Further mention of this will he made at “ Games and Amusements,”

paragraph 24. As will there be explained, the occasions on which they usually

barter are when they meet for a,jey- at some permanent encampment.
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the Andamanese were entirely ignorant of agriculture, and to

this circumstance is primarily to be attributed their degraded

condition, while it also affords evidence of the same.

2. Notwithstanding the ample opportunities that they have

now had of observing the benefits derived from cultivation, and
though they undoubtedly prefer such products to the spon-

taneous vegetation of their jungles, they still consider that the

exertion necessary to obtain the former far outweighs every

advantage
;
in short, it is their opinion, that “ le jm ne vaut

pas la chandelle.”

3. We must not, however, lose sight of the fact that as they

have hitherto seen only prisoners engaged in tillage, they can-

not but be strengthened in the objections entertained by most
savages to all such labour, regarding it as a degrading occupation,

and fit only for such as have forfeited their freedom.

4. Further, to quote from Peschel, “ it must be remembered
that hunting affords supreme enjoyment, and that agriculture

has nothing to offer in compensation for the excitement and
delights of the chase.”

Training and Domestication of Animals.— 1. Prior also to OUr

occupation of these islands, the Andamanese, as will have been
already inferred,^ possessed no dogs, and it was sometime (1865)

before they became aware of their usefulnes.s in the chase
;
but

now that the intelligence of certain breeds has been proved,

they prize them highly, and eagerly accept any we have to give

them
;
at the same time, though treated with every intentional

kindness, and allowed to sleep, and even to eat and drink out of

the same vessel as their masters, the training to which the dogs

are subjected is very sevei'e, and their attenuated condition

Ijears witness to the state of semi-starvation in which they are

commonly kept in order to render them the more keen in

hunting. The custom of summoning dogs by whistling has of

course been borrowed from ourselves, as is also the practice of

naming them; “Jack” or “ Billy
”

^ are the names generally

bestowed by these people upon their canine companions, whom
also they address as lig-ala (children), and who in their turn

seem greatly attached to their new owners, and testify their

affection by attacking all strangers, not being aborigines, who
approach the encampment to which they belong.

2. It is regarded as a good omen to meet certain birds, while

of others the contrary belief is held the absence of migratory

* Vide ante “ Trade, Exchangeable Values, &c.," paragraph 3.

^ They sometimes nickname them as follows:

—

bi'bi-bd ratni^a- (lit., dog-
mottled), hrbi-nqa'nanga- (lit., dog-beggar), bi'bi-td-tu'panga- (lit., dog-bone-

crusher), hrhi-td-ie rdzoa- (lit., dog-yellow), t.e., according to any peculiarity

that may distinguish them.
* Vide ante “ Superstitions,” paragraph 22.
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species at certain seasons is now accounted for by saying that

they are visiting some of the adjacent isles.

3. Of mythological animals/ such as dragons and unicorns,

they have no knowledge, nor do they venerate or regard as

sacred any quadruped, bird/ or fish, even though the names of

several are identical with those borne, according to tradition, by
their antediluvian ancestors,® who are supposed to have been
transformed into, or to have assumed the forms of, such creatures

Beyond the instances already mentioned, no trace can be found
of a belief in transmigration, and, now-a-days at all events, the

souls of animals and men are not considered by these savages as

interchangeable.

4. The names of four animals only appear to have originated

in their cries, viz. : du'kw- iguana, mu'rud- pigeon, hl'M- dog,

rd'go- pig
;
of these the dog only is trained, or in any way domes-

ticated, and they do not, as has been supposed, keep poultry.'*

Food.

—

1. Among the many erroneous statements regarding

the life and habits of these islanders, none seem at the present

day so devoid of foundation as that which declared that they are

constantly reduced to want and even to starvation.®

2. It has been conjectured by some writers that these savages

“glean a miserable subsistence,” judging, it would seem, merely

from the fact of their eating the larvae of beetles,® and certain

other articles, the predilection for which seems, to civilised

palates, equally revolting / but evidence is not wanting to

disprove this assumption, for during the season, when such

things are obtainable, they may frequently be seen enjoying a

handful of cooked larvae when a quantity of pork or turtle is

lying beside them, and, if questioned, they declare that they

regard the former as dainties {d'kd-rd'rnga-), and eat them as

' The legend regarding the ii chu- can hardly be included in this category

(vide ante “ Mythology,” paragraph 2d).

* Vide ante “Mythology,” paragraph 16 (footnote 3).

* Vide ante “ Mythology,” paragraph 29 (footnote 2)

.

* “ They have no dogs nor any domestic animals, unless indeed their poultry

may be regarded as such ” (Lubbock, “ Prehistoric Times,” 4th edition, p. 450).
5 “ In tempestuous weather they are reduced to the utmost want, feeding

on rats, lizards, and snakes, and perishing when these resources fail ” (Grant).

“ In the jungles, beyond a few berries and the wild hog, there was no food to

be found” (de Ebepstorff).

® TheLooshais, howerer, appear to be even less fastidious, for they are said to

“ eat everything that flies, runs, crawls, or creeps, as well as the grub in its

ante-natal tomb” (“On the Looshais or Eookees,” vide Journ. Anthrop.

Inst., March, 1873).
i “Nor are civilised Europeans justified in shuddering .... when

they themselves do not shrink from the trail of snipe, nor from lobster and

crayfish, although the latter, as water scavengers, act both as grave-digger and

grave ” (vide Peschel, p. 159).
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such, not because they find any difficulty in procuring other

food.^

3. Both dryo to- and e'rem-td'ga- find ample^ provisions for their

simple wants in their immediate surroundings, without exerting

themselves to any great extent, and their eagerness in the chase

is induced almost as much by actual love of sport as by the

necessity of obtaining food : were this not the case they would
hardly be found spending so much time in dancing and singing,

in personal decorations, and in the preparation of their meals,

while they reject with aversion anything that has become at all

tainted. Further, it may be fairly estimated that one-third of

the food daily consumed by them consists of edible roots, fruits,

and honey, and the remaining portion of the flesh of one or more
of the following, viz.

:
pig, paradoxurus,® iguana, turtle, fish, and

molluscs, with rare additions of pigeons and jungle fowls

Flying-foxes, bats, rats, sea- (not land-) snakes, the larvae of the

Great Capricornis beetle {Cerambyxheros) called bvyum-,^ as well

as two other insects, called hu'tu- and pvrigi-,^ are, it is true,

also eaten, but they are partaken of by way of variety, and the

latter are regarded as luxuries {d’kd-rd'rnga-, tid-bits) to supple-

ment (not substitute) other fare.^

,
4. The Andamanese are nominally content with two meals

a day, viz. : breakfast (d'kd-nd'-) and a heavy supper (d'kan-

goiajnga-) after sun-down
;
they will, however, often help them-

selves to small quantities of food from time to time in the course

of the day when engaged on any work
;
and, when leaving on a

‘ “ It cannot be wondered at that these savages love the unfettered life of
their own wild jungles, where their simple wants are easily supplied—a lean-to

serving them for quarters, and food such as they are accustomed to being found
in great abundance. Nothing comes amiss to an Andamanese maw ; roots,

wild fruits, berries, crabs, clams, fish, wild pigs, and turtle are all ravenously
devoured, and a glance at the well-nourished bodies of men, women, and
children amply convinces one that they do not starve” (vide “Bombay
Gazette,” 2nd August, 1881 : “The Andamans, our Indian Penal Settlement
ride also paper by Professor Owen, F.K.S., “ On the Psychical and Physical
Characteristics of the Mincopies,” Report of British Association, 1861. p. 216.)

^ Vide “Tribal Communities,” paragraph 2, and Appendix F (Wd'i’s
statement).

^ It is presumed that Dr. Bay refers to this animal when he states that
“ they eat cats,” for they do not appear ever to have had any fancy for the flesh

of pu'ehi, the name they have adopted for the domestic cat, from the English
“ pussy.”

Vide “Tabu,” paragraph 2 (footnote).
* Probably the “ fat grub, about three or four inches long, much relished

by the natives ” (Australians), mentioned by Mr. H. W. Bates, in his “ Illus-

trated Travels,” is identical with the bi'yum-.
® The hu'tu- is found in rotten logs of jungle trees, especially the Diptero-

cwrpus Icevis (d'rain-), Qluta longipetiolata (jd-)^ and Chickrassia tahularis
(d'ro-)

.

‘i Their fancy fjr grubs does not extend to the Teitdo navalis.
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day’s hunt, they usually provide themselves with some fire aud a

goh-^ of food, which they warm up and enjoy about midday no
difference is made between the sexes, but all fare alike.

5. The average amount eaten by an Andamanese adult appears

to exceed that of a native of 1 ndia, and to average three or four

pounds daily, while, like many other savages, after a successful

hunt, or on some special occasion, when dancing is carried on
through the entire night,® the consumption of food is surprising,

and has, in some instances, been estimated at upwards of ten

pounds of pork, or turtle, in the twenty-four hours, helped out

by mouthfuls of some one or more of the delicacies above
enumerated.'*

6. As may be assumed from foregoing sections, caste distinc-

tions are unknown
;
while, however, all members of a family take

their meals together, a married man is only permitted to eat with

other Benedicts and bachelors, but never with any women save

those of his own household, unless indeed he be well advanced in

years. Bachelors as well as spinsters are required to take their

meals apart with those of their respective sexes.

7. Their mode of eating meat is to cram a large piece into

the mouth, and then to cut off whatever is in excess® with a

bamboo or cane (now-a-days generally a steel) knife. The same
custom, carried to a more disgusting extreme, is found among
the Esquimaux.® Speaking generally of the Andamanese it may
be said that water is their only beverage, for though the

aborigines in the vicinity of Port Blair have acquired a strong

liking for rum, &c., they have not been permitted to gratify it

;

if very thirsty wliile on a fishing expedition, and all the fresh

water supply be exhausted ^ the ary&to- pour water over their

• Vide Appendix B, item 82.

- This applies to the meat of the turtle, pig, iguana, and paradoxurus
; the

remains of a feast of fish, shell-fish, and prawns are not warmed up a second

time ;
a further distinction is made in the case of turtles’ eggs, the three

insects mentioned in paragraph 3, edible roots, and such fruits as are cooked

{vide post paragraph lit), for these are left to cool before they are eaten.

^ Vide “ Games and Amusements,” paragraphs 21 and 22.

^ Beche de mer and edible birds’ -nests, so highly esteemed by some, and of

which large supplies are obtainable along their coasts, are not regarded by the

Andamanese as fit for food.

* For the following note, which refers to a similar practice among the Napo-
Indians of South America, I am indebted to Mr. W. L. Distant :

—“ In eating

meat (usually monkey, sea-cow, and peccari) we observed that they did not tear

or bite it, but, putting one end of a long piece in the mouth, cut off what they

could not get in, as Darwin noticed among the Fuegians ” (Jas. Orton : “Andes
and the Amazon,” p. 168).

J'ide Lubbock’s “ I’rchistoric Times,” p. 486.
"i They will now-a-days occasionally assuage their thirst, when aw'ay from

home, by cutting off a piece of ground rattan (bol-) ; this practice is only

known to the people of South Andaman, and has been borrowed from the

Burmese convicts.
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heads or jump overboard, and even at times try to alleviate

their sufferings by swallowing salt w’aterd

8. In opening certain shell-fish^ the adze is not employed,

but one of the valves of the Cyrcna is dexterously inserted

between the lips, which are thus forced apart, after which the

fish is killed with a knife or bladed arrow, and boiled
;

the

Tridacna crocea and Tridacna squamosa are opened by inserting

a piece of wood as a w^edge between the valves,® afterw'ards

the fish is despatched by stabbing it with an arrow point or

blade
;
the various Area species and the Mytilus smaragdinus

are, however, not so treated, but are placed among a heap of

burning logs for a few moments, the object being merely to part

the valves, which would otherwise be a matter of some difficulty

:

when this is accomplished the shells are removed by means of

the bamboo tongs {kai-*), and their half-cooked contents are trans-

ferred to a pot® (buj-) in which a little water has been placed

;

after being boiled a short time the gravy and flesh are eaten

with the help of the shells. In former times oysters were eaten

cooked,^ but now their consumption appears to be confined to the

inhabitants of North (and possibly also Little) Andaman : they

give no reason for this change, but it naay be due to their having
occasionally suffered by feasting unconsciously on the poisonous,

or at least indigestible, variety so commonly found in the man-
grove swamps.

9. Dr. Day remarked that the mullet was their favourite fish,

and “ one day, having placed a quantity of different species

before them, they helped themselves in the following order :

. . . . Chorinemus, Flatycephalus, horse-mackerel or Caranoc,

Chrysophrys calamara, and lastly Tetrodon, or frog-fish, which
latter has generally the credit of being poisonous.” My expe-
rience is that there are apparently no fresh-water, and but few
salt-water, fish^ which they will not eat.

10. It is a mistake to suppose that pigs were ever scarce in

these islands, for though it was foimerly more difficult than at

the present day to shoot them, there is no lack of evidence to

' Vide ante “ Medicine,” paragraph 4.

^ Viz., those of the Pinna and Cyrena species.
® This is only attempted when they succeed in surprising the fish before it

has time to close its valves.

Vide Appendix B, item 80.
® Vide Appendix B, item 18. [Note.—W^ter is boiled in a huj- by the

ordinary process, and not by heated stones being dropped into it.]
® 'that Europeans should swallow these molluscs ravo is a matter of consider-

able surprise to them.
"i They prefer the fleshy part of the head to any other portion. To cut up

a fish is termed cho lke, while to remove its head, tail, and entrails is styled
arwd'gke.
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prove that they are, and always have been, fairly numerous.'
The pig lumts are most frequent during the rains, not only
because these animals are then more plentiful and in better

condition, but because it is no longer the rdp-wdb-, or season of

abundance of jungle fruit and honey
;

from this, however, it

must not be inferred that scarcity is then experienced, for those

who choose to help themselves need never be in want.

11. During the cool pd'par-wdb-,^ the people them-
selves are alleged to become noticeably thinner : this they
attribute not to a deficiency of food, but to the meagre condi-

tion of the pigs, which are then breeding, and to the fact that

the edible roots (or yams), and other fruits then in season are

not fattening. There are six varieties of esculent roots, viz.

:

the gd'no-, chd'ti-, kdd-,^ bd'to-, malag-, and tdg'i-, which are eaten

alone (preferably cold), and not with meat
;
their chief difference

consists in the extra care in preparation which some require, in

consequence of their very acrid flavour.

12. The gd'no- is cooked in three ways : {a) it is placed on the

fire in the condition in which it is found until it is soft, when it

is freed from the burnt earth and eaten
; (6) the root, after being

washed, is cut up into small pieces and boiled in a pot
;
and

(c) after being washed and cut up, the pieces are wrapped in large

leaves and baked on burning logs.

13. The chd'ti- is cooked in the first of the above-mentioned

methods, or by surrounding it with hot stones,'* and covering

the whole with leaves and weights, in order to confine the heat

as much as possible.

14. The kdd- is first cooked as found, the skin is then peeled

off, and a number of thin slices are cut and placed in water for

a couple of days, so as to lessen the bitterness of its flavour

;

afterwards it is either baked in. leaves or boiled, as already

described in speaking of the gd'no-.

15. The other three varieties are never boiled, but are placed

on the fire without leaves, and the outer skin is removed before

they are eaten.

16. The seed of a species of sea-weed, known to them as t&no-

tong-, on which turtles and dugongs feed, and which can only

be obtained in small quantities, is carefully cooked and eaten as

a relish.

* In his examination of a kitchen-midden near Port Blair harbour the late

Dr. Stoliczka recorded that “ the large number of bones of the Andaman pig is

remarkable.”
^ This is the period between the rains and the dry season, and lasts about ten

weeks, between the middle of November and the middle of February.

The gd'no-, chd'ti-, and had-, are very plentiful during the cool season, and
are much relished.

* Fide “ Stone Implements,” paragraph 1.
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17. The fruit of three varieties of mangrove/ known to them
as ju mu-^ ngd'tya-, and hd'taga-, are occasionally eaten, but

only by way of change
;
they are prepared like the kdd- {vide

above).

18. The following table contains a fairly complete list of the

different kinds of food eaten by the Andamanese during the

varying seasons of the year
;

their ordinary diet, as will be

gathered from the foregoing, consists of pigs,® paradoxurus,

iguanas,^ eggs of the hawkbill turtle, turtles, shell and other

sea-hbh and prawns, with occasional treats of dugong and
porpoise,® and for married persons certain birds, already named

:

the fruit of the Pandanus and black honey must also be added,

besides which, during the dry season, fresh-water fish, shell-fish,

eggs of the green turtle, honey, the bee-bvead, and that portion

of the comb in which the larvae are found, as well as the Caryota

sobolifera, yams, and numerous fruits, about to be named, are

eaten with great relish
;

while during the rains they vary their

fare with preserved seeds of the Artocarpus chaplasha, Semecarpus^
and the fallen seeds of the Entada purscetha,^ with three grubs,

viz. : the hu'hi-, pVrigi-, and the larvae of the Great Capricornis

beetle {bvyum-), and certain fruits. Although on one occasion

I saw a man (a member of the .d'kd-.ked-e- tribe) actually eat

an bi-yum- alive (!) their usual practice is to collect a quantity

of the above-named insects and to wrap them up in leaves and
place them on the burning embers, turning the bundle from
time to time, so that its contents may be thoroughly cooked,

whereupon, in the case of the bu'tu-, after breaking off the tails,

they are consumed with evident gusto.*

19. The native names® of most of the fruits in season durincr

the dry (a), wet and cool (6) months are ;

—

* Some terrible calamity, such as another Deluge, would result, so they say,

from any one rashly presuming to taste the fruit of a certain species of mangrove,
called to'kal-.

* Sruquiera gymnorhiza.
® Not only are the sows eaten when with young, but even their unborn litter

is not rejected.

^ Iguanas and paradoxuri are in better condition during the rains, and are

consequently more eaten at that season.
* There are special restrictions connected with eating both the dugong and

porpoise for the first time {yide post “ Tabu,” paragraph 2).

® Vide paragraph 32.

7 Vide ante “ Religious Beliefs, &c.,” paragraph 12.
® TheoiyMW- is found in newly fallen logs, and they say that they do not

treat it like the hu tu—viz., in breaking off its tail— because it does not live in

such rotten Gturjon trees.

* The botanical names of most of these, as well as of many others, will be
found in Appendix L.
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(a)

}

either

cooked
or un-
cooked.

do'gota-

jd-

u'dala-

^pulain-
*fvdga-
^geldim-
*6'rta-tdt-

*t§cArj?y-

kdrega-
ud-

Tcon-

%chd'kan-

*hd'to-ko'ko-

%ngeher-

*engara~
ku'riYa- \lu'gaj-

%pu'lia-

(N.B.—The best fruits, and those
which are most abundant, are in sea-

son during tliese months and at the
commencement of the rains.)

fd'ro^o-

§pd-

\^kai'ta-

\ch6h-

^d'dorma-
*dhnga-
jwmu-
ngd'tya-

hd'taga-

*kd'pa-

(i)

pt'cha-

^pai'tla-

*kdr'ed-^

%*jang'ma-^

’\pwta-

*p6r-
*dm-

*\mu'twin-
td'tih-

*eng'ara-
During the pd'par-wdl- (cool season)
and ye're-hd'do- (dry months) the
six varieties of edible roots men-
tioned above (vide paragraph 11)
are also eaten.

(It will be understood that those fruits that are unmarked in the above list are
eaten in the ordinary way).

20. Many fruits they merely suck for the sake of the flavour ;®

others are eaten with fine wood-ash,'' taken from the hut fires

in lieu of sugar, to diminish their extreme acidity,® while a few
are cooked,® and the stones of severaF are cracked for the sake
of their kernels. The favourite fruits are do-gota-, 6'ropa-, kon-,

choh-, jd-, pd-, kai'ta-, kar'ega-, chd'kan-, ju'mu-, ngd’tya-, bd'taga-,

nge her-, pu'lia-, and pu'lain-.

21. The fruit of the hgeher-, chd'kan-, pii'lia-, puiam-, pai'tla-,

gel'dim-, lo'gaj-, and the seeds of the three above-named varieties

of mangrove {i.e., ju'mu-, ngd'tya-, and bd'taga-), are freed from
their husk or rind and boiled in water until quite soft

;
when

cold they are cut in slices, and left to soak for two days or more
in salt or fresh water, after which they are baked in leaves, or

again boiled in a huj-.

22. The Andamanese are, now-a-days at least,® extremely

particular over the cooking of their food, and will not eat certain

* This is a small yellow fruit, the seed of which, after being sucked, is

broken, and the outer portion eaten while the kernel is thrown away.
^ This is a small red fruit, about the size of a bean or filbert, containing one

stone ; it is wrapped in leaves and baked, because they say that if eaten uncooked
it would cause them to forget their way in the jungle, as well as entire loss of

memory on all points.
* These are marked in the preceding paragraph by a *

Their immunity from scuiwy may not improbably be due to the chemical

combination of the acid, contained in many of the fruits, with the potash of the

burnt wood.
® These are marked in the preceding paragraph by a f.
® These are marked in the preceding paragraph by a §.

7 These aie marked in the preceding paragraph by a J.
® They are very expert in spearing their fish, which they consume in a half-

cooked state (Anderson) ; Symes also writes that " they throw the food on the fire,

and devour it half broiled.”
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fruits and vegetables, much less fish, flesh, or fowl that is raw,'

or, as far as I could ascertain, even underdone.’

23. On ordinary occasions the meals are prepared by these

estimable wives in the absence of their lords, but when their

labours in procuring wood and water are exceptionally heavy, as

on gala days, or after a very successful hunt, the cooking is

performed in the special fire-place® set apart for the purpose in

each community, by some male volunteer, who, when the meat
is partly done, distributes^ it among those present, leaving them
to complete over their own fires the necessary preparation of

their several shares.®

24. Sometimes it happens that the animal is cut up and dis-

tributed without being even partially cooked, but the person

undertaking this duty is under a tacit obligation to help the

slayer of the animal and himself to the last two portions

25. Small pigs, if caught alive, are sometimes kept and fat-

tened up {chvlyuke) for slaughter with these, as with others

killed while hunting, the same system is observed : the entrails,

lungs, liver, kidneys, &c., are first removed {jd’do-lbi chrake),siu.d.

replaced by leaves {koktd'r-rd'mke), to which they set fire—care

is always taken to select such as, being entirely free from scent

and taste, will not affect the flavour of the meat—the object of

this is that all parts may be equally heated when the carcass is

placed on the burning logs, where it is left, not until thoroughly

' A recent writer {vide “Bombay Gazette,” May 24, June 7, July 1, July 6,

August 2, 1881), in giving an instance of the skill of these savages in shooting
fish, affirms that he observed “that most of these fish were just scorched on
hastily-lit fires and devoured at once half raw, care being taken that the children
present (there were no women) had their full share of the spoils.” I am, never-
theless, sure that he is mistaken in supposing that the fish were otherwise than
thoroughly cooked, for besides having made close observations myself at the
homes, on the point in question, I have made careful inquiries of the aborigines,

who assure me (as do also the Hindustani attendants, wlio have paid numerous
visits to the tribes in Middle Andaman) that they never eat fish, flesh, or vege-
table until it is thoroughly copked.

^ Exception, however, must be made in regard to turtles’ eggs, which are eaten
with other food or alone, as the case may be, and which, though preferred soft

boiled, are sometimes eaten raw : they are among the articles of food proscribed
to an d kd-ydb-. Dr. Day says he has seen them “ cook a prawn by placing it

inside the bowl of a pipe which they had been smoking !

”

* This is generally an open space at one end of the encampment. [The
.jdr'awa- have a separate hut, which is used exclusively for cooking purposes.3

* The “ cook ” is under an obligation to taste a morsel before all present

;

should the chief happen to be there he receives the first and lion’s share ; after him
all the men are helped, and then the women and children, while the remainder
falls to the share of the distributor.

“ During the process of cooking all that the Andamanese Soyer requires ir

the way of impedimenta are a skewer, ehdm, and a pair of bamboo tongs, kai.
{vide Appendix B, items 70 and 80 )

• If the pig should die a natural death while being thus kept it would bo
eaten, unless visibly diseased.

K
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cooked, blit until the bristles have been singed and the skin

dried sufficiently to allow of the dirt adhering to it being scraped

off
;
this done, the remains of the charred leaves are removed,

and the tendons at the joints being severed (pu'mcke), the

carcass is cut up (wd’ratke) and distributed
;
while thus engaged,

the operator not unfrequently helps himself to choice morsels

which he may chance to find done to a turn, as his perquisite.

The lining and flesh of the stomach are usually first disposed of

the skin of the entrails, after being thoroughly cleansed, is also

frequently consumed.

26. From the account given under “Initiatory Ceremonies”*
it will be seen that the kidney-fat and omentum {reg-jvri-) are

considered as luxuries from which the young of both sexes must
abstain during a certain period. The lungs, liver, and eyes are

also eaten, and they are quite of a mind with tlip. Chinese in

their estimation of “ crackling {pt-d'gavi-, also dt-gd'vxa-),

which they consider one of the choicest parts, and enjoy so

much that they are even willing to run the risk of offending the

chdl-* by baking their pigs, rather than eat them boiled.

27. When, from some circumstance or other—such as possibly

a death from sunstroke®—the dread of these demons is para-

mount, and they boil their pork, it has been observed that, as

their pots are small, they remove each piece when partially

cooked to make room for others, which afterwards, in the same
way, are in turn replaced until thoroughly done

;
the reason

given is that the flavour of the whole animal is thus equally dis-

tributed in every portion. On other occasions when the pig is

not broiled whole on burning logs, or apportioned among the

several families of the community for cooking in their own huts,

the flesh is baked in leaves by means of heated stones (lA-),

which are placed between alternate layers of the meat
;
in every

case the chief concern appears to be that the whole should be so

wrapped in leaves that none of the juices be dried up, though
every portion be thoroughly well done.®

' Experience and inquiries have alike failed to find an explanation of the
following peculiar statement made by Dr. Day ;

—“The children and weakly
persons eat sucklings, the bachelors and spinsters use those of medium size,

whilst adults prefer the stronger boar.”
^ Vide paragraphs 15-17.
* The skin of the iguana is also eaten, but that of the paradoxuru.t is thrown

away.
Vide ante “ Religious Beliefs, Ac.,” paragraph 15.

* Vide ante “Religious Beliefs, Ac.,” paragraph 16.

® In this respect they differ much from the Australians, who “never take the

trouble to cook their food, but merely tear off the interior skin of the animal
and, after holding the body over the fire for a few minutes, eagerly devour it in

its uncleaned state, and frequently eat so voraciously as to be in a state of inactivity

and torpor for several hours afterwards” (“A Ride across the Frontier of

Victoria,” by P. H. Eagle).
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28. For brains and marrow they have a areoX penchant, and,

in order to extract the latter, will often crush the smaller bones

with their teeth, while they break up the larger ones with a

stone hammer.
29. The blood of the turtle only are they careful not to spill,^

and this, though not preferred to the flesh, is considered a dainty,

and is eaten separately, after it has been boiled in its own shell

until quite thick.

30. They do not preserve the carapace of either description of

turtle, but, having removed the flesh, place the shell over the

fire, that all the remaining fat may be melted, when—with an
appreciation worthy of a City alderman—they ladle it into their

mouths with Cyrena shells, which thus serve as spoons. So great

a delicacy do they consider this that the shell is finally broken
up and divided, that no particle may be lost ! This fat is largely

used in the manufacture of kbi'ob-, and it may be judged how
highly they prize the unguent since they are willing to deny
themselves this dainty rather than allow their supply to run
short.

31. Food is preserved by placing it on the small grating

{ydt-leb-td’ga-)^ above the hut fire,® or in the following rather

peculiar fashion:—having procured and cleaned a length of

bamboo {fern,, sp.), they heat it over a fire that the juices con-

tained in it may be gradually absorbed. When this is satisfac-

torily accomplished, half-cooked pieces of pork, turtle, or any
other food,^ are packed tightly into it, and the vessel is again by
degrees put over the fire, in order to heat it slowly, lest the

rapid expansion of the meat should cause a crack
;
when steam

ceases to issue forth, the bamboo is taken off the fire, and, after

the opening has been closed by leaves, is set aside with its

contents until a meal is required, when it is replaced on a
fire, for, as I have remarked in another place, it is a pecu-
liarity of these savages to eat their food in an almost boding
state.® As soon as the meat has been once more thoroughly

baked, the bamboo is split open with an adze or other

’ To kill a turtle they pierce the eye with a skewer or arrow (r'foZ je'ralike)',

when the flappers and belly-shell are remored (to'latke), the animal is cut up
{wd'raike\ prior to distribution.

^ Vide “ Habitations,” paragraph 5.

® Jean de Lery, in the account of his adventures among the Indians of Brazil

(about 1557), describes the “ wooden grating set up on four forked posts ; . . .

and as they did not salt their meat this process served them as a means of keeping
their game and fish.”— (E. B. Tylor’s “ Early History of Mankind,” p. 262.)

They have not acquired a liking for either beef or mutton, but are very fond
of fowls, rice, dhall, sugar, and sweets of all kinds

;
it is strange, therefore,

to find in Colonel Tickell’s paper that ‘‘ fish they were indiflerent to, also to
rice.”

^ Vide ante “ Anatomy and Physiology,” paragraph 8.

K 2
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implement, and all take a share in the feast.^ Meat thus

prepared will keep good for several days.

32. I alluded just now to their method of preparing the seeds

of the Semecarpv^ and Artocarpus chaplasha for consumption

during the rains
;

it is as follows :
—The outer husk, or skin,

having been removed, a quantity of the fruit is placed on a

wooden platter, and each person present renders assistance

by partially sucking (!) the various pieces, which, after this

preliminary process, are half boiled in water, and then wrapped
up in large bunches of leaves, and buried in moist soil

;
no

mark is made over the spot, but there appears to be no fear

of forgetting it, though several weeks usually elapse before the

monsoon breaks, and these decaying deposits are dug up,

when the smell, as may be supposed, is most offensive to all but

those who are to the manner born
;
by them, however, strange

to relate, it is evidently highly appreciated. The next stage

through which the seeds have to pass consists in freeing them
in water from the decaying matter, and drying them in the sun,

or over the fire, where they are left in nets {chdpanga-^) or leaves

until required for use, when they are again baked. With this

exception no food is dried in the sun, nor is anything salted

or intentionally smoked, though this last cannot fail to be,

to some extent, the result of their mode of storing food, as

described in the previous paragraph.

33. Besides the various fruits already mentioned as in season

during the dry months, yams and honey are very abundant
;
as

their method of treating both fruits and yams has been already

described, it now remains for me to notice the ingenious way
in which they procure honey, and to name the special trees

which, flowering in succession, afford ample material from
whence the bees produce a more or less abundant st9re.

34. At the close of the monsoon one of the large jungle trees,

called by them rdr- {Eiigenia sp.), comes into bloom, and
though no honey is made from its flowers, it is said to act

beneficially on the bees as a purgative, and to prepare them for

the commencement of the honey season.® The le'kera- {Legtt-

minosce sp.), blossoming a little later, is the first honey-
yielding flower; the du'mla-* chliib- (IDiospyros densifiora),

6'ro- {Chickrassia talndaris), and chd’dak- {Uuhiace.od) coming
.next into season, enable the bees to produce large combs,

but the finest are found after the pd- {Semecarpus), bd\j'd-

(Sterculia (?) villosa), ye're- {Sterculia sp.), jvdga-,* have

* Vide post “Hunting and Fishing,” paragraphs 30 and 31.
* Vide Appendix B, item 22.
® Hence rd'rlce, (to) clean.
^ The botanical names of these hare nol. as yet been ascertained.
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blossomed : this is considered the height of the honey season,

and is called lad'a chdu-} It appears that on moonlight nights

just at this time the bees consume a great portion of their honey,

so that the “
j
unglees ” declare it to be useless to go for combs,

either by day or night, until the moon has sensibly waned.

35. When about to make a raid on the hives, the Anda-
manese procure a certain plant, believed to be of the Alpinia

species, called jvni-, and having stripped off the leaves, chew
the stem and smear the essence thus extracted over their

bodies
;
the mouth is also fiUed with the same juice, and thus

armed cap-d-pie they proceed to disperse the bees, who, on
attempting to attack them, are at once repelled by the obnoxious

odour of the jvni-, emitted in a fine spray from the mouths, and
also attaching to the persons of their despoilers, who sometimes
make further use of the chewed stalks of the offensive plant in

driving off the last remaining defenders of the hive.

36. Small combs* of both the white and black honey are

commonly obtainable till about September

—

i.e., so long as the

Dipterocarpus loevis, the Pterocarpas dalhergioides, and a few
other trees continue to blossom.®

37. While I had charge of the homes (and probably ever

since), a large sum was annually realised by the aborigines

towards their support from the sale of honey thus obtained to

the free residents at Port Blair. So much indeed did they

collect that we were able to store it in barrels and bottles, and
generally found we had sufficient to meet aU demands until the

approach of the following season.

Tabu.

—

1. Besides the articles of food from which all abstain

during the d'hd-ydp-j we have seen that there are certain fruits,

edible roots, &c., which, in supposed obedience to Pu'luga-s

commands, are not gathered at prescribed seasons of the year,®

and that mourners® (d'kd-dg-) also deny themselves by refusing

to partake of their favourite viands until after the t'l-to'latnga-'j

but beyond these restrictions, which are of general application.

* Vide Appendix H.
* The combs produced from the blossoms of the under-mentioned trees

—

i.e.

:

.td'tib- {Croton argyratue), .bi'bi- (Terminalia (?) citrina), and .bal'ya- are much
less plentiful, and they are smaller ; this is also found to be the case with those
made from the .chd'langa- {Pterocarpus dalbergioides), .md'nag- {Messuaferrea),
.e’mej- {Terminalia bialata), ,jd- {Oluta longipetiolata), and .pdb- {Lager-
stroemia hgpoleuca (?) regina).

® As they are not, in their savage sta*e, in the habit of storing honey, they
are without any but the black honey during a great portion of the year.

^ Vide ante “ Initiatory Ceremonies,” paragraphs 2 and 10.

® Vide ante “ Superstitions,” paragraph 12.

® If the mourners are i'rem-td'ga- they abstain from pork, and if they are
drgd'to- they abjure turtle {vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 4).

' Vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 7.
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every Andamanese man and woman is prohibited all through
life from eating some one (or more) fish or animal : in most
cases the forbidden dainty is one which in childhood was
observed (or imagined) by the mother to occasion some
functional derangement

;
when of an age to understand it the

circumstance is explained, and cause and effect being clearly

demonstrated, the individual in question thenceforth considers

that particular meat his yAt-tub-} and avoids it carefully. In
cases where no evil consequences have resulted from partaking

of any kind of food, the fortunate person is privileged to select

his own ydt-tub-,^ and is of course shrewd enough to decide upon
some fish, such as shark or skate, which is little relished, and
to abstain from which consequently entails no exercise of self-

denial.

2. No one who has not attained the dignity of gv/maf by
passing through the rites of initiation, is permitted to eat the

flesh of either the dugong or porpoise
;
and further, it is neces-

sary that the novice should be fed, on the first occasion of

tasting either of these meats, by some friend or relative, who,

having previously passed through the prescribed ordeal, is

(qualified thereby to admit others to the like privilege.

3. Except durins the initiatory ceremonies, no prohibitions

exist with regard to persons feeding themselves, or touching the

food of others
;
after marriage the husband and wife only may

eat together ;* childless widows and widowers usually take their

meals with the unmarried of their respective sexes.®

4. When an Andamanese woman finds that she is about to

become a mother she abstains from pork, turtle, honey,® iguana,

and paradoxurus
;
after a while her husband follows her example

with respect to the two last-named meats, in the belief that

the embryo would suffer were he to indulge in .such food.^

* tuh- can only be applied to food, and is therefore not so generally applicable

as iahu among the Polynesians. The equivalent of yut-tuh- in the .hd'jig-ydb-

dialect is tanra-tap-.
® It is believed that Pii'luga- would punish severely any person who might be

guilty of eating hii yat-tuh-, either by causing his skin to peel off (wavnyake)y

or by turning his hair white and flaying him alive

!

® Vide ante “ Initiatory Ceremonies,” paragraphs 1 and 9.

^ The few birds that are ever shot for food {vide post “ Hunting,” &c.,

paragraph 27), are said to he, strictly speaking, tabued to all but married

persons.
® Tide ante “ Marriage,” paragraphs 17 and 18.

® Vide ante “ Initiatory Ceremonies,” paragraph 14.
J Among the Abipones, if the infant dies during the first few Hays, the

women accuse the father of heartless frivolity, as their excesses or abstinence

are believed to affect the new-born infant. Again, Peschel sta'es that in the

Antilles, the father who is expecting offspring might not eat the flesh of the

turtle or the manatee, for in the first case deafness*and deficiency of brain, and

in the second disfigurement by small round eyes, might be apprehended for the

chUd.
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5. When a man wishes to address a married woman who is

younger than himself lie may not venture to do so directly, but

must find some third person to be the medium of his communica-
tion

;
it is also not selon les rtgles for a man to touch his younger

brother’s (or cousin’s) wife, or his wife’s sister
;
and women are

restricted in the same way as regards their husband’s elder

brother (or male cousin) or his brother-in-law.

6. All titles such as mala, mavola, and chdwa cease to be

applied after death
;
and imj^uiries ignorantly made after one who

has recently died are replied to in a subdued tone, thus ; wai
edd're (he or she “was”) or wai dkolvre (he or she “is dead”).

As little allusion as possible is .ever made to deceased persons,

especially for the first year or so after their death, during

which period tliey are indicated only by reference to the tree

or place where their remains are, or were, deposited
;
after a

while the word lach'i, answering to “ the laie,” is prefixed to

their defunct countrymen’s (and women’s) names.^

Warfare.— 1. Reference has already been made to their want of

true courage or daring, and it has been stated that the Andaman-
ese seldom, if ever, venture to make an attack unless satisfied

of their superiority over their foes f it will, therefore, be hardly

necessary to enlarge upon their mode of carrying on hostilities,

or to say that they are ignorant of the most elementary rules

of warfare.

2. Should a dispute arise between members of different com-
munities in the course of a visit or jeg-^ the affair often grows
in importance and becomes a tribal question, which may not be

settled without more or less serious consequences; those wounded
on such occasions generally fare badly unless speedily removed,

as they stand great risk of being shot dead or receiving the

coiip de grdce in some other form
;
they are not, however, in the

habit of mutilating the bodies of their victims, save in excep-

tional cases, where there has been very grave aggravation.

3. The assailants generally approach stealthily upon their

enemies, and, though availing themselves of every advantage
afforded by the density of the jungle, do not take further pre-

cautions or devise stratagems whereby to conceal their trail as

they proceed on their way. They wear no breastplate,* nor do

' Ex. :
“ munslu ” .bl'ela (vide Plate II, fig. 2), whose corpse was placed

on a maclian beside a tree called pel-, was spoken of as pel Id kd-tung len tep'i

pd'te- (he who is by the pel- tree)
;
had he been buried he would have been

referred to as pel Id'kd-tdng len bugukpd te-.

^ Vide ante “ Psychology and Morals,” paragraph 2.

® Vide post “ Games and Amusements,” paragraphs 22-37.
* The .jdrawa- have been found to wear a wide belt of bark as a protection

in hostile encounters.
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they use shields/ and the idea of throwing up earth-banks, or
constructing any species of defence for the better protection of
their numerous encampments, does not seem to have occurred to

them.^

4. Night attacks have been made now and again, but the
favourite time is the break of day, when the unsuspecting enemy
are sound asleep; or at a late hour when they are likely to

be engaged in the preparation or consumption of their evening
meal.

5. Women and children incur a like risk with men on these

occasions, but it would not be considered a matter for boasting

should any of them fall victims in the strife, while a child

which might be captured uninjured would meet with kindly
treatment, in the hope of his (or her) being induced ultimately

to become a member of the captor’s tribe.

6. The property of the vanquished is of course treated with
little ceremony: everything portable is appropriated, and all else

is injured or destroyed.

7. No confirmatory evidence is required to prove the truth of

a st9,tement declaring a man to have slain one or more foes, but
if, in hunting, he should kill at a distance from home an animal
too heavy for him to carry back unassisted, he would cut off the

tail or some other portion which would afford ocular demon-
stration of its size, and serve as an inducement to his friends to

assist him in bringing in the carcass.

Hunting and Fisbing.— 1. As I Stated in an earlier section, the

Andamanese are, for the most part, keen huntsmen, and their

eagerness in the chase is one of the chief hindrances in the

way of their becoming agriculturists, for a great portion of their

time being thus spent, the sites of their temporary (as of their

permanent) encampments are to a great extent determined by
the advantages which they offer for the pursuit of their

favourite pastime.

2. There do not appear to be any omens or superstitions

in this connection, nor are there special ceremonies observed

previous to the start or on the return of the party, save the

somewhat peculiar custom, to which I have elsewhere alluded, of

maintaining a glum silence for some time at the close of the

day’s sport.®

* Their sounding or stamping boards (pu-lcufa-yem'tigaA, used in their dances,

have, in consequence of their resemblance to shields, been mistaken by more than
one visitor as such.

^ For the vv^eapons used in -warfare, vide post “ Hunting,” paragraph 6.

® Vide Joum. Anthrop. Inst., vol. xi, p. 287. It may here be added that

the only explanation which they offer to account for this practice is that they

intend thereby to convey to their friends an exaggerated notion of the fatigues

they have endured for the general weal.
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3. Females take no part in these expeditions, and boys seldom
accompany their elders until after their twelfth year.

4. If more than a few hours’ absence is anticipated, besides

a supply of provisions, a smouldering log is entrusted to some
one member of the party, whose duty it is to prevent its extincr

tion,^ and to kindle it into a blaze whenever a fire is required.

No immediate honours are conferred upon the successful sports-

man, but stories of feats of extraordinary prowess are related,

with more or less embellishment, from time to time for the

benefit of the young and the edification of strangers. No
record is kept of the game killed, but, as those distant tribes

who are not yet possessed of dogs (or only of a very few) still

retain the primitive custom of suspending the skulls of their

victims from the eaves or on poles round their huts, a fair idea

of their success can be formed by themselves and others from
the number thus displayed.

5. Whether in hunting game or in attacking an enemy, the

bow {kd'rama-) and arrow are employed, and these are almost*

identical in form among all the eight tribes of Great Andaman.
For spearing turtles and large fish a harpoon (kowava I’&ko

du'tnga-^) is used: as a description of this serviceable weapon
and of the mode in which it is employed, has been given in

Appendix B, it is unnecessary to repeat the information in

this place.^ The only other weapon in use is the pig-spear

* Vide ante “ Fire,” paragraph 6.

' The comparatively slight difference existing between the form of the five

• ho'jig and three ye rewa- bows, and the wide distinction Observable between
both of these and the .jdrawa- (Little Andaman) bow will be best seen by
referring to Plate YI, figs. 1, 4, and 3 (vide also Appendix B, item 1).

^ Vide Appendix B, item 10.
' In reference to the subject ofJish-spea/rs an interesting discovery was made

on the occasion of the last visit (October, 1882) paid by Mr. H. Godwin-
Austen, now in charge of the Andaman Homes, to North Andaman. Some six

or more specimens of what, I believe, is quite an unique wooden fish-spear were
seen in one or two of the .ye'rewa- canoes. As one was fortunately brought away
a sketch is here given of it. It reminds one somewhat of the fish-spears used
by the Nicobarese (vide Joum. Anthrop. Inst., vol. vii, Plate XV), though
very inferior, and is doubtless, like them, intended for spearing small fish. * It is

called ti'remo.

The eight long wooden spikes are not tied together in a circular form as in the

case of the Nicobar hokpalc but in a row, and, as will be inferred from the

drawing, they are held in that position by means of two short pieces of wood
lashed to them at right angles : from the appearance of the lower end of this

weapon, it would seem probable that it is fixed—like the Jcowai'a Vd'ko du'inga
—into a bamboo shaft when about to be hurled, but T have ascertained lately

that this is not the case, it is merely held at the pointed end.
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{erdu'tnga-^), which is of comparatively recent introduction, its

adoption being due to the abundauce of iron obtainable for

some time past by the .bo'jig-ngvji- and other tribes near our
settlement at Port Blair.

6. To an untrained eye no difference is noticeable in the

appearance of the weapons of similar style and construction,

but the aborigines are quick in detecting individual peculiarities

in the manner of knotting the strings of bows, arrows, &c.*

7. As has been remarked by General Pitt Kivers,'* the bows
of the Great Andaman tribes, especially those of the southern

half, known to the islanders as the .bojig kd'rama-, resemble

those in use in Mallicollo, one of the New Hebrides, and in

New Ireland, being of a “peculiar flattened S-shaped form,

curved towards the firer in the upper part as held in the hand,

and to a slight extent the reverse way at the bottom.”^

8. Except in the case of boys living on or near the coast,

whose toy bows are. often made of the Rhizophora conjugata, the

wood of the mangrove is rarely, if ever, used, and the bamboo
neverj for they find that certain other trees,® are more suitable for

their purpose.

fl. No whalebone or sinews are used for the purpose of

imparting additional elasticity to the bow, and no evidence is

forthcoming to show that they ever applied poison to their

arrow or spear-heads—in fact, the only poison knowm to them
appears to be the Nu.v vomica, and this they merely avoid as a

noxious or useless plant.

10. It is true that certain passages in Dr. Mount’s book' convey

a contrary impression, for, from the observations made during

his short trip round the islands, he seems to have entertained

no doubt that these savages habitually applied poison to their

arrow-heads f but, in the sense in which I understand his

' Vide Appendix B, item 9.

- For an example of this aide a»<e “ Communications,” Ac., paragraph 6 (foot-

note) .

•* Vide Journ. Anthrop. Inst., vol. vii, p. 440.

^ In the ethnographical department of the museum at Maidstone, I have

latelv observed a bow from Banks Island (New Hebrides), w'hich bears a striking

re^elnblance to the compionest form of tlie peculiar -bo'jig bow, for sketch of

wljich see Plates II and VI.
* “ I'heir weapons are bows and lances of iron-wood. The former are

bamboo. . . .” (Grant vol. ii., p. 378.) [Their spears, at least those of

Great Andaman, have never yet been seen by us made of iron-wood.—E. H. M.]
® Vide Appendix B, item 1.

7 Pp. 324 and 330.

It uiay be of interest to mention in this place a curious alleged fact which

has been brought to my notice by the petty officers and others connected with

the homes, i.e., tliat the wounds which are inflicted now-a-days by the iron-

headed an ows of the Andamanese are not so painful or so liable to fester as

they were formerly, and this they attribute to the fact that, while it has

always been the practice of these savages when sharpening their blades to
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remarks, I am persuaded that he has credited them with more
intelligence on this point than they possess.

11. Tlie origin of the belief appears to be traceable to the

fact that they generally in former times tipped their arrow-heads

with hsh-bones,' more particularly the serrated tail-bone of the

sting-ray, which, as is well known, is capable of indicting a

very serious wound in consequence of the liability of the fine

brittle spikes to break off' and remain in the flesh after the

extraction of the arrow, thereby causing, in the majority of

cases, bad ulcers, which, in the absence of skilful treatment,

frequently resulted iii the sufferer’s death.^

12. The maladroitness of strangers who have failed even to

bend the Andamanese bows® has apparently been due to their

having held the wroirg end uppermost, for, so far from there

being any difficulty in using even their strongest bows, it has

been proved that after a little practice Europeans are able to

compete almost on even terms with all but the few “crack”
shots among the aborigines, provided at least that the object

aimed at be stationary
;
but they less readily acquire the skill

which the Andamanese display in rapid shooting, and in dis-

charging the arrow with the full force of which it is capable.

13. The large bows (from 5| to 7 feet long) are constructed

chiefly for ornament and presentation to friends, and are seldom
used except for shooting fish and pigs along the shore. The
smaller kinds are preferred in jungle expeditions, and on most,

other occasions, as they are more convenient and also more easily

replaced in case of accident, less time and trouble being re-

quired for their manufacture.

14. One of the chief drawbacks to the hows used by these

tribes is that they cannot be fired in silence,^ in consequence

moisten them with saliva, the inmates of the homes—wlio are those chiefly

employed as jungle police—now eat salt with their food, which was never the
case fifteen or twenty years ago. Whether, assuming the story to be true, the

effect can be accounted for by the circumstance stated, or, as seems more
probable, is due to the improvement in the physical condition of the convicts

since the early days of the settlement, is a question for medical authorities to

decide.
' Writing nearly a century ago, Colebrooke mentioned that “their arrows

are headed with fish-bones, or the tusks of wild hogs ; sometimes merely with

a sharp bit of wood, hardened in the fire, but these are sufiiciently destructive.”

[TheA^“^'^ (ar-pe'ti-) of the pig was also used for the same purpose.]
Vide footnote to Appendix B, item 53.

^ Vide Mouat, p. 321. Had Dr. Mouat’s remarks applied to the Little

Andaman or other .jdr'awa- bow's, which are of totally different construction
{vide Plate VI), they would have been more readily understood, for even the

aborigines of Great Andaman have experienced much difficulty in shooting
xvith the few specimens of this weapon which have fallen into their hands ;

doubtless, therefore, much knack and practice, as well as strength, are needed
in using them.

^ From this defect the .jdraica- how appears to be exempt which is easily
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of the string striking the lower or convex portion of the

weapon.^

15. There are five varieties of arrows, viz. : the rd'td.-, the

tl'rle'd-, the toibo'd-, the e'la-, and the e‘la I’d’kd, luya-, none of

which are provided with more than one point or blade.

16. The first of these (rd’td-) is used in their games, and is

the first form which their fish arrows take
;

it consists of a
shaft made of Bambusa nana, to the end of which is fastened a

piece of hard wood, which is rendered harder and less liable to

split by being gradually heated over a fire : this foreshaft also

gives the necessary weight to ensure accuracy of flight, and to

increase the force of penetration. The tvrle'd- is merely a rd'td-

with its point sharpened for use, in shooting the smaller varieties

of fish. The toib&d- is a rd'tdy- with an iron point, and generally

a barb as well, secured to the head : it is chiefly used in fishing.

The above three arrows usually fneasure 4 feet 6 inches to 4
feet 9 inches in length, while the remaining two, of which a

sufficient description will be found in Appendix B, do not

generally exceed 3 feet 6 inches.

17. The Andamanese take especial pride in keeping the

bladed heads of their arrows and spears as bright as possible : the

shafts are straightened by dint of pressure with teeth and fingers,

but no feathers or other devices are employed to increase the

velocity of flight. As illustrations of their arrows and other

weapons wiU be found in Plates VI, VII, VIII, and IX, and
as, in Appendix B, I have described their manufacture, it is

unnecessary for me here to repeat the information which can be

obtained by reference.

18. There are one or two points connected with the iron-

bladed arrows to which, I believe, attention has

never yet been drawn. I allude to the position of

the barbs and the object of the seam. In the eia-

the blade is so fixed as to be in a line with the

seam of the fastening at the end of the shaft, and,

whether provided with one or more barbs, these

are always placed in a line with the blade, the seam
above referred to being used as a “ sight.” In the

e'la I’d'kd, lu'pa-, which has no seam, the barb

which is most in a line with the blade is used as a “ sight,”

and accordingly placed uppermost. In forming these blades

they shape them so as to allow of a small portion being

inserted in the foreshaft (see fig.), and it is then fixed as firmly

accounted for by the resemblance it presents to the ordinary European
pattern

;
this, however, appears to be the sole advantage which it possesses over

the two varieties used in Great Andaman.
' Vide “ Superstitions,” paragraph 5, and “Religious Beliefs,” paragraph 19
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as possible by means of string,^ which is protected with a coating

of kA ngatd-huj-.^

19. It is a singular fact that the mode in which the tribes

of Great Andaman discharge their arrows differs from that in

vogue among the .jdrawa-. While the latter are said to adopt
the plan usual among ourselves of holding the nock of the

arrow inside the string by means of the middle joints of the fore

and middle fingers and drawing the string with the same joints,

it is the practice among the former to place the arrow in position

between the thumb and top joint of the forefinger, and to draw
the string to the mouth with the middle and third fingers. The
feet are only used in stringing and unstringing the bows, and
never for bending the bow in shooting, as was at one time

supposed to be the practice among the .jdrawa-, whose long and
clumsy kd'rama- have puzzled the .bdjig-7tgvji-, as well as our-

selves, to use with any effect.

20. In Great Andaman the waistbelt® (hod-) or other cincture

often does duty as a quiver while fishing and hunting, and the

arrows are placed behind, with the heads upwards, both in

order to avoid causing injury or inconvenience by hindering

freedom of action, and to be readily seized and brought into

position for firing.

21. Their pointed arrows carry with Considerable effect to a

distance of 40 or 50 yards. A t&lhd-d- has been found to pierce

a deal plank 1^ inch thick at the former range, and probably

up to 100 yards one of these arrows is capable of inflicting a

serious wound, but an accurate aim is scarcely possible beyond
less than half that distance. In the case of the two varieties of

pig-arrow much less can be attempted, as these ill-balanced,

though formidable, missiles will not carry with certainty further

than 12 to 15 yards, find if fired at wider ranges usually fly

very wildly.

* A better method has, however, been adopted by the .jdr'awa-,

viz., that of making three holes in the blade, and passing through
them the string which secures it to the foreshaft, thus rendering

disconnection of the parts a matter of some difficulty. The precau-

tion thus taken against loss of the blade is evidently due to the

comparative scarcity of iron in their territoi'y, which circumstance

is the natural consequence of the attitude of hostility, or of avoidance

of intercourse, which has been persistently maintained towards the
eight Great Andaman tribes, as well as towards ourselves,fby one
and all of the various scattered .jdr'awa- communities. fWith rfefer-

ence both to this sketch and that of the .bojig e'la- head, in para-

graph 18, it should be added that these are mere sectional

drawings of these objects. In the finished arrow the string-fastening is carried
up to the base of the blade, and the whole of tliis string work is finally coated with
Jcd'ngatd-buj-.'\

® Vide Appendix B, item fi2.

* Vide ante “ Attire,” paragraph 3.
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22. It is not found that they have any inclination to adopt
civilised weapons or tools in lieu of their own, but they have
not been slow to avail themselves of the facilities afforded them
in recent years for substituting iron for shell, bone, and (?) stone,^

in the manufacture of their various implements.

23. The blow-pipe, which is used so generally by the Negritos
(Semangs) of the Malayan peninsula, finds no place among the

weapons of these savages. Its absence may be readily accounted
for, firstly by their ignorance of poison, or at least of any method
of utilising such knowledge as any of them may possess, and
secondly by the fact that they are so well able to supply all

their wants with the implements already referred to in the fore-

going, that their inventive faculty has not been sharpened by
the pangs of hunger to devise other or more effective means
pf de.struction. It may be added that slings, throwing sticks,

clubs, bird-bolts, or blunt-headed arrows for stunning animals or

birds, are likewise not in use among them.

24. Although the pig is the object of their chase in their hunt-

ing expeditions, they invariably take a few of their pointed arrows,

preferably the toibo'd-, on the chance of coming across some
smaller game, such as an iguana or paradoxurus.* ' To facilitate

rapid shooting a man will often hold a number of arrows in the

hand which grasps the bow.

25. From constant practice they are, as might be supposed,

very skilful at shooting fish under water. Dr. Brander has

correctly observed that “ they seem intuitively to have calcu-

lated with great accuracy the difference of direction to be

allowed for oblique aqueous refraction
;
” but these shots are

almost always, if not invariably, made at a distance of a few
yards only, and never so far as “ 30 yards,”® or “with three-

pronged barbed arrows,” such missiles being neither made nor

used, at least by any of the Great Andaman tribes.'*

26. Boys soon learn to practice at near objects with the small

bows and arrows to which allusion has already been made, and
many of them often contribute materially to the family larder

by their early prowess. It is a common sight to see youths and
children (and even their elders), when travelling, wantonly shoot

at small passing objects, both on land and in the water, by way

* Vide Joum. Anthrop. Inst., vol. xi, p. 271.
^ While these two animals are killed at all seasons of the year, the pig-hunts

take place chiefly during the rains, when this animal is in excellent condition,

and their diet, owing to the comparative scarcity of fruit and honey, less varied;

even if with young the pig is not spared.
^ The well-nigh impossibility of ever seeing from the shore or from a canoe

a fish swimming at such a distance would sufficiently account for this.

It is possible that Dr. Brander saw the single specimen of an arrow answer-

ing to this description which was obtained in 1880 from North Sentinel Island.
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of practice or to display their skill. No reproach is offered by
the bystanders to one who wounds an animal without killing it.

27. Pigeons, waterfowl, ducks, and flying-foxes are sometimes

shot, hut never while on the wing, or when perched in such a

position as to risk the recovery of the arrow.

28. In addition to the bows and arrows, their hunting gear

consists generally of a hone {tdiag-^), a Cyrena shell an

adze {wdio-^), and often now-a-days a spear (er-du'tnya-*)
;
some-

times a knife (cho- or k&no-^) is also taken, but as the blade of

the pig-arrow or spear can be made to serve this purpose, it is

not regarded as an essential part of their equipment.

29. They employ no stratagems for deceiving or decoying

game, nor do they prepare snares or pitfalls for it.

30. When unaccompanied by dogs the hunters usually follow

the pig’s tracks, evincing while doing so their accurate knowledge
of its habits. Immediately the object of their search is sighted

they endeavour to surround it as noiselessly as possible—taking

no precautions, however, against approaching it from windward
— and, finally rushing forward and yelling vociferously, dis-

charge their arrows. This practice of driving is generally

adopted near the coast and in the vicinity of a belt of Ehizophora

ronjugata where the animals, becoming entangled among the roots

or sinking into the soft soil, are easily captured or despatched.

The ownership of the carcass is decided in favour of the person

wlio inflicted the first serious wound, and he is exempt, if he
please, from carrying home his prize or from any further trouble

in connection with it
;

the cleaning, cooking, and quartering of

the animal is undertaken by any one who chooses to volunteer

his services, during which interval the day’s adventures are

narrated : those who have remained at home share equally with
the hunters® in the spoil, for they are supposed to have been
engaged in contributing to the general wants of the community.

31. There are, of course, some in every encampment who,
from laziness or want of skill, are of very little use in this

respect, but, since any ill-natured remarks at their expense
would inevitably result in a more or less serious quarrel, they
are rarely twitted with the circumstance, but are permitted to

partake of the feast.

' Appendii B, item 52 ;
also pout “ Stone Implements,” pnragraph 2.

- Vide Appendix B, item 51 ;
also poet “ Natural Forms, &c ,” paragraph 1.

^ Vide Appendix B, item 15 ;
also poet “ Natural Forms, &c.,” paragraph 2.

* Vide Appendix B, item 9 ; also ante paragraph 5.

® Vide Appendix B, item 77 ; also poet “ Natural Forms, &c.,” paragraph 4.
* On the return of the hunting parlj the chief is apprised of the nature and

amount of the “ bags ;
” whatever is brought in by the married men is taken to

their private huts and distributed ns they please, but the spoils of the bachelors
are at the disposal of the chief, and are distributed according to his orders.
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32. At the conclusion of the repast, the sportsman who has
most distinguished himself during a more than ordinarily

successful chase is expected to entertain the company, while
they dance, with an impromptu song, in the chorus of which the

women join.

33. Much of the foregoing applies to the aryd'to-, as well as

to the e'remtd-ga-, except of course that, with the foimer, hunting
expeditions are less frequent than turtling and fishing operations.

34. Turtle-hunts take place during the flood-tide, both by day
and night

;
the favourite hour of all is that between sunset and

the rising of the waning moon,^ for then, with the aid of the

phosphorescent light, called pewd'i-, caused by the movements
of the canoe, they are often able to discover and harpoon tlie

turtle before it is at all aware of their approach
;
on these

pccasions they select, if possible, a rocky portion of the coast,

where there is little or no foreshore, giving it as their reason that

turtles frequent such places on dark nights in order to lay their

eggs, and are then easily captured. At other times, the localities

preferred for these expeditions are those styled yauia-, where
there is a fine stretch of sand with an extensive foreshore, the

reason, of course, being that every dark object is so easily seen

in shallow water against a clear sandy bottom.

35. The green or edible turtle {Chelonia virgata), called

yd di-, is hunted both by day and night, but the hawkbill

{Caretta imhricata), called idu-, only by day, as they declare

the latter is never seen on dark nights.* The flesh of the

former is of course preferred, and no use being made of the

tortoiseshell obtainable from the latter, it is treated after the

feast with as little consideration as the valueless shell of the

ydd%-?
36. The practice of capturing turtles by “ turning” them when

on shore is unknown among these savages
;
whether this be due

to their regarding it as mean and unsportsmanlike, as the dis-

dainful looks and remarks of those I questioned on the subject

would lead one to suppose, or whether it be because they so

thorcughly enjoy their own methods of procedure, which so fully

answer their requirements, I am not prepared to determine, but

it is, nevertheless, certain that although well aware, from their

knowledge of the animal’s habits, that it could be easily surprised

‘ This period has aecordingly received a specific name, viz., a-Tca-tig-pA-la-.

2 An average size yd'dl- weighs about 80 to 100 Ihs., and a tau- considerably

less. The heaviest specimen of the former which ever came under my notice

weighed about 400 lbs. The ordinary price of a full-grown turtle at Port Blair

is five rupees.
* These remarks do not of course apply to those living at the homes, as they

have long since It-arnt to benefit cpnsiderably by disposing of their tortoiseshell to

visitors and residents at Port Blair.
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and captured when frequenting the shore, they never take

advantage of the opportunities thus presented.

37. Even on the darkest nights many turtles are speared at the

moment when they rise to the surface in order to breathe. The
sound which they then make, though slight, is sufficient at once to

attract the attention of the keen-eared dry&to-^ standing on the

projecting prow, and to enable him to direct his harpoon with

unerring aim
;
he usually jumps into the water after his victim,

lest the barbed head should, in the act of dragging the line, slip

out of the wound and the animal escape. When the turtle is in

such deep water as to render spearing it from the canoe an im-

possibility, the harpooner leaps into the water feet foremost,

with the spear in his hand, aud frequently succeeds at once in

transfixing the animal. After spearing a sting-ray, they drag it

by means of the harpoon to the boat, whereupon- one of the

party seizes it by its tail, and holding it firmly between his

teeth, knocks off, with a piece of wood or other instrument, the

formidable spike or spikes which project from the root of the

tail
;
after thus disarming their victim, they proceed to drag it

into the canoe or to the shore.*

38. From the accounts of some writers respecting the prowess
of the Andaman Islanders in the water, it might be inferred

that they rival or even excel the “ finny denizens of the deep
”

in their own element. This is, of course, incorrect, and due to

misapprehension
;
the secret of their “ invariably returning to

the surface with some scaly prize ” finds its explanation in the

fact that they never think of diving® after a fish that has not been
first transfixed (according to its size) by an arrow or harpoon.*

39. The art of fishing with a hook and line was unknown to,

and has not found favour among them, as they are far more
successful than ourselves in catching fish by their own methods,®

which are as follow :—at low water the women and children

with hand-nets capture such fish and shell-fish® as are left by the

' Vide ante “ Tribal Communities,” paragraph 6.

^ Two or three fatal accidents have, to my knowledge, occurred in recent years
on dark nights to inexperienced turtle-hunters at one or other of the homes, in

consequence of their having plunged on to the back of one of these fish after
harpooning it, mistaking their victim in the darkness for a turtle.

® ‘‘ Should the fish be large some of those in the boat dive down, attacking the
victim with knives and spears” (Day).

* They are, moreover, not in the habit of “diving for sb ell-fish”—except it

be for a Tridacna crocea, which they occasionally discover in deep water— for
quantities are always found in shallow water at low tide.

® “The present writer has seen a party of Andamanese shoot and secure
nearly one hundred fish during one low tide on a coral reef, and that with no
very extraordinary exertion ” (vide “ Bombay Gtazette,” 2nd August, 1881),

® The favourite time for collecting shell-fish is the low tide at daybreak
occurring about the third and fourth days after new and full moon, and known
to them by the name of to'ya-.

L
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receding waves in the rocky hollows on the foreshore, and at

the turn of the tide the men are usually to be seen standing up
to their waists in water, or poling along the shore in their

canoes, and shooting with their bows and arrows at the fish as

they dart past.^

40. The seeds of a plant called to'rog-^ are sometimes crushed
and thrown into creeks where fish and prawns are likely to be,

as it has the effect of driving the fish from their hiding place,

and leads to their easy capture in hand-nets held in position for

the purpose.

41. In former times, and even now in the more distant com-
munities, large nets of about 80 feet in length and 15 feet in

depth, with meshes of several inches in diameter, were spread at

the mouths of creeks for catching turtles and big fish
;
but since

iron has been so easily obtained and canoes and harpoons have
become more numerous, the dbryd'to- usually capture their turtles,

&c., by these means in preference to the older method, which
yntailed much labour in the manufacture. The following is the

mode employed when nets are used :—one side is sunk by means
of stones, and the other is kept up by floating sticks called

Vd'Iag-, of the al aba-^ tree {Melochia velutina), to each of which
a cane-leaf is attached

;
the ends are then drawn across such

parts or creeks into which fish may easily be driven by beating

the water with the bamboo shafts of their turtle spears. When
any turtle or fish is driven into the net, the exact spot is at

once indicated by the disturbance of one of the logs, with its

tuft of leaves, whereupon they generally find little difficulty in

despatching their captive.

Navigration.— 1. It is a subject of surprise to all who, during

the past fifteen or twenty years, have come in contact with the

Andamanese, and have observed the style and capabilities of their

canoes, to read the his:h encomiums that have been bestowed on
the skill with which they are constructed, and to find that they

are credited with such extraordinary speed as to distance easily

a cutter, as well as a gig, manned respectively by picked crews

of blue-jackets and Chinamen,'* the former of whom “ said, in

their own usual exaggerated style of remark, they nearly killed

’ The results obtained by the men are said to be inferior to those obtained by
the women and children, but this is probably due to the large quantity of

molluscs and crustaceans usually collected in the hand-nets.
^ A species of Lagersiraemia. This is similar to the custom among the

Gaboon tribes described by Dr. Brown, who mentions that “ at the Gaboon it

is the leaves of a pretty leguminous plant, with yellow flowers . . . which
is used. So rapid is the poison that if a handful of the bruised leaves are

thrown into a pool the fish will almost immediately die and come to the

surface.”
^ Vide ante “ Superstitions,” paragraph 7, and ‘poef “ String,” paragraph 1.

^ Vide Mouat, pp. 315-321.
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themselves in their effort to maintain the credit of their ship,

their cutter, and their flag.”

2. Nowhere on Great Andaman, at all events at the present

day, have any aborigines been found capable of propelling a

canoe at more than half the speed of one of the ordinary gigs

in common use at Port Blair; moreover, in respect to the

extreme buoyancy of their skiffs, but little Kvho<; seems due to

the Andamanese boat-builder, for having had, until quite lately,

no other implement than a rude, though tolerably effective,

adze with which to form them, he was compelled to select for

his purpose the lightest and softest woods that were procurable.

At the same time there is no doubt that if they possessed the

requisite knowledge, and the means were available for con-

structing stronger and more seaworthy craft, they would lose

no time in employing them
;

for they fully recognise the

inferiority of their boats, both in regard to workmanship and
speed, to those used by Europeans, or by their neighbours the

Nicobarese. In one respect only do they consider that their own
canoes surpass all others, and that is in the projecting prow,
wliich enables them to spear fish and turtle with more ease than
is possible in boats of a different construction.^

8. The current tradition^ of the escape of four persons in a
boat when the world was submerged, may be faiirly considered

as affording some evidence that this mode of transit is not
regarded as of recent introduction.

4. Many conflicting opinions have been expressed by different

writers under this head, and the form of canoe originally

manufactured by the Andamanese has been much discussed.

They themselves declare that the outrigger {chd'rigma-) was
adopted immediately after the Deluge, in consequence of the

deterioration of a species of Pandanus tree, called mdng-I of

which, prior to that catastrophe, they had been able to make
large plain “ dug-outs.” Until recently^ the outrigger continued

* In the South Kensington Museum there are models of canoes made by the
natives of the Andamans and Nicobars, which will give to any interested in the
subject a fair idea of their relative merits, as well as of the skill of their respective

makers
;
and it may be added that in the entrance court of the India kduseum

(South Kensington) a specimen of a fair-sized Andamanese canoe is now to be
seen minus its outrigger.

- Vide “ Mythology,” paragraph 16.
^ Vide “ List of Trees,” Appendix L.
' The following information was obtained from an Andamanese chief:—“We

have used outrigger canoes from time immemorial. It is in recent times that
we have commenced making the large plain canoes, and this we were induced to

do from the.facility with which we have been able to obtain iron. Owing to

their large size they do not require outriggers. When the sea is rough we
prefer these large dug-outs, and the small outrigger canoes when it is calm ; the
latter are more easily made, but do not last many months when in constant use,

whereas the former will serve for a year or more.”

L 2
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in use, and is still to be seen in North and Middle Andaman,
but the possibility of obtaining unlimited supplies of iron has
enabled those living near Port Blair to return once more to the

traditional “ dug-out” of antediluvian times
;

it also seems that

this description of canoe is gaining in favour among the tribes

of Middle Andaman and the Archipelago, though it had not,

in 1879, when I visited that part, penetrated as far as North
Andaman.

5. As is correctly stated by Dr. Mouat (p. 316) the

Andamanese never* venture far from the coast; this was con-

clusively proved by their ignorance of Barren Island^ and
Narcandam, until taken past them in the settlement steamer.*

6. The safety of either the outrigger or “ dug-out,” and their

adaptability for use as lifeboats,® is more than doubtful, while

the confidence which is reposed in them by their owners may be

judge'd from the fact that they never venture far from land, and
when crossing from one island to another do their utmost to

lessen the passage through deep water as much as possible by
keeping close in shore and coasting along until the narrowest

part of the channel is reached.

7. A glance suffices to show the most casual observer that it

would be impossible'* to preserve the equilibrium of these frail

barques without their outriggers, which, being attached to three

or four pieces of wood passing through the interior of the canoe

are, moreover, not easily removable.

8. The advantages possessed by the large plain “ dug-outs
”

over the outriggers are twofold : for in the first place they can

breast a fairly rough sea, while the others are fit only for use

in perfectly calm weather
;
and in the second place, while the

i'ormer can accommodate a party of from fifteen to forty persons

* Visible within a short distance of the east coast of the Archipelago.
* Since the date of the raids committed by the .jdrawa- (of Little AudamaD)

upon (he Car Nicobarese, of which mention is made (as a tradition) by Mr. Or.

Hamilton {vide “ Asiatic Researches,*’ vol. ii, p. 337, published 1801), no distant

voyages appear to have been attempted by these savages in canoes.
* “ They would make most excellent lifeboats, such, we believe, as hate never

yet been constructed by any of our most experienced boat-builders’* (vide

Mouat, p. 317). The returns of life-boat institutions Would, however, be some-
what prejudicially affected by the adoption of this suggestion ; for, as the same
writer goes on to say (p. 318), “the greatest adepts in rowing, steering, and
guiding our ordinary boats, find themselves completely at a loss when they

get into a Mincop'ie canoe. When any of our men recklessly got into them, an 1

attempted to paddle out, a little way to sea. they invariably succeeded in capsiz-

ing them, receiving a thorough drenching in the water as a suitable punishment
for their rash and imperfect seamanship.’’

•* It is therefore difficult to understand the following allusion made by Dr.

Mouat (p. 317) :
—“ When the Mineopie go to sea in them they attach to some

part of the boat an outrigger, in some respects resembling that which the

Cingalese fishermen attach to their boats.”
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the latter are seldom large enough to carry more than four or

live, and usually not more than two adults.

9. The chief excellence of both these descriptions of canoes is

that they cannot sink, owing to the nature of the wood of which
they are • constructed, and when, as not unfrequently happens,

they capsize or are filled by a heavy wave, their occupants

skilfully contrive, with but little delay, to right them and bale

out the water, while clinging to the sides.

10. Most of the canoe-making is carried on during the montlis

of August, September, and October, and the average time and
labour expended is that of about eight men for a fortnight

in hollowing out a canoe or “ dug-out,” and forming the much
esteemed prow

;
for this purpose a trunk is selected varying in

length from 10 to 30 feet, and when the bark has been removed
the exterior of the proposed canoe, with its important prow, is

shaped with an adze {wd'lo-^), afterwards the interior is scooped

out with the same implement
;

fire is not now-a-days employed
to expedite this latter process, whatever may have been the

custom in past generations,^ though I may add that there do not

appear to be any traditions in support of such a theory,

11. At the bottom and water-level, canoes, though sometimes
more, are never less than 1^ to 3 inches thick, and indeed,

if this were not the case, it would be impossible for them to

stand, even for a few days, the rough treatment to which
they are subjected, or to bear the spoils of a successful turtling

expedition.

12. Though the result of the builders’ labour might,- by mak-
ing every allowance for the rudeness of their tool, be termed
“ creditable,” it seems passing strange that any writer should

especially -commend the “finish,” “perfection,” and “elegance”
of the work, and maintain that it surpasses that which could be

wrought by Chinese carpenters, whose skill in all handicrafts is

so well established.

13. The Andamanese' anchor consists merely of a heavy stone,

or large lump of coral, fastened securely to a stout line of a

few fathoms’ length. Eafts are quite unknown to them at the

present day, and no evidence of their use in bygone years has

been discovered.®

14. The canoes are propelled along the shore^ by means of

the haft of the harpoon spear (kowai'a lo’ko du'tnga-^), or, in

* Vide Appendix B, item 15.
- Vide Colebrooke and Journ. Anthrop. Inst., vol. xi, p. 290, Appendix I.

® “ They use also rafts made of bamboos to transport themselves across their

harbours, or from one island to another ” (Colebrooke).
* Except when the men are engaged in turtling, the women frequently assist

in propelling the canoe.
* Tide Appendix B, item 10.
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deep water, by paddles iwal'igma-^'), tbe size of which is not

determined by custom, but varies according to the whim of the

maker and the size of the piece of wood (generally of the

Myristica longifolia) at his disposal f all, whether small or large,

are used indiscriminately, either with the outriggers or simple
‘•dug-outs;” paddles are never made by women, to whom, how-
ever, their ornamentation with kbi'ob- and kd'ngatd-buj- is

afterwards entrusted.®

Ornamentation.—1. While the Andamanese habitually orna-

ment their various utensils, weapons, &c., they never attempt
to show their talent or originality by representing natural objects,

or by devising a new pattern, but slavishly adhere to those

which custom has prescribed for each article.^

2. These designs are executed by means of a Cyrena shell, or are

painted in kbi'ob-, td'la-bg-, or kd'ngatd-buj-

;

occasionally they
content themselves with smearing the entire surface of the object

with either of the two first-named pigments, but more often a

background is thus formed for the better display of further

embellishments.

3. These three substances supply their only colours, i.e. : brick-

red (kbi'ob-), white (tdia-og-), and brown (kd'ngatd-buj-).

4. Small land and sea shells® (especially the Dentalium
octogonum), certain seeds and bones are much prized, not only

for making personal ornaments, but also for the adornment of

weapons and implements, as well as the human skulls and
jawbones which they often wear and carry about with them.

5. It may be added that the details of ornamentation are in

most cases subordinate to the general form and outline of the

object in question.

6. The following is believed to be a complete list of the

designs,® both carved and painted, which are in use :

—

I. Cheyeons (jd ho-tarid'nga-).

AAAAAA/
Painted with kbioh- or ta'la-og- on bows, buckets, canoes, and paddles.

' Vide Appendix B, item 11a.
* Dr. Mouat states (p. 319) that they are made of tl ree sizes, and (p. 320)

that “ the work of making them is entrusted solely to the women aud children,”

but I have failed in discovering any foundation for these assertions.

® The canoes, too, are often similarly ornamented, especially when new.
^ Of enamelling they possess no knowledge.
^ Beads, when offered by us, are gladly accepted for use in lieu of small shells.

® When it is stated that all these designs are executed by means of pointed

sticks, shells, or even the finger-tips, it is scarcely necessary to add that they fall

far short of the neatness and mathematical precision characterising most of these

illustrations, which therefore can only be taken as representing the particular

pattern attempted.
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II. Cross Lines {ig
-yVtinga-).

Cut by means of a Cyrena shell on the rogun-^ and ifi-gd'nga-^ find painted

with td'la-dg-, between parallel lines, on the sounding board (pi kuta-yem nga-'^).

III. Cross Lines (ig-barnga-).

Painted on the outer surface of baskets, the vertical lines with kbi'ob-, and
the oblique ones with td'la-dg-.

IV. Parallel Lines (ig-d'inga-).

Painted with kbi'ob- or td'la-dg- across liandle of paddle.

V. Parallel Lines and Zigzag {jd'bo-tartd'nga- or td'nanga-).

vww
AAAAAAAAA
WYWYYYY

Painted with td'la-dg- on rd'gun-* and ij'i-gd'nga-.^

V^I. Lozenge Pattern.

(rt) jd'bo-tdrtd'nga- (b) ige'unga-.

Pointed with td'la-dg- or kd'ngatdi-buj-, on rd'gun-,* ij'i-gd’nga-,^ 6'do-,^ and
pu'kuta-.t

* Waistbelt, worn by married women only.
^ Chaplet, worn by both sexes.
® Sounding board, used in keeping time for dancers.
* Vide Appendix B, item 26.

Tide Appendix B, item 31.
^ Nautilus shell, used as a drinking vessel.
i pu'kuta-ydt-mak'nga-, wooden tray used at meals.
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VII. Plait Oenament ob Gttilloche (jpolibr'nga).

Painted with td'la-dg- on bows and eating trays.

Vni. Fish-Bone {bmr nga-).

//////////

Fainted on chl'p-}

IX. Cboss Ikoisions

k
Cut by means of a Cyrena shell on bows {kd'rama-), and handles ot adzes

(loo'lo-).

X. Loop Patteen (pt-e nga-).

Painted with tuHa-dg- on the chl'dd-

' Sling or belt, worn like a sanh by men and women for carrying children.

* Pinna shell, used as a plate or tray.
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XI. Vandykes with Scoldoped Bands and Ceoss Lines (? ig-fovnydknga-).

Painted witli kd'ngatd-huj- on 6'do-^

Pottery.—1. These savages evince a superiority over the

Australians, Tasmanians, Fuegeans, and many of the Pacific

Islanders, in possessing some knowledge of the art of making
pots.

2. It was formerly believed that they had “ no vessel capable

of resisting the action of fire,”^ but careful examination of their

kitchen-middens has proved, beyond all doubt, that their pre-

sent manufacture was equalled—if indeed it were not surpassed

—many generations ago by their ancestors
;
the traditions cur-

rent among them on the subject may also be mentioned, in

passing, as pointing to a like conclusion.

3. The late Dr. Stoliczka, in his interesting paper on the

Andamanese kitchen-middens,® writes as follows :
—

“ In submit-
ting the rude fragments of pottery . . . to an archaeologist

in Europe, no one would long hesitate in referring them to the

* Nautihts shell, Dsed as a drinking vessel.
* Vide Symes, who is also incorrect in adding in a footnote :

“ The fragments
of earthenware vessels mentioned by Mr. Colebrooke were probably brought from
the Nicobars or from the Continent, by the boats lhat often visit the Andamans
for the purpose of taking the nests before mentioned ” (i.e., of the Collocalia

nidified).
* Firfe Proceedings As;. Soc. Bengal, January, 1870.
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stone age, at least to the neolithic period
;

for, indeed, they are

almost identical with the fragments of pottery found in the

Danish kitchen-middens, though here fragments of pottery are

comparatively very rare.”

4. The manufacture of pots {buj-'^) is not confined to any
particular class, or to either sex, but the better specimens are

generally produced by men, and though the result is in neither

case very satisfactory as regards appearance, they yet answer
the purpose for which they are intended very fairly,* and
frequently serve as objects of barter among the various com:-

munities.

5. They invariably use, unmixed with any other substance, a

particular description of clay called by them buj-pA-, which is

only found in a few places, where, of course, the work is usually

carried on : the method pursued is similar to that practised by
the Kaffirs, and the only implements employed are a short

pointed stick, an Area shell (the variety called po'nna-), and a

board, which is generally either a sounding board {pu'kuta-

yem'nga-^), or, if sufficiently large, an eating tray {pu'kuta-

ydt-mdknga-).
6. As nothing of the character of a potter’s wheel is known

among them, the shape of the vessels depends upon the skill of

the operator and upon the correctness of his eye. The first step

in the process of making a pot is to remove any stones that are

in the clay, which is then moistened with water and kneaded

until it is of a proper consistency
;
several lumps are next rolled

out in succe.ssion on the board, by means of the fingers and
palms, into strips of about fifteen inches long and half-an-inch

thick : one of these is now twisted by the artist into a cup-like

shape,® in order to form the base of the pot, which he proceeds to

build up, taking care the while to exert sufficient pressure to

ensure a uniform thickness, by adding one roll above another,

each one commencing where the last ended, until the required

dimensions are attained
;

then, if it be sufficiently firm and

(•onsolidated, an Area shell is carefully passed {ngd-tanga-) over

tlie inner and outer surfaces, which are thus rendered smoother,

and are at the same time freed from any minute bits of stone that

had previously escaped observation
;
the serrated edges of the

’ Vide Appendix B, item 18.
- Vide ante “ Food,” paragraphs 12, 21, and 27.

^ Vide Appendix B, item 19.

f'ide Appendix B, item 72.

The pots made by the .yi'rewa- and .jdr'au'a- tribes (t.e., North and Little

Andamm) have up to the present time been found to have a more pointed base

than those of the five .bO'jig tribes, but I believe no Andaman pot intended for

cooking purposes has yet been made of such a shape as to allow of its standing.

The small cup- (or sometimes saucer-) like pots {vide Plate VII, fig. 19a) are

used for making and warming ka ngata-buj-.



Plate A

Fragments of Andamanese ornamented Pottery

( From a Kitchen-midden in Port Blair Harbour ,
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shell also impart a more finislied appearance to the vessel ere it

is further engraved (d inga-) on both surfaces^ in wavy, checked,

or striped designs,^ not, as has been assumed,® by the finger-nail,

but by means of the pointed stick before mentioned. The potter

then places the utensil in the sun to dry, or, if the weather be wet
or cloudy, before a fire, taking care to alter its position from
time to time so that all parts may be equally subjected to heat.

When sufficiently hardened, he bakes it thoroughly by placing

burning pieces of wood both inside and around the ves.sel;

occasionally during tliis process the pot cracks, which of course

renders it useless, but if this does not happen it is allowed to

cool, and is then considered ready for use.

7. With good management a pot is ordinarily fit for use by
the close of the day on which it is made. They may be said to

be all of one quality and to differ only in size so as to be

suitable for the use ot a single family or a large party. The
largest description is usually only to be seen in permanent
encampments, the smaller kinds being taken when occasion

arises for a migration, as for instance on account of a death,* or

.

because arrangements have been made for an entertainment at

some other place.* The medium size is almost invariably

provided with a rough basket-work casing, which not only

renders it more portable but also serves to protect it, in some
measure, from the many accidents to which it is liable.

8. The pots ordinarily made will hold about nine pints, but
the larger kinds possess double this capacity, while others again

are no larger than half an ordinary cocoanut-shell
;
these last are

employed in making kd'ngatd-huj-, and also when using it ;* with
this exception none of the vessels are reserved or manufactured
for any special purpose, but serve alike for all times, whether for

festivals, migrations, or ordinary occasions. No substitutes for

* Perhaps the original object of this practice may be explained by the
conjecture contained in the following extract from Pefchel’s work :—“ In
examining the site of an old pottery manufac tory of the Red Indians on the
Cahokia, .... Carl Rau discovered half-finished vessels, that is to say,

baskets of rushes or willow, lined inside with clay. When the vessel was
baked the fire naturally consumed the external covering. . . . Tliat the
Europeans of prehistoric times also originally lined basket-work with clay, may
be inferred from the decorations of vessels of the stone age. These decorations
consist merely of rows of marks made with the finger-nail, as if to represent the
traces left by the basket-work. When some bold individual began to shape the
clay by hand, his earthen vessels were perhaps regarded as not genuine, or of
inferior quality, as they had not originated in the time-honoured fashion ; in

order to meet these doubts he may have counterfeited the impressions of the
rushes with his nail.”

^ Vide Plate V, for illustration of these.
^ Vide de Roepstorff.
* Vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraphs 4 and 15.

Vide post “ Games and Amusements,” paragraph 22.
• Vide Appendix B, item 62.
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pottery are in use, as has been supposed,^ unless the fact of cer-

tain molluscs* being cooked in their shells can be so described.
Broken pottery is not buried in graves or beneath landmarks,
but is cast aside as rubbish.

9. No kind of painting or varnishing is ever attempted, and
models of men or animals are never made. They are also igno-
rant of glazing and of making porous pottery for cooling vessels.

Natural Forms and Miscellaneous Manufactures.

—

1. The natural

forms of stones are employed by the Andamanese, as by other
savage tribes, as anvils and hammers. Like the natives of New
Guinea,® they always carry witn them, or keep ready for use, one
or more Cyrena shells (u'ta-), as these serve them in a great

variety of ways : for example, in dressing andipreparing the wooden
portion of their arrows

;
in sharpening their bamboo and cane^

knives, and the inner edge of the boar’s tusk, in order to adapt it

for use as a plane ; as a spoon,

^

in eating gravy, &c.
;
as a Icnife, in

cutting thatching leaves, &c., and in severing the joints of meat

;

and as a scraper in separating the pulp from the fibre of the

Anodendron paniculatum and other plants, from which they

manufacture their various descriptions of string and cord
;
these

shells are likewise employed in making the ornalmental incisions

in their weapons, implements, leaf-ornaments, &c.,® in preparing

the peculiar uj-’’ appendage (worn when dancing)
;
and they are

also frequently used for planing purposes.® Indeed, I think I

may fairly say that among their savage arts there is probably

nothing so calculated to surprise and interest a stranger as the

many and clever uses to which necessity has taught them to put

this simple- but highly effective tool.

' This refers to the following passage in the late Dr. Stoliczka’s “ Note on the

Kjokken-Moddings of the Andaman Islands ” :
—” I have been informed that in

some parts of the island their only cooking utensils are large specimens of

Turbo marmoratus, valves of Tridacna gigas, and others.”

^ Viz. :

—

Cgrena, Arci, Mgtilus smaragdinus, Ceritheum, Patella variabilis

(limpet), and a few other small varieties.
* “ They always carry with them a bamboo knife

;
. . .

’ when required they

sharpen the edge with a shell (a fresh water species of Cyrena), which is always

carried for the purpose. . . .” (See a paper on the natives of the Fly River,

New Q-uinea, by Signor L. M. d’Albertis, in the Journ. Anthrop. Inst., vol. vi,

p. 215, 1876).
Like the Tahitians and Fijians of former times they have also been in the

habit of using bamboo knives ; these are made of the outside of a piece of

bamboo, are shaped into form while green, and are then dried and charred so as

to render them as hard and sharp as possible.
’ * The mussel-shell suggested the first idea of the spoon, and still performs

its functions on the Atlantic shores of Morocco” (Peschel).

* Vide “ Ornamentation,” paragraph 2.

^ Vide Appendix B, item 76.

* It has'already been mentioned under “ Food ” (paragraph 8) that the Cgrena

is also used in opening other bivalves.
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2. Area shells, on account of their serrated lips, serve the

double purpose—when a pot is being manufactured—of remov-

ing pieces of stone from the outer surface, and of imparting a

more finished appearance to the vessel. Pinna shells are kept

as receptacles for td la-dg-, and as plates for food, while Nautilus

shells do duty as drinking vessels. No evidence can he found

in support of Mr. St. John’s statement,^ that human skulls are

used as boxes to contain small objects, for neither these nor

the skulls of animals appear to have been ever so employed f
the former are kept and carried, as I have elsewhere explained,

merely as mementoes of the departed, and the latter are stuck on

poles, or hung round the eaves of tlieir huts, as trophies of the

chase. Pinna and other shells are said to have been used in

former times as adze blades, but this is no longer the case, for

quantities of iron are always obtainable. Strange as it may
seem to some of my readers, there is no trace or tradition of

stone having been Utilised for this purpose.

3. The only instances in which these tribes appear to have
had recourse to the natural defences of animals in the manu-
facture of their weapons are

—

{a) in the use of the serrated

bone at the root of the tail of the sting-iay® for their fish-arrows

;

and (6) of the valves of Perna ephippium* which were formerly

—after being ground and shaped—^fastened to their wooden-
headed arrows, for use in hunting, and in hostile expeditions.

Since, however, they have found themselves able to procure ample
supplies of iron, these shell arrow-heads, like the shell adze-

blades, have been discarded in favour of iron wire, nails, hoop-

iron, &c.

4. The bamboo, although not employed by the Andamanese
in such a variety of ways as it is by many savages, is yet in

constant use in one or other of the following modes, viz:

—

of the ordinary medium size (male species) they form the shafts

of their turtle-harpoons ;® of the female species® they make
water-holders, and receptacles for cooked food^ when travelling

igob-^) ;
knives {p6-chd-^), which are narrow pieces hardened

* Transactions of the Ethnol. Soc., tol. y, p. 43.
^ Very possibly the belief originated in the manner I suggested in a preyious

paper {vide Journ. Anthrop. Inst., toI. xi, p. 273).
^ Vide ante “ Hunting, &c.,” paragraph 11.
^ Fide

“

Stone Implements,” paragraph 5 (footnote).
® The shafts of their pig spear, being short are made of heavier material, viz.,

the thick rattan.
® Pieces of Bamhusa gigantea, which have floated across from Burmah, or

have reai-hed their shores from wrecks, are much prized as buckets, none but the
small ordinary bamboo being indigenous.

< FVttf ante “Food,” paragraph 31.
* Vide Appendix B, item 82.
» Ibid., 69.
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over a fire, and sharpened by means of a Cyrena shell
;
netting-

needles (po tokla-^) and tongs (kai-^), which last consist merely
of a strip of bamboo, bent double, with pointed ends the

slender Bamhusa nana, called rvdv-, is generally selected for

forming the hooked pole (ngdianga-*), and it is likewise invari-

ably employed for the shafts of their wooden and iron-pointed

arrows.

5. Although there are materials ready to hand wherewith they
might easily construct a few such simple musical instruments as

are made and used by the Nicobarese, no attempt seems to have
been made by them in this direction, for the rude sounding
board (pu'kuta-yem’nga,-^) can hardly be included under this

head. This circumstance seems to find its explanation in the

fact that though they are good timists their talent for music is

(as will be presently shown,® on the testimony of more than one
competent authority) of the lowest type.

6. A brush, suitable for painting the stripes on their baskets

{job-’’), baby-slings {chlp-^), &c., is obtained from a drupe of the

small fruit of the Pandanus Andamanensium {mdng-), the pulp
having been first extracted by means of a Cyrena shell.

7. Skins of animals, thorns, or spines of trees' are not made
use of by these people in any way, nor do they have recourse to

caves, rock- shelters, or tree-tops for their dwellings, though they

occasionally, as I have before mentioned, avail themselves of the

buttress-like formations of the roots of such trees as the Ficus

laccifera, Bomhax malaharicum, Slerculia villosa, &c., when travel-

ling in bad weather, or when suddenly overtaken by a storm.

Palm-leaves, as I explained when describing their habitations,"

are employed for thatching purposes.

Leatber-work.—From the last paragraph it will be correctly

inferred that there is no evidence of their having ever possessed

a knowledge of the art of dressing and preparing skins for use

in any form : this may be due as much to the limited number
and variety of those animals'® whose hides might be turned

to account in this way as to the equable temperature of the

climate, which renders such, or indeed any covering unnecessary.

' Vide Appendix B, item 67.
^ Vide Appendix B, item 80.

® A narrow and pointed piece of bamboo, bitten at the end so as to loosen the

fibres, is made to serve as a brush in painting designs on their buckets, sounding
boards, &c.

Vide Appendix B, item 17.
^ Vide Appendix B, item 19.
•’ Vide post “ Games and Amusements,” paragraph 35, and footnote.
' Vide post “ Basket-work,” paragraph 3, and Appendix B, item 21.
^ Vide Appendix B, item 24.
“ Vide ante “ Habitations," paragraph 2.

Viz., dugong, porpoise, paradoxurus, iguana, and pig.
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iHetaiiursy.—Having been, till comparatively recent times,

ignorant almost of the existence as well as of the uses of iron,

it is not to be wondered at that smelting and forging have been

to them unknown arts. Now that they are better informed,

and are able to procure pieces of hoop-iron, keel-plate, &c., they

apply them to the manufacture of their blades and adzes,

reducing them to the required thinness by continually striking

the cold metal with a hard smooth stone (tai'li-ban'a-^) on a rude

anvil (rd'rap-) of the same substance; such portions of the iron

as are then found to exceed the dimensions requisite for the

weapon or tool under construction are placed over the edge of

the anvil and broken off by dint of repeated blows : the new
edge thus formed, being more or less jagged, is then ground on a

hone till the blade assumes the desired shape. Many of the

aborigines who have been living for some time at Port Blair have,

however, advanced a stage beyond this, for, by using such old

chisels as they may succeed in procuring, they contrive to

make their arrow-heads and other implements much more
speedily than by the old method. The pointed weapons, e.g., the

kovMVa- and to'lbo d-, are made from pieces of stout wire, large

nails, &c., by dint of laborious and p^ient hammering on the

rd'rap-, and grinding on the td lag-.

stone impiementa.—1. Although a great portion of the in-

habitants of Great Andaman have for some time past been
able through us to procure iron in sufficient quantities to sub-

stitute it for stone (not to mention bones and shells), still they
can by no means be said to have passed out of the stone age

;

indeed, the more distant tribes still retain the use, with scarcely

any modification, of most of the stone and other implements
which served their ancestors. Even the inmates of the homes
at Port Blair may still often be seen employing one or other of

them, evidently therefore from choice : this more especially refers

to the first three in the following list,^ which comprises the small
number of stone implements in ordinary use among the present
aboriginal inhabitants of the islands :

—

rd rap-, the anvil.

tai'li-ban'a-, the hammer (probably a smooth round piece

of dolerite or fine-grained basalt).

td'lag-, the whetstone (consisting of slightly micaceous
sandstone).

to'hna lo'ko tug-^ (lit., qnartz tooth), chij)S or flakes for

shaving, tattooing, &c.

* Vide next section, paragraph 1.

* There are no special makers, or procurers, of these stones.
^ These are either fragments of opaque whitish vein quartz, or of transparent

rock crystal, or are obtained from pebbles of opaque bluish-white quartz with
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Id-, cooking stones
;
common pebbles, about a couple of

inches in diameter, which are heated, and then placed
on all sides of the food which it is intended to cook.

2. When a new whetstone is required—as no method of

cutting stone is known to them—a block of soft sandstone is

chosen, which, if too large, is placed on a lire till it breaks; the

piece best adapted for the purpose is then taken and shaped
according to fancy, by the aid of one of the hard smooth stone

hammers
;

after being used a short time the edges wear down,
and it answers as a hone for several months.^

3. Chips and flakes are never used more than once
;
in fact,

several are generally employed in each operation : those having

a sharp blade-like edge are reserved for shaving, while others

with a fine point are kept for tattooing or scarifying; when
done with they are thrown on a refuse heap, or otherwise dis-

posed of, lest injury should befall anyone by inadvertently

treading on them. Flaking is regarded as one of the duties of

women, and is usually performed by them.*

4. For making chips two pieces of white quartz are needed
;

the stones are not pressed against the thigh, nor are they bound
round tightly so as to increase the line of least resistance to the

blow of the flaker
;
but one of the pieces is first heated and

afterwards allowed to cool, it is then held firmly and struck at

right angles with the other stone : by this means is obtained in

a few moments a number of fragments suitable for the purposes

above mentioned. A certain knack is apparently necessary in

order to produce the kind of chips which are at the time required :

the smallest flakes are obtained in the same manner and never

by pressure.

5. Glass chips are now generally used by all who are in com-
munication with ourselves, in preference to those of flint, as they

are sharper and more effective
;
the method in which they are

obtained is the same, the thick lump of glass forming the bottom
of beer and wine bottles being selected for the purpose, and
never the thinner portions.

6. It has been stated® that formerly, for tattooing, a
“ sharpened flint bound to a stick ” was used, and that the

present instrument is a bit of broken' bottle “ inserted into the

split
^
extremity of a stick

;
”

,
no instance has, however, been

found confirmatory of the words quoted, and the Andamanese

fatty lustre, thin chips of which are translucent at the edges. (For this de-

scription I am indebted to Mr. F. W. Rudler.)

* For the mode of use vide Appendix B, item 52.

® All womeh can scarify and act as barbers, but only about 50 per cent, of them
undertake the more diflScult task pf tattooing.

3 Tide Dr. Day.
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themselves declare that they never haft the stone chips or glass

hakes, and that the former are never “ sharpened,” but produced
in the manner already described.

7. Quartz is commonly met with throughout the country

occupied by the tribes with which we are in friendly intercourse;

no difficulty, therefore, is ever experienced in obtaining ii, or,

indeed, any of the other varieties of stone which they use. It is

employed for no other purposes than those here indicated, as has

been assumed,^ and the art of producing fire by its means is

unknown to them.^

8. The whetstone and hammer only are offered as mediums of

exchange, but no great value is attached to either of these ob-

jects, nor is any superstition associated with their usage : they
are therefore—when no longer serviceable—cast aside.

9. Stones are not used by them for cutting wood or bone, the

latter being usually crushed by a hammer for the sake of the

marrow. Before the introduction of iron, small holes were
bored with bone or pieces of shell, but rarely, if ever, with
stone, and no implement has been found which might be sup-

posed to have served as a stone saw or scraper, for which
purposes shells apparently have been generally employed.®

10. In his “Note on the Kjokken-Mbddings of the Andaman
Islands ” the late Dr. Stoliczka also refers to a celt found in one
of these refuse heaps as “ a small but typical arrow-head,” and
describes it as of tertiary sandstone. The Andamanese, how-
ever, maintain that they never, even when iron was scarce,

made arrow-heads, axes, adzes, or chisels of stone
;
they also

affirm that the fragments which have been found in the kitchen-

middens, and which have given rise to the impression of having
formerly served one or other of the above purposes are merely
quartz flakes or broken pieces of cooking stones or hones which,

in former times as now, were thrown among the rubbish when
no longer of use.^

11. Stones are not regarded as thunderbolts or worn as amulets :

they are not placed in water previous to their being worked, and
holes are never bored in them, nor is the surface ever ground or

polished.

^ “ From the flint they manufactured knives . . . and arrow-heads ”

(de RoepstorfF), and elsewhere he speaks of “ flint hatchets,” which not

improbably were as much unknown in former times as at the present day.

Perna efhi'p-pium (e'la-) shells were formerly sharpened and converted into

arrow-heads : hence ela- has ever since been adopted as the name of the bladed
(or pig) arrow, even although iron has now been entirely or very generally

substituted for shell. Adze blades were, it seems, sometimes made of Pinna
shells.

^ Vide ante “ Fire,” paragraphs 1 and 4.

^ Vide ante “Natural Forms,” paragraph 1.

^ VidQ my remarks on this subject in Journ. Anthrap. Inst., vol. xi, p. 271.

M
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Basket-work.— 1. Among the few remaining industries of these

savages on which I have a few words to say is tliat of basket-

making : these baskets are invariably made from the best

specimens of the common cane called fvdga- which is similar

to, if not identically the same as that ordinarily used by our

basket-makers and chair-menders.

2. After removing the leaves, part of the cane is cut into

lengths of 3-| or 4 feet, and the “ skin ” or cuticle is shredded off

into strips 4 or inch wide
;
the remainder of the cane is

split into as long pieces as possible, and the “ skin ” is cut into

strips somewhat narrower than the others
;
shorter lengths of

the canes form the “ ribs ” or “ stakes,” in and out of which the

strips are woven or “ slewed.”

3. In order that the basket may stand steadily^ it has always

a “ kick ” like our bottles, and to construct this is of course the

first object
;
when the stakes have been firmly secured in the

centre, they are placed over a small hole scooped out of the

ground, and the heel of the basket-maker is placed on them while

the weaving is commenced
;
when it has been carried on to a

breadth of 2 or 3 inches the heel is removed, the canes reversed,

and the work proceeds in the ordinary way until within an inch

of the required depth, where, for the sake of appearance, the

interweaving is omitted : the handle is then formed out of a

strip of the bark of the Melochia velutina (al'aba-)
;
stripes of

td'la-dg- and kbvoh- are usually added by way of ornamentation;*

no method of rendering them waterproof is known. Baskets are

not converted into moulds for pottery
;
but sometimes,when travel-

ling, earthen vessels are placed in a loose wicker casing, in order

to protect them, and at the same time to facilitate their removal.

4. There is a marked difference® between the baskets made by
the five .bd'jig tribes and those manufactured by the .ye'rewa-

;

with the latter the work is more neatly finished, and the opening

is small instead of being wide, as is the case among the former.'*

5. Baskets are used for all sorts of purposes by men, women,
and children, and, considering the rough usage to which they are

subjected, last fairly well, for they seldom require to be renewed
for several months : they are not used as strainers or colanders,

the fine net (chd''panga-) serving this purpose.

stringr, &c.— 1. The Andamanese do not produce their stout

cord (be-tma-), string (be'tma-bd-), or twine (mo’la-), from animal

* The .jarawa- baskets are generally small at the base, and having no “ kick ”

are not usually able to stand unless placed between logs of wood or other objects.

^ The rim of these baskets is formed of a piece of Uvaria micranfha {6'rta-tdt-)

round which one or more strips of the cane above described are neatly twined.
“ The reader is referred to the excellent sketch of an Andamanese ba.sket

(«iie Plate VII, fig. 17).

Vide Plate IX, fig. 14.
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substances, but from the bark fibres of trees and shrubs, known
to them by the names of alaha- {Melochia velutina), pvlita-

{Gnetum edule), and yo'lba- {Anadendrum paniculatum). The
first of these is found growing near the shore, where it seldom
attains a. height of 20 feet

;
it is from fibre obtained from the

bark of this tree that their cinctures (hedma-hd), harpoon-lines

{he'tma-), and turtle-nets {yddo-te'pinga) are manufactured.
When any of the articles have to be made or replaced, it becomes
the duty of some member of the male sex to procure a smooth
clean branch—one which is also fairly straight and free from
gnarls being preferred—and to remove the bark

;
the cellular

integument is next scraped with a Cyrena shell (uda-) until the

fibres which it encloses are laid bare : these are then placed in

the sun, or before a fire, to dry
;
when ready for use (i.e., when

thoroughly dry) the ropemaker ties several of the filaments to

his toe and proceeds with his work by winding another strand

spirally round them, adding a fresh length from time to time.

When special strength or durability is needed, a coating of black
wax (td'bul-pid-) is finally applied. The yarn thus produced is

termed hedma-mavanga-. When a long piece of this has been
made (say 30 yards), a large portion of it is wound round the two
cross-sticks forming the kudegbo-} The operator, having then
seated himself with legs outstretched, places a stick or cane
between the big toes of his feet, and over this bar he passes the

kudegbo-, thus enabling him to wind it continuously round the

other half-length of the yarn, which, for convenience sake, he
has previously placed by his right side, so that it is drawn
behind his neck and over his left shoulder as the work proceeds.

After the first foot or so of the cord has been thus made, the

operator holds or clutches that portion with his toes. It will be
understood that in employing the kudegbo- in the above man-
ner, it becomes necessary at frequent intervals to unwind a cer-

tain quantity from that implement, in order to enable the work
to progress. The cord thus made is called bedma-, and this it is

of which their harpoon-lines and turtle-nets are made. The
bedma-bd- (lit., small bedma-), mentioned above, is made in the

same way, but of course less fibre and a smaller kudegbo- are used.

2. For making hand fishing-nets (kud-) and sleeping-mats

(pdmepa-^), the fibre of the Gnetum edule (pldita-) is used
;
in

the preparation and manufacture of these, women exclusively

are concerned
;

the first process is to cut a number of the

trailers into lengths which are determined by the distances

between the knots and joints : these are held against the

• “ The cord (used for large nets, &c.) possesses thr valuable quality of
hardening in the water ” {vide Mouat, p. 326).

- Tide Appendix B, item 65.

M 2
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thigh, and the cuticle is removed by means of the Cyrena
shell

;
the underlying white fibres are left for a week or ten

days in tlie sun until thoroughly dry, when they separate

readily, and are easily worked up into fine or coarse twine, as

may be required by the manipulator.

3. The fibre of the Anodendron 'paniculatum (yodba-) is

chiefly used for making bowstrings, reticules (chd'panga-), neck-

laces, and twine for arrow fastenings
;

its manufacture is ac-

cordingly not restricted to either sex. When the bark has been
stripped off, in lengths of 8 to 15 inches, the operator press^
the inner portion upon his (or her) thigh, and then rapidly but
carefully passes a Cyrena shell along the outer surface until the

fibres alone remain
;
these are then, as in the previous cases,

dried in the sun, or before a fire
;
when a sufficient supply of

material has been thus obtained, it is made into fine twine
or, if not required for immediate use, wrapped in leaves in

order that it may be kept fresh. Although apparently free

from any obnoxious properties, this plant, as well as the fibres

obtained therefrom, until it is converted into twine or bow-
strings, is believed by the Andamanese to render the flesh of a

turtle uneatable if placed near it; consequently this meat, when
inadvertently so contaminated, is thrown away; further, no one
who has been collecting yodba-, or who has been engaged in pre-

paring the fibre, can (for a period extending to three days) be

allowed to cook a turtle, or even to accompany a party engaged

on a turtling expedition ! Sharks and other dangerous fish are

also credited with having so wholesome a horror or detestation

of this plant (and also of Cyrena shells I )
that the aborigines

are in the habit of attaching some yodba-, or Cyrena shells (or

both), to their cinctures as a safeguard when about to swim in

parts believed to be infested by these creatures.

4. The yellow skin of the root of a certain orchid, called rd-,

which is commonly found on trees near the shore, is often seen

intertwined with their yodba.- string, in personal ornaments, and
occasionally in the decoration of weapons, but where strength is

a requisite it is of course not used.

5. Bowstrings of pldita- and yodba- are made in the manner
described in the manufacture of alpha- rope, but ordinary

string is made in the following manner :—a few of the prepared

filaments are twisted into a yarn on the thigh with the palm
of the hand

;
when two lengths have been obtained, they are

together rolled into string of the desired strength, and beeswax

is smeared over it to mak^e assurance doubly sure.

6. Twine, made from the yodba-, is used in netting the

fine chains (rdb-^) and the reticules {chdpanga-^)
;
for turtle-

' Vide ante “Death and Burial,” paragraph 5, and Appendix B, item 42.

• Vide Appendix B, item 22.
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nets the stronger alaba- is employed, while for the hand fishing-

nets {kud-^) string, made from the fvlita-, is almost exclusively

reserved. In this handicraft the Andamanese are especially

skilful, and regulate to a nicety the size of the mesh by using the

little or forefinger
;

it should be mentioned that their rude net-

ting needles of bamboo {'p&tbkla-^) are not very dissimilar to

those used in Europe. Sewing is to them an almost unknown
art, but they describe needlework by the word jddke, which
expresses their manner of uniting the large kd'pa- leaves, to

form a screen, with the pliable stem of this leaf, and also their

mode of repairing a canoe, holes being bored and strips of cane
{'pvdga-') threaded above and below the crack, which has been
previously filled in on both sides with tbhd-'pld-?

Games and Amusements.—1. And now, having passed in brief

review their various arts and manufactures, I will bring my
account of Andamanese life to a close with a brief description

of their games and amusements.
2. Unlike many Eastern races they evince from their earliest

years a partiality for active pursuits in which monotony or

great bodily exertion are not entailed, and great was the delight

of the children in the Orphanage when they were instructed in

some of our English games, especially kite-flying, and see-saw f
it is at the same time curious to note that, though not borrowed
from aliens, their pastimes, in many instances, bear close re-

semblance to those in vogue among children in this and other

lands
;
notably is this the case with regard to those known to

us as blind-man’s-buff,® leap-frog,® and hide-and-seek.^

3. With respect to the first-named of these, large leaves, in

lieu of a handkerchief, are fastened over the eyes, and the

difficulties of the “ blind man ” are greatly increased by its

being obligatory for him to catch the person who blinded

him, while being pulled about and jostled by the rest of the

players.

4. In “ leap-frog,” instead of stooping, one man squats on his

heels while his companion bounds over him without touching

him and takes the same position, to be in his turn jumped over.

5. Mock pig-hunting® after dark is another very favourite

amusement
;
one of the party undertakes the rdle of the pig

and, betaking himself to a distance, runs hither and thither

' Vide Appendix B, item 20.
* Vide Appendix B, item 67.
* Vide Appendix B, item 57.
* To this game they have given the name ad-ye'netiga'

® Called by them ij'i-td'pa-lrrnga-.

® Called by them kokta'r-tido'atinga-.

^ Called by them ah-d'tanga-.
® Called by them ad-reg'ignga-.
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imitating the grunting of that animal, while his comrades shoot

off harmless arrows^ in the direction from whence the sounds
proceed until one hits its intended mark.

6. Another variety of this game is as follows ;—one man
leaves the encampment after dark armed with u'tara- arrows,

which, on his return after a brief absence, he fires off into

different huts, while the occupants hide themselves or run away
screaming as if attacked by an enemy.*

7. Similarly in the sea they play at turtling : one end of a

long line is held firmly by some one in the canoe, the other

being fastened to the arm of the man who is to represent the

turtle Diving suddenly into the water, he is at once followed

by the rest, who try to capture him, while he does his utmost
to elude them by swimming, doubling, and diving, till fairly

exhausted.

8. Sometimes, when they are assembled together in the

evening, one of the men will get up and exclaim, “I will go after

the Ev^il Spirit of the Woods” (wai do .e'rem-chdwgala ju’dke)?

Taking nothing with him but a lighted log, he goes off into

the jungle and is soon lost to sight
;

his friends then call to

him and inquire if he has caught the demon, whereupon ho
begins to rush about shouting and hitting about him as if in

pursuit of, or struggling with some one
;
he is next asked “ Who

are you?” {miya ngbU)—apparently to suggest the idea that

during his combat with the evil one he has been transformed,

or rather, has lost his identity,—the reply is given in a feigned

voice, “ I am ” (naming some person long since deceased)
“ and have come for such and such a purpose.” Something being

then thrown at him he threatens them with annihilation unless

they desist
;

still remaining in his hiding-place he amuses
himself, and presumably also his friends, by singing, until at

last two or three of the company search him out and bring him
back to the camp, where, with a view of keeping up his assumed
character, he remains silent and feigns sleep, often for the rest

of the evening.

9. An impromptu swing is sometimes devised out of one of

the long stout creepers, commonly found overhanging a bough
perpendicularly from a height of 40 to 50 feet : clinging firmly

to this they swing each other^ as far as possible, just as we
swing children.

' Made of a soft wood called u'tara-, of the Alpinia species ; the points are

flattened with the teeth before using.
* This game is called it'i-tai'jnga-,
^ This game is known as .e'rem-chau'gala ate'pnga.
* This goes by the name of ig-le'langa-, [Curing a visit paid to Rutland

Island, in 1881, a .jdr'awa- swing was seen suspended from a stout branch. It
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10. Young men often compete with one another in swimming,
diving feet foremost into the water from an overhanging rock

or branch with shouts of delight. Sometimes they will race

together in their canoes,^ but this only happens on chance

occasions, when the idea has been suddenly suggested by one of

the party, and not by pre-arrangement.

11. In parts, where trees of the Alpinia species abound, they

now and then vie in seeing who amongst them can force his

way with greatest rapidity through the dense barrier of leaves

and smooth stems which it presents,^ and thus probably they

acquire, in great measure, the skill which in an early section®

I mentioned they invariably display when threading their way
through the jungles.

12. At times they compete in throwing upwards into a lofty

tree a short piece of string, weighted at each end with a stone,"*

the object of course being to see who can fling highest. Similarly

Cyrena shells are occasionally sent skimming through the air

to test their powers in throwing long distances.®

13. While wandering along the coast they may sometimes be

seen playing at ducks-and-drakes® with any small flat stones

they may chance to pick up.

14. They are all especially fond of showing their skill in

shooting a moving object, and for this purpose select the round
root of a creeper called g&dam-, or the pod of the Garapa ohovata,

which they roll along the ground or down a slope, aiming at it

while in motion.'

15. No special amusements are indulged in by women® whose
chief delight seems to consist in the laudable endeavour to

surpass one another in adorning the persons of their relatives

with the best design in tdia-og-.

16. Young boys sometimes amuse themselves with wrestling

(ad-lemga-) on the sand, where also they may not unfrequently

be observed playing at mock burials.® On these occasions one

resembled those used by European children, but was made of cane and was
provided also with a narrow wooden seat.j

' This racing is termed ar-tl'rlanga-.
^ This is called tar^lo'toknga-.
3 Vide ante “ Physical Powers and Senses,” paragraph 4.
* This game is called tu'temo-
® This variation of the game is called d'icd-Jce'chianga- ; when the shell is

about to be thrown the convex side is held uppermost.
® The word to express this is che'chekanga-.
^ This has also been found to be a practiee among the .jar'awa-,
” It has, however, been observed that, not unlike their fairer sisters elsewhere,

they are especially fond of gathering together and chatting of the social topics

of the hour
; the eagerness and volubility they display in their discussion's on

these occasions are quite amusing to watch.
* These are termed a''-natnga-.
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of tlieir number has to submit to be covered with sand until

the head only is visible
;

fire is then placed near the spot

after the custom of their race
;
for the like reason these sports

usually take place near some landmark, such as a conspicuous

tree, boulder, or overhanging rock : when the semi-interred child

has had enough of it he jumps out and another companion is

chosen to take his place.

17. Children may also sometimes be seen diverting them-
selves by tying a fine string to the leg of a toad or tree-lizard

this cruel sport, unless their elders interfere, is only ended by
the death of the unfortunate captive.

18. They are fond of searching for small crabs and fish, and
having them cooked for a sham banquet;^ the earnestness

they display in “ pretending ” on these occasions is irresistibly

entertaining, and would be heartily appreciated by European
children who have experienced the delight of preparing a “ doll’s

feast.”

19. Boys also play at seizing each other under the surface of

the water, or amuse themselves with making tiny canoes and
floating them towards one another

;
they are, as I have before

mentioned, early provided with miniature bows and arrows, and
encouraged to become good marksmen.

20. While the foregoing amusements are of frequent occur-

rence among the juvenile members of a community,’ the chief

diversion of the adults consists in entertainments resembling

the Australian “corroboree,” when dancing and singing are kept

up for many successive hours by moonlight, or by the blaze of

the camp fires.

21. Any passing event, such as a successful hunt, an un-
expected visit from distant relatives or friends, the commence-
ment of a new season, the recovery of some member of the

community from illness, a marriage, and even the termina-

tion of the mourning period,'* is made the excuse for one of

these entertainments.

22. Besides these smaller festivities, large gatherings of a tribe

are also organised from time to time by the head chief, who
generally receives an offer, in the first instance, from the members
of some far-off community to give s^jeg- at his encampment.
As these offers are only made when it is known to be con-

venient they are always accepted, and invitations for a certain

day are at once sentAo all living within an easy distance.

* This is called ro'pan lik-ll'rnga~.
* These are called gab-mdk'nga-.
® “ Cats’ cradle ” (called bj them jl'bra-) is also one of their recognised

airusements.
* Vide “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 7.
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23. The intervening days are spent by the proposers of the

entertainment in perfecting a song and chorus, which it is

intended to perform, and which generally has been composed
expressly for the occasion, by some volunteer^ upon whom also

devolves the responsibility of singing the solo and training

the so-called chorus. As a considerable amount of distinction

among his fellows may be gained by the manner in which he

acquits himself in his onerous undertaking, it will be readily

understood that the improvisatore spares no pains over the pre-

paration and rehearsal of a new song, which, as he fondly hopes,

will render his name, if not immortal, at all events famous
for many a year. The subject is chosen in reference to some
recent personal or tribal exploit or adventure, and is embodied

in a distich, followed by a chorus, or rather refrain, which as

often as not consists merely in a repetition of the couplet form-

ing the solo
;
in this refrain women alone are instructed

;
the

main point aimed at is apparently accuracy of time, for, as I

have said in my last paper, everything, even sense, is sacrificed

in their songs to rhytlim.®

24. In order to combine pleasure with profit, sundry imple-

ments or articles, which are more common in their community
than in that of their hosts, are taken by the visitors on these

occasions for purposes of presentation, or, to speak more
correctly, of barter.

25. It is the duty of the hosts to make all necessary pre-

parations, to provide torches, as well as food and water, for the

expected guests, and to sweep the clearing it of all

rubbish, lest inconvenience or injury should be occasioned

by the stones, shells, bones, &c., which gradually accumulate,

in spite of the “ kitchen-middens ” so invariably found in the

vicinity of all permanent encampments of long standing.

26. When nearing the scene of their festivity the visitors

pause, for the double purpose of a rehearsal and that the women
may have time to adorn the party in their holiday suits of

paint, as these would have lost their beauty and freshness if

donned previous to leaving home.

27. That a weird and dramatic effect should be produced on a

civilised mind by one of these entertainments, especially when
occurring at night, will be readily understood if one pictures the

scene :—in a small clearing in the midst, or on the border of a

dense jungle are gathered a hundred or even more painted

* A song that has proved a success at any of these festive tribal meetings is

sometimes repeated by “ special request ” at one of the smaller gatherings
;
“ all

rights ” in these productions “ are reserved,” and no one but the composer is at

liberty to sing a song, however popular

!

^ Vide ante “ Language,” paragraph 6.

^ Vide ante “ Habitations,” paragraph 11.
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savages of both sexes
;
the moon sheds a soft light on all, while

from each hut the lurid glare of a wood fire throws its fitful

shadows across the scattered groups
;
on one side, seated in a row,

are the women who are to join in the refrain
;
on the other,

in dark relief within their several huts, are seen the audience,

many of whom assist in marking time by clapping their hands or

by slapping the hollow between their outstretched legs with their

open palms. In a conspicuous position stands the composer
and conductor : with one foot on the pointed end of a sounding
board,^ and supporting himself on a spear, bow, or pole, he
gives the time to the singers and dancers by kicking the board
with the sole or heel of the other foot

;
in this wearying duty he

is from time to time relieved by one of his male friends and,

occasionally, even by a woman. During the solo, which
Pfirtakes of the character of a “ recitative,” all other voices are

hushed, and the listeners remain motionless, but as soon as

the signal is given for the refrain, a number of men emerge
suddenly from the gloom surrounding the encampment, and
rushing excitedly into the arena, perform their part with frantic

energy, generally adding their voices to those of the women to

swell the volume of sound. Save at the t‘%-t6iatnga-,^ women
only occasionally take a share in the dances, but their per-

formances are considered by some foreigners as rather suggestive

of impropriety—with what justice I am not prepared to say,

for modesty, at least, is satisfied by the wearing of a larger leaf

apron than usual.

28. There is now-a-days® but one description of dance in vogue
with either sex, but it differs somewhat in the two sexes, and
therefore must be dwelt upon briefly.

29. A man, when dancing, curves his back, and throws all his

weight on one leg, the knee of which is bent
;
his hands are

raised to a level with his chest, and outstretched before him, the

thumb of one hand being held between the forefinger and thumb
of the other, while the remaining digits are separated and
extended upwards f he then advances by sudden jerks and hops

' These sounding boards (jju lcuta-yem'nga-) somewhat resemble in shape the

carapace of a turtle, and might naturally be mistaken by a visitor {vide Colebrooke

and Mouat) for shields, but I cannot account for Dr. Hodder’s description of a
“ rough drum” {vide “Pall Mall Budget” of 20th April, 1877). See also

Appendix B, item 19.

Vide ante “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 7.

® From Lieutenant Colebrooke’s description of the Andamanese dance of a
hundred years ago, it would seem that since that date their style has undergone a

great change, for he says they “ dance in a ring, each alternately kicking and
slapping his own breech ad lib"

* Vide Plate III, fig. 2.

* Sometimes to heighten the effect a bow and arrow are carried in this

position.
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taken with the leg on which he is resting, and taps the ground
after every second movement with the sole of the other foot

;

in this manner he crosses and recrosses the entire bu'lum-,

joining in the chorus as he proceeds, each step being taken

in time with the tliuds on the sounding-board, and the singing

of the refrain. When fatigued, the performer makes a little

variation by marking time in a rather odd manner, for the

knees are bent, and the heels are raised alternately off the

ground, the chief point of importance being to maintain the

same time throughout.

30. Women, in dancing, swing their arms backwards and for-

wards; at the same time the knees are bent, and they make a

succession of short bobs up and down, in perfect time
;
every

now and then a few steps in advance are taken, and then the

action is repeated.

31. To convey an accurate impression of the exact step, or of

the effect of the respective performances of the two sexes, is not

easy, but I trust that the above descriptions will convey a fair

idea of their general character and peculiarities.

32. The alternating of solo and chorus continues for many
hours, and generally only ceases with the first faint streaks of

dawn, when those of the hosts who have managed to keep awake
during the long night revel, lead the visitors to the huts they
are to occupy, and then themselves sing and dance as a return

compliment.

33. To a stranger not gifted with a keen ear for music, there

is at first a certain amount of attraction in the oft-repeated

cadence, but it must be confessed that, after a residence in the

neighbourhood of one of the homes, one learns to wish that

their musical performances were characterised by a little more
variety, and were rather less protracted, though some compen-
sation may he found at night, as the steady continuance of the
monotonous sounds has a most soothing and somniferous effect.

34. It seems hardly necessary to say that all their songs are

sung in unison, for they have no idea of choral or part-singing,

nor are they able to catch up and repeat an air. They appear,
however, able to distinguish between various kinds of music,
and especially to appreciate the performances of our regimental
bands, but this may perhaps in part be due to the tone of the
big drum, which somewhat resembles that produced on their

sounding-boards.

35. Dr. Brander gives a specimen of their monotonous chant
—the compass of which will be found to include only three
notes—in the following stave of our musical notation :

—
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36. Every now and then, as the refrain ends, the soloist

cries

—

d'ba eboyu' be'date^ (a)

to which the singers respond by shouting

—

tM re-d're-d'red,^ (b)

which seems equivalent to Tra-la-la, for it has no meaning
per se.

37. When the guests have sufficiently rested from their

night’s exertions, they visit their special friends or relatives,

and, if within the prescribed limits of affinity,^ indulge® in

weeping together * these visits are usually followed by an inter-

change of gifts, the hosts taking the initiative, and a fracas not

unfrequently ensues, for donor and recipient are not always of

a mind as to the respective values of their “ presents.” Should

all, however, pass off smoothly, the assemblage breaks up into

various small parties for hunting or fishing, according to the

situation of the encampment.

* These are styled respectively the (a) arhe'datnga-, and the (i) d-re'anga-

or dryd'nanga.
Further, in reference to their musical abilities, I would here quote from

a friend, who at my request had kindly consented to test the powers of the

aborigines in this particular, as I unfortunately am not qualified to do so

myself ;

—

*
‘ I examined five women, seven men, and three young boys as to their musical

abilities, and as far as I could judge, they have not the remotest idea of pitch or

tuue, even the chorus of their own song, cheklu yd' lak u mejrd ? started by

.hd'ra-qud, was taken up in several keys, and it was difficult to distinguish the

original. I tried all the voices separately ; it seemed quite accidental if they

pitched on the keynote, but as for leaving it when once got hold of to go up

and down the scale they would not ! so that it was impossible for me to

ascertain either the quality or the register of the voices. The boys were, if

anything, a shade the best ;
- . . a lot of drilling may beat a few notes into

their heads.”
2 Vide ante “ Customs. Meeting and Parting,” paragraph 2.

® “ The Sandwich Islanders recognise tears as a sign of happiness ” (Lubbock,

p. 652).
* No greetings take place on these occasions between the performers and

their hosts until after the entertainment (which often lasts many hours) is over.
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And now, though there is, I feel, much more that might with

advantage be recorded regarding this interesting race, I must
bring these memoirs to a conclusion

;
but in doing so would

mention as evidence of the results of our training that several

Andamanese lads have been taught to wait at table, and prove

both useful and handy at such duties, behaving with most
becoming gravity, as if, indeed, they had been to the manner
born ! It is a somewhat absurd sight to see these jet.-black

imps dressed in white, with arms crossed and head thrown back,

standing like statues behind their masters’ chairs, watchful to

fulfil any service required
;

as soon, however, as the meal is

over, the white garment is replaced by a jacket, or, in puris

naturalibus, the well-trained servant is transformed into a

romping gamin, ready for any fun or frolic that may offer, and
entering into it apparently with the full conviction that he
deserves and has earned such relaxation by his exemplary con-

duct as a table servant. When a dance has been given in the

settlement it has been amusing to watch them in the balconies

endeavouring to vie with their masters’ performances in valse,

polka, and galop : I have seen them, after taking note of the

step, select their partners (all boys) and set to work, thinking

evidently that it is part of the sport for each couple to cannon
against another

!

But though the Andamanese can thus in a measure enter

into and enjoy civilized employments and amusements, the

instincts of savage life, with its unrestrained freedom of action,

generally prove in the end too strong for them, and they are

carried, by an apparently irresistible impulse, back to their

jungle homes, where they resume their aboriginal customs and
habits, thus verifying the old Horatian maxim

—

“Naturam expellas furcd tamen usque recurret!'
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APPENDIX A.

Al.rHABET FOR WRITING THE SoUTH ANDAMAN LANGUAGE.^

810N. ENGLISH, (Scc. SOUTH ANDAMAN.

Oral Vowels and Diphthongs,

a , . idea cut. . aVaba, Anadendrum
paniculatum

a . . cwr (with

untrilled r) bd small, yd ba not
d . . Ital. casa eld kd region

d . . father . . da'-ke don’t (impera-

tive)

.jar'awa name of a tribe

enug Terminalia bia-

lata

chaotic .
.
pil'd- re bum-did

e (3) pair . . e la pig-arrow
i , . lid . . ig-b A'dig-re see-did

i . .
police .

.
yAvdi turtle, pid hair

o . . indolent. . .bbi goU European
0 (4) pole . .job basket

0 ..pot . .poii-^e d well-does
6 .. awful .. to'go wrist, shoulder
M . . influence bu kura Diospyros sp.

a (1) fathom
e (2) bed

pool ..^?<'(i-re burn-did
oi ..bite .. <iai‘-A;e understand-does
au . . hoMse . . chvpau'a narrow
da . . Germ.

baas . . chdu body
di . . boil ...boi'goli European

Consonants,

b . . ied . . bud hut
ch . . ch\XTch , , chAk ability, mich'alen

why, .ruch Ross Island

SIGN. ENGLISH, &C. SOUTH ANDAMAN.

d .

.

dip . . db'ga large

g .

.

^ap .
.
gob bamboo utensil

h ..day .. de ho! dioe'd (A sounded,
see note 5) etcetera

j ..judge ..jd'bag bad, emej Ter-
minalia bialata

k .

.

ding . . kA gal-ke ascend-does

I .

.

iap . . log navigable channel
m . . mnu . . mu gu face

n ..nun ..nau-ke walk- does,
rd'pan toad

n ,

,

Fr. gainer otiiA'ba another, one
more

ng . . bria^ . . ngi'ji friend, erke'dang-

ke in-trees-search-does

'V (6)

p .
.
pup

r (jl) rest

r (8) torrent

s .

.

sad

t . , ien

v- ..

w . , «iet

y ..yolk

.(
11 )

ngA more
..pid hair

. . rod necklace of netting,

rA'td wooden arrow
. . rA'ta sea water
. . not found (9)

. . tl blood
t‘l tear (from the eye)

(10)

. . icd'lo adze, .bal'awa

name of a tribe

.
.
yabd' a httle

Rules.

The syllable under stress in any word is shown by placing a turned period (•)

after a long vowel, or the consonant following a short vowel, in every word of

more than one syllable.

When no stress is marked, it should be placed on every long vowel and
diphthong in a word, or if there are none such, on the first syllable.

As it is not usual to find capitals cast for the accented letters, the capital at

the beginning of a word is for uniformity in all cases indicated by prefixing a
direct period, as .bal'awa.

Substantives, adjectives, and adverbs generally end in ‘'da," which is usually

dropped before postpositions and in construction
;
hence when I write a hyphen

at the end of a word, I mean that in its full form it has “ da.”

Notes

(1) d accented before a consonant, is the English a in mat, as distinguished

from d, which is the short of A or Italian a in anno.

(2) e accented in closed syllables, as in bed
;
in open syllables unaccented, as

in chaotic, or Italian padre, aniore.

* As elsewhere mentioned, 1 am indebted to the kindness of Mr. A. J. Ellis,

F.R.S., for the improvements and additions to the list of symbols formerly
employed by me. This alphabet is an extract from his able “ Report on
Researches into the Language of the South Andaman Island, &c.,” which
formed part of the President’s annual address for 1882 to the Philological Society.
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(3) No Tanisliing sound of i as in my.
(4) No vanishing sound of u as in English knoM>.

(5) h is sounded after a vowel by continuing breath through the position ot

the mouth, whUe remitting the voice.

(6) iig is a palatalised ny, and bears the same relation to it as h bears to n.

To pronounce h attempt to say n and y simultaneously ; to pronounce ng do the

same for ng and y.

(7) This r is soft and gentle, with no sensible ripple of the tongue, as very

frequently in English, but is not merely vocal.

(8) This r is strongly trilled, as r in Scotch or Italian r, or Spanish rr.

(9) The Andamanese cannot hiss, and hence they substitute ch for s, thus

.ruch for Rus, the Hindi corruption of Ross.

(10) This t‘ is a post-aspirated t, like the Indian th, quite different from

English: th, and hence to prevent confusion, the Greek spiritus asper is imitated

by a turned comma. The sound t‘, is common in Irish-English, and may often

be heard in England.

(11) When ng is followed by a vowel, it must run on to that vowel only, and

not be run on to the preceding vowel, either as in “ finger ” or in “ singer,” thus

he'-ri-nga-da “good,” not be'-ring-a-da, be'-rmg-gad-a, ov be -rin-ga-da. It is

only when no vowel follows that ng is run on to the preceding vowel.

APPENDIX B.

List of Objects made and used by the Andamanese.^

1. kd'rama-? Bow of a flattened S-shaped form, as made
and used by the tribes of South and Middle Andaman, and the

Archipelago, viz. : -lio-jig- ngvjl, .hd'jig-yd'h-
,
.6ko-.ju'wai-

,
.d'ld-

.ko'l-, and .halawa-,^ and called by them ho'jig M'rama-* (our style

of how), to distinguish it from the bows used by the inhabitants

of North and Little Andaman : it is made of a hard wood, gene-

rally of a variety called chai-, or—though less frequently—of the

had'ama-, yd'rla-, 'pd'rvid-, or chd'dak-.^ For hunting in the

interior, the usual length of these bows, for the sake of con-

venience, is about 4 feet
;
the same or somewhat larger hows are

used in the open jungle, along the coast, or when shooting fish

;

when made for presentation rather than for use, they are elabo-

rately ornamented and carefully prepared in every w'ay, and
measure 6| or 7 feet in length. It is customary to ornament

* In arranging this list, I have taken care to retain the numbers which are

attached to each object in the Andamanese collection presented by me to

General Pitt Rivers in 1878, and which is now exhibited in the South'"

Kensington Museum. Except where otherwise specified, these objects are

those used by the people of South Andaman
;
many of them, however, are

believed to differ but slightly from such as are made by the remaining seven
tribes of Great Andaman

;
but greater diversities are to be found among objects

made by the Little Andaman and other .jdr awa- tribes.

ride Plate VI, fig. 1.

® For the situation of these tribes vide the accompanying map.
* For the purposes of inflection and syntax, the tcrniiiiation da, which belongs

to most substantives, adjectives, and many adverbs, is invariably dropped {vide

Appendix A, “ Rules ”).

® The botanical names of the various trees which have as yet been identified

will be found in Appendix L.
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both sides of every bo'jig bow, first by cutting a rough x -like

pattern along the edge from end to end with a Cyrena sheD,

and then with grass or leaves smearing kbi'ob- (item 60) over
both surfaces, to form a background, upon which they finally

paint a design in tdia-dg- (item 58) ;
the upper end, or nock, of

the bow is also frequently decorated with a piece of fine netting

called rdh- (item 42); the bowstring is made of the bark fibre

of the Anadendrum paniculatum (Andam., yd'lba-, item 64), to

which, to increase its strength, a coating of black beeswax
{to'bul-pld-, item 57) is frequently applied. Children’s bows^
only are ever made of mangrove wood, and then the Bhizophora
conjugata is usually preferred.*

[Note.

—

The North Andaman bows, called cho'kio-,^ which are generally, if not
always, made from the tree they call had'ama-, differ somewhat in design from
those

j
ust described : they are also more neatly made, and are never painted or

otherwise ornamented, and are almost invariably of a uniform size, i.e., 5 to

5i feet in length. The Little Andaman and other .jar-awa- bows^ are of a
totally different form, and appear to be commonly made of the wood of the tree

known to them as lo'koma-.']

2. rd ta-.^ The common blunt wooden-headed arrow, used

when practising at an object :® the shaft consists of a reed-like

variety of bamboo {Bambusa nana) called rvdi-, and the fore-

shaft is generally a piece of the hard portion of the wood of the

Areca, or less frequently of the root of the Bhizophora conju-

gata : the point is usually hardened over a fire, and straightened

by means of their teeth.

3. tvrle'd-r The ordinary fish arrow, which differs from the

rd'td- only in that the point is sharpened.

4. t&lbo'd-.^ Fish arrow, about 4| feet long, made like the

preceding varieties, but provided with an iron head and barb

;

the string fastenings attaching the same to the foreshaft are

covered with kd'ngatd-buj- (item 62). In former times the head

of this arrow consisted of a fish-bone
;
the serrated bone at the

root of the tail of the sting-ray (item 53) was often employed

for this purpose.

5. e'la-.^ Pig arrow, about 3^ feet in length : the foreshaft

consists of a triangular piece of flattened iron fastened to the

end of a small stick about 4 inches in length
;
at the base of the

* Vide Plate VI, fig. 2.

^ This of course is only procurable by those living on or near the coast. The
bows of the e rem-td'ga- children are usually made of wood of the Trigonostemon

longifolius.
® Vide Plate VI, fig. 4.

* Vide Plate VI, fig. 3.

» Fide Plate VI, fig. 8.

* Vide Part III, “Games and Amusements,” paragraph 14.

7 Vide Plate VI, fig. 7.

* Vide Plate VI, fig. 6.

» Vide Plate VI, fig. 5.
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head one or two (rarely three) iron barbs are fixed to the stick,

the end of which is fitted into a socket {d'kd-chd'nga-) pro-

vided for it in the shaft
;
the head and shaft are connected by

a flattened thong about 8 inches long, made from the fibre of

the AnodcTidron paniculatum, and which, before the arrow is

fired, is always wound round the wooden portion of the foreshaft

by twisting the latter when placing it in its socket
;
when an

animal is struck the head of the arrow is retained in the flesh

by the barbs {archd'ga-), and as the foreshaft slips out of its

socket by reason of the struggles and movements of the animal
in its efforts to escape, the trailing shaft quickly becomes
entangled in the brushwood, thereby detaining the victim and
ensuring its capture.

6. eia I’d'kd lu'pa-} This, as indicated by its name, is merely
a plain pig arrow, having no foreshaft like the more elaborate-

eia- : it is less effective than the latter, but more easily made.
7. t&lb&d I’d'rtd/iii-.^

la. eia 1’d‘rtdrn-^ (Kt., ancient). Fish and pig arrows, headed
respectively with fish bone {nip I'dr lui-, item 53) and the

Perm ephippium shell, which are said to have been used in

former times when iron was unobtainable.

8. chdm-pdiigma-.^ Plain wooden arrows, about 3-j feet in

length, made of the wood of the Areca palm: it is said that

when iron was scarce these were shaped somewhat like the eia-

(item 5) or tvrU'd- (item 3), and used as pig and fish arrows,

but now they are never so employed, being apparently made
only for the “ sake of auld lang syne,” or to display the skill

of the maker.

[Note.—The .jarawa- sxe only as yet known to employ the two varieties of
arrows, viz., the e ia- and the trrle d-

;
the latter much resembles those bearing

the same name and made by the eight Great Andaman tribes, but the former is

a more formidable weapon, being larger and more strongly made.]

9. er-du'tnga- or galain-.^ Pig spear, generally 6 or 7 feet

long
;
the shaft consists ordinarily of a piece of ground rattan

{hdl-), and a large double-edged blade forms the head. This
weapon is rarely used, the eia (item 5) being preferred.

[Note.—It appears that none of the North Andaman or .jarawa- tribes have
ever been seen with such a spear

;
probably this is partly due to the difficulty

they experience in obtaining iron.]

10. Tcowava Voko du tnga-^ Turtle spear ; the shafts is a

' Vide Plate IX, fig. 5.

2 rae Plate IX, fig. 4.

2 Vide Plate VIII, fig. 76.
* Vide Plate VI, fig. 9.

® Vide Plate VI, fig. 12.
® Vide Plate VII, fig. 24.
“ This shaft is called fog-, and is used for poling the canoe along the shore.

N
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bamboo (male species preferred), often 18 feet or more in

length
;
for the reception of the harpoon a socket is prepared at

the small end, which is strengthened by pieces of mangrove wood,
over which strips of cane are neatly tied. The harpoon consists

of a strong barbed iron head fastened to a short piece of wood to

which a long line (be-tma-) is attached. When a turtle or large

fish is struck the harpoon detaches itself from the shaft, which
floats and is picked up after the capture has been effected.

[Note.—A harpooner almost inTariably follows up a successful cast by
plunging into the wate'f, lest in the act of dragging the line the harpoon should
slip out of the wound and his victim should thus escape.]

11. rd ko-} Generic name of the various kinds of canoes
made in recent years^ by the aborigines of South Andaman and
adjacent parts, where, owing to the facility of obtaining iron

tools, large dug-outs, called gvlyangar, capable of accommodating
twenty to forty persons, are constructed in place of the small

outrigger canoes {chd-rigma-) with which the other tribes have
still to content themselves. They are usually made of the

Sterculia villosa (Andam., bd'ja-), knd are often ornamentally

painted.

[Note.—The outrigger is caOed tel-, and is always made of the wood of mail'-

(one of the SiercuUacece), which is soft and light.]

11a. wdl'igma-? Paddle : these are not made by women, nor

are they of any prescribed size, this being regulated merely by
the fancy of the maker, and the material at his disposal

;
they are

frequently adorned by women with chevrons^ {jo'bo-td,rtd'nga-)

of hbi'ob- (item 60) or td'la-dg- (item 58).

12. ydto-te'pinga-. Turtle-net, made by men,® of a stout cord

{betma-), which is prepared from the bark fibre of the Melochia

velutina (Andam., alaba-)
;
the meshes vary in size according to

the fancy or skill of the maker.®

13. dd'kar-.’’ Bucket made by the Great Andaman tribes of

the wood used in constructing canoes, i.e., Sterculia villosa, with

a loop of cane to form the handle; the implement used in

hollowing out these vessels is the blade of the adze {wo'lo-,

item 15), which is detached from its handle and fast^.ned to a

straight piece of wood so as to form a sort of chisel

[Note.—The Liftle Andaman and other .jar'awa- buckets are made in the

same manner, but are much larger and superior in every way ;
they are, more-

over, neatly ornamented round the sides with strips of cane, evenly laid on and
fastened at the rim by plaiting.]

’ Vide Plate VIII, flg. 69.
* Vide Part III, “ Navigation,” paragraph 4, and footnote.
® Vide Plate VI, fig. 70

Vide Part III, “ Ornamentation,” paragraph 6.

5 Vide Plate VIII, fig. 60.
* Vide Part III, “ String,” paragraph 6.

^ Vide Plate VII, fig. 14.
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14. 6'do-} Nautilus shells painted with kd'ngatd-huj- (item

62), and used as drinking vessels.

15. WO'to-} Adze : this tool is used not only in making
canoes, buckets, bows, &c., but in digging graves. The handle

consists of an L-shaped piece of mangrove wood, Rhizophora

conjugata (Andam., bad’a-), and the blade is generally made of

such pieces of iron as the keel-plate of a boat
;
formerly Pinna

and such like shells are said to have been used, but strange to

say it does not appear that stone celts were ever so employed.

16. Id'kd-.^ A long pointed stick of the Memecylon varians,

(Andam., pe'taing-) or Rhizophora conjugata (Andam., had'a-),.

which is used as a hoe in digging up yams 'and other edible

roots.

[Note.

—

A similar implement is found in use among the Australians.^]

17. tdg-ngd'tanga-} Pole, 12 to 15 feet long, of Bamhusa nana
(Andam., rvdi-), to which a short piece of bamboo is securely

fastened, with a strip of cane (Andam., pn dga-), or stout cord, to

form a hook
;

it is used in gathering fruit—especially jack-fruit

{Artocarpus chaplasha)—and is the only object of the nature of

a hook made by the Andamanese.
1 8. huj-.^ Cooking pot : these are made of various sizes by

members of both sexes, and are shaped by the hand and eye
only/ after being sun-dried they are surrounded with, and
filled by pieces of lighted wood in order to complete the process

of baking. When needed for travelling they are fitted with
light wicker frames {buj-rd'mata-) to facilitate their removal,

and to protect them from injury. The capacity of an average-

sized pot is 9 or 10 pints.

[Note.—The .ye'rewa- and Jar'awa- pota have a conical base, and in this

respect differ from those made by the tribes of South Andaman.]

19. pirJcuta-yem'nga-} Sounding-boards—used for marking
time during a song or dance®—-which are scooped out of the

fallen trunks of the Pterocarpus dalhergioides (Andam., chd'-

langa-), the wood of which is very hard
;
they are always of the

same shield-like shape, and are frequently as much as 5 feet

long and 2 feet wide
;
the concave side is generally ornamented

with designs in white clay (tdia-og-, item 58). When in use the

’ Vide Plate VIT, fig. 20.
2 Tide Plate VII, fig. 13.
s Vide Plate IX, fig. 2.

Vide “Anthropology,” p. 216, by Dr. E. B. Tylor, F.R.S.
‘ Tide Plate IX, fig. 1.

6 Vide Plate VII, fig. 19.
T Vide Part III, “ Pottery,” paragraphs 4 and 6.

» Vide Plate VII, fig. 15.
® Vide Part III, “Games and Amusements,” paragrapli 27.
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convex side is uppermost
;

the pointed end is stuck in the

ground, and kept in position with one loot
;
a stone is then placed

under the board to enable the performer to make more noise

when keeping time, which he does by thumping or kicking the

board with the heel of the other foot.

20. kud-} Hand fishing-net constructed from the prepared
fibre of the Onetum edule (Andam., pvlita-) by women and
girls, who also by its means catch large quantities of fish and
prawns, both in streams and among rocks along the coast at low
tide. It is about the size of an ordinary butterfly-net

;
the

frame is made of a length of a creeper known to them as 6'rta-

tdi-, the ends being bound together to form a handle.

21. job-? Baskets used by all the Great Andaman tribes for

carrying food and various other articles : they are generally made
by women.®

[Note.—The baskets made by the .ye'rewa- or North Andaman tribes, differ

from those found among the .hv'jig tribes in having a wider base and a smaller

mouth.'*]

21a. The jaravM-^ baskets differ from those in use among
the Great Andaman tribes in having no firm base.

22. chd'panga-? Netted reticules made and used by women
for carrying small objects : the string used for this purpose is

generally prepared from the fibre of the Anadendrum panicidatum,

(Andam., yodha-, item 64), but as this is not always obtainable

the less-valued fibre of the Gnetum edule (Andam., pvlita-) is

sometimes employed as a substitute.

23. pdrepa-J Sleeping mat made by women of strips of a

species Oalamus fastened securely in the ordinary manner
with string made from the fibre of the Gnetum ed%de (Andam.,
pvlita-, item 65). When in use the rolled-up portion of these

mats—which are generally 15 to 20 feet long— .serves as a

pillow.

23a. The jdrawa-^ sleeping mats hitherto found have always

been of short lengths, but as wooden pillows similar to those

in use among the Nicobarese have been found in their huts,

it is probable that the specimens obtained represent full sized

mats.

24. chip-?, &ling or band made by women from the bark of

' Vide Plate VIT, fig. 18.

- Vide Plate VII, fig. 17.
'* Vide Part III, “Basket-work,” paragraphs 2 and 3.

* l^ide Plate IX, fig. 14.
’ Vide Plate IX, fig. 14a.
« Vide Plate VIII, fig. 33.
' Vide Plate IX, fig. 15.
* Vide Plate IX, fig. 15a.
« Vide Plate VII, fig. 25.
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the Melochia velutina (Andam., alaha-), which is worn like a

sash over one shoulder by women, and sometimes by men, when
carrying infantsd

The plain specimens are called chlp4uya-.

Those ornamented with netting chlp-rd'h-.

Those ornamented with shells chlp-yd'mnga-.

25.

bod-.^ Waistbelt made from the leaves of the young
screw-pine {Pandanus Andamanensium) ; the bunch of leaves or

tail is worn at the back.

,
[NoTfi.—These specimens are of the kind worn by women and girls of the

eight Great Andaman tribes ; the females of the .jaraiva- tribes appear to go
entirely nude.]

25a. bod~.^ Waistbelts of similar description, but having a

less bushy tail, are worn more or less generally by men and
youths of the eight Great Andaman tribes.

26. rd'gun-!^ Belt made from the leaves of the young screw-

pine, which is worn by adult married women only.

27. td-cho'nga-.^ Garters, which are frequently worn by men
and youths : they are made in the same way as the bod-

(item 25.)

28. t&go-ch&nga-.^ Bracelets, also worn by men and youths,

much resembling the last-named object.

29. garen-pe'ta-.’’ Ornamental waistbelt of Dentalium octogo-

num, which is worn occasionally by both sexes.

30. be'ria-^ .jdrawa- waistbelts, necklets, and armlets, which
are believed to be worn by men and youths only.

31. ifi-gd'nga-? Head-dress of Pandanus-leaf, worn occa-

sionally by young men and women.
Th' following ten articles are worn by both sexes as orna-

ments either round the neck or head :

—

32. vna-&la-td-^'^

33. pe'T-td- .

.

34. yd'dl-td-^^

35. bai'an-td-

36. d,ulc,u-td-''^

made of fresh water-shells.

„ cane or wood.

„ turtle bones.

„ paradoxurus bones.

„ iguana bones.

' Vide Part III, “ Social Eelations, &c.,” paragraph 10.
^ Vide Plate VII, fig. 27.

Vide Plate VII, fig. 27«.
* Vide Plate VIII, fig. 29.
® Vide Plate IX, fig. 9.
® Vide Plate IX, fig. 8.

7 Vide Plate VIII, fig. 35.
® Vide Plate IX, figs. 13, 13a, and 134.

Vide Plate IX, figs. 6 and 6a.
Vide Plate VllI, fig. 42.

" JVrfp Plate Vlll,. fig. 38.

Vide Plate VIII, fig. 40.
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37. he'wa-td-

38- rd'ta-ola-td-

39. re'keto-td-^

40. ngd‘tya-td-* &ndju‘mu-ta~

41. garen len pl'd- .

.

made of red coral.

„ small sea shells.

„ Hemicardium unedo shells,

mangrove seed tops.

Dentalinm octogonum and
children’s hair.®

42. rdb-} Fine netting, plain or ornamented with shells, worn
occasionally by both sexes as necklaces, armlets, &c. Baby-
slings (item 24), bows, pig-spears, &c.,are sometimes ornamented
with pieces of this netting.

43. rd^. Ornamental cord, made by men from the yellow skin

of an orchid root,, and worn round the waist intertwined some-
times with fibres of the Mdochia velutina (Andam., alaba-). It

is also occasionally interwoven with fibres of the Anodendron
panimlatum (Andam., yolba-), in order to make ornamental

fastenings for arrows, turtle harpoons, and personal adornments.

44. chdu'ga-td-^ Human bone necklaces sometimes orna-

mented with Dentalinm octogonum. These are worn as charms
during illness by friends or relatives of the deceased, and may
be often seen tied tightly round the part in pain

;
they are also

worn when in health to ward off disease.®

45. chdwga I'dt chb'ta-d Human skull, carried in menwriam
by relatives of the deceased.®

46. chdwga I'd'kd e’kib-.^ Human jaw, which is carried in a

similar manner.*®

47. pi'licha-.^^ Boar’s tusk, used for planing bows, paddles, &c.,

as it answers this purpose, in their hands, admirably, it is much
valued

;
when required for use the inner edge is sharpened with

a Cyrena shell.

48. tai'li-ban'a-}^ Stone hammer, which the men now use

principally in beating out iron for arrow-heads, &c., and the

women when making bone necklaces.

49. chl'di-.'* Pinna shell, used as plates for food, or as re-

ceptacles for pigments.

* Vide Plate VIII, fig. 45.
* Vide Plate VIII, fig. 73..

* An interesting description of these various necklaces will be found in a paper

bj Dr. Allen Thomson, F.R.S., Journ. Anthrop. Inst., vol. xi, p. 295.
^ r ide Plate VIII, fig. 34.
® Vide plate VIII, fig. 46.
® Vide Part I, “ Medicine,” paragraphs 2, 7, 8.

7 Vide Plate IX, fig. 7.

® Vide Part II, “ De.ith and Burial,” paragraphs 5 and 19.

« Fide Plate IX, fig. 7a.

Vide Part I. “ Medicine,” paragraph 9.

“ Vide Plate VIII, fig. 65.

rae Plate VI 11, fig. 72.

p J'ide Plate VIII, fig. 26.
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50. to'lma V6ko tug- and bvjma Vdko tug-.^ Quartz and glass

flakes and chips used for shaving, scarifying, and tattooing.*

51. u'ta-.^ Cyrena shell: great use is made of this, and of other

varieties of this class, viz., as knives for cutting thatching

leaves, fo» making the ornamental incisions on bows, paddles,

t%c., for planing, for sharpening the boar’s tusk (item 47), for

dressing and preparing arrows, for making the uj~ (item 76),

for preparing the fibres obtained from the Melochia velvMna

(Andam., alaha-), Gnetum edule (Andam., pliita-), and the

Anodendron paniculatum (Andam., y<5‘Z5a-)
;
they are also used

as spoons in eating the gravy of pork, turtle, &c., and are in

fact so constantly in demand that a supply is always kept and
carried about ready for use.

52. td lag-.* Hone or whetstone, which when in use is held in

the right hand and applied to the edge of the blade, which is

generally held over the inner side of the left foot, the operator

being seated on the ground
;
pointed weapons are sharpened on

it in the usual way.

53. nip Vdr bu'l-. Serrated bone at the root of the tail of the

sting-ray; in former times their t&lbod- arrows (items 4 and 7)

were headed with these bones, and it is believed that the early

reports of the |)oisoned arrows of the Andamanese are entirely

due to this circumstance
;

for, owing to their fragile spikes, these

bones are apt to cause very serious flesh wounds.®

54. garen-. Bentalium octogonum used in the manufacture of

various personal ornaments.

55. rim-. Eesin obtained from a large tree {Celtis or Gi- ,

ronniera) of that name, which is used in making kd'ngatd-bilj-

{vide item 62).

56. d'ja-pld-. Wax of the white honeycomb : it is one of the
ingredients in kd'ngatd-buj- (item 62), ^d is also used in the
manufacture of the chd'panga- (item 22).

57. to'bul-pld- or le're-. Wax of the black honeycomb, made
by a small description of bee in the hollows of trees : it is

generally procured by men, and is applied to bowstrings, arrow
fastenings, and the kud (item 20) is used for caulking cracks in

canoes and buckets.

[Note.—The honey is eaten, but is not so much relished as that from the
white combs.]

* Vide Plate VIII, fig. 61.
'•* Vide Part III, “ Stone Implements,’.’ paragraphs 3-6.
» Vide Plate VIII, fig. 63.
' f'ide Plate VIII, fig. 56.
® “These wounds often cause great inflammation, wnence a notion has been

prevalent from ancient times that the sting is charged with venom, but of thi.s

there is no evidence. Other species of the sting-ray are plentiful in the wanner
parts of the world, and they are everywhere dreaded. The spine is used by the
savages of the South Sea Islands to point their .^pears’’ (‘ Chambers’s C'yelop.’ ),
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58. td'la-og-} White clay, used mixed with water, for orna-

jnental painting of the person and of various articles, e.g., bov^s,

baskets, buckets, trays, &c.: the work is done by women : when
painting their relatives they spare no pains in executing neat

designs with their finger-nails.

[Notb.—Women during pregnancy are in the habit of nibbling small quantities

of this substance from time to time, in the belief that it is beneficial to their

condition.]

59. og-. Common whitish-grey clay, lumps of which are found

somewhat plentifully in various parts of the islands. It is used,

mixed with water, for smearing over the body when the heat is

oppressive.* A lump of it is placed on the top of the forehead

as a symbol of bereavement, and kept there generally until the

expiration of the mourning period.® It is also sometimes used

by way of ornament on the person, by smearing the trunk and
limbs with the wash and then, before it has had time to dry,

passing the outspread finger-tips over the surface so as to form
some pattern.^

60. kbi'ob-.^ Red-ochre paint, which is mqide by mixing red

oxide of iron, u'pla- {vide next item), with some greasy sub-

stance, the fat of the pig or turtle, sometimes of the iguana,

dugong, &c., and occasionally the oil of an almond, called e'mej-,

is used. This pigment is applied to the person either orna-

mentally or otherwise. It is accredited with hygienic properties,®

and from its mode ©f application it can be readily determined

whether the wearer is suffering or rejoicing. The nostrils and
centre of the upper lip are occasionally painted with it, as the

smell of the fat is agreeable to them.’’ Before a corpse is

removed for burial it is smeared over the face and neck with

this paint as a mark of respect, and in order to please the

departed spirit.

61. u'pla-. Red oxide of iron after it has been dried and

baked. It is principally used in making the pigment described

in the preceding paragraph. It is also employed in the manu-
facture of the red wax, called kd'ngatd-buj- {vide next item).

()2. kd'vgutd-buj-. Red wax, generally prepared by men, •

composed of d,'ja-p%d-,rim-,find. u'pla- (items 56,55, and 61); in

the absence of the last-named ingredient kbi'ob- (item 6U) is

' Vide Part III, “ Painting,” paragraph 7.

Vide Part I, “ Anatomy and Physiology,” paragraph 5.

3 Vide Part II, “ Death and Burial,” paragraphs 2, 6, 8, and footnote *.

* Vide Part III, “ Painting,” paragraphs 5 and 6.

® itpla- is collected chiefly during the dry months; in its natural condition,

as found, it is called kdi'ob-chv- lnga- ; in that condition it is applied to sores,

and to the persons of fever patien is ; it is administered internally for coughs,

fevers, &c. (mde Part I, •‘Medicine,” paragraphs 4 and 5).

® Vide Part. I, “ Medicine,” paragraph 2.

i Vide Part I, “ Odour.”
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substituted. These three substances are melted and stirred over

a fire until of a proper consistency
;
the pigment is then poured

into small pots or large shallow shells, where on cooling it soon

hardens. When required for use the pot or shell is placed on
the fire and the melting wax applied according to fancy. The
string fastenings of fish and pig arrows (items 4, 5, and 6) the

turtle harpoon (item 10), and pig spear (item 9), are protected

with a coating of this wax, and it is applied ornamentally to the

food trays (item 72), nautilus shells (item 14), and the outside

of buckets (item 13); it is also used for closing cracks in buckets,

and in canoes if not too large.

63. chuinga-. olive-coloured clay found in small springs in the

jungles : in its liquid form it is applied medicinally after the

manner of kbi db-chu'lnga- {vide footnote ®, p. 184).

64. ydiha-. {Anodendron paniculatum), the fibre of which is

much valued on account of its excellence
;
string made from it

is used for bowstrings and arrow fastenings, for netting the

chd'panga- (item 22), and rdb- (item 42), for making their

various necklaces and other personal ornaments, and also for

the fastenings of knives and turtle harpoons.

65. pliita- {Gnetum edule), from the fibre of which string is

prepared and used almost exclusively by women, chiefly for the

manufacture of the Tend- (item 20), and pdr'epa- (item 23); it is

not sufficiently strong to serve as arrow fastenings, though on an
emergency it is sometimes used for this purpose.

66. al'dba- {Melochia velutina). From fibre obtained from this

tree rope is made for turtle-lines (fe'tmo-), nets, and cables, the

preparation and manufacture of wffiich devolve on men; the

bark of this tree also furnishes the material of which the chip

(item 24) or baby-slings are made.

67. p&thkla-} Netting-needles, made in two sizes of bamboo
and used in making nets.

[Note.—The tvii*tle-net (item 12) is not made with netting -needles, hut with
two sticks called lcwtegho-?''\

68. p6-ch6-. Bamboo knives, which are shaped into form while
gi’een and then dried and charred over a fire to render them sharp
and fit for use

;
formerly they were employed for cutting meat

and other food,^

69. wai-chd- and por-cho-. Two varieties of cane knives, but
similar to item 68.

70. to'ug-.* Torch, made by women, of resin wrapped in a large

leaf {Crinum lorifolium)
;

it is used when fishiUg, travelling, or

* Vide Plate IX, fig. 12.
^ These are made of a hght liard wood known as be'rewil-.
^ Vide Plate IX, fig. 10.
^ rfrfe Plate Vlll, fig. 60.
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dancing by night : the resin is obtained from a large tree called

by them mail'-, which also is often employed in the construction

of their largest canoes. A larger description of torch is made
by men, and used when fishing by night.

71. Id'pi-. Gurjon wood torch, obtained from the heart of

rotten logs of the Dipterocarpm Icevis (Andam., d rain-) : as

these do not burn so readily as the td'v^- (item 70) they are

rarely used outside their hute.

72. pfwkutorydt-rnjdhnga-} Food tray, made by men of some
soft wood, generally of the large fliat buttress roots of the trees

{^Sterculiacece) of which their canoes are made.
73. d'ra-. Long fringe-hke cane-leaf wreaths, which are

made by women, and suspended from trees, &c., round an encamp-
ment or hut where a death has occurred, and round the spot

where the corpse is deposited in order to warn off persons inad-

vertently approaching the place, which is believed to be haunted
by the spirit of the deceased.’®

74. kdpa-jd tnga-. Fan-like screen, made by women, of a
description of palm-leaf (Andam., kdpa-), two of which are

fastened together with leaf stems : it is used for many purposes,

amongst others as a protection from rain and from the direct rays

of the sun in hot weather
;
in the absence of a pdr-epa- (item

23) it is often used as a sleeping mat, and it serves also as a

wrapper for bundles of various kinds.

75. kdpa-. Leaf wrappers, as described above, are employed
for storing and packing the red oxide of iron.

76. Long brush-like shavings of the Tetranthera lancoe-

folia, prepared by men with the sharp edge of a Cyrena shell.

When dancing these are often held (by both sexes) in their

hands, or are stuck in their waistbelts or other personal orna-

ments.

77. kd'no-.* Iron knife used in cutting up food
;

to some a

wooden or iron skewer is attached, they are then called chdm-chd-.

78.

*

79. d bungw-. Species of apron, consisting of one to six leaves of

the Mimusops Indica (Andam., do gota-), which are fastened to the

lowest bod- by women from motives of modesty ;® the leaves are

not spread out so as to cover a wide surface, but are laid one
above the other, and removed separately as each becomes stiff

and shrivelled : the reason given for the selection of this

> Vide Plate VII, fig. 16.

’ Vide P.irt II, “ Death and Burial,” paragraph 3.

» Vide Plate VIII, fig. 37.
* Fide Plate VIII, fig. 21.
^ This No. is attached to “ Specimens of Andamanese Hair” {vide footnote 1,

p. 175).
® Vide Part I, “ Psychology and Morals,” paragraph 8, and footnote.
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particular leaf is that it keeps green and fresh for a longer time

than any other.

[Note.—The women of the North Andaman tribes, until recent years, appear

to have worn no d'bunga, or only in a very modified form
;
the change which is

now observable among them in this respect is doubtless to be traced to their

intercourse with the people of South Andaman.]

80. Tcai-.^ Bamboo tongs, made by women, and used for any
purpose which would involve a risk of burning or scalding the

fingers, such as lifting a pot or piece of cooked food off the fire.

81. ko'pdt-. Bucket made from a single joint of the Bamhusa
gigantea, pieces of which are sometimes found on the coast, having

floated ashore from the neighbouring continent or from wrecks

;

they are much valued on account of their lightness and the

labour saved in making a wooden bucket (dd'kar-, item 13),

which being, as before described, scooped out of a single piece of

wood, is a laborious undertaking.

[Note.—The origin of the dd'kwr- is doubtless to be traced to the ko'pbt-.'}

82. goh-. Bamboo vessel, of which there are two varieties,

viz., («) for use as a water-holder: this is often 4 or 6 feet long,

•the partitions at the joints being broken through with a spear

head or other suitable instrument, the lowest one only being
left to form the bottom of the vessel

;
and (f) for use as a cooking

pot and food-holder: its length consists of a single joint of

bamboo, into which—after it has been cleaned, washed, and dried

over a fire—food is packed and cooked
;
as will be seen by

reference to Part III,'* these vessels are only capable of serving

on a single occasion
;

the handle is formed with a piece of

he’tma-.

83. Id-. Cooking stones ; the mode in which they are used is

described in Part III.®

84. kd'ta-ngd'toCnga- {lit., crab-hook). An implement employed
for picking up live crabs between rocks, in order to save the

fingers from being nipped
;

it consists merely of a branch broken
off the Bhizophora conjugata, which (unlike other trees) at once
furnishes a strong hook suitable for the above purpose.

85. d’ra-tig-je'rabnga-. Tufted leaf brushes, which are used
for the same purpose as the d'ra- (item 73), and also by persons

recently tattooed to drive away flies.

[A few other objects, omitted from this list, will be found
described in Journ. Anthrop. Inst., vol. vii, pp. 457-465.]

* Vide Plate IX, fig. 11.
* Vide “Food,” paragraph 31.
* Vide paragraph 27, and “ Stone Implements,” paragraph 2.
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Lengtlof foot.
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• Hfe* Hl«<Hle*H|« <.^.4iHW<Hh«<E>3|«n1« hH* Ht*>n|«Ht^ HH<H|e*
2w*(ffO<OOift'^OC005eo^cococn*t'^eO-^tf5QOOJco-HCOw}<0'-'w*itococ9C^‘ft«
_Csoco«oeoe*5cceocoeo»cocoeoeocQfOeocoeoeo«cococosccoc<5COco«cQeococo

Round
waist.

• H|«>H|«*H|e«H|e* col^ HWH!«<o|wH|e*'PrHH' «|a6 p41^h|.(<«|^

2*ftr-r-'**<o>ir5<oooii:50»'-o j"--* o<Dt-if5>-H--05^-^'**to50«o©'*i*iftaQt-»(N
Cc^C'l(NMC^C'JiN'MiM<N(NC»5g«OeCC^MC^COtfOC^C^MMC^01(NeOeO(NWMC^CO

Cl,

Round chest.

. Hfe* Hie* Hie* Hl«*e>|^ hH<«I'*' h]«* «lt< r^H(e* Hk*-We»lw
2cDtDCiO-^0>0505'30®t^X^O0>Ot^C005OP00C0d>e00505’^Qt'*OOt^0i
.Sc5M(N(NeO<N(NC^iNC^eJMC^COC^COMC^C^C^(NM(NWWCJM«*5«CJC^C^iNCJ

.
• HW‘c<M4<nU< e<ie*«w H|e*rth<«o|^H|e* Hfe* H|*i»|.*.H)e* Hl«*H|e*H|e*H!c*H|»HWH!e*HW<Hl<*

gOPOOSi— "HOe— '-^OO'^O'-'P^OO^'^^OOO^PP'-H^QOP^'-^

Size
round head.

I
«e|^H|e*Hlc*Hk6«il^H|e* H|'*‘cSgDH|oo«t)|^H|e*«l.*< H|a9^eo«o|co o>l^HhCH|«i;^rt|««*>lw>H)<»HW<n|#H(e» «o|«2(T>o50>a)0«>Oi00ooo5C500>ooooocoo>o>ooooo>Oi0^oooo5

(Ni-«<“iM<-^C^(Ne4C^CaNf-ir->C^C4e'JCar-<F-ifHr-ii-HC^H-4

Height.

tA Hie* HIW’ Hfe*Hie* H!e*Hle*H|e* k-Ju te«wi nl<*H!e*H|e*H|e>HH‘Hi*>-<« hH< h|c«h|<*

Weight.

*?3 'O "P
Hle*H|e* H|e* HK* i-fle* nle* p,j«*Hfe*Hle*H|e*Hle» 0» ® H|e*H|e* « H|«*

rt?'^QO<ot-c<iooooicoocoi—io*«t‘i>»-'»'C^t^»rtooeot-ooc^l3S»ftoSe^^Oi'“^f~»
So0 0005«0000t-000c0c005c0^00c0t-00i—iO>OOCOO>.TC.-^OOC-*QOO>COO^O>S -H -.H .H gS'^lo o ®

No. — caeO'^ir;Ptw00050«-HCOe*5'**<iCCOr«-000)0-— M«0'^ift«Dh-COO>0-^e‘lCO*i<
F^H^p-ip-<i-ii—f-i,-tF-<«c^e^c^e)Me^MC^wc'io:coeoeoe*5
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APPENDIX D

The remarks contained in the following extract, from a paper
by Mr. J. E. Calder,^ on the extinct race of Tasmanian savages,

have been found so applicable to the Andamanese that they are

quoted at some length as affording interest in comparative
ethnology :

—

“Keasoning from such facts as that they went perfectly naked,

were unacquainted with the simplest arts, were even ignorant

of any method of procuring fire, and erroneously thought to

have no idea of a Supreme Being or future condition, they were
almost held to be the link that connected man with the brutes

of the field and forest.

" The aboriginal’s wants were indeed so few, and the country
in which it had pleased the Almighty to place him supplied

them all in such lavish abundance, that he was not called on
for the exercise of much skill or labour in satisfying his require-

ments. He had no inducement to work, and (like all others

who are so situated) he did not very greatly exert himself.

Necessity, said to be the mother of invention, was known to

him oidy in a limited degree, and his ingenuity was seldom
lirought into exercise. His faculties were dormant from the

mere bounty of Providence. The game of the country and its

vegetable productions would hawe amply supported a native

population ten or a dozen times larger than it ever was. Of
fruits there are, indeed, none worthy of the name

;
but in the

vast forests of the country are to be found very many vegetables

which, though disregarded by Europeans, were relished by the

savage Hence his fire, however he first obtained it,

like that of Vesta, was never suffered to die out

'Tlie women appeared to great disadvantage by their fashion

of shaving the head quite closely, which in their wild state was
<lone with Hints and shells, and afterwards with glass when
they could get it The shoulders and breasts were

marked by lines of short raised scars, caused by cutting through

the skin The huts were the frailest and most
temportvry structures conceivable. They were often meant only

Jolirn. Anthrop. Inst., iii, Feb., 1874.
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for a night, and perhaps were only occupied for a week
They were great flesh-eaters but not cannibals, and never were,

and some of them being incautiously asked if they ever indulged

in this practice, expiessed great horror at it. Tliey never

named the dead and certainly never ate them Their

condition in a land of plenty rendered an acquaintance with

arts of any kind nearly unnecessary. .... The minds
of the aborigines are beginning to expand. They have moie
enlarged views of their present situation, and are grateful fur

the favors conferred on them. They are volatile in their spirits,

and are extremely facetious and perfectly under command.
. . . . The natives are perfectly docile, and the greate.st

tranquillity exists among them.”

It appears, also, that the Tasmanians, like the Andamanese,
were in the habit of applying a composition of reil ochre and
grease to their persons, that it was the duty of the women to

obtain shell-fish, that they were remarkable for their “violent

dances accompanied by vociferous singing,” and that “ their

chief amusement was hunting.”
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APPENDIX F.

Specimen of the South Andaman Language

I. wai ddl .6ko-.ju'wai e'remtd'ga. di'a er lot ting

indeed I (name of tribe) jungle-dweller, my village of name

.tS'lo-hbi'cho. ju'ru iek elarpd'lada. md'da elawd'ngaga hud tek totgo'ra

(name of village), sea from far. If daybreak at home from coast

Jen ndu'nga he'dig til'ik di'la ten kd'galke. med-drdu'ru d'gar jvhaha
to walking by perhaps evening in reach-will. we all moons several

e'kan er len pbl'ike ngd tdrb'lolen jeg Vedd're dryo'to li'ct

own villages in live-do then afterwards dance for sake of coastmen of

pai'chalen ydu'gake. 6'na u'cha nai'kan jeg-vkke d'rlalen igal' Vedd're

midst-in go-do. when this like dance-go-do always barter for

min, to'yuke kich'ikan reg-dam'a, ed'te reg- kbi'ob, ed'te

things take-do namely pork (lit., pig- flesh), also pig’s fat paint, also

rd'td, ed'te job, ed'te chd'panga, ed'te kud,

wooden-pointed arrows, also baskets, also reticules, also hand-nets for fishing,

ed'te rdb, ed'te td'la-5g, ed'te td'lag, ed'te pdr'epa,

also necklaces of fine net-work, also white-clay, also hones, also sleeping-mats,

ed'te kd'pa-jd'tnga, dive'h.

also leaf-screens, etcetera.

2.

med'a kd'galnga be’dig kianwai' o'told' rd'mid-tb'yuke ul-be'dig

we arriving on according-to-custom first sing-do and

tdrb'lolen drdu'ru min Igal'ke, iigd med-lkp&r
things barter-do, then we two [j.e., some of us)

Vedd're dryo'to li'a pai'chalen

for coastmen of {i.e., with) possession

d'kangai'ke. mar'at-dil'u

go in boat-do our rest (i.e., the rest of us)

e'rem-del'eke.

in jungle-hunt-pigs-do.

kb'ike

dance-do

du'tnga

spearing

afterwards aU
len igbd'dignga

to seeing

b'dam len

bottom (of boat) in

dryd'to-ngi'ji mit'iknga

coastmen-friends accompanying

3.

d'rla ikp&r tdrb'lolen med'a min drdu'ru, kich'ikan e'la,

days two (a few) afterwa'rds we things all, such as pig-arrows,

e'latd, oho, wb'lo, bVjma, yd'di-kbi'ob,

iron, knives, adzes, bottles, turtle-unguent (red paint made with turtle-fat),

yd'du-dam'a, odo, chi'di, gar'en, re'keto-td,

turtle-flesh, nautilus-shells, shells, Dentalium octogonum,Semicardiumunedo

dvoe'h, igal'nga len o'rok yd'te en'inga-be'dig che'lepd'ke iigd

etcetera, bartering in received which having-taken take-leave-do then

vn'jke.

retum-home-do.

4.

ignu'rum dryo'to len (d'rlayd) 6'ko-del'enga tek, bl-be'dig Ib'binga tek,

Just as coastmen to (always) hunting by, and poling by

bl-be'dig ydt-dil'u tek eh'a-kd'chya d'kd-we'lab yd'bada, chd
and means-rest (i.e., other means) by ever food-difficulty not so

met e'rem-td'ga len be'dig wdb dil'u-re'atek ydt drdu'ruda.

we jungle-dwellers to also season every food aU (sorts).

5. med-e'rem-td'ga drdu'ru gu'mul ya e'kan bud len d-rtiteg'ike b'gun

We-jungle-men all rainy season during own homes in remain-do only

0 2
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rdp-wah len yum pi'tainga Vedd're er-tal'Jce, mat ngi'ji drdu'ru
fruit-season in rain absence because-of pay-visits-do our friends all

igbd'dignga Vedd're. d'gar u'hatu'l an tkpd'r lenmed'a wi’jke dtpdg'i
seeing because-of moon one or two in we return -home-do again

hai'la}-wdb len kaita-bar^ ju'ranga leb bud tek

(name of tree)-season in jaclc-fruit-seed burying for homes from

mat-to-jl'alke. d'gar u'batu'l len i'kan er lat vfi'jke.

we shift-our-quarters-do. moon one in own villages to rcturn-home-do.

6. mit'ig-bu'dma len dryo'to tek e'rem-td'ga at-u'baba

Our-trihesmen among coaslmen from (than) jungle-men numerous

.bdi'rld'kdbil tek . to'lo-bdi'cho bd'diada dd'na e'rem koktd'r leu

(name of village) than (name of village) large hut jungle interior in

.td'lo-bdi'cho tek er dd'ga bd'diada me'tat bud dryd'to Ira bud tek
tname of village) than villages many large our huts coastmen of huts than

chd'nagda td'lik ji'baba med a gd'i tepike yii'ba.

large years many we fresh thatch-do not.

7. td'lik u'ma len med-drdu'ru i'kan i'kan ir lag'iba ydt dd'gaya 6'roke.

Year whole in we all own own villages near food plenty find-do.

ngd'tek-ugd'tek ydt ti'pnga hi'dig me'tat du'ruma{da). med'a dko-jdr'anga

now-and-then food getting in for us sufficient. W'e constantly

kd'ike dl-bidig rd'mid-td'yuke.

<dance-do and sing-do.

8. &na mi'tat barai'j (.^n u'chin dkoli'ke ugd med-drdu'ru bud-

When our village in any one die-does then we-all camping-ground

Vdrlu'a len jd'lake, kd to chdng-to'rngd^ an dar angai' len ekd'ra nai'kan d'gar

vacant to migrate-do. there hut or in custom like moons
ikpo'r pdl'ike, tard'lolen td o roknga bi dig Vl-to'latnga' len

few (lit., two) live-do, afterwards bones obtaining on tears-shedding (dance) for

.td'lo-bdi'cho lat w/'jke.

(name of village) to retum-home-do.

9. md'da dkoli'nga yu'balen med-i'rem-td'ga Ira barai'J len at-jang'gi

If dead without we jungle-dwellers of villages in old persons

lig'ala bi'dig d'rlalen pdl'ike. d'gun rdp-wdb len mi'tat pai'chalen aipail

children also always live-do. only fruit-season in as with women
i-gd'tnga-bi'dig bar'mike kJ'nIg d'Udrdu'ru at-janggi
paying-visits-for pass-niglit-away-from-home-do otherwise tliey-all old people

lig'ala nai'kan i'kan barai'j len bu'duke.

children like own villages in live-do.

10. gu'mul len reg-del'enga Vedd're mat bii la ij'i-ld'inga d'rla ikpo'r

Eainy-season in pig-hunting because of we mtn often days few

bar'mike.

pass-night-away-from-home-do.

11. med-i'rem-td'ga dryd'to nai'kan d'rla-ri'atek jirlanga Iva kiamcai'

We-jungle-pcople coastmen like constantly migrating of custom

yii'ba Veddre mul'oickik d'rlalen mi'tat bira dl-bi'dig d'kd-ki'chaltag'iba

not because of w'e always our rubbish and food-refuse near

kd'rke yii'ba, kianchd' mi'tat barai'j len dt-du jirbag yii'bada.

scafter-do not therefore our villages in smell bad not.

' Terminalia procera, which flowers about the middle of May'.
' Artoearpns chap'auha.
•' Vide Part 1,

“ Habitations,” paragraphs 3 and 4, for description of these

varieties of hi ts.

* \’ide Part II, “ De.ath and Ihirial,” paragra]ih 7.
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12. mi'tat aryo'to len he'dig harai'j tkpo'r kd'to bl'bichik ij'i-lo'inga

Our coast people among even villages few there tliey often

6'gar ikpd'r pbl ike, ar'at-diVu 6'ko-jdr anga jd lake.

moons few dwell-do, their rest (t.e., the rest of them) constantly migrate-do.

13. med-e’rem-td'ga Ol-be'dig dryo'to ll'a er lag'iba

Us jungle dwellers and coast-dwellers of villages near

hud-Vd'rtdm dd'gada. ju’ru Vigrd'klik len d'rlaya e'rem t&boda dd'na e'rem

kitchen-middens many sea vicinity in always jungle dense, but jungle

koktd'r len id bo yd'ba.

middle in dense not.

14. .d'kd-.ked'e IVa e'rem koktd'r len li'rnga-be'dig wai dol

(name of tribe) of jungle middle in going-on indeed I

e'rem-td'ga at-u baba igbd'digre. med'a lu'ake aii'a kd'to mardu'ru tek

jungle-dwellers numerous see-did. we consider that there us-all than

at-u'baba. e'rem len dil'u-re'atek chdu'ga-td'banga Vidal' tek

numerous, jungle in everywhere ancestors (this side of the Deluge) time since

tinga-bd be'ringa. wai dol d'cMtik .bd'jig-ngi'ji drdu ru
paths (lit., roads small) good. indeed I now (name of tribe) all

igbd'digre, it'ig bii'dtva di'rap-tek yabd'da.

seen have, their tribesmen now-a-days few.

15. med-drdu'ru .d'kd.bd'jig-yd'b ol-be'dig .d-kd-.ko'l p'a kianwai' Idai'ke

;

We all (name of tribe) and (name of tribe) of customs know-do

onV ekd'ra mak'at pd'ra ; et be'dig .mo'ko-.ju'wai nai'kan

their customs ours similar; among-them also us (name of tribe) hke

dryo'to bl-be dig e'rem-td'ga. kd'to be'dig e'rem-td'ga 6'gar ji'baba

coast people and jungle people. there also jungle-dwellers moons several

din len v ko-jdr'anga bu'duke e'kan e kan bud len be'dig

heart-of-jungle in habitually dwell-do own own encampment in also

d'rtiteg'ike. .d'kd-.bo'jig-yd'b ll'a din 'ke'tia Vedd're kd'to

remain-do. (name of tribe) of heart-of-jungle small because of there

e'rem-td'ga yabd'da.

jungle-dwellers few.

[A free translation of this Appendix will be found in the

Journal of the Anthropological Institttte, vol. xi, pp. 280-82.]
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APPENDIX G.

The Seven Forms of the Possessive Pronouns in relation

TO PARTS OF THE BODY (HUMAN AND ANIMAL).

dot ..

ngot thy ,

.

6t .

.

his .

.

I’ot.

.

—'s .

,

mo'tot our .

,

ngo'tot your .

.

6'tot their

1’6'tot —s' .

.

I.

che'ta-, head; mun-, hrain

;

ya-, occiput;

ka'k^-, scrtZjo ; lo ngota-, reecA; ; ia pta-, nape;
chal’ma-, chest; a'wa-, lung; ne-, prostaU
gland; tu'lepo-, phlegm; kug-, heart {the

seat of the affections and passions'), the

besom ; ku kti-ban'a-, hecert {the organ).

Ex.—6t che'ta bo'dia*. His head is large.

His head large.

II.

dong my ..

ngong thy .

.

ong.

.

his .

.

I’ong *5
.

.

mbi'ot our ,

.

ngbi'ot your
bi'ot- their

I’bi'ot —s' .

.

Ex.—dong k6'ro ngong tek

mg hand thy from {than) smaV.

kb'ro-, hand, or finger

;

kb'ro-inu'gu-chal-,

large {lit., middle) finger

;

i'ti-pH-, little

finger

;

ko'ro-do'ga-, thumb ; el’ma-, palm of
hand, also sole offoot; to'go-, wrist

;

ku tur-,

knuckle

;

bo do-, nail offinger, or toe; pag-,

foot; ro'koina-, toe; tuchab-, large toe;

I'lam-, small toe; gu'chal-, heel ; tkv-, ankle;

chag-, kidney; tabanga-, small intestine;

ta ga-, peritoneum.

ke tia-. My hand is smaller than thine.

da'k^
nga'k^

a'k^

l’4'k4

mak'at
ngak'at

ak'at

I’ak'at

my
thy ..

I

his .

.

—'s..
our .

. I

your
their

—s' .. }

III.

bang-, mouth

;

de'liya-, palate {of mouth)

;

adal-, chin; pai-, lip; pai'la-pid-, mous-
tache; 6'rma-, throat; e'tel-, tongue

;

del ta-,

gullet; 6'rnia-ba-, windpipe

;

e kib-, jaw-
bone; t kib-pid-, beard; tedimo-, uvula;
go dla-, collar-bone

;

cha ga-, side; tu'bal-,

saliva; chai'ad-, breath.

Ex.—ka'to .bbi'goli I’^rdu'ru I’ak'at e'kib-pid la'panga-.

There European all their beard long.

All those Europeans have long beards.

lY.

dab • •

ngab .

.

. thy .

ab . . his

Tab .. . .
—

's

mat our
Dgat . . your
at . . their

I’at —5*

f chku-, body

;

gu'dur- and Ian-, back ; go'rob-,

spine; ])6'dikma-, shoulder-blade; paicha-,

thigh {also lap); pc'^Lc-, groin

;

cha'lta-,,sADj;

chalta-dama-, calf of leg ; kopa-, elbow;
kopa-dama-, fieshy part of fore-arm;
ku'rupi-dam'a-, fieshy part of upper arm

;

{ 16-, knee

;

a'pita-, hough

;

p3,'reta-, rb;
a'pa-chau-, belly {abdominal walls) ; er-,

navel; upta-, stomach proper; jo'do-, en-

trails, bowels

;

ji'ri-,^ supra-renal fat and
omentum; mug-, liver; pl'lma-, spleen;

I'jnga-, uterus

;

awa-, arm-pit

;

yl'lnga
,

tendon Achilles ; ne'ma.-, gall-bladder.

* For a description of the reg-jl ri-gu'mul-, ride Part II, “ Initiatory Cere-
monies,” paragrap’ia 15-T7.
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dig (or di) my
ngig (or ngi) .

.

thy ..

ig (or i) his .

.

I’ig (or I’i) .

.

—'s .

,

mit'ig (or mit'i) our .

.

ngifig (or ngifi) your
it'ig (or ifi) .

.

their

I’ifig (or I’it'i) —s’
.

.

Ex.—61 ab-

V.

f dal-' or d61-' eye

;

dal ar pid-,’ or d61 ar pid-,’
’* eye-lash; dal 6t ed-,’ or d61 6t ed-,’ eyelid;
'

"
pu nyur-, eyebrow

;

mu'gii-, face {also fore-
head); pu'ku, ear; choTonga-, reo.se,- ti'mar-,

"
-! temple; kh-, cheek ; k\i-p\A-,whiskers ; t&go-,

shoulder ; tVig-, tooth; gud-, arrei; kuTupi-,

upper arm; k6'pa-,ybre-arrei ; g6 ra-, biceps;

k&m-, breast; kim Tot. cbe'ta-, nipple of
breast; de riya-, ^rerei ,- t‘i-, ^ear.

6’ra dS'gada, ig go'ra igba di ! He is very strong ; see his biceps !

ng very, his biceps see

!

VI.

chskg-,leg; chb'rog-, hip ; e'te-,loin; mal'wit-,

large intestine; kbl'am-, sreesere^ery,- gu'dwin-,

os coccygis; u’lu-, urine; u'lu I’la er-, bladder

(er = abode) ,- 6'ta-, testicle

;

t6-, 6’no-, and
dam'a-, buttocks ,- mu ga-, rectum ; tu’mur-,

anus.

VII.

ki'nab-, waist.

This appears to be the only part of the

body with which this form is used.

N.B.—In the case of the following words, the possessive adjective peculiar to

the part referred to is taken:—pId, hair; ed-, skin; tA-, bone; ti-, blood;

muTudi-, go; gii'max, sweat
;

yvlnga.-, vein, muscle ; wain'ya-, c«<tcfe ; mun-,

pus; At pulse.

Ex.—mo'tot pid-, the hair of our heads ;

ngakat ed-, the skin of your lips

;

dig ta-, the bone of my arm ;

ngar ti-, the blood of thy leg

&c.

;

le., the above would be understood to represent mo'tot che'ta pid-
; ngak'at pai

ed- ;
dig gud ta-

;
ngar chag ti-.

He strong very, his b

dar .. my
ngar .

.

.. thy ..

ar . • his • •

lar . .
—

’s .

.

mar'at . . our .

.

ngar'at .
.

your
ar at .

.

. . their

I’iar'at —s’
.

.

Ex.—mar’at

d6'to .

.

.. my
ngo'to .

.

thy^ your
6to his, their

T6'to .

.

—
’s, —s’

.

m6'to our .

.

These words generally take the abbreviated form, di, vgi, &c.
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APPENDIX I.

List of Terms indicating various Degrees of Eelationship.

my father (male or female speaking) .

.

my step-father „ „ .

.

my mother „ „ .

.

my step-mother „ „ .

.

my son (if under 3 years of age, either

parent speaking)

my s »n (if over 3 years of age, father

speaking)

.my son (if over 3 years of age, mother
speaking)

dah mai'ola; dahchd'bil- ; dard'dinga-.

dab chd'bil-.

/ dab chd'nola ; dab e'tinga- ; dab

I we'jinga- ; dab wejeringa-.
dab chd'nola.

j- dl'a 6'ta'}

^
dar d'dire ; dar o'di-gd'te-.

Vdab e'tire; dab e'ti-gd'te-; dab we'jire;

< dab we'ji-gd'te- ; dab tod'jerire ; dab

(_ we'jeri-gd'te-.

my daughter (if under 3 years of age,

either parent speaking)

my daughter (if over 3 years of age,

either parent speaking) ,

.

my daughter (if over 3 years of age,

father speaking) . , .

,

my daughter (if over 3 years of age,

mother speaking)

my grandson (either grand parent

speaking)

my brother’s grandson (male or female
speaking) . . . . .

.

my sister’s grandson (male or female

speaking) .

.

7ny grand - daughter (either grand-

parent speaking) . .

my brother’s grand-daughter (male or

female speaking)

my sister’s grand-daughter (male or

female speaking)

my elder brother (male or female
speaking)

my cider sister (male or female speak-

'ing)

my younger brother (male or female

speaking)

my younger sister (male or female

speaking)

my elder brothers (male or female

speaking) . . . . .

.

dl'a kd'ta-.^

^
dl'a hd-.

dar d'dire-pail- ; dour d'di-gd'te-pail-.

' dab e'tire-pail- ; dab e'ti-yd'te-pail- ;

J dab uoe'jire-pail- ; dab we'ji-yd'te-

]
pail- ; dab we'jerire-pail- ; dab
we'jeri-yd'te-pail-.

- dl'a bd'lola.

<

- dl'a bd'lola-pail-.

I ad-en to'bare ; ad-en to'banga- ; ad-en

j io'kare ; ad-en to'kanga-.

f ad-en to bare-pail- ; ad-en io'banga-

< pail-; ad-en to'ka 'e-pail- ; ad-en

\
to'knnga-pail-.

1 dar du'atinga- ; dd'kd kdm- ; dar
I we'jinga-; dar tce'jeringa-.

f dar do'atinga-pail- ; dd kd kum-

\ pail-; dar wcjinga-pail- ; dar

(_
we'jeringa-pail-.

1 an.-et tS'lare ; am-ett&banga- ; am-et

( to'kare ; am-et to'kanga-.

Vide Appendix U.
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my

my younger brothers (male or female

speaking)

elder sisters (male or female

speaking)

my younger sisters (male or female

speaking)

my father’s brother (elder or younger)

my mother’s brother ,, „
my father’s sister’s husband .

.

my mother’s sister’s husband . .

my father’s father’s brother’s (or

sister’s) son . .

my mother’s mother’s brother’s (or

sister’s) son . .

my husband’s grandfather ..

my wife’s „
my wife’s sister’s husband (if elder) .

my husband’s sister’s husband (if elder)

my father’s sister (elder or younger) .

.

my mother’s sister ,, „
my father’s brother’s wife .

.

my mother’s brother’s wife . ,

my grandmother, my grand-aunt

my father’s father’s sister’s daughter
my mother’s mother’s sister’s daughter

my husband’s grandmother .

.

my wife’s „
my husband’s sister (if senior and a

mother) . . . . .

.

my elder brother’s wife (if a mother) .

.

my brother’s son (male or female

speaking) , . . . . .

my sister’s son (male or female speak-

ing)

my half-brother’s (or half-sister’s) son,

or my first-cousin’s (male or female)

son (male or female speaking)

my brother’s son’s wife (male or female
speaking)

my sister’s son’s wife (male or female
speaking)

my half-brother’s (or half-sister’s) son’s

wife, or my first cousin’s (male or

female) son’s wife (male or female

speaking)

my brother’s daughter (male or female
speaking)

my sister’s daughter (male or female
speaking)

my half - brother’s for half - sister’s)

daughter, or my first-cousin’s (male
or female) daughter (male or female
speaking)

my brother’s daughter’s husband (male
or female speaking) .

.

my sister’s daughter’s husband (male
or female speaking) .

.

mar'at dd'atinga,- ; mak'at hum-

;

mar'at we'jinga-; mar'at we'jeringa-.

f am-et to'bare-pail- ; am-et td'banga-

' pail- ; am-et i&kare-pail - ; am-et

to'kanga-pail-.

f mar'at dd'atinga-pail- ;
mak'at kdm-

pail-; mar at we'jinga-pail-; mar'at

we'jeringa-pail-,

> di'a ;

|>
dl'a chd'nola.

dar ha-.

[- do/r hd lai ik-yd'te-

- dar bd-pail-.

dar bd Id ik-yd'te-

,
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J

an-

y

my half - brother’s (or half - sister’s) ']

dausrhter’s husband, or my first- I

cousin’s (male or female) daughter’s
(

husband (male or female speaking) J
my father’s brother’s son, if older

(male or female speaking) . . . .

'

my father’s sister’s son, if older (male
or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s brother’s son, if older
(male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s sister’s son, if older (male
or female speaking) . , .

.

my elder half-brother, whether uterine

or consanguine (male or female
speaking) . . . , . . .

.

my father’s brother’s son, if younger^
(male or female speaking) . . . .

‘

my father’s sister’s son, if younger
(male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s brother’s son, if younger
(male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s sister’s son, if younger
(male or female speaking) .

.

my younger half-brother, if uterine

(male or female speaking) .

my younger half-brother, if consan
guine (male or female speaking)

my father’s brother’s son’s wife, if

older (male or female speaking)

my father’s sister’s son’s wife, if older

(male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s brother’s son’s wife, if

older (male or female speaking)

my mother’s sister’s son’s wife, if older

(male or female speaking) .

.

my elder half-brother’s wife, whether
uterine or consanguine (male or

female speaking) . . . . .

.

my father’s brother’s son’s wife, if"’]

younger (male or female speaking) . . I

my father’s sister’s son’s wife, if
j

younger (male or female speaking)..
(

my mother’s brother’s son’s wife, if

younger (male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s sister’s son’s wife, if

younger (male or female speaking).

.

the wife of my uterine half-brother, if

younger (male or female speaking) .

.

the wife of my consanguine half-

brother, if younger (male or female

speaking)

my father’s brother’s elder daughter")

(male or female speaking) . . .

.

my father’s sister’s elder daughter
(male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s brother’s elder daughter
(male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s sister’s elder daughter
(male or female speaking) .

.

J

J

dar hd Id ilc-yd'te-.

dar chd'hil ento'bare ; dar chd'hil

entd'kare.

dar dd'atinga-.

dd'kd kdm-.

dar dd'atinga- ; dar we'jinga- ; dar
we'jeringa-.

dar chd'lil ento'bare lai ik-gd'te-.

dar dd'atinga lai ik-gd'te-.

dd-kd kdm lai ik-gd'te-.

dar dd'aiinga-

dar we'jinga-

or dar we.jeringa- J
lai ik-gd'te-.

di'a chd'nol d-ento'ba-gd'te-.
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my elder half-sister, whether uterine or

consanguine (male or female speak-

ing)

my father’s brother’s younger daughter
(male or female speaking) . .

my father’s sister’s younger daughter
(male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s brother’s younger daughter
(male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s sister’s younger daughter
(male or female speaking) .

.

my younger half-sister, if uterine

(male or female speaking) .

.

my younger half-sister, if consanguine
(male or female speaking) .

.

my father’s brother’s elder daughter’s

husband (male or female speaking).

.

my fathei’s sister’s elder daughter’s
husband (male or female speaking). .

my mother’s brother’s elder daughter’s

husband (male or female speaking).

.

my mother’s sister’s elder daughter’s

husband (male or female speaking) .

.

my elder half-sister’s husband, whether
uterine or consanguine (male or
female speaking)

my father’s brother’s younger daughter’s

husband (male or female speaking) .

my father’s sister’s younger daughter’s

husband (male or female speaking) .

.

my mother’s brother’s younger daugh-
ter’s husband (male or female speak-

ing) . .

my mother’s sister’s younger daughter’s

husband (male or female speaking). .

the husband of my uterine half-sister,

if younger (male or female speaking)

the husband of my consanguine half-

sister, if younger (male or female
speaking) .. ..

(male or female
'I

di'a cha'nol d-ento la-yd te-.

dar du'atinga-pail-.

dd'kd kdm-paiU.

\ dar do'atinga-pail- ; dar weginga-

/ pail- ; or dar we'jeringa-pail-

- di'a chd'nol d-ettto'ha-yd'te Id 'ik-yd'te-,

- dar dd'atinga-pail Id Ik-yd'le-.

J

brother (male of

brothel (male or

(male or

my grandfather

speaking)

my grandfather’s

female speaking)

my grandmother’s
female speaking)

mv elder sister’s husband
female speaking)

my husband
my wife . . . . .

.

my husband’s father . . . . .

.

my husband’s mother .

,

my wife’s father. . .

.

my wife’s mother
my husband’s elder brother

my wife’s brother (if oldorl

my husband’s sister’s husband (if older)

my wife’s sister (if older* and a n.otheO

dfd’ka kdm pail Id ik-yd'te-.

r dar dd'atinga-pail-
]

< dar we'jinga-pail- t Id ik-iin'le-,

|_
or dar we'jeringa-pnil- J

di'a mai'ola.

ad ik-yd'te-.

dai ik-yd'te-.

h di'a rnd'mola.

Otherwise lu r name would be employed.
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mj liusbana'8 brother’s wife (if older)

tny wife’s brother’s wife (if older)

my husband’s brother (if of equal
standing)

my wife’s brother (if of equal standing)

my son-in-law (male or female speaking)

my younger sister’s husband (male or

female speaking)

my daughter-in law (male or female
speaking)

my husband’s sister, if younger (male
or female speaking) . . . . ,

.

my husband’s brother’s wife, if younger
(male or female speaking) .

.

my wife’s brother’s wife, if younger
(male or female speaking) .

.

my step-son (either speaking) .

.

my step-daughter (either speaking) .

.

my adopted son

my adopted daughter

,

my parents

my foster-father

my foster-mother

the relationship subsisting between a

married couple’s fathers-in-law ,

,

the relationship subsisting between a
married couple’s mothers-in-law

my husband’s brother (if younger) .

.

my younger brother’s wife .

.

my wife’s sister’s husband (if younger)
my husband’s sister’s husband (if

younger)

dl'a ma'mola.

di'a md'ma.

dl'a oto'niya.

dl'a otl'n-.

deb aden'ire.

deb adeti' ire-pail-.

dot chu'tnga-.

dot chu'tnga-pail-.

dab mai'ol-chd'nol.

dab mai ot-chd'tnga-.

dab chan ot-chd'tnga-.

d'kd ya Icdt-.

dd'kd bd-bu'la-.

dd'kd bd-pail-.

mar, or (if a father) mava.

twins (whether of the same sex or not) abdi'dinga-.

widow . . . , . . . . . . chan arlf'ba-.

widower . . . . . . . . . . mai arle ba-.
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APPENDIX K.

List of Terms applied to Males and Females from birth

TO old age in order to indicate their age, con-

dition, &c.

Males.

During the first year

During the second year

During the third and 1

fourth years

From four till ten years I

of age
During the eleventh and

twelfth years

From twelve to fifteen "I

years of age (the ordi- i-

nary “fasting ” period) J

After breaking the pro- "I

bationary “ fast ” (for >

first month) J

abde'telca-

abke'tia-

abdu'ga-
j

dwal'aganga- or }-

dwalagare

u'kd-lcd'daka-

The term abld'panga-

(long) is applied to a
boy who is tall for his

age.

Until the commencement
of the probationary
“ fast ” (as well as after

its completion) he is

called b&tiga-.

d'kd - kd'daka -

du'ga-

d'kd-gd'i-

'o
i* S

During such portion of

this period as he
4 “ fasts ” he is called

d'kd-gdb-, or d'kd-

ydba-.

{

He now breaks the

“fast,” and is called

guma until he be-

comes a father.

From then till he be-

1

comes a father J

r bachelor only .

.

Single -I whether bache- 1

L lor or widower J

Bridegroom
Full grown (whether 1

married or single) J

d'kd-gu'mul-

abwd'ra-

kd'ga-to'go-

abde'rebil-

abwd'ra-gb'i-

J He is addressed as gu’tna

from the time of his

breaking the “ fast ” tUl

his wife’s first preg-

nancy, when he becomes
mai a. Should he never
have a child he is called

mai'a a little later in life.

Newly married (during!
first few days only) /

Newly married (during!
first few months only) J

Married (while still with-

!

out a child) J

Married (having had a

!

child) J

Married (more than once !

—not applied during >

widowhood) J

Widower ..

Old
White-haired

arwe'red- ; dng-tag-gO’i-

un-jd'ti-gd'i-

ung-tdg-*

chd'bil- ; chd'bil-chdu- ;

maia

iarwd'ki-

mai-arleba-
abjang'gi- ; abcho'roga-

abtol-

Only applied to young
persons.

r While bis wife \% enceinte

L he is called plj-ju'bag-.

{

During the first two or

three months after the
death of his child he is

called mai'a u'koli'nga-.

The survivor of an old

couple who have been
united since their youth
is called abrd'ji-g&i-.

’ Signifies testicle. - A child. ^ A bachelor.
^ Their jungle-bed of leaves is called tag-.
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Females.

During the first year
During the second year .

.

During the third and |

fourth years J

From four till ten years \
of age j

During the eleventh and 1

twelfth years J

From twelve till aboutl
sixteen years of age I

(her ordinary “ fast- f

ing period)

FuU
grown

After breaking the pro- "I

bationary “ fast” (for >

first month) J

Spinster .

.

Bride
if unmarried
if married "I

(butnotyet >

-{ a mother) J

if married
]

(but with no >

child alive) J

Newly married (during )

first few days only) J

Newly married (during)

first few months only) J

Married (while still with-

1

out a child) J

Married (having had a)
child) J

Married (more than once
]— not applied during S

widowhood) J

Widow
Old
White-haired

ahde'relca-^

ahke'tia-^

ahdd'ga-^

dwal'aganga-^ or
dmaV agare

dryb'ngi-

dryd'ngi.pd'i^

d’ka-gd"i

ahjad'i-jog-

abde'rebil-pail-

abjad'i-jdg-gu'i-

The term (tree)

is applied to a girl who is

tall for her age.

As in the case of males,

both before and after the
probationary “fast she

is called bo'tiga-.

fShe commences her

I
“fast” during this

I

period, and while so do-

ing is called d'kd-ydb-,

or d'kd-ydba-.

As soon as she attains

maturity she is called

unld'toi-, or d'kd-ld'wi-,

I

and then receives her
“flower” name {vide

^ Appendix H).

ong-tdg- abhVga-

ablii'ga-

arioe'red ong-fag-gu'i-^

un-jd'ti-go i- ong-tdg-^

ong-tdg-^

chd’nre ; chdn - cTidu • ;

chan' a; chdi'nola-

tarmd'ki-^

chdn-arle'ba-

abjang'gi-

;*

* abeho'roga-^

abtol-^

f Only applied to young

\ persons.

f While enceinte she is

( called pij-jd bag-.

{

During the first two or

three months after the

death of her child she is

called chdn'a okolrnga

* In those cases in which the term is common to both sexes, or ambiguity
would otherwise exist, the word pail- (female) is added when a woman is referred

to. Ex.: vng-tdg-pail- ; abtol-pail-.
* Signifies the genitals of a female.

A child.

A spinster.
* As elsewhere explained {vide Part II, “ Initiatory Ceremonies ”) this term

is used merely to imply abstention, during a period varying from one to foim or

more years, from certain favourite articles of diet.

® Their jiingle-bed of leaves is called tdg-
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APPENDIX L.

List of some of the Trees and Plants in the Andaman
Jungles.

Andamanese name.

A'hnga- (a)

ain'ga-

al'aha-

Am- (a) (e)

A'para- (d) (1)
Also d'bad-

d'raga-

4'rain- (m)

had'a-
(fi) .

.

bad ar- (a)

bai'la- (a) (b)

G) • •

bd'Ialc-

bal'ya-

bd'rata- (c)

bd'taga- (j)

beta-

be'ma-

be'rekdd- .

.

be'rewi- .

.

bl'bi-

bl'inga-

bVrtdt-

Botanical name.'

Dillenia pilosa.

Dipterocarpus a'atus

Melochia velutina

Calamus, sp. No. 1.

Ptjchosperma Kuhlii

Dipterocarpus leevis

Rhizophora conjugata
Sometia tomentosa (?)

Terminalia procera

Sterculia (? villosa)

Caryota sobolifera.

eriops Candolleana
Natsatium herpestes.

Albizzia Lebbek (?)

Glycosinis pentapbylla.

Claoxylon affine (?)

Terminalia (? citrina).

I’lanebonia valida

Remarks.

(Burm.) Kanyln nfi.

.
(aide Appendix B, item 66)

f (Hindi.) Palawa.

\ (Burm.) Be bia.

f (Burm.) Kanyin byu-,

( Gurjon oil tree.

, (Burm.) Byuma.

. (Burm.)" Bambway byu.

. (Burm.) Sabu-bani.

J Jlde Part II, “ Religious

\ Beliefs,” paragraph 19.

.
.

(Burm.) Madamd.

.

.

(Burm.) Kuk-ko

.

.

(Burm
)
Bambivay ngl.

bl'fim-

bdl- (y) ..

bd'ma-

bd'roioa- («)

bd'to-k&ko- (o)

bub-

bu'knra- (i)

bitr-

bii'tu-

chdb- (a) .

.

chd'dak- .

.

chag'e-

chai-

Sophora sp.

Calamus sp.

Claoxylon sp.

Myristica longifolia

Sabia (?)

Ancistrocladusextensus(?)

Diospyros (?) nigricans .

.

Ground rattan.

/ (Hindi.) Jaiphal.

I (Burm.) Zd'dipho.

Bastard ebony, or mar-
ble ivood (superior

variety).

Rubiaceoe.

Paratropia venulosa.

I

I J
Extensively u.sed in the

( manufacture of arrows.

.. (Hindi.) Baddm.

.

.

Bows made from this trea.

’ It has been chiefly owing to the kind assistance afforded by Dr. G. King,
Superintendent of the Botanical Garden, Howrah (near Calcutta), that I have
been able to ascertain the botanical names of so many of the trees in this list.

P
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Andamanese name.

chaij- id) (b)

eh&'kan- (6)

ch&'langa- (q)

chdm- {j) .

,

chd'mti-

chdng'ta- .

.

cTidp-

chd'to-

chdu'ga-yu'anga - .

.

che'nir-

ehrlib-

chd'ad-

chd'bal-

chd'ngara- (a)

cho'pa- (a)

chdb- (a) .

.

chd'knga- .

.

chd'lij-

chdr- O') .

.

dd'kar-td'la-

de'debla-

dod-

do-gota- (a) (/) .

.

do'mto- (jo)

du'mla- .. ..

du'ra-
eletd'la- .

.

e-mej- (b) ..

eng'ara- (a)

e'rep'iid-tat-

gd'cho-

gad- .. .,

geldim- (a)

ger-eng- (n)

gu'gma- ..

Vtil- (b) ..

Jd- (a)

jd'la-

jang'fna- {a)

Botanical name.

Semecarpus anacardium
Entada pursoetha.

Pterocarpus dalbergioides

Areca laxa of Hamilton
(a variety of Areca tri-

andra).

Cynometra polyandra.

Calamus sp.

Terminalia sp.

Albizzia Lebbek (?)

Hopea odorata .

.

Leea sambucina.
Diospyros densiflora (?)

Atalantia sp.

Leguminosse.

Calamus sp. No. 2

Goniothalamus Q-ritfitliii.

Hypolytrum trinervium.

Celtis cinnamonea.

Hydnocarpus (?)

Xanthophyllum glaucum.

Myristica Irya .

.

Mimusops Indica (or

? littoralis)

Guettarda speciosa.

Barringtonia racemosa.

Terminalia bialata.

Strychnos nux vomica.

Calophyllum spectabile.

Leguminosse sp.

Bombax malabaricum .

.

Trigonostemon longifolius

Pandanus (?)

Gluta longipetiolata

Rubiacese.

Stephania hernandifolia.

Remarks.

(Hindi.) Bildwa,.

r (Hindi.) Sisv.

1 (Burm.) Padd.uk.

'"Leaves used in thatching

huts, and for making
the warning wreaths
round a grave or de-

0 serted encampment.

/ (Hindi.) Siris.

t (Burm.) Tsit.

(Burm.) Thingdm-byu-.

(Burm.) Mdukardung.

f The fruit somewhat re-

< sembles a medlar in

[ flavour.

r (Hindi.) ? Ldl chini.

( (Burm.) ? Chdndu.

Sometimes used for

paddle making.
(Hindi.) Moxoa.
(Burm.) Kapdli thit.

(Burm.) Fidhum.

Wild plantain.

/ (Hindi.) Sembal.

1 (Burm.) JDidu.

f Leaves used medicinally

1 as a febrifuge.

(Burm.) Thip-pgu.
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Andamanese name. Botanical name. Remarks.

jfdffa
r (Fide Part I “Medicine,”

ji ni- {a) •• Alpinia sp. p.ara. 4, and Part III,
“ Food,” para. 35.)

j6r-

ju-laij- (6)

Odina Wodier .

.

Bendrolobium umbel-
(Burm.) Nubbhe.

latum
ju'mu- (a) ? Bruguiera gymnorhiza, (Burm.) Byubo.

or Rhizpboramucronata
kd'daka- .

.

Ficus hispida.

kai- {a) .

.

Mangifera sylvatica Wild mango.

kai'ta- (a) (4 Artocarpus chaplasha .

.

f (Hindi.) Kathar.

1
(Burm.) Toung-penq.

kd.pa- (a) {h) Licuala (probably peltata)

TThe fruit contains a
nut which after being

kar'ed- («) .

.

? Sterculia (or Sanadera
Indica)

J
sucked is broken, when

I

the shell ie eaten and
the kernel thrown

kdr'ega- (a) Diospyros sp.
away.

k&kan- (r) Pajanelia multijuga.

kdn- (a) .

.

Diospyros sp.

kd'rtd'la- .

.

Griffithia longiflora.

ku'dnga- .

.

One of the Rubiacese.

ku'nra- Dracontomelum sylvestre.

'The fruit being large and
round is often used as a

le'che- . . , Lactaria salubris J
moving target by being

1 rolled along the ground
or do'wn a slope and

le'.kera- Leguminosse sp.
shot at while in motion.

U-gaj- (o) Angiopteris evecta.

lo'koma- .

.

md'chal- ,

,

Atalantia sp.

mail'- (a:) .

.

Sterculia (?) (Burm.) Auk yenzd.

mdng- \d) {h) {t) .

.

Pandanus Andamanen- (Hindi.) Keora.
sium.

md'nag- Mesua ferrea .

.

/(Hindi.) Sdl.

\ (Burm.) Oangua.

mdt- Heritiera littoralis.

mu'twin- {a) Anacardiacese.

ngd'tga- (a) Bruguiera sp.

nge ber- (6) Cycas Rumphii.

nyu'raimo-
d'dag-

d'dorma- {a)

6 li- (a) .

.

Ficus sp. No. 1.

Eugenia sp.

Ficus (probably macro-

phylla).
(Burm.) Thisunuwe.d'lma-

6'ro- •• Chickrassia tabularis (Burm.) Ngd'zu.

6'ropa- (a) (4) (0 Baccaurea sapida / (Hindi.) Khatta phal.

[ (Burm.) Kanazo.

&rta-tdt- (a) {g) . • Uyaria micrantha.

p<‘^- Q>) Semecarpus (?) .

.

(Burm.) Thikadoe.

P 2
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Andamanese name,

pai'ma^ .

pai'tla -(h)

pith-

pur-
ptl'ra-

pirrad-

pu'fag-

pe'dag-

pi li- (a) .

.

pe taing- .

.

vVcha- (i)..

pi'dga- (w)

pvUta- c

.

pi'rij-

pi'ti- .

.

p6- (t)

por- (a)

pu'rud-

pu'a-

pii'lain- (b)

pu'lia- (b)

pu'lka-

pu ta- (h)

rd - .

.

rdh-

rdr-

re'che-

reg Id'kd ehdl-

rVdi-

rim- (s)

ro toin-

td'langa-idt-

td'lapa-

Botanical name.

Clausena (probably Wal-
lichii).

Lagerstroemia

(H liypoleuca)

Leguminosffi sp.

regma

G-raminefe.

Meliosma simplicifolia .

.

Gnetum scandens.

Memecylon \arians

Diospjros sp.

Gnetum edule .

.

Afzelia bijuga.

Derris scandens.

Bambusa Andamanica.
Korthalsia (or Calanio-

sagus) scaphigera.

probably Schmeidclia
glabra

Bambusa ,

.

Mucuna sp.

Memoeylon (probably

eapitellatum).

Nipa fruticans ..

Dendrobium secundum.
Phoenix sp. . . ,

.

Eugenia (?)

Ficus laccifera .

.

Eugenia sp.

Polyalthia Jenkinsii.

Bambusa (?)

Ccltis (or Gironniera) .

.

Syzygium Jambolanum.
Antitaxis ealocarpa

Terminalia trilata (?)

Ivcmarks.

(Burm.) Pima.

f Leaves sometimes used

I
as aprons by women

\ (vide dogota-). The
I

kernel of the seed is

(_ eaten.

f Bastard ebony, or marble

\ wood (inferior variety).

Common cane.

fFibre extensively used
(vide Appendix B, item

65).I

(Burm.) Kimherlin.

r Used for making the
< shaftof theturtlespear.

L and for poling canoes.

(Burm.) Ngd zu sp. No. 1.

Dhunny leaf palm,

(Hindi.) Kajnr.

J (Hindi.) Chandan.

I (Burm.) Tau-nglm.

J (Hindi.) Pargat.
I (Burm.) Ngidu.
(Burm.) Mai dmhu.

fUsed for making the
shafts of the rd td-,

tvrled-, and tolbOd-

arrows.

(Burm.) Tingdm.

(Burm.) 0.angua ngee.

f (Hindi.) Chdgtam.
J (Bunn.) ? Ngirzu sp. No.

( 2, or Kgd na Jin.
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Andamanese name.

tan-,

td'par-.

td'tih- (a)

ti- .

.

to'kal-

tol-,,

top-

tota-

ud- (6)

u'dala-

uj- (a)

ill-.

.

u'tara-

wain'ya-

wa'nga-

Botanical name.

Erycibe coi'iacae.

Croton argyratus (Blytb)

Amomum dealbatum (or

sericeum)

.

Barringtonia Asiatica.

Menispermaceae.

Pandanus verus.

Tetrantbera lanccefolia .

.

Carapa obovata .

.

Maranta grandis (or

Phrynium grande).

Pterospernum acerifolium.

Remarks.

(Burm.) Chdunu.

(Burm.) Kidtalung.

(Burm.) Fyu.

f (Vide Appendix B, ittiu

1 76.)

(Burm.) Penleong.

wai'unga-

ivvlima-

yd'rla-

ydtig'i-

ye're-T

yu'lba-

Podoearpus polystaeliia.

.

J (Hindi.) Jungli saigon.

\ (Burm.) Pdnu.
(Burm ) Thlt min.

Rubiaceee.

Stereulia sp.

Anodendron panieulatum.

Additional Notes.

(a) Fruit is eaten.

(b) Seed is eaten.

(c) Heart of the tree is eaten.

(d) Pulpy portion of spathe is eaten.

(e) Leaf stems used in manufaeture of sleeping mats. Leaves used for tbatch-

ing purposes.

(_/“) Leaves used by women as aprons (o'bnnga-)
;
rotten logs used for fuel (see

also “ Superstitions,” para. 8).

(g) Stem of this plant used for the frame and handle of the hand-net (kud-)

(vide Appendix B, item 20).

(A) Leaves used for thatehing, for sereens (mefe Appendix B, item 74j, for

bedding, for wrapping round eorpse, for packing food for journey, &c., and prior

to cooking.

(i) Rotten logs used for fuel.

(j) Used in manufacture of the foreshaft of the rd'td-, tl'rle'd-, td'lbo'd-, and
arrows (ride Appendix B, items 2, 3, 4, 8), and sometimes also the skewer.

(^) Leaves used for thatching and for bedding.

(l) Leaves used in the manufacture of articles of personal attire (vide

Appendix B, items 25 and 28).

(m) The middle portion of rotten logs used for torches.

(n) Rarely used for making canoes.

(o) Used for adzes, sometimes for foreshafts of arrows, and for making
children’s bows.

(p) Leaves used for flooring of huts.

(q) Buttress-like slab roots used for making the sounding-boards employed
when dancing.
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(r) Used for making canoes.

(s) Resin used in manufacture of k&'ngata-huj- {vide Appendix B, item 62).

{t) Used in making the gob-, kai-, and sometimes the tdg- (vide Appendix B,
items 82, 80, and 10).

(«) GeneraUy used for making paddles, and the leaves for bedding.
(v) Used for making shaft of hog-spear.

(to) Used for making baskets, fastenings of adzes, turtle-spears, torches (td'ug-)

,

and of bundles
;
also for suspending buckets, for stitching cracks in canoes, and

in thatching.

(a;) Used for making canoes
; the resin is employed in making torches.

(g) Used for making canoes, pails, and eating trays.

APPENDIX M.

List of Shells and Shell Fish commonly known to the
Andamanese.

Andamanese name. Scientific name.* Remarks.

bad'a-6'la- (a) Monodonta (? labeo).

bad'gi-6'la- (a) . . .

.

Delphinula laciniata.

be-.

.

Pecten (?) Indica Scallop.

chd'pata- (b) . . .

.

Pteroceras chiragra Scorpion shell.

chdwga lot chu'kul- Murex tribulus.

chej- (also cho'la-) Pinna (? squamosa) Bouquet-holder shell.

chi'di- (b).

.

Pinna (?)

eho'kotd- .

,

? Conus eburneus.

chd'rom- (a) .

,

Scolymus cornigerus.

chd'wai- (a) .

.

Tridacna crocea.

chii- (a) .. Murex (? palma-rosse) .

.

Rose-bud shell.

e'la- . . .

.

Pema ephippium.
gar’en- , . . • • • Dentalium octogonum.
gar'en-6'la- (a) .

.

Turbo (?) Top-shell.

vna-6'la- (a) .. .. Nassa (? toenia) .

.

Dog-whelk.
.jdr'awa-6'la- (a) Purpura Persica.

jVrka-u- . . . . ,

.

Cyrena (?)

jd'rol- (b) .. Cerithidea telescopium.

ju'ru-win Id'kd bang- .

,

Solen vagina Razor-fish.

kd'mruj- .. .. Trochus (? obeliscus).
,

kd'rada- .

.

Area granosa.

kd'nop- (a) Tridacna squamosa.

li'do- Turbo marmoratus f Is eaten by the .bal'awa-

\ tribe only.

li'ta- (a) .. Cassis glaucus .

.

Helmet-shell.

mal'to- (a) .

.

Venus (?)

moved- (a) Venus meroe .. Pattern-shot Venus.
mar'etio- (a) . . .

.

Patella variabUis Rock-limpet.

* To the Rev. T. L. J. Warneford, formerly chaplain at the Andamans, I am
indebted for the classical names of many of the shells in this list.

() denotes those that are cooked and eaten.

() denotes those that are cooked and eaten by married persons only.
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Andamanese name.

nye'red- ..

6'do-

&la- (a)

6'log- ..

pai'dek-(a)
pail- (V) .

.

pai'lta- (i)

pdp-6'la- (a)

pe'te- (a) .

.

po'rma- (a)

.pu luga Idr a lang-

re'keto-

rd'kta- (b)

td'ra-6'la- (a)

tavlig-pwnur-
teb- (a)

te'lim-

» • •

til- ..

tbina-

tu'a- (a) .

.

u- (a) ..

u'ckup- ,

,

u'yo-

wal- (i) .

.

wd'ngata- (a)

wop- {b) .

.

gd'dl Idr e te- (a)

Scientific name.

Mitra adusta
Nautilus (? zic-zac).

Cerithium (? nodulosum).
Strombus (? pugilis).

Area (? barbata).

Mytilus smaragdmus
Pharus (?)

Turbo porphyreticus.

Circe (?)

Area (?)

Dolium latelabris (? also

galea).

Hemicardium unedo.
Cyrena (?)

Natica albumen.
Conus (? nobilis).

Bulla naucum . . .

.

Cyprtea Arabica .

.

,, Mauritiiuia.

,, Talpa.

„ Tigris.

,, Vitellus

Cassia Madagascariensis

(? also tuberosa)

Ostrea (?)

Trochus NiloticuSi

Cyrena (?)

Conus textile

? TurbineUa pyrum, or
Pyrula (? ficus)

Spondylus (?)

Area (? granosa).

Ostrea (?)

Haliotis glabra (also

„ asininus)

Bemarks.

Mitre-shell.

Sea-mussel.

Bubble-shell.

Cowry.

Queen-conch.

r Eaten many years ago

1. but not now.

Cone shell.

Shank shell.

'J'homy oyster.

Oyster,

Ear-shell.
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A

Abipones, 134.

Abnormalities, 13.

Aboriginal population, xii, xiii, 2.

Aborigines, earnings of, xx, and Appen-
dix N, 216.

Abuse, 27.

Activity, 23.

Adam, 96-98.

Adoption, 56-58.

Adze, how made, 179.

,, „ used, 73, 149.

Aetas, 2.

Age, limit of, 11.

Agglutination, xxiv, 55.

Agriculture, 120.

Albinism, unknown, 14.

Alcoholic drinks, fondness for, xx, 119,

124.

Amusements, 165-174.

Anatomy and Physiology, 6-8.

Ancestors, 33, 95, 101.

Anchor, 149.

Andaman, possible derivation of name,
2 .

Anderson (Capt. T. C.), 95, 128.

Angels, 90.

,, road of the, 118.

Anger, how expressed, 21.

Animals, training and domes-
tication of, 121.

Animals, killed for food, 129.

„ onomatopoetic names of, 122.

„ names derived from ances-

tors, 103.

Area shell, how used, 125, 154, 157.

Area of group, xii.

Arithmetic, 32.

Arrows, 138, 140, 166, 176, Appendix
B. 177.

Arrows, how discharged, 141.

,, not poisoned, 138.

Artocarpus, cbaplasha, 108.

„ ,, seeds, how pre-
served, 132.

Astonishment, how expressed, 20.

Astronomy, 116-118.
Attack, favourite time for, 136.
Attire, 109-111.

Attitudes, 21.

„ in sleep, 22.

Australians compared with, 47, 59,

62, 89, 123.

B

Baby-slings, 23, 109, and Appendix B,
180.

Baking with stones, 126.

,, in leaves, 129, 130.

,, in bamboo vessel, 131.

Baldness, 10.

Ball (V.), xi, xii.

Bamboo food-vessel, 124, 131.

„ how utilised, 157, 158.

,, knife, 157, and Appendix B,
186.

,, tongs, 158, and Appendix B,
187.

„ water-holder, 8, and Appendix
B, 187.

Bandages of leaves, 20.

Barbe (Pere), xxiii, 115, 119.
Bark-belt, 7.

Barren Island, x, 31, 148.

Barter, mode of, 120.

Basket-work, how performed, 162.

„ legend anent, 97.

Bates (H. W.), 123.

Bathing, 81.

Beards, 10.

Beche de mer, xiv, 118, 124.

Beeswax, burning of, 86, 100.

„ as a remedy, 17.

Belcher (Sir E.), 67.

Beliefs, 88-95.

Betrothal of children, 68.

Bigamy unknown, 67.

Birds, by whom eaten, 127, 134.

,,
superstition regarding, 87, 121,

122 .

Birth names, 60, and Appendix H.
Birth, treatment of infant at, 18.

Blair (Capt. A.), xiv.

Blandford (T. W.), 34.

Blind man’s butt', 165.

Boats, see Canoe.

,, mythical submarine, 91.

Boils, how treated, 19.

Boiling of fish, 125.

,, of pork, ftl, 130.

,, of yams, 126.
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Boiling water, 125.

Bones of animals, 18, 137.

,, of relations, 18, 75-77.

Bow, differences in construction, 138.

„ tradition regarding, 97.

Brains of animals eaten, 131.

Brander (Dr. E. S.), 5, 6, 11, 13, 27,

142.

Breath, 7.

Bride, 69, 70.

Bridge of invisible cane, 94.

Broca, Paul, 7.

Brown (Dr. E.), 47, 67, 71, 82, 146.

Burden, maximum of, 22, 116.

Burial of adults, 76, 77.

,, of enemies or strangers, 78.

„ of infants, 73-75.

C

Calder (J. E.), 2, and Appendix D, 192.

Campbell (Sir A.), xi.

Cannibalism, xiii, 45, 88.

Canoe, traditiotial form of, 97.

„ making, 49.

„ how propelled, 149, 150.

,, races, 167.

Capital punishment, 42, 43.

Carapace of turtle, how treated, 131.

Car Nicobar, xxii, 3.

Cari/ota sololifera, superstition anent,

85.

Caste distinction unknown, 124.

Catarrh, how treated, 17.

Cats not eaten, 123.

Cat’s-cradle, 168.

Centipede stings, how treated, 20.

Cerambyx heros (v. Great Capricornis

beetle)

.

Ceremonies at meeting, 79.

,, at parting, 80.

„ funeral, 73-79.

„ initiatory, 61-66.

,,
marriage, 67-70.

Chiefs, how chosen, 41.

„ duties of, 41.

„ death of, 41.

Child-marriages, 72.

Cl'ildless parents, 77

„ widows, 71.

Children, how treated, 25, 109.

„ amusements of, 165-168.

,,
captured in warfare, 136.

„ instruction of, 109.

„ mental capacity of, xxi, 27.

Chlrography, 45-47.

Civilisation, contact with, xviii-xxiii,

3, 173.

Chips or flakes of quartz, 115, 160,
Appendix B, 183.

Cicatrices, 112.

Climate of Andamans, x.

Climbing, skill in, 21.

Clothing, see Attire.

Clouds, forms of, recognised, 118.

Coast-men, 16, 23, 34, 36, 39, 41, 46,

119, 123, 144, 145.

Colebrook (Col. E. H.), xiv, 4, 20, 49,

79, 110, 139, 170.

Cold, how regarded, 8, 94.

Colour of eye, 7.

„ of hair, 11.

„ of race, 6.

„ of soul, 94.

„ of spirit, 94.

Communications, 45, 46.

Communities, coast, 24, 34, 36, 46.

,, inland, 23, 35, 36.

Communities, Tribal, 33.

Compass, cardmal points, how distin-

guished, 118.

Con
j ugal fidelity, 67, 107,

Conservatism, 50, 89.

Constancy, 67.

Consumption, 14.

Conti Nicolo, 2.

Cooking, care taken in, 128, 131.

,, stones, 160.

,, by whom performed, 129.

Coral reefs, xii.

Corbyn (Eev. H. F.), xviii.

Corpse, treatment of, 75-77.

,,
position in grave, 76, 77.

Cough, remedy for, 17.

Council fires, 83.

Counting, method of, 32.

Courage, want of true, 24, 135.

Cousins, how regarded, 58.

Covenants, oaths, &c., 42.

Crackling, fondness for, 130.

Creator, behef in the, 89, 95.

Creation, legend regarding, 95, 96.

Creeks, legend regarding formation of,

97.

Crimes, 43, 44.

Crosses, 12.

Customs, see Adoption, Death and
Burial, Marriage, Meeting and Part-

ing, Proper Names, Initiatory Cere-
monies, Shaving, Tattooing, Tabu.

Cutaneous diseases, 15, 19.

Cyrena shell, how used, 18, 150, 158,

164, 167, Appendix B, 183.
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D

D’ Albertis (L. M.), 113, 156.

Dancing ground, 40.

Dancing, mode of, by men, 170.

,, „ by women, 171.

Dance of, neophytes, 63, 64.

Dance of tears, 75.

Dante, 8, 94.

Darkness legend, anent origin of, 104.

Dawn superstition, regarding, 85.

Davis (Dr. J. B.), 4, 9, 115.

Day (Dr. F.), 10, 12, 59, 61, o9, 109,

116, 123, 125, 130, 145.

Death and Burial, 73-79.

Death ascribed to magic, 28.

„ sudden, 78.

„ from snake-bite, 19.

,,
from sunstroke, 92, 130.

Deceased persons, how referred to,

135.

Defiance, how expressed, 2.

Deformations, 115.

Deluge, legends of, 98-101.

„ superstitions regarding recur-

rence of, 85, 127.

Demonology, 88-92.

Demons, belief in, 89, 90, 92.

„ death ascribed to, 78, 92.

Dentalium octogonum used for orna-

ment, 150, Appendix B, 182.

Depilation, 10.

Development and Decay, 11

Dialects, xxiv, 50-56.

,, legends anent, 98, 101.

Difficulties of intercommunication, 45,

55.

Diseases prevalent, 16, 17.

Disgust, how shown, 20.

Dispersion, legend of, 97, 98, 101.

Distant (W.), 124.

Diving, 48, 167.

Divorce, 67.

Dobson (Dr. G. E.), 5, 12, 14, 38, 39.

Dogs, 119, 121, 137.

Domestication of animals, 121.

Drawing, ignorance of, 47.

Dreams, how regarded, 29, 87.

Drought, fable of a, 105.

Drunkenness, 44.
“ Ducks and Drakes,” 167.

Dugongs, ceremonies connected with

first eating, 134.

Dug-out canoes, 148.

,, „ antediluvian form of

147.

Duties of men, 107.

„ women, 108, 111, 113.

E

Ear, 5.

Ear-ache, cure for, 19.

Earthen vessels, 153.

Earthquakes, recurrence of, x, xi.

Earthquakes, how regarded, 86.

East, term for, 118.

East wind, 118.

Eating meat, mode of, 124.

„ gravy, 19, 125, 131.

,, honey by neophytes, 65.

,, turtle, 63.

Eclipse of moon, 92.

Eclipse of sun, 85, 93.

Eden, Garden of, 96, 98, 103.
Edible birds’ nests, 118.
Edible roots, 126.

Education of children, 109.
Eggs (turtle), how eaten, 124, 129.
Elephants legendary, 87, 104.
Elephantiasis, 20.

Ellis (A. J.), 3, 56, and Appendix A,
174.

Emulation, spirit of, 26.

Encampments, coast, 36.

,, diagram of, 40.

,, inland, 34.

,, permanent, 37, 39, 136.

,, temporary, 38, 136.

„ undefended, 136.
Endurance, powers of, 22.

Entada pursoetha, superstition regard-
ing, 85.

Entertainments, 168-172.
Epidemics, 15.

Epilepsy, 15.

Erythrism, 14.

Esquimaux, 92, 124.

Etymolo^ry, 33.

Eve, 90.

Evil spirits, belief in, 16, 29,90,91.
Exhumation of human remains, 74.

77.

Extinction of race, xxv, 3, 16.

Exchangeable values, &c., 118-
120 .

Eye, colour of, 7.

Eye-sight keenness of, 23.

Eyebrows, shaving of, 10.

E

Facial angle, 11.

Farrer, 68.

Fasting period, 62.

Fasting in mourning, 74.

j

Fat, excessive development of, 13.
' Fearlessness, 24.

I
Feet, size of, 4, 5.
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Fever, malarial, treatment of, 16.

Fijians, 15.

Figuier (L.), 2, 38, 56.

Fire, 82.

,, how preserved when travelling,

82.

„ method of rekindling, 83.

„ obtained from the sky, 96.

„ safeguard against evil spirits 84.

,, rekindled over infant’s grave, 74.

,,
wood collected by women, 83,

108.

'Fish as an article of diet, 127.

,,
favourite, 125.

,, cooking of shell-fish, 125.

Fish-spears, 137.

Fisblng, 136-146.

,,
with bows and arrows, 146.

„ with nets, 145, 146.

Flaking, how performed, 160.

,, a fem. duty, 160.

Flood, legends of, 98-101.

Flower, (W. H.), xiii.

Flower-name, 60, and Appendix H,
201.

Food, 122-133.

„ care in preparing, 123, 128, 129.

„ sufficiency of, 123.

,,
average amount eaten, 124.

,, mode of preserving, 131.

„ mode of storing, 38, 131.

,, variety of, 127.

„ in what state eaten, 9, 129, 131.

Fords, 47.

Form and Size, 4-6.

Foster-parents, 57.

Fowls, fondness for, 131.

Frog-stroke, 48.

Fruits, list of principal, 128.

,,
eaten with ashes, 128.

„ eaten medicinally, 19.

,,
method of cooking, 128.

Future Life, belief in, 94.

G

Gaboon tribes, 146.

Galatea, Pygmalion and, 102.

Games and Amnsements, 165-

173.

Generosity of disposition, 25.

Geographers, Arabian, xii. 2.

Geological legends, 103, 104.

Ghosts, bridge of, 94.

Gifts, 80, 169.

Glass flakes, 160.

Government, 40-42.

Grant (Capt. J.), 122.

Gravy, how eaten. 125, 131.

Great Andaman, xi, xxiv, xxv. 111,

119.

Great Capricornis beetle, larv® of,

eaten, 123, 127.

Guests, how treated, 26, 172.

H

Habitations, 37, 40.

Hades, belief in, 87, 93.

Hair, mode of dressing, 9, 10.

,)
colour of, 11.

,, on body, 6.

,, structure of, 9.

„ shaving the, 10.

„ not dyed, 10.

„ early rumours of a tribe with
long, 10.

Hamilton (G.), 148.

Harbours, xi, xii.

Harpoon, 137, and Appendix B, 177.

Headaches, cure for, 19.

Hearing, sense of, 24.

Heat precautions against, 8.

Heaven, belief in, 86, 94.

Height of adults, 5, and Appendix C,

188-191.

Heredity, 28.

“ Hide and seek,” 165.

Hills, 31, 86.

Hodder (Surgeon-Major), 7, 56.

Homes established by Government,
xviii-xx, xxii, 15, 35, 40, 67, 111,

129, 171.

Homfray (J. N.), xviii, xix, xx, 39.

Hones, see Whetstone.
Honey-fast, 65, 66.

,,
mode of gathering, 133.

,, when abstained from, 66, 134.

Hospitality inculcated, 26, 57.

Hostility to strangers, xiv, xviii, 2,

45, 119.

Hottentots, 14, 74, 76.

Human bones, necklaces of, 18, 75, 78,

108, Appendix B, 182.

Human skulls, 75, 78.

„ „ not used as receptacles,

1.57.

Hunting anil Fl.sbing, 136-147.

Huts V. Habitations.

Hosts, duties of, 26, 169, 172.

1

Iguanas eaten, 127.

Ill-temper, how shown, 21.

Immortality, belief in, 94.

„ of animals, birds, and fish,

95 .
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Infanticide, 109.

Infants, excessive mortality of, 11.

„ burial of, 73-75.

„ mode of carrying, 109.

„ naming of, 60.

„ pre-existence of, 87.

,,
treatment of, 13.

,, shaving of, 114, 115.

Inheritance, laws of, 120.

Initiatory Ceremonies, 61-66, 130.

Inland tribes, xxv, 23, 34, 119.

Intelligence, xxi, 27.

Intercommunication, difficulties of, 45.

Intercourse with aliens, result of,

xxv, 15, 2 '
,
44.

Interments, 73-78.

Interval between death and burial, 73.

Interview Island, ix, 10, 36.

Invisible cane bridge, 94.

Iron highly prized, xxii, 119, 159.

„ legend of finding, 102.

J

Jealousy, 20, 70.

Journey, a day’s, 22, 116.

Jungle life, preference for, xxi, 27,

173.

Justice, how administered, 42.

„ sense of, 25.

K

Keane (A. H.), 47.

Kidney-fat a delicacy, 62, 130.

King (Dr. G.), Appendix L, 209.

King-fisher, 99, 103.

„ legendary Prometheus, 99.

Kissing, 79.

Kitchen-middens, xxiii, xxv, 37, 126,

153, 161, 169.

Kyd Island, 47.

Kurz (S.), xii, 28.

I.,

Lan^uaire, 49-56.

Laws, 42, 43, 120.

Leaf-apron, 26, 110, 111.

Leaf-screens, 18, 81, Appendix B, 186.

“Leap-frog,” 165.

Leather-work, 158.

Legends regarding Creation, 96.

,, „ Deluge, 98-101.

„ ,, dispersion, 98, 101.

„ ,, diversity of dialect,

98,- 101.

Legends regarding drought, 105.

„ ,, elephants, 103.

„ „ formation of creeks,

97.

„ ,,
finding of iron, 102.

,, ,, neophytes who were
petrified, 102.

„ „ origin of night, 104.

,, „ origin of fire, 96.

„ „ propagation ofyams,
102 .

„ „ Pygmalion and
Galatea, 102.

Lery, Jean de, 131.

Limbs, well-formed, 4.

„ measurements of, 5, and Appen-
dix C, 188-191.

Limit of age, 11.

Liglitning, how regarded, 85, 90.

Little Andaman, xxii, xxiv, 4, 139, 141.

Loads, mode of carrying, 23, 115.

Longevity, 11.

Long-haired tribes, supposed existence

of, 10.

Lord’s Prayer, ti-anslation of, 54.

Lubbock (Sir J.), 24, 30, 57, 122, 124,

172.

91

9Iai;ic ana Witchcraft, 28, 29.

Magnanimity, 25.

Moliammedan travellers, 4, 5.

Mangrove fruit, how eaten, 127.

Mariage de convenance, 71.

Marriage, 67-72

„ how brought about, 68.

„ ceremonie.s, 69.

„ irregularly contracted, 69.

„ not permissible between
relatives, 67.

,, presents, 70.

„ second, 70.

„ errors of various writers

regarding, 71, 72.

Marital relations, 67, 107, 108.

Marrow, fondness for, 131.

Measles, epidemic of, 15.

Meat, mode of eating, 124.
.

Medicine, 16-20.

Meetins and l*ai*tinar, Ac., 79-81.
Meeting between friends, 79.

,, between liusband and wife, 80,

„ childless couples, 80.

Men, duties of, 107.

„ mode of earr^ iug loads, by, 23.

Mctaiinr^^y, 159.

Meteors, liow viewed, 84.

Migrations, 36, 37.
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Migrations, by whom arranged, 108.

Milky way, 118.

Miller (Capt.), xxiii, 119.

Mincopie, possible origin of name, 3.

Miniature bows and arrows for children,

109, 138, 168.

Mock pig hunts, 165.

„ turtle hunts, 166.

„ burials, 167
Modesty, sense of, 26, 56, 110.

Moon, eclipse of, 92.

,, regarded, as masculine, 84. 92.

„ superstition regarding, 84, 85.

,, tradition anent, 105.

,, tidal influence recognised, 117.

Morality, 26.

„ breaches of, xix, 67.

Morals, 24-28.

Mortality, rate of, 3.

„ excessive infant, 11, 13.

Motions, 21, 22.

Mouat (Dr. F. J.), xiv-xvi, 4, 7, 9, 16,

18, 36, 48, 71, 73, 83. 89, 95, 138,

139, 146, 148, 150, 163, 170.

Mourning period, 74, 168.

Mourners, 73, 75, 77, 133.

Mucous membrane, 8.

Musical ability, absence of, 171, 172.

„ instruments not made, 158.

Murder, 42.

Mutilation, 74, 115.

Myristica longifolia, 63, 150.

Mythology, 95-106.

N

Naga Hill tribes, 23.

Names, Proper, 59-61.

„ birth, 60.

„ flower, 60, and Appendix H,
201 .

„ nick, 61.

,,
given to natives of India, 33.

Narcondem, 31, 82, 148.

Narcoties, 44.

Natural Forms, 156-158.

Nautilus shell, 151, 153, 157.

Navigation, 146-150.

Neap-tide, 118.

Necklaces, 75, 77, and Appendix B,

181.

Negritos, xxiv, 2.

Neophytes, 62-66, 102.

Netting needles, 158, 165, and Appen-
dix B, 185.

Netting, 165.

Nicobarese, xxii. 115, 147, 148, 158.

Night, supposed origin of, 10 1.

Nomadism, 36, 37..

Nudity, 109.

Numeration, 32.

„ ignorance of, 117.

Nox Vomica, 138.

O
Oatbs and Ordeals, 42.

Odour, 7.

Omentum of pig eaten, 130.

Ophiophagus elaps, 19, 66, 85.

Ophthalmia, 15.

Ordinals, 32, and Appendix E, 194.

Orion’s belt, 118.

Ornamentation, 150-153.

„ diagram of designs,

151-153.
Ornaments, 109.

„ made by women, 108.

Outriggers, when introduced, 147.

Oven-trees, 83.

Owen (Richard), xiii, 14, 123.

Oysters, 125.

P

Pace, average length jof, 21.

Paddles, 150.

Painting, 112-114.

„ materials used in, 113, 114.

„ of weapons and imple-

ments, 150.

„ restrictions on the un-
married, 113.

,, tradition regarding, 97,

102, 113.

Palm-leaves, 38, Appendix B, 186.

Papuans, psychological affinities with,

27.

.Papuans, 2, 45.

Paradise, belief in, 94.

Paradoxurus, 19, 127, 130.

Pathology, 14, 15.

Peal (S. E.), 23.

Perseverance, 26.

Peschel (Oscar), 11, 59,67,92, 110, 111,

121, 122, 155.

Physical powers and senses,
22-24.

Physiognomy, 20, 21.

Physiology, 6-8.

Pigs, antediluvian, 96.

Pig hunts, 143.

„ most frequent during rains

126.

,, mock, 165.

Pigs, mode of killing, 129.

„ baking of, 129, 130.

,, superstition regai-ding, 91, 130,

,, boiling, 91, 130.
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Pig-fast, 66.

Pig, not eaten at cert: .1 times, 133,

134.

Pinna shells, how used, 157.

Pitt Rivers (General A.)
, 83, 138.

Poetical dialect, 50.

Poison, 87.

Polyandry, 67.

Polygamy, 67.

Porpoise, ceremonies on first tasting,

134.

Poss. pron. adj., list of, 51-44, Appen-
dix G, 199.

Pottery, 153-156.

Potter’s wheel unknown, 154.

Pottery, substitutes for, 156.

Pots, method of making, 154, 155.

Pre-existence of infants, belief in, 87.

Private property, rights of, 120.

Prognathism, 14.

Propagation of yams, 102.

Property, 118.

Proper Names, 60, 61, Appendix H,
201 .

Psychology and Morals, 24-28.

Purgatory, belief in, 94.

Puris, 38.

Pygmalion and Galatea, 102.

R
Race, rapid extinction of, 3.

Race, canoe, 167.

Rafts, 149.

Rainbow, how regarded, 86.

Rainfall, average, x.

Rate of pulse, 6.

,, respiration, 6.

Re-adoption, 57.

Re-birth, belief in, 87.

Records of game killed, not kept, 137.

Refrain of songs, 169.

Rehearsal of songs, 169.

Religious Beliefs and Demon-
ology, 8S, 95.

Relationships, 58, 59.

Reproduction, 13, 1 4.

Restrictions in regard to toucliihg or

speaking to certain relatives, 135.

Resurrection, belief in, 94.

Rheumatism, treatment of, 17.

Rhythm, 50, 169.

Rice, fondness for, 131.

Ridley (Rev. W.), 59, 62.

Roasting, 129, 130.

Rbepstortf (P. A. de), xxv, 122, 155,
161.

Rudler (F. W.), 160.

Rutland Island, ix, xxiii, 10, 12, 166,

Running, 23.

Saddle Peak, x, 30, 31, 97, 98.

Sandwich Islanders, 172.

Scarification, 17, 19.

,, a fern, duty, 108.

Scenery of Andamans, xii.
^

Scent, sense of, 23.

Scorpion sting, how treated, 20.

Second sight, belief in, 28.

Second marriages, 70.

Seers, 28, 29, 93.

Self-denial, 26.

Self-respect, 56.

Semangs, 2, 142.

Semecarpus, how preserved, 132.

Senses and physical powers, 22-
24.

Sham feasts, 168.

Shaving, 114, 115.

„ of eyebrows, 10.

,, infants, 115.

duty of women, 10, 108.

,
with quartz or glass flakes,

115, 159.

Shell-iish, mode of opening, 125.

„ ,, cooking, 125.

Sexes, relation of, 107.

Shields not used, 136.

Shooting, skill in, 139, 142, 143, 167.

I

Sight, keenness of, 23.

Silence after hunting, 136.

Singing, 171, 172 .

Silence enjoined on neophytes, 63, 65,

66 .

Si^e and Form, 4-6.

Skift's, buoyancy of, 147.

Skin, colour of, 6.

Skulls of deceased relatives, 78.

,, deformation of, 115.

Sleep, attitude in, 22.

,, loss of, 8.

„ forbidden to neophytes, 63, 66.

Smoking, injurious effect of, xix, 45.

Snakes (sea) eaten, 123.

Snake bites, cure for, 19.

„ death from, 19.

,, superstition regarding, 87.

Sneezing, how regarded, 87.

Social Relations, 107.

Social status, on what dependent, 41.

Somali, 48.

Songs, how composed, 169.

Soul, 94.

Sounding board, 136, 151, 169, Appen-
dix B, 179.

Spirits, dread of evil, 29, 84, 90, 91.

Spirit combats, game of, 166.

Spirits of the departed, 86, 94.

: Stars, 92,
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St. Andrew, St. John, R. F., 157.

Stone Implements, 159-161.

Storms, superstition anent, 85.

Stoliczka (Dr. P.), xxv, 126, 153, 156,
161.

Stratagems not used to decoy game,
143.

Stratagems not employed in warfare,

135.

String, how made, 163.

String, 162-164.

Suicide, 43.

Sun regarded as fern., 92.

,, eclipse of, 85.

Sun-dial, 117.

Superstitions, 84-88.

Surprise, how shown, 20.

Suttee unknown, 73.

Sweets, fondness for, 131.

Swimming:, 47, 48, 167.

Swinging, 166.

Symes (Col.), 85, 95, 153.

T

Tabu, 133-135.

Tamils, 59.

Tangi, 79.

Tanna, New Hebrides, 28.

Tasmanians, 2, 9, 82.

Taste, sense of, 23.

Tattooing, 110, 111.

„ coloured pigments not
used, 113.

„ legend of origin of, 102.

,, mode of execution, 112.

„ tribal differences in regard

to, 112.

„ reason for. 111.

,, performed bywomen, 108,

111
,
112 .

Teeth, general excellence of, 8, 18.

Telugus, 59.

Temple (Lieut. R. C.), 33, 55.

Tears sign of happiness, 80, 1 72.

Tears, dance of, 75.

Thomson (Dr. Allen), 9, 77.

Threefold constitution, belief in, 94
Thunder, how regarded, 85, 90.

Throwing- competitions, 167.

Tickell (Col.), 50, 131.

Time, mode of reckoning, 116.

Tid-bits, 122, 123.

Tobacco-smoking, xix, 44.

Topography, 30, 31.

Trade, Exchangeable Values, &c.,

118-120.

Traders, malpractices of, xiv, 119.

Training of animals, 121, 122.

Transmigration, past belief in, 93, 122.

Tribes linguistically distinguished,

xxiv, 30, 51.

Tribes, rumours of long-haired, 10.

Tribal communities, 33-36
Tribal distribution, 30.

Tribal marks, xxiv, 112.

Turtle hunts, 144, 145.

„ mode of killing, 131.

„ -blood, mode of cooking, 131.

„ eggs sometimes eaten raw, 129.

„ not eaten during mourning, 74,
133.

„ -fat esteemed a delicacy, 131.

Twins, 13.

Tylor (E. B.), 10, 96, 131.

V

Visual powers, 23.

Voices, 8.

Volcanoes, 31, 82.

W
Wallace (A. R.), 2.

Warfare, 135, 136.

Wax, 17, 29, 74, 86.

Water, how boiled, 125.

Weapons used in hunting, &c., 137.

Wedding presents, 70.

Weeping sign of joy, 80, 172.

Weights and measures, 116.

Weight of adults, 5, and Appendix C,

188-191.

Whetstone, how made, 160.

„ medium of exchange, 161.

Widows, 71.

Winds, names for, 118.

Wood (Rev. J. Q-.), 67, 71.

Women, duties of, 83, 108, 115.

,, mode of carrying loads by,

23, 115.

Wounds, cure for, 19.

Wounded foes, how treated, 135.

World, belief respecting form of, 93.

World, belief respecting end of, 86.

Wrestling games, 167.

Y

Yams, how cooked, 126.

„ legend of propagation of,. 102.

„ when in season, 132.

Yorubas, 68.

Yide (Col. H.), 2, 82.
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ON THE LANGUAGE OF

THE SOUTH ANDAMAN ISLAND.

Proceeding from Sumatra northwards into the Bay of

Bengal, we find first the Nicobar, and then the Andaman
group of islands. The latter is composed of the North,

Middle, South and Little Andamans, with numerous smaller

ones adjacent. In 1858, Port Blair, an inlet on the south-east

of South Andaman, was selected as a penal settlement for the

Sepoy rebels, and it was there that the Indian Viceroy, Lord

Mayo, was murdered by a fanatic prisoner in 1872. Mr. E.

H. Man went to the Andamans oflicially in 1869, and in July,

1875, was put in charge of the Andamanese Homes, which

threw him into immediate and close connexion with the

natives, and gave him an opportunity of studying their

language, habits and customs. In several most interesting

communications to the Anthropological Institute this year,

Mr. Man has described the physical and social condition

of these tribes. I may mention in passing that the Anda-
manese are almost entirely naked ^ and totally uncivilized,

but seem to have many good qualities, and are very moral

in respect to marriage, being strictly monogamous. They

are dwarfish in stature, the average height of men being

4 ft. lOf inches and of women 4 ft. 7| inches.^. The accounts

' The women always wear an d'bu-

ngada or apron, consisting of one or two
leaves of the mimnsops Indica, in front,

as well as a bo'dda or girdle with an ap-

pendage behind like a bustle, and the

men sometimes wear a waistbelt and
girdle of shells {Dentalium oetogonum).

Both men and women also frequently

paint their bodies with white and red in

patterns, and tattoo themselves more

or less, and wear necklaces and other

ornaments.
2 Themaximum and minimum height

of men are 5 ft. in., quite a giant,

and 4 ft. 5f in. respectively. Those
of women being 4 ft. ll|-in. maximum,
and 4 ft. 4 in. minimum. The average

weight of men is 98-j lbs. or 7 stone,

and of women 93j lbs. or slightly over

6^ stone.
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of travellers in former times were not only very meagre,

but have been found to contain important inaccuracies both

as respects the language and customs of the natives, (p.47,n.l).

The Andamanese have no means of writing, and no notions

of religious worship. The tribes which inhabit the Anda-

man group are Negritos and seem to have ail descended from

a common source. They are entirely distinct from the in-

habitants of the Nicobar Islands, who are allied to the

Malays. There are at least nine Andamanese tribes speak-

ing mutually unintelligible languages, all of which are

however, formed after a common type of construction, and

although in two of them an occasional resemblance in roots

can be traced, the relational words and particles, postpositions,

prefixes and suffixes which form the principal peculiarity of

the language, are totally different for the different tribes.

Between July, 1875, and April, 1876, Mr. Man had

prepared a vocabulary of from 1800 to 2000 South Andaman
words, with numerous illustrative phrases, and this he had

intended to incorporate with his report to Government. But

before doing so, about May, 1876, Lieutenant Id. C. Temple,^

who was at that time in the l-21st Fusiliers, was transferred

from the head-quarters of his regiment in Burmah, to do

duty with a detachment then stationed at Port Blair. Mr.

Temple had already worked at the Burmese language, and

published a transliteration of it.^ Hence, on becoming

* Now Col. Sir R. C. Temple, Bt.,

C.I.E. (E.H.M. 1914).
2 Notes on the Transliteration of the

Burmese Alphabet into Roman Cha-
racters, to which is attached a Note on
the Vocal and Consonantal Sounds of

the Peguan or Taking Languages. By
Lieutenant R. C. Temple, 21st R.N.B.
Fusiliers. Rangoon, printed at the

Central Jail Press, 1876 ;
folio, pp.

viii. 21. iv. In this transliteration

Mr. Temple endeavours to combine
“ literal ” with “ phonetic ” transcrip-

tion on the basis of Sir William Jones’s

system for Sanscrit as modified by Dr.
Hunter. But as Burmese has the

sound of English th in thin, as well as

the postaspirated i or as here written,

and has a postaspirated s or s‘, but not

English sh in she, Mr. Temple employs
hk, ht, hp, hs for the postaspirates,

which would here be written A‘, V,

p\ s', the ‘ representing the Greek
spiritus asper. He also uses a^l for

the sound of unaccented English au in

awthority, and aw for the accented aw
in awful. He likewise distinguishes

e in met, e in French pere (which he
identifies with ai in English pair) and
e in French fete. He also uses ou for

the English sound of ou in moand.
These are his chief deviations from Dr.
Hunter’s Indian system, and it will be
seen by a subsequent note (p. 48, n. 1)

that he bases his Andamanese system
upon this, although, not having a
native orthography to deal with in the

present case, he has modified itin part.
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acquainted with Mr. Man’s collections, he took the greatest

interest in them, and proposed an improved system of spell-

ing, wdiich Mr. Man adopted, and they then agreed to

work together. One consequence of this was that Mr. Man
translated the Lord’s Pra5'^er into South Andamanese—

a

natural but rather an unfortunate selection perhaps, as the

Andamanese have scarcely a proper word for Grod,i and could

only call prayer ‘daily repetition’^ from observing the habits

of the imported Mussulmans—while Mr. Temple wrote a

comment and introduction, based entirely on the facts

furnished him by Mr. Man. The result was published in

Calcutta and London (Triibner, 1877), in a little book of 81

pages, called “ The Lord’s Prayer translated into the South

Andaman Language by E. H. Man, with preface, intro-

duction, and notes by R. C. Temple.” The preface is dated

September, 1876, only four months after Mr. Temple had

become acquainted with the language. To have written such

a precis in so short a time (seriously diminished by his being

engaged in studying for the higher standard examination in

Hindustani, which he passed while at Port Blair) evinces

great powers of appreciation and coordination in Mr. Temple.

It was the first book which gave any trustworthy account of

this language, the nature of which I shall endeavour to

explain in this report.

Messrs. Man and Temple then determined to work together

for the purpose of compiling a complete grammar of the

1 Pu-luga (the system of spelling

will be explained on p. 49) “is,” says

Mr. Temple, ‘ ‘ as near an equivalent

for ‘ God ’ as can be found in the

language, and conveys nearly all the

ideas we attach to the word ‘ God ’

likely to occur to a savage mind.

Pu'luga is a spirit w^ho dwells in

md'ro, thesky li-ae'rdamd-ro

kokta-rlen, P. of dwelling-place sky
middle-in, and Twlnga mo'ro kokta-rlen

pol-ike P. sky middle-in dwell-does) ;

he is the Creator of all things and
supreme over all, he was not born, has

existed from time immemorial and
cannot die

;
his house is of stone [i.e.

of the most magnificent materials) and
invisible

;
he is the cause of rain, of

thunder, of natural death {Pii-Iugalva

pai-chatek [ox e'rtek) yu-mla pu-ke, P.
his lap-from (or house-from) rain fall-

does, Pu'luga ijire'lke, P. angry-is
! (an

exclamation used when it thunders).

Pu'higa is distinctly the embodiment
of goodness and power ... in contra-

distinction to the idea of evil embodied
in 'e'rem-chdu'gala, the Evil Spirit of

the jungles or land,” (e-rem jungle,

ehdu-galaghosi)

.

—Lord’s Prayer,p. 48.
- Hence ‘ the Lord’s prayer ’ is trans-

lated as Pu-luga Iva d-rlalikya-b, P.

of daily-repetition, from d-rla day, I

euphonic, ikyd-h repetition, where ydb
means speak, and ik or ig is a modify-

ing prefix, i\\Viidlyd-bngarigyd-pi\i9,i

word repeat

!
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language, Mr. Man collecting the data, and Mr. Temple

arranging the results. Mr. Man also endeavoured to obtain

as much information as possible respecting the other tribes.

On account of the narrow limits to which I must necessarily

confine myself, and the fragmentary nature of these latter

collections, I shall deal exclusively with the South Andaman
language, at which these gentlemen principally worked.

But the arrangements for joint authorship were un-

fortunately interfered with by Mr. Temple’s being ordered

off on duty to different stations in India in Oct. 1876, so that

all the manuscript and all correspondence between him and

Mr. Man had thus to pass through the post, entailing great

delay, and preventing the possibility of personal communi-

cation, which would have been so valuable. Nevertheless, in

the two years ending July, 1878, when Mr. Temple (who

was then in the 1st Goorkhas) was ordered off on active

service, and all papers were returned to Mr. Man, Mr.

Temple contrived to put together and make a fair copy of

a very copious grammar, of which a short specimen of

11 pages, containing the first section, “ On Nouns,” was

printed for private circulation at Calcutta in 1878. On the

MS. being sent back to Mr. Man, he went over it carefully,

to bring it up to his advanced knowledge in a series of

voluminous notes. These and the MS. were returned to Mr.

Temple after the war. But he was then appointed a Canton-

ment magistrate in the Panjab, and the great press of

business prevented him from obtaining privilege-leave, and

thus having an opportunity to correct his grammar by the

help of these additional notes. In the vain hope, however,

that he might find time to do so, he retained the MSS. till

July, 1881, when, with great regret and reluctance, he re-

turned them to Mr. Man, who was at the time on leave in

England. The “specimen” and the “Lord’s Prayer” are

the only papers that they have printed on the South

Andaman language. Those which Mr. Man has read before

the Anthropological Institute only touch incidentally upon it.^

' It would be really more correct to language. For Colebrook’s vocabulary
say that these are the only papers that (Asiatic Researches, iv. 393-4), quoted
have been printed on any Andaman by Crawfurd, is certainly unintelligible
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In January of this year Mr. Man was introduced to me
through Mr. Brandreth, a member of our Council, in order

to settle the alphabet before printing it in his Anthropo-

logical papers. I was then quite ignorant of the facts just

detailed, and merely endeavoured to complete the alphabet on

the lines which Mr. Man had used. These bad been laid

down, as we have seen, by Mr. Temple, and were to some

extent Anglo-Indian, especially in the use of a, not only for

a in America, but for a, u, o in the colloquial pronunciation

of ftssMmption. A minimum of change was thus produced.

The alphabet was extended to the Nicobarese language,

which has all the Andamanese sounds and several others,

and among these a peculiar double series of nasal vowels.

The following is the alphabet finally settled by Mr. Man and

myself, with examples in Andamanese and Nicobarese. This

scheme is found to work well, and will be employed in all

Andaman words used in this report.^ It will be observed

that, the South Andaman language is very rich in vowel

sounds, but is totally deficient in the hisses/, th, s, sh, and the

corresponding buzzes v, dh, z, zh. Of course this alphabet

has been constructed solely upon Mr. Man’s pronunciation

of the languages, and hence the orthography might require

modification on a study of the sounds as produced by the

natives themselves. This refers especially to the distinctions

d d, d, d, au dn, o 6, 6, and the two senses of i, e, according as

they occur in closed or open syllables. But as the natives

understand Mr. Man readily, his pronunciation cannot be far

wrong.

to six of the Andaman tribes
;
Tickell’s

{Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal,

No. ii. 1864) jthough referring to South
Andaman, is curiously incorrect, trans-

lating, for instance, ‘ yad d6^ as ‘ much
fish,’ and giving separately ydrf ‘ much ’

do ‘
fish,’ in place of ydd ‘ fish,’ do-gaya

‘ much ’
; and de Rdepstorff’s is also

full of error. See Mr. Temple’s pre-

face to “ The Lord’s Prayer.”
' In the foliowingcomparative list Mr.

Temple’s symbols stand first (and, with
one exception, are roman), those here

adopted stand second (and are all in

italics) : a a, a d, k d and a, a d and d,

e e, eeande, e», i i, i t and i, o o and 6,

6 0 and o, b d, aw 6, u u, u u and u, ai

ai, au au, aii du, oi di, b b, ch ch,d d,

gg,h h,
j j, k k, I I, m m, n n, ng

ng n ng, -p p, r r and r, t t, t t‘, w w,

y y. In Mr. Temple’s writing, short

d e i ouin open syllables were not dis-

tinguished from the long sounds, and
the position of stress was rarely marked.
I adopted his short a e i o u and made
the long of them d, e, I, d, u. Then
adopting his ‘ a, 6,’ 1 made their short

and long sounds respectively, d, o, and
thus got rid of the exclusively English

symbol aw.
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Alphabet for writing the South Andaman and

Nicobar Languages.

SIGN. ENGLISH, ETC. SOUTH ANDAMAN. NICOBAR.

Oral Vowels and Diphthongs.

a idea cut al'aba kind of tree yang without

a cut (with un- bd small, yd'ha not ?

trilled r)

d Ital. casa el&'kd region

d father d&'-ke don’t (imperative) kan wife
«(i) fathom .jarawa name of a tribe le-dt finished

e{2) b«d e mej name of a tree enyd'h (h heard, see note 8) after

(in time), heng day, sun

chaotic pu'd-re burn-did le'bare book
-e{Z) pair e'la pig-arrow le'ang word
i ltd ig-bd'dig-re see-did ifd' sweep
t police yd'dl turtle, pid hair wl make
0 indolent .bbi'goli European yo'kolai bathe

0(4) pole job basket laro'tn Pandanus Mellori

6 pot pbl'i-ke dwell-does bmto'm all

6 atoful to-go wrist, shoulder 16'

e

cloth

0 Germ, konig not found katb' remain, dok come
n inflwenoe bu'kura name of a tree hS' la-rue landing place

u pool pu'd-re burn-did hu-ya egg
u Germ, fiber not found ehii'a I

ai bite dai'-ke understand-does taiyd'k cocoanut shell cup

an hottse chopawa narrow kareaw a charm
du Germ, hatts chdu body odtr vomit

6i boil .bdi-goli European enlbi'n wallow

Nasal Vowels and Diphthongs.

an Fr. un not found holi-an spinster, ongl'hanh (5) wood
an (6) not found midn- spear having prongs, mom-d-n ya

two pronged spear, kb-ydnk'wa guava
en Fri. vin not found hen'ha otherwise, hinwe-nh' harpoonspear

ill Port, sim not found koin-ha scrape aminh (5) rain

071 Fri. on not found haronh' stalk game
on (6) not found shin-kon' -hata knock down, bnh fuel

ain (7) not found tanain- five, tain-ya white

din (7) not found dm-hbi'n tobacco

b

ch

d

f

9
h

j
k
I

m
n
n

bed.

chuToh

rfip

/en

•<?ap

Aay

Judge
king
Zap

TOan

nun
Fr. gagner

Consonants.

bud hut
chah ability, mieh-alen why,

.ruch Ross Island

do'ga large

not found

gob bamboo utensil

he ho ! dwell' [h sounded, see

note 8) etcetera

jd'bng bad, e'mej name of a tree

kd'gal-ke ascend-does

log navigable channel
mu'gu face

ndu-ke walk-does, ro'pan toad

otnd'ba another, one more

le'bare book
chakd' face, raich micturi-

tion

kamin'do rainbow

if'e you (said of three or

more), f&p thick

kbg-nare be off

!

hu'ya egg, paiyu'h married
or widowed person

chij abstain

kd'nedl last quarter of moon
le'ang word
bmtd m all

not pig

manle-ha exorcist
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SIGN. ENGLISH, ETC. SOUTH ANDAMAN. NICOBAR.

»9 briny ngi'ji friend, erke-dang-ke in

trees-search-does (14)

yang without

ng (9) ng& more not found

P pnp pid hair paiyu'h (8) married
widowed person

r (10) rest rdb necklace of netting, rd-td

wooden arrow
karw large

.» (11) torrent rd'ta sea water not found
$ «ad not foimd (12) sd'la anvil

sh she not found sho-ho'ng west
t ten ti blood to'ak toddy

tH tear (from the eye) (13) not found
V erU not found ben-wh&'va ashes

tv toet wo'lo adze, .bal'awa name of

a tribe

wot don’t (imperative)

wh whet not found ben-whd'va ashes

y yolk yabd- a little yang without

Eules.

The syllable under stress in any word is shown by placing a turned period (•)

after a long vowel, or the consonant following a short vowel, in every word of

more than one syllable.

As it is not usual to find capitals cast for the accented letters, the capital at

the beginning of a word is for uniformity in all cases indicated by prefixing

a direct period, as .bal'atua.

Notes.

(1) d accented before a consonant,

is the English a in mat, as distinguished

from d, which is the short of & or

Italian a in anno.

(2) e accented in closed syllables, as

in b«d ;
in open syllables unaccented as

in chaotic or Italian padr«, amor«.

(3) No vanishing sound of i as in

English say.

(4) No vanishing sound of u as in

English know.

(5) Where Ah is wiitten, as in anh,

inh, the nasal is followed by nasalised

breath, remitting the voice, but re-

taining the position of the vocal

organs.

(6) In dn the sound has more of the

d in it, than the French an, and in od

it has more of the o than the French an.

(7) In the diphthongs ain, Ain, the

nasality principally affects a and o, but

it is retained through the whole diph-

thong, that is, the nasal passages

remain open.

(8) h is sounded after a vowel by
continuing breath through the position

of the mouth, while remitting the

voice.

(9) % is a palatalised ng, and bears

the same relation to it as n bears to n.

To pronounce n attempt to say n and

y simultaneously
;
to pronounce ng do

the same for ng and y.

(10) This r is soft and gentle, with
no sensible ripple of the tongue, as very

frequently in English, but not merely
vocal.

(11) This r is strongly triUed, as r
in Scotch or Italian r, or Spanish rr.

(12) The Andamanese cannot hiss,

and hence they substitute c/t for s, thus
JlucA for Jitis the Hindi corruption of

Eoss.

(13) This t‘ is a post-aspirated t,

like the Indian th, quite different from
English th, and hence to prevent con-
fusion the Greek spiritus asper is

imitated by a turned comma. The
sound is common in Irish English,

and may often be heard in England.

(14) When «y is followed by a vowel,

it must run on to that vowel only, and
not be run on to the preceding vowel
either as in ‘ finger ’ or in ‘ singer, ’ thus

he'-ri-nga-da ‘good,’ not be' -ring-a-da,

be'-ring-ga-da, ot be'-rin-ga-da. Itis

only when no vowel follows that ng is

run on to the preceding vowel.
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All the papers mentioned above have been placed in my
hands for the purpose of drawing up this report, and Mr.

Man has also given me much personal instruction and

looked over the whole of what I have written to guard

against any error of fact or language. I have examined the

grammar drawn up with such care and acuteness by Mr.

Temple, and the vocabulary of Mr. Man, and I shall

endeavour to give an account of the results at which they

have arrived.

The following, written by Mr. Temple in July, 1881, on

finally returning the MSS. to Mr. Man, sums up his opinion

of the nature of the South and other Andaman languages

:

“ The Andaman languages are one group. They are like,

that is, connected with no other group. They have no

affinities by which we might infer their connexion with any

other known group. The word-construction (the ‘etymology’

of the old grammarians) is two-fold, that is, they have affixes ^

and prefixes to the root, of a grammatical nature. The

general principle of word-construction is agglutination pure

and simple. In adding their affixes, they follow the prin-

ciples of the ordinary agglutinative tongues. In adding

their prefixes, they follow the well-defined principles of the

South African tongues. Hitherto, as far as I know, the two

principles in full play have never been found together in any

other language. Languages which are found to follow the

one have the other in only a rudimentary form present in

them. In Andamanese both are fully developed, so much so

as to interfere with each other’s grammatical functions. The

collocation of words (or ‘ syntax ’ to follow the old nomen-

clature) is that of the agglutinative languages purely. The
presence of the peculiar prefixes does not interfere with this.

* Mr. Temple, following the usual un-

etymological definition given in diction-

aries, here uses affix in place of suffix.

In what follows I shall adopt the prac-

tice of Prof. S. S. Haldeman in his
‘ ‘Affixes in theirorigin andapplication, ’ ’

Philadelphia, 1865, p. 27. ^'Affixes

are additions to roots, stems, and words,
serving to modify their meaning and
use. They are two kinds, prefixes, those

at the beginning, and suffixes, those at

the end of the word bases to which they

are affi.xed. Several affixes occur in long

words like in-com-pre-\ie'a-s-ib-il-U-y

.

which has three prefixes and five suffixes.”

Affixes also include infixes (or, as Prof.

Haldeman calls them, interfixes), where
the modifying letter or syllable is intro-

duced into the middle of the base, as in

the Semitic and other languages.
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The only way in which they affect the syntax is to render

possible the frequent use of long compounds almost poly-

synthetic in their nature, or, to put it in another way, of

long compounds which are sentences in themselves. But the

construction of these words is not synthetic, but agglutina-

tive. They are, as words, either compound nouns or verbs,

taking their place in the sentence and having the same

relation to the other words in it, as they would were they to

be introduced into a sentence in any other agglutinative

language. There are, of course, many peculiarities of

grammar in the Andaman group, and even in each member
of the group, but these are only such as are incidental to

the grammar of other languages, and do not affect its general

tenor. I consider, therefore, that the Andaman languages

belong to the agglutinative stage of development, and are

distinguished from other groups by the presence in full

development of the principle of prefixed and afl&xed gram-

matical additions to the roots of words.”

The South Andaman language, called by the natives

hbjig-ngrji-da}- consists in the first place of a series of base

forms, which Mr. Temple reduces to roots. These forms

may answer to any part of speech, and in particular to what

we call substantives, adjectives or verbs. These forms do

not vary in construction, and are not subject to inflexion

proper. Hence there is nothing resembling the grammatical

gender, declension or conjugation of Aryan languages
;
but

the functions of such Aryan forms are discharged by prefixes,

postpositions, and suffixes. It is only in the pronouns and

pronominal adjectives that there is anything which simulates

declension. And it is only by the use of the prefixes that

anything like concord can be established.

The Andamanese have of course words which imply sex,

* The word bo-jig appears to mean bo-jig da-bar- our make of buckets,

our-make-of, according to our habits. bojig bil-j- ovx mok.Q ot cooking-pots,

Mr.Man only knows it in the names of etc. The .bd-jig-y&-bda inhabit the

V:ie:ixi\>es bd-jig-ngi-ji-&ni..bo-jig-ya-b-, Southern portion of Middle Andaman,
our-make-of friends, ourmake of speech, and most closely resemble the South
and in such expressions as bo-jig ka-- Andamanese in speech.

rama- our make of bows to shoot with.
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but they are in general quite unrelated forms
;
thus : dhu'lada

man dpavlda woman
;

dkdkd'ddkada boy, aryd'ngida girl

;

drb’dingada father, dbetingada mother. ‘ Male ’ and ‘ female
’

are represented even for animals by the above words for

‘man’ and ‘woman,’ without the affixes, which are usually

omitted in composition,' as hicla, pail, and when the animals

are young by the names abwd'rada bachelor, or abjaddjb gda

spinster, rejecting the affixes as u'd'ra, jad'ijb'g, see letter to

Jam'bu, p. 63, sentences 15 and 16. Even in the Aryan

languages ‘ gender,’ the Latin ‘ genus,’ means only a ‘ kind,’

and as it so happened that the kind with one termination

included males, with another females, and with a third

sexless things, the time-honoured names masculine, feminine

and neuter arose. But the classification thus formed has,

properly speaking, nothing to do with sex, as may be seen

at once from sentinel being feminine in French {la sentinelle)

and woman neuter in German {das Weib). We may see

from the discussions in Grimm’s grammar how difficult, or

rather impossible, it is to recover the feeling which led to

that grouping in German, and the same difficulty is felt in

other languages. The Andamanese grouping which takes

the place of gender is, on the contrary, clear enough in the

main. The Andamanese consider, first, objects generally,

including everything thinkable. Then these are divided

into animate and inanimate. Of course the vegetable king-

dom is included in the latter. The animate objects are again

divided into human and non-human. Of the human objects

there is a sevenfold division as to the part of the body

referred to, and this division is curiously extended to the

inanimate objects which affect or are considered in relation

to certain parts of the body. These group distinctions are

pointed out by prefixes, and by the form assumed by the

pronominal adjectives. So natural and rooted are these

distinctions in the minds of the Andamanese that any use of

a wrong prefix or wrong possessive form occasions unintel-

ligibility or surprise or raises a laugh, just as when we use

' This expression includes both prefix suffix -da is occasionally retained at the

and suffix, see foot-note, p. 61. The end of clauses, p. 54, 1. 15.
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false concords in European languages. I shall give ex-

amples on p. 57, which have been drawn up for me by Mr,
Man. These prefixes are added to what in our translations

become substantives, adjectives, and verbs, and which for

purposes of general intelligibility to an Aryan audience had

better be so designated. But we require new terms and an

entirely new set of grammatical conceptions which shall not

bend an agglutinative latiguage to our inflexional trans-

lation. With this warning, that they are radically incorrect,

I shall freely use inflexional terms, as Mr. Temple does

throughout bis grammar, meaning merely that the language

uses such and such forms to express what in other languages

aie distinguished by the corresponding inflexional terms,

which really do not apply to this.

Substantives, adjectives, and adverbs, generally end in ~da,

which is usually dropped before postpositions and in construc-

tion
;
hence when I write a hyphen at the end of a word, I

shall mean that in its full form it has -da. Subs, and adj. also

occasionally end in -re for human objects, and this -re is not

dropped before postpositions. This same suflfix -re is also

extensively used in verbs, for our past tense active, or past

participle passive. A common termination is also -la^ which

as well as -re implies human, and -oln, which is also honorific.

What answers to our verbal substantives denoting either actor

or action, is expressed by the suflfix -nga added to verbal bases,

both active and passive. What corresponds to the Aryan
declension is carried out entirely by postpositions, as in fact

it might be in English by prepositions, if we had a pre-

position to point out the accusative as in Spanish. In

Andamanese these postpositions are generally la of, or more

usually lla of (where the I, as very frequently, is merely a

euphonic prefix to vowels) ;
len, to, in (but len also frequently

marks out the object)
;

lat to, towards
;

tek from and by
;

la

by means of (instrument).

The plural is expressed by the addition of Ib'ng-ka'lak ^

to the singular, when the distinction is considered necessary,

* Here long is probably ‘their,’ 4tb person, see Cl. 5, p. 59. ka'lak is

apparently no longer found separately.
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which is not often, as the plural is left to be implied by the

context, or is indicated by a prefix. Abstract subst. are

formed from adj. by adding yd'ina- quality, or property, as

la'pavgada long, Idpanga-yo'mada length. Negative subst.

are formed by adding ba, an abbreviation for ya’ba, as

abll gada child, ablrgaba not a child, but a boy or girl.

Active verbs use the suffixes - he for our gerundial form of

infinitive,' for our pres, part., pres, ind., and occasionally

future
;
-re for past time, -ka imperfect, -ngabo for future, -nga

for verbal subst., actor and action
;
with numerous auxiliaries

answering to our ‘ may, might, shall, should, will, would.’

Passive verbs use -nga for the gerundial infinitive, the future,

and verbal substantive, -ngaba for pres, and imperf. indie.,

-ngata for perf. and ent&ba—ngata pluperf., and -re for past

participle.^ Certain verbs distinguish the subject and others

the object, as human and non-human, by change of prefix,

but no rule can be given as to when a verb does one or the

' In liis glossary Mr. Man uses the

form in -ke (just as we say gerundially
‘ to exist ’) to shew that he means a

verbal form. lie says that if you ask

au Andamanese the name of any
action which you shew him, he will

give you the form in -ke. But it

remains to be established that this

corresponds to our gerundial infinitive,

at least I have not detected it in any
example which Mr. Man has furnished,

nor could he recall one. In Latin dic-

tionaries audio, amo, are Englished ‘ to

hear, to love, ’ which they certainly do
not mean. But as it is usual to give

Latin verbs in this form, so it may be
usual to give Andamanese verbs in the

form in -ke, which would be like using

audit, amat in Latin. Our gerundial

or supine infinitive answers to the Latin

ad audiendttm, audltum. Dr. Morris
prefers calling it the ‘

‘ dative infinitive’
’

(Hist. Outlines of Engl. Accidence,

1872, p. 177). It is frequently used
for the pure infinitive in English. The
pure infinitive is properly only a verbal

subst., and most nearly corresponds to

one of the senses of the Andamanese
form with the suffix -nga, but in point

of fact there is nothing in Andamanese
identical with the Aryan infinitive.

* Mr. Man ‘ conjugates ’ a verb thus,

using the inflexional names. I translate

the suffixes -ke do, does, -ka -ing -was,

-re did, etc., as the nearest inflexional

representatives, but they do not give the

true feeling of the original, to which
we have nothing which corresponds in

English.

Active. Inf. ma-mi-ke sleep-to.

Pres, dolma- mi-kelslee^-do. Imperf.

1 sleep-ing-was. Perf. ddl

ma-mi-re I sleep-did (I slept). Pluperf.

ddl entd-ba md-mi-re I already sleep-

did. Fut. ddl md-mi-ngaho I sleep-

will. Imperative do ma-mi-ke me
sleep-let, md'mi sleep'.

,
5 md-mi-ke

him sleep-let, md-cho md-mi-ke us sleep-

let. Optative ddl md-mi-nga td-guk

I sleep-(verbal subs.) might. Con-
tinuative participle, md-mi-nga be-dig

sleep -(verbal subs.) while = while

sleeping.

Passive. Inf. A‘5’p-«^flscoop(ed)-to-

be. Pres, kd-rama dd-l-la kd-p-ngaba

bow me-by scooped-is-being. Imperf.

kd-rama ad-l-la dchl-baiya kd-p-ngaba
bow me-by then scooped-was-being.

Perf. kd-rama dd-l-la kd-p-ngata bow
me-by soooped-has-been. Pluperf.

kd-rama dd-l-la entd-ba kd-p-ngata bow
me-by already scooped-had-been. Fut.

kd-rama dd-l-la kd'p-nga bow me-by
scooped-will-be.
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other, so that this is a mere matter of practice. There are

also reflective verbs formed by pronouns.

The greatest peculiarity of the language is the treatment

of the personal and possessive pronoun. All the pronouns

are sexless, but the forms used for the so-called dative seem

to vary with the group. The normal form is that for the

third person, ‘ he, she, it,’ for which I will use ‘ it ’ only for

brevity, and ‘ they ’ for the plural. We have then sing. 6

it (subject), ia of it, en, ill, at, ik, eb to it, in difierent forms,

en it (object), and in it
:

pi. dl'dichik they, 6'nta of them,

et, ii'lat, at'at, 6'ntat, b'llet, eb'et to them, in difierent forms,

et them, b'llet in them. These relations may also be ex-

pressed by the postpositions answering to case. Then for the

first person d- sing, and m- plur., and for the second ng- sing,

and plur., are prefixed to these forms
;
as bl it, dbl I, ngbl

thou, mdl'dichik we, ngdl'oichik you. There is also what

Mr. Temple calls a “fourth person,” obtained by prefixing

I to those forms of the third person, which are not the

subject of the sentence, and these give common postpositional

forms, as li a of a or the (or English possessive ’s), len to

or in a or the, and also the object of a verb, lat, leb to a or

the.

These preliminary explanations will serve to make in-

telligible the following examples which have been furnished

by Mr, Man, and will shew the structure of the language

better than a long series of grammatical explanations.

Observe that in all these examples a hyphen at the end of

a word means that the suflBx -da (applied to all things) may
be added, but that it is omitted in construction, and heard

only in isolated words or at the end of a clause. The

hyphens between parts of a word separate the prefix, the

suflttx, the postposition and the parts of which the word is

compounded, and are used merely for the purpose of assisting

the unaccustomed reader, generally they should all be

written together in one word without hyphens, just as in

German erefern and not er-eifer-n, though the latter shews

the approximate composition.
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Prefixes Illustrated.
Cited as No. 1, 2, etc.

No. 1 bi'ri-nga good (animate but
non-human, or inanimate).

No. 2. jd'bag- had (ditto).

No. 3. d-be'ri-nga- good (human).

No. 4. ab-jd-bag- bad (ditto).

No. 5. well, that is,not

sick (animate).

No. 6. iU, that is, not well

(ditto)

.

No. 7. iin-be-ri-nga- clever (that is

hand-good, iin referring to ong

its, applied to ho'ro- hand, see

Cl. 6, p. 69).

No. 8. un-jd'bag- stupid (that is,

hand-bad, ditto).

No. 9. ig-he'ri-nga- sharp - sighted

(that is, eye-good, ig its, being

applied to dal- eye, see Cl. 4,

p. 58).

No. 10. dull-sighted(thatis,

eye-bad, ditto).

No. 11. d'kd-he'ri-nga nice - tasted

(that is, mouth-good, A‘kd its,

applied to bang- vnovXh^de'li-ya-

palate, see Cl. 3, p. 58).

No. 12. un-tig -be'ri-nga- good “ all

round” (that is, un hand and
ig eye, good, t being euphonic).

No. 13. wn-<i^-_;a'i(i^-a“dufEer”(that

is, hand and eye bad).

No. 14. virtuous (that is,

head and heart good, dt its, ap-
plied to che'ta- head and kug-
heart, see Cl. 6, p. 69).

No. 15. dt-jd'bag- vice, evil, vicious

(that is, head and heart had).

No. 1-15. Example: a'rtdm .dd'ra

ab-jd'bag Vedd're, dmau'chitik
d-be'ri-nga (or d-be-ri-nga-ke).

Free translation : D 6 ra was for-

merly a bad man, but now he
is a good man. [Analytical

translation : a'rtdm formerly,

.do'ra name of man, ab-jd'bag

(human) - bad, Vedd-re exist-

did, db'na but, d'chitik now,
d-be'ri-nga- (human) -good [or

d-be'ri-nga-ke (human)-good-

is].] The ‘ is ’ generally un-
expressed, in Vedd're the V is

the commoneuphonic prefix, erfa'

v.exist, -re past time; which may
be express^ as ‘ exist-did,’ the

verb being always put in the

infinitive (properly unlimited,

undefined) form, and the suffix

-re being expressed by ‘ did,’ as

-Ae may be by ‘does,’ etc., as

the simplest way of expressing

present and past time, see the

conjugation of the verb in note

2, p. 55 ;
the simple copula is

never expressed, but in the

second form dbe'ringa i& treated

as a verb, and ke being added

makes it present, so that there

is an apparent expression of the

copula. Mr. Man believes the

termination -da as applied to

anything which exists, to be
derived from the partially ob-

solete V. eda- exist.

No. 16. un-ld'ma- one who misses

striking an object with hand or

foot, see Nos. 7 and 8 above.

No. 17. ig-ld'nia- one who fails to

orfind an object such as honey,

a lost article, etc., see Nos. 9 and
10 above.

No. 18. bt-ld'ma- one who is wanting
in head, that is, sense, see

Nos. 14 and 15 above.

No. 19. ai-fd-»nrt-onewhoi3a‘‘duffer”

at getting turtles after they are

speared, that is, by diving and
seizing them,where nb his, refers

to chdu body, see Cl. 1, below.

No. 20. d-Ao-fd‘»ta-appliedto aweapon
which fails to penetrate the

object struck through the fault

of the striker.

No. 21. d7i;«-f<l wa- who uses a wrong
word to express his meaning
{d'ka its, being applied to bang

mouth, and teg'ili voice, see Cl.

3, p. 58).

This will 8uJ6S.ce to show the curious action of the South

Andaman prefixes, which it will be seen presently refer

especially to the difierent forms of the possessive pronoun

when applied to different parts of the human body. The
following table was drawn up by Mr. Man, and has only

been slightly rearranged.
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The forms of possessive pronouns are arranged according to

the alphabetic order of the word signifying his, her, or its,

singular and plural, from which the forms for the first,

second, and so-called fourth person, can be deduced by pre-

fixing d, ng, V for the singular my, thy,—’s, and m, ng, V for

the plural our, your,—s\

The Seven Forms of the Possessive Pronouns in re-

lation TO PARTS OF THE IIUMAN BoDY.

{Cited as Cl. 1, 2, etc.)

Class 1. Sing, ah, pi. at.

chdu- body, gu'dur- or Idn- back,

go'roh- spine, pai-cha- thigh, lap,

chu-Ua- shin, cha'Ua-dani'a- shin-

(fleshy part), ca\i,pe-ke- groin, Jc6-pa-

elbow, kd'pa-dam-a- fore arm-(fleshy

part), Airn(pi-(ffl«r«j-upperarm-(fleshy

part), lo-knee, a pita- hollow of knee,

pd'retu- rib,er-navel, a-pa-clidu- belly,

abdominal walls, stomach proper,

jo-du- entrails, bowels, mug- liver,

pvlma- spleen, ne'ma- gaU-bladder,
vj-nga- womb, ji'ri- supra-renal fat

and omentum, u-wa- armpit, po'dik-

ma- shoulder-blade, yvl-nga- tendon of

Achilles.

Class 2. Sing, ar, pi. arat.

chdg- leg, cho'rog- hip, e‘te- loin,

gild-win- os coccygis, mii-ga- rectum,

tii'niur- anus,il‘l«- urine, irlu-lva-e-r-

bladder (urine-of-abode), kbl-am me-
sentery, m'dl'wit- large intestine, 6'ta-

testicle, to-, 6-no-, or dam-a- buttocks.

Example : med-a (or mdl-oiclnk) .jdr--

awa I'ar'at cha-glen ablu’re, we saw
the legs of the .jdr-awa. [tned'a we, a

contracted form frequently used instead

of the regular mol-oichik. .jdr’awa

the South Andaman name for a tribe

Class 3. Sing.

bang- mouth, de-U-ya- palate, a-dal-

chin, pai- \ip, pai- -la-pi-d-mov&ta.t^e,

that is, lip-(fo euphonic)-hair, e-tel-

tongue, del-ta- gullet, 6-rma- throat,

6-rma-bd wind-pipe, i.e. throat-small.

inhabiting Little Andaman, and having
settlements in South Andaman, where
they are much feared by the natives.

Var-at {I euphonic) their, agreeing

with chug legs, which is made
plural by the preceding plural form
L'ar-at. len marks the object on to

which the action passes. ab-lii-re

(human) -see-did, the ‘ human ’ ab
‘ agrees ’ with the ‘ human ’ subject
‘ we.’]

d-kd,, pi. ale- at.

ted-imo- uvula, e-kib- jaw-bone, e-kib-

pi-d- beard, that is, jaw-bone-hair,

go'd-la- collar-bone, cha-ga- side,

tu-bal- saliva, chai-ad- breath.

Class 4. Sing, ig, pi. it-ig, contracted to i, it-i with the words
marked'^.

*dal- *dbl- eye, *dal--dr-pi-d- and
*dbl- -ar-pi-d- eyelash, that is, eye-its-

\isj.T,*dal--bt-e-d- or *dbl--dt-e-d- eyelid,

that is, eye-its- {i.e. belonging to the

head) -skin, pu--nyur- eyebrow, de-ri-

ya- gum, mii-gti-ia.ee, ioTehead,pu-ku-

ear, cho-ro-nga- nose, 6b- cheek,

a-b-pi-d- whiskers, that is, cheek-hair.

tl-mar- temple (of head), tug- tooth,

to go- shoulder, gud- arm, ku-rupi-

upper arm, ko-pa- forearm, go-ra-

bicepsof upper arm, kum- breast, kum
Vot che-ta- nipple of the breast, that is,

breast-its-head, see ot Class 6, t'i-

tear (of the eye).
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Class 5. Sing, ong, pi. di'ot.

M‘ro- hand or finger,e^mo-palm of the

hand and sole of the iw\,lcb-ro-mu' -gu-

chal- middle finger, that is, hand- (third

of five), [the fourth of five is mii'guch&l

taro'lo\ the first is o-tola-- and the

second (general) dro'lo-, but (animate)

a-riondw- ;
the last but one d'totvr-

tdrb'lo-
;
and the last tdro'lo

;
there are

onlytwo cardinal numbers ii‘ba-tu'l-oae,

and Ikpo-r- two, beyond that they can

in general only tap their nose with their

fingers, commencing with the little

finger, or say drdii-ru several, 10 to

20, jeg-chdu- (human) many, say 50,

ji'baba- very many, u'baba- (non-

human), but ot-icbaba (lower animals)

and atwbaba- (human) countless, a

few of the most intelligent natives,

however, occasionally use words for

numbers up to 7, though different

speakers differ as to their precise

meaning.] l-ti-pi’l- little finger.

hb'-ro-do'ga- thumb,that is, finger-big,

tb'go- wrist, ku'tur- knuckle, bd-do-

nail of finger or toe (in this sense

the 0 of bd -do is inordinately lengthened,

to distinguish it from bo'do sun, in

which the o is rather of medial length

than long, hence we may distinguish

bS'do-, nail, and sun), foot,

rb'koma- toe, tu ehab- great toe,

small toe, gwchul- heel, tdr- ankle,

chdg- kidney, td-ga- peritoneum, td'ba-

nga- small intestine. Example : dAng
kd'ro ngd'ngtek ke'tia-, my hand is

smaller than thine, [dong my, kd-ro

hand, «yo'«y-t«ithy-from (that is, thy
hand-from= than thy hand, correspond-
ing precisely to the ablative case after

comparative in Latin), kl-tia- small in

size (not in quantity, for which bd or

do-gaba not much, is used). No mark
of second degree of comparison is

added, as that is implied by tek.'\

Class 6. Sing. 6t, pi. 6-tot.

che-ta- head, Ib-ngota- neck, chdl-ma-

chest, mun- brain, yd- occiput, Idp-ta-

nape, kd'kd- scalp, d-wa.-\\m%,tu-lepo-

phlegm, nl- prostate gland, kug- the

seat of the affections and passions, also

the bosom, the heart, ku-ktd-bana-ih.e

heart itself. Example : .mo-da I'bt

che-ta bo-dia- Moda’s head is large,

\_.md-da a man’s name, I'ot his, cheta

head, bo-diada \axg6.'\

Class 7. Sing, and pi. 6-to.

kl-nab- waist, this is apparently the pronoun is used ; it also means ‘ nar-

only part of the body for which this row,’ see 48, p. 68.

From this determinate use of possessive pronouns arises

the custom of omitting the name of the part of the body

referred to after a possessive pronoun, where it is clear what

it must be. This is especially the case when the word could

refer to many parts of the human body, suflBciently distin-

guished by the form of the possessive pronoun, as pld- hair,

ed- skin, ta- bone, ti- blood, mu-rudi- gore, gu-tnar- sweat,

yrlnga- vein, muscle, wavnya- cuticle, de’kia pulse, mun- pus.

When any doubt is felt, the full phrase is used.

Examples.

{Cited as Om. 1, 2, etc.)

Omission 1. mo-tot che-ta pld- the

hair of our heads. [_md-tot our, see dt

No. 6 above, and hence che-ta heads

must be taken as plural, pld- hair.]

This is contracted into mo-tot pld-, as

out of the Class 6 above, it is only

the head to which pld- hair applies.

Omission 2. ngak-at pai ed- the skin
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of your lips \ngak-at your, plural in

Class 3, pai lip must therefore be plu-

ralised, ed- skin], might be contracted

to ngah-at id-, but this would be
slightly ambiguous, as a'dal- chin

belongs to this class.

Omission 3. dig gup t&- the bone of

my arm \dig singular of Class 4, gud
arm, to. bone], might be contracted, but

not with much certainty, except the
arm were stretched out, to dig t&-.

Omission 4. ngar chag tl- the blood
of thy leg \ngar thy, in Class No. 2,

chag leg, ti blood], might be con-
tracted into ngar ti- with considerable

risk of ambiguity, unless the leg had
been previously referred to, or was
otherwise indicated.

As it is neitlier possible nor desirable to expand this

report into a treatise on the South Andaman language,

I looked about for some genuine native utterances, not

translations, which might illustrate the natural speech of

the country. Fortunately, Mr. Man was able to furnish me
with precisely what I wanted. When he was sent officially

to the Nicobar Islands, he took with him several young native

Andamanese,^ and in order to keep up their connection with

their friends, and especially with their head-man, Jam'bu (as

he was always called, though that was not his real name),

Mr. Man wrote letters for them at their dictation. He had

to treat them quite like children for whom one writes letters,

suggesting subjects, asking what they would say if they saw

.jam'bu, and so on. It was laborious work, which, however,

Mr. Man did not regret, as it often furnished him with new
words or phrases. These letters were then sent to the British

officer in charge of the Homes at Port Blair, who did not know
the language, but, from an explanation furnished, read the

phonetic writing to jam'bu, sufficiently well to be under-

stood, but to assist this officer Mr. Man furnished a free and

an interlinear translation. 1 give two of these letters,

which certainly, if any exist, are genuine specimens of South

* Their names and nicknames (in

parenthesis) were .vra (.ko'ro- hand),

.bi-ela {.i-dal- eye, as he had large

saucer eyes), ,16-ra (Henry, his name
when at the Ross orphanage), .wo-i

(Tom, the name Mr. Man gave him
when he first came to Viper Island),

.i-ra {.jd'do- entrails, so called from his

protuberant belly when a child) . These
names may be preserved as those of the

unwitting originators of Andaman
literature. One other name of a native

should be added, although he was not

taken with Mr. Man to the Nicobars, on

account of illness, and indeed he died

shortly after Mr. Man left. This was
.bi-a (.pa-g- foot, so called from his

large feet). He was the elder brother

of the above-named .lo'ra (Henry).

All the time that Mr. Man was in

charge of the Andaman Homes, about

four years, .bi-a worked with him.
He was the most intelligent and helpful

native Mr. Man met, and was his

principal informant throughout. Mr.
Man often told him that he would
bring his name to notice, and thus re-

deems his promise.
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Andaman literature, but to make them as instructive as

possible in showing the nature of the language, I divide

them into numbered sentences, putting the text first, the

free translation next, and afterwards, in square brackets, an

analytically literal translation in the order of the original,

in which, with the help of Mr. Man’s translation, vocabulary

and personal assistance, I endeavour to shew or explain the

meaning and composition of each word and its parts, and its

grammatical connection, occasionally adding other notes.

First Letter to .janrbu.

Cited hy the simple numbers of the sentences.

1. .mam Worshipful.yB»»'}((.

\>ndm is a term of respect by which
chiefs or head men are addressed,

perhaps ‘ honourable ’ or ‘ your honor ’

would be a nearer translation, .janrbu

was only a nickname, but as he was
always so called, Mr. Man cannot recol-

lect any other. See his song below,

2. Med’ ardu'ru adbe'ringa. We
are all in good health, [nied’ we, a

contraction for med-a, the final -a being
lost before the following d of drdirru
all. The full form for ‘ we ’ is

mbl'bichik. For ad-be-ri-nga well,

see No. 5.]

3. brnna-che'lewa tdrd'lo tek mij'i’

at yed yd'ba. Since last steamer no one

has been ill. \brrma funnel, che lewa

ship, not one of their own boats ;
the

Andamanese prefer if possible making
a new word to adopting a foreign one,

the present compound is more original

than the modern Greek aTgoirKoiov,

which is a mere translation of ‘ steam
vessel.’ tdro-lo last, see Cl. 5 under
kb'ro ~ mwgu- chdl. tek from, since,

postp. mij-i’at a contracted form of

mij'ia at, properly a plural possessive

interrogative, ‘ whose ? ’ but used idio-

matically in negative sentences, for an
indefinite personal pronoun, correspond-

ing to English ‘ any.’ yed sick or ill.

yd-ba- not, always placed at end of

a sentence.]

4. .mar .lo'rad'chitik'tgbd'digngalen

dd'kar-bo'dia na'vkan. Master .lo'ra

is now like a tub in appearance (so fat

is he). [.»i«r applied to a young un-

married man, or a man who remains
childless for the first 4 or 5 years after

marriage, after which time, he is

called mai-a, the ordinary name for

a married man who has children, of

which the honorific form marola is

applied to chiefs only. .U'ra (Henry)
the name of the youth, a'chitik now,
dchi'baiyaiiiea. ig-b&'dig-nga-len ap-

pearance-in, see Nos. 9 and 10. (This
is one of the verbs which change the
final letter of the base according to the

sufiix, but the law of change is not yet

fuUy ascertained. In this case g is

apparently inserted before -re and -nga,

but on the other hand it may be simply
omitted before -ke.) dcrkar a tab or

bucket, bd'dia big. da-kar-bb’dia, big
as a tub. (There are five words for big,

1. bo'dia- which when ‘human’ be-
comes dbb'dia-, bnt here has no prefix

on account of being in composition,

2. db'ga-, 3. eh&'nag-, and 4. ta'ba-

nga-, which are ‘ humanised ’ by ab, 5.

rb'chobo- ‘ humanised ’ by d. Without
the prefixes bd'dia-, dd-ga-, and
eha'nag- are applied to any non-human
objects, and rd'chobo- t&'banga-, to

animals only.) wai'Aaw like.]

5. ngd'kd d'llen ed'adid'diryaydba.

He as yet has had no fever, \ngd-ka

as yet, ngd simply meaning ‘then.’

dl-hn him -to, the 3rd pers. pron. with

postpos., len to. ed'a ever, did'dirya

lever, that is, ague, trembling, yd-ba

not, see 3.]

6. .mar .wd'iun-wdt-tai'jngata-pa-

ya. Master .wd'i is a great flying-fox

shot, [.war see 4. .ud-i the name of
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a youth (about 16 years old), of the

tribe that the South Andamanese call

.dko-ju‘wai-da, who came in a canoe

from Middle Andaman to Port Blair,

where he made an important statement

concerning the manners and customs of

his tribe, which was reduced to writing

by Mr. Man, and is published, chiefly

iu English, in the Journal of the

Anthropological Institute, vol. xi. pp.
280-2. When he arrived at Port

Blair, his language was unintelligible to

the natives there, but be quickly learned

their language, and as he was a very

nice fellow, he was induced to remain

by marrying him to a pretty girl

(named in 20), who was still very

young. As they had at that time no
family, he was still called mar. tin

refers to skill, see Nos. 7, 8, 16. wod-
or wot in construction, flying-fox. taij

shoot with an arrow, nga sign of

verbal subst. The whole word is,

therefore, skilled shooter of flying

foxes. t&-pnya excellent (human only),

marks superlative degree.]

7.

ar'at dil'u dvlaya a-kara-rnga

be'dig, blxyila hud Ibng-pd-len wot leb

erki-dangke. While the others are

finishing their evening meal with

dainty morsels, he goes alone and
searches among the trees for flying

foxes near the hut. \ar-at their, see

Cl. 2. dil’u rest or remainder, di’la-

ya, evening-at. a ka referring to

palate, see No. 11. rd’r-nga tasty

things, which conclude a meal, from
rdr, V. taste, determine flavour of.

be’dig while or during, as a postposition

to the whole preceding clause, so that

it means : the rest of-them in-the

evening tasty - bits - finishing while.

bl 3rd pers.
,
hence ‘ he ’ in this case.

ij’ild alone, unaccompanied, bud- an

occupied hut, er- an unoccupied hut,

{td’rdbd- hut belonging to a married

couple; kdtb’go- bachelor’s hut ;
chdng-

hut, or roof, for the huts are almost all

roof, ehdng-tb’pinga- best kind of hut,

with well plaited roof, to last 2 or 3

years
;

chdng-tb’rnga- next best hut,

formed of leaves bound together with

cane, lasting a few weeks or months
;

ckdng-dar’anga- a temporary shed, roof

of loose leaves, to last a few days.

The species of palm leaf ordinarily used

forthese roofs is called chdng’ta-). Ibng-

pd-len near an inanimate object. (Other

terms are d’kd-pd-len ot bt-pai’cha-len

near to an animate object ; eb-e’r-teg-

ilen near a tree or post ; yapd’len near
as one place to another, ya giving
indefiniteness of object, compare bd and
yabd’ little.) wot flying fox. leb for,

postp. h’-ki’dang-ke search in-trees-

-does, [e’rem jungle), d’ta v. search on
the ground for an inanimate object,

ab-d’ta- v. for an animate object.]

8. en lii’nga be’dig bl Id’kdchi’ke

yd’bada. On seeing one he does not

miss it. [cn it. lu’-nga see (verbal

subst.) = seeing, be’dig while, conse-

quent on, see 7. bl he, Id’kdchi'-ke

(euphonic I, Cl. 3), miss-does, yd’ba-

da not, see 5, where final da is not

added to yd’ba.^

9. ka’rin chb’wai rb’choboda. There
are enormous clams here. [kd’rin

here, chb’wai clam, the plural is not

indicated, rb’choboda big, applied to

animals, see bb’dia in 4. This shell-

fish in the Nicobars is the Tridacna
gigantea, and measures 3 or 4 feet in

length
;
in the Andamans, they have

only the small species Tridacna crocea

and T. squamosa.']

10. u’badb’galen ydt atu’babaUb

dd’rumada. There is sufficient food

in one for a great number of persons.

\u’ba-db’ga- one, u’ba-tu’l is also used,

but u’ba-db’ga- is the emphatic form
like our ‘ a single one,’ see Cl. 5, under
mu’gu-ehdl-. len in, postp. ydt in

construction, ydd- final, food, at-

u’baba countless numbers, see Cl. 5.

leb for, postp. du’rtmiada sufficient.]

11. mb’dangblmet atted’ingalu’ake,

.pd’dri chdb .ruch-ya pbl’i yd’te

bu’dlen li’rnga be dig, d’kd-td igbd’di-

ke. If you don’t believe us, go to

the Padre sahib’s house at Boss, and
see the shell (we are sending), [tnb’da

if, ngblyoxx., metxis,, obj. pi. at’ted’i-

nga (human)-lie-telling-(verbal subst.).

at is plural ab. lu’a-ke consider-do

(present time), lu v. look or see.

•pd’dri Italian padre, father, but

applied as “ Rev.” to all clergymen,

here the chaplain was meant, chdb

Andamanese attempt at pronouncing

the Hindi sd’hib. .ruck Andamanese
attempt to say Rus, the Hindi corrup-

tion of Ross, an island at the entrance

of the inlet of Port Blair, -ya at,

postp. pgl’i dwell, yd’te that, the

relative. bud hut, see 7, but here

meant for house, len postp. to. Ivr-nga

go, verbal subst. bl’dig wbUe, or conse-

quent upon, see 7. The phrase means :

upon going to the house of the chaplain
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who dwells at Ross. see No. 11,

in relation to taste or mouth, td bone,

that is, taken together, A-kdtu bone
covering food i.e. shell, ig-bd'di-ke

see-wiU, see 4, pres, for fut.]

12. ngol 6‘llen igbd'di yd'te wai'Jcan

ttgah-ped'inga Inch'ikan-nav lean tdr-

chi'ke ; bad i u'cha d'ledtu'da ! On
seeing it we are sure you will slap your
side and exclaim : what a whopping
big shell

!
\ngdlyo\i. o-l-len it, oh],

igbd'di see, see 4. yd'te who, see 11 ;

that is, you who-see it. wai-kan cer-

tainly. ngab your, see Cl. 1 and Om.
4 for the omission of ehdxi- body, or

some such word. ped'i-nga slap

(verbal subs.) = slapping, kich'ikan

and nni'kan both mean ‘ like ’ and to-

gether, ‘justlike.’ say-will.

bad'i exclamation of surprise, ii'cha

this, d'kd-td shell, see 11.]

13. med' drdwru .pu'lo-pildw el-d'r-

jana bud lo'yaba yd'te len d'kangai're.

We all went to .ptrlo- pildir

,

which is a

village a long way off to the north.

[med' drdu'ru we all, see 2. .pu'lo-

pildw name of a place in the Nicobar
Islands, el-d'rjana north,e/-i^ffi'-south

(district)
,
el-d-rmwgu- (appearing-face)

east (in these words el stands for e'r-

country),idr.j«M'^M- (disappearing face)

west. bud hut, village. lo'yaba

distant, yd'ie which. to, postp.,

affecting the whole phrase, which
means : to P. P. which is a distant

village to the north, d'kan-gai' go a

sh ort
j
ourney bywater

,
d • to-ju'mu isused

for a long journey, -re past time.]

14. kd'to d'rla jl'baba pbl'ire. We
stayed several days there. [d;d'<o there.

d'rla days, plural indicated by the fol-

lowing word, jl'baba several, very
many, see Cl. 5. pol'i-re dwell-did,

see 11.]

15. charkd'r leb rb'go jad'ijo'g dr-

du'ru igal're db'na mo'to-kukli're

yd'bada. We bargained for a lot of

young female pigs for Government, but
did not forget ourselves, [charkd'r
Andamanese attempt to pronounce the

Hindi Sarkd'r government, leb for,

postp. rb'go pigs, plural indicated by
the following d> du-ru, rb'go- is a female
pig, reg- either male or female, jad'i-

jb'g spinster, implying a full-grown
sow-pig which has not littered, see the

mode of expressing sex mentioned on
p. 63. drdu'ru several (see Cl. 5) or

all, as in 2. Igah-re barter did. db'na

but. mb'to ourselves. kuklVre for-

get-did. b'to-kukli'-ke oneself forget-

does (mb'to is only the form of the

first person plural, see p. 58), was one
of the new words discovered by Mr.
Man from the dictation of these letters

to jum'bu. The common verb for

forgetting is bt-kukll'ke, which is re-

flective, db (C bt-kukll're, I forgot,

where db d’ or dbl d’ answers to French
je me (in je m'en souviens) and similarly

ngb' ng’ or ngbl ng' bt-kukll're you
forgot. The relation of b'to-k. and
bt-k. is similar to that in btrd'jke de-

fend-does, b-tord'jke oneself defend

does. ‘ Selves’ isalsoexpressedby e’Aaw.

See examples in 40. yd'bada not,

see 7.]

16. klanchd' reg-wd'ra gb'i jl'baba

mb'yui-ie'mar leb b'more. We accord-

ingly fetched several prime young
male pigs for our own use. [klanchd'

therefore, reg pigs, either male or

female, see 15. wd ra bachelor,

youTig but full grown, see p. 63. gb'i

fresh, and hence in good condition.

jl-baba several, properly ‘ very many,’
see Cl. 5, but as there were really

only five or six, Mr. Man translated

the word ‘ several ’ at the time
;
he

supposed that the young men wished
to surprise their friends at Viper by
leading them to suppose by this tenn
that they had got many more pigs than

was actually the case, mb'yut-te'mar
ourselves, the meaning of the separate

words is not known, but we have
db'yttn-t. myself, ngb'yun-t. thyself

fcadbyun-t. himself,o‘yM< Lthemselves,

ngb'yut-t. yourselves. Ub for, postp.

b'mo-re fetch-did.]

17. med'a ngd'kd mdk'nga-ba yd'te

len chl'lyuke. Those we have not

eaten yet we are fattening, [med'a

we. ngd'kd as yet, see 5. mdk'-nga
eat- (passive participle, p. 55, n. 2) =
eaten, ba not. yd'te which, len postp.

pointing out object, meaning : we are

fattening those which have not been

eaten as yet. The construction, though
common, is somewhat involved, and
would be, in English order, as boys

“construe” Latin: med' a chl'lyuke

are fattening, len (mark of accusative

relation), yd'te (those) which, ngd'kd

as yet, mak'nga-ba (are or have been)

eaten-not.]

18. d'kdlb'dongalen med'a d'kd-

jai'ngke tdrb'lolen btnd'ba rb'go Ib'inga

be'dig .bai'par lat mit'ik-l'kke. These
we will slaughter one by one, and
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afterwards get some more pigs to take

with us to Viper, [u'kd-lo-do-nga one
by one, idiomatic expression, origin un-
known. len postp. marks the object.

med'a we. slaughter-do,

this expression is used for pigs only.

tdro’lo.len last-to, afterwards, see Cl. 6.

ot-nA'ba other in addition to the former,

see Cl. 6 for dt, this prefix also occurs in

ot-pag'i once more, rd'go pig, see 15.

lo'i-nga get-(verbal subs.) = getting.

be-dig while, or consequent upon

;

meaning : afterwards on getting ad-

ditional pigs, .bai-par Andamanese
mispronunciation of Viper, an island

within the inlet of Port Blair, lat to,

postp. ntit-ik in company with us,

m- us, ii’fAincompanywith.i'Ar-Actake

away-will, see 20.]

19. .mar .vra-.jb'do .mar .wb’i lot

pij len jd'bag td'la-tim're. Master
.i-ra- .jb.dohaa tonsured Master .wd'i

Tery badly, [.mar. see 4. .x-ra-.jo'do

is the subject of the verb, .tco't lot

pij is the object, as .wd-i's hair, lot

his (head understood), see Cl. 6, and
Om. 1. pij hair, the usual form of

pid in construction, thus bt-pi'j^d-ba-

his (head)-hair-not= bald, len postp.

obj. jd'bag badly, t&'la-tim're ton-

sure-did. This shaving of the crown of

the head is the business of the women
and especially of the wife, but in this

case the women were left behind.

The razors used are extremely fine

chippings of glass.]

20. tnb'da ,6’ra-.bvela abi-k-y&'te

A'chitikigb&'dikengA wavkanbtje-rnga-

len igped'ike bl-bi'dig abto-goke. If

.wo’i'e, wife .6-ra- .bi-ela were now to

see him, she would certainly box the

barber’s ears and abuse him. [mb'da if.

ab-l'k (female)-take away, yA-te who,
that is, who is wife. For ik see end of

18, where, but for the mit-ik, there

would have been the prefix ab as

abi-kke take-away-does (present), an
animate object. But en'i is to take, as

abli'ga lA'ka-bang tek palp en‘ ike ekvWA.

its-mouth from pipe take-do = take the

pipe from the child’s mouth, -ke being

also used for the imperative. Now in

marrying, the chief who unites the

couple td-t-yA-p-ket\reir (persons. Cl. 6)

-speak-does, the man nd-en-i-ke (ani-

mate, see No. 6) -take-does, the woman
ab-i-k-ke (human. No. 4) -take-away-

does. The husband is spoken of as

ad-i-k-yA-te-, and the wife as ah-i-k-

yA-te-, as here. For the first few weeks

the young couple are called bng-tdg-
go-i- their-bed-of-leaves-fresh, and
after that for the first year un-jA-ti-

go-i-, where un refers to the hands.

No. 7, and g5-i is fresh, but ja-ti is

not known. A-chitik now, see 4.

ig-bd-di-ke see-does, see 4, pres, time,

though in English it becomes past

subjunctive, after mo-da if. ngA
then, see 5. wai-kan certainly, dt-

je-r-nga his (head understood, see

Om. 1) -shave-(verbal. subst.), that is,

his head’s shaver, lexi postp. marking
object, ig-ped-i-ke face (see Nos. 9,

10 and 17, and Cl. 4), (in anger)

slap (see 12) will, ar-ped-i-ke would
be, ‘leg (see Cl. 2) -slap-will,’ as

women do when delighted, ol-be-dig

it-while or it-after, used for ‘and.’

or ‘as well as.’ ab-to-go-ke (human
prefix No. 4)-abuse-wiU.]

21. .mar .wd'i bttek-iknga be-dig

pij-go-i len enbtje-rke ya-ba. Master
.v)o-i is so ashamed of his appearance,

that he is letting the new hair grow.
\ot-tek-ik-nga for-his-head (Cl. 6),

-ashamed- (verbal subst.), iek-ik be
-ashamed, but t‘e-kik weep, be-dig

consequent on, see 11. pij-go-i hair-

fresh. len postp. marking object.

en-bt-je-r-ke cause-head-shave-does, en

prefixed gives a causal signification to

the verb = causes his head to be shaven.

yd-ba not.]

22. med-a ydt bd ngol ititd-n yA-te

len 6-rokre. We duly obtained the

few presents you sent, \_med-a we.
ydt properly fish, food, see 10, here

presents, ba few, little, a father or

mother having one or more little ones

is called unbd-da. ngol you. ititA-n

send away any animate or inanimate
thing, entitA-n send away a human
object, en-itAn shew (v. refl.), itA-n

permit. yA-te which. len postp.

marking the whole phrase as an object.

6-rok-re obtain-did.]

23. ngot pai-chalen min ardwru
oteg-nga VedA-re ngA itUA'nnga yd--

balen med-a mb-tot-kukjd-bagire. As
you have so much in the “ go-down ”

(store), we were much disappointed at

your not sending more, \ng5t your.

Cl. 6. pni-eha-len lap-to, that is, in

your possession, min thing, plural only

indicated by following word, drdu-ru
several, see 15. ot-jeg--na. Cl. 6, collec-

tion of shell-fish, meat, jack-fruit seeds,

iron, flint, or anything in a heap, but
ot-pii-j-nga is used for honey, fruit.
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yams, fibre, and ar-ngai'j-nga for bows,
arrows, and other implements or orna-

ments, and also animate objects.

Ved& re because of, i.e. because of your
having many things collected in your
possession, ngd more (see 51), as well as

‘then’ (see 5). sending,see‘22.

yd'ha-len not-to, without, med'a we.
mo-tot-kuk-jd'bag-i-re our (poss. from
Class 6) -heart-bad-was, we were dis-

appointed, t seems to be a euphonic
insertion to separate g and r.]

24. til-ik bvrma-che'leiva kd-gal

yd'te nga mm met d'kdwe rke. Per-

haps the incoming steamer is bringing

more things for us. [til-ik perhaps.

bi-rma-che-lewa steamer, see 3. kd-gal

arriving, this and yb-boli are said of

the arrival of a boat or ship only, or of

going to an elevated spot, yd te which.
ngd more, see 23. min thing, see 23.

met to us, one of the forms answering
to the dative of pers. pron. d-kd, see

Cl. 3. d-kd-we-r and un-tdr-teg-i are

said of conveying any animal or inani-

mate objects by boat only ; ik is used
for conveying either by land or
water, and for human objects becomes
abi-k, see 20. -he future time, not
distinguished from present.]

25. med.atdrii-tidai-re an- a A-chitik

ngbl barai-jbo-lo li-a btywburda. We
have learnt that you are now the head-
“boss” at the Brigade Creek home.
\med-a we. tdrti-t news. idai--re

know-did. ail-a that, conjunction.

d-ehitik now. ngol you. barai-j old-

established encampment, whether occu-
pied or not, otherwise er-, e-r-drlu-a-

are unoccupied, and bud-,bud-ldrdu-ru-

occupied encampments, d-bb-lo- is a
human orphan, omitting the prefix

barai-j-bb-lo- is an orphan encamp-
ment, or one of which the old chief is

dead and the new chief not yet ap-
pointed. This was the case with the
Brigade Creek Andaman Home, which
is the one here meant, li-a of, postp.

ot-yu-bur-da head (Cl. 6) -chief, from
yu-bur govern.]

26. kd-to ngbng jb-bobl-be-dig kd-r-

apta chd-pikok ! May no snakes or

centipedes bite you there. [kd to

there, ngbng your. Cl. 5, one of the
words in that class being understood.

jb-bo snake, plural unindioated. ol-be-dig

and, see 20. kd-rapta centipedes, from
kd-rap bite as a stinging insect, ehd-pi
bite in any way. kok would-that-they-
may-not, dd-ke and ngb-ke are used

as the imperative don’t ! kd-to b-yu

li-r-kok there permission go-I hope may
not= I hope they won’t let you go
there

;
ngb pA-kok I hope you won’t

fall. As to the wish expressed see the

farewell in 29.]

27. di-raptek ngd yd-bnga yd-ba.

There’s nothing more to say at present.

[dirap lately, tek from, postp., the

whole meaning, ‘ at present.’ ngd more,

see 23. yd-b-nga say, verbal subst. =
saying, yd-ba not.]

28. med-a drdii-ru Un ij-imu-gu-

en-inga ititd.nke. We send salaam
to all. [med-a we. drdu-ru all. len

to, postp. ij-i a common prefix, im-
plying apparently ‘separation,’ but its

signification in compounds is lost, it

is frequently omitted in this word.
mu-gu face, en-i-nga take-(verbal

subst.) . The natives mean by the word
to hend the head and touch the fore-

head, that is, to salaam, as they were
taught to do by the Rev. Mr. Corbyn,
the first person who had charge of

them ; it is a case, then, of a new
word, which may be advantageously

compared with the Greek irpoaKwity

to play the dog to
;
sometimes chilld-m,

a mispronunciation of salaam, is used.

ititd-n-ke send-do, see 22.]

29. kam tvai mbl-oichik ! Good-bye !

[kam here, wai indeed, mbl-oichik

we, full form. The ceremony of taking

leave by word of mouth is rather long.

The host accompanies his visitor to the

landing-place, or at least to a con-

siderable distance. On parting, the

visitor takes his host’s hand and hlowi
upon it

;
after the comphment is re-

turned, the following dialogue ensues.

Departing Visitor : kam wai dol,

here indeed I. Host ; 6 aye (a con-

traction for 6-no yes), ii-chik wai
bn, hence indeed come, tain td-lik

kach bn ydte t when again hither

come who ?=very well, go, when will

you come again ? Dep.Vis. : -hgd-tek

do ngat min i-kke, then-from (pre-

sently) I for-you thing take-away-will
= I will bring away something for you
one of these days. Host : jo-bo la

ngbng chd-pikok I snake (euphonic la)

you bite-may not= I hope no snake

wilt bite you, compare 26. Dep. Vis. :

wai do ei-ge-lepke, indeed I on-the-

land (er) -watchful-be-will. They
then repeat the ceremony of blowing
on each other’s hands, and part shout-

ing invitations and promises for a
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future date until beyond earshot.

There are no Andaman words of greet-

ing. Eelatives on meeting throw their

arms round each other and weep for

joy. When any other persons meet,

they simply stand looking at each

other in silence for a long time, some-
times as much as half an hour, before

one of them ventures to speak.]

Second Letter to .jam'hu.

The sentence* are numbered in continuation of the former.

30. .mam .jam'lu. Worshipful
Jumbo [see 1].

31. med’ drdwru adbe'ringa. We
are all in good health [see 2].

32. nga'kd mar' du ra tek b-gun.mar
.lo'ra abyed're yd'ba. Up to the present

Master .Ib-ra is the only one of us who
has not been ill. [nga-kd as yet, see 5.

ma'r' du'ru contraction for mar'at-
drdu'ru our (Class 2) -all, the whole
of us. tek from, postp. d-gun only.

.mar .lo'ra see 4. ab-yed'-re human
(No. 4) -sick-was. yd-ba not.]

33. 61 kichikacha- otold'laire meda
idai'nga-ba, til'ik ydt mdk-nga do'ga

Ved&'re. We don’t know how he has

escaped (being ill), perhaps it is be-

cause he eats so much. [51 he. kichi-
• how, in what manner. Sto-ld'-

lax-re Cl. 7) escape-did. med-a we.
idai-nga-ba know-(verbal subst.)-not=
we are knowers not ; ha at the end is

a contraction for yd-ba, and never be-

comes ha (meaning ‘small’), but is

kept short and unaccented, til-ik per-

haps, see 24. ydt food, see 10. mdlc-nga
eat -(verbal subst.) = eating, see 17.

do-ga much. Vedd-re by reason of, 23.]

34. mar-at dil-u abyed-yd-te d'chitik

5-

told nai'katt dpd-tada. The rest of

us who have been ill, are now in as

good condition as before, [mar-at our,

Cl. 2. dil-u remainder, see 7. abyed-

(human. No. 4)-sick. yd-te who.
d-chitik now. o-told first, see Cl. 6.

nai-kan like. dpd-ta-da (animate.

No. 3) -fat-(thing generally). The
natives grow rapidly thin when ill,

hence to grow fat is to regain health.]

35. 6-gar I’ditdr-ire med-a .kdt-chu

len y6-bolire. Last month we visited

Katchall Island. [5-gar moon, 5-gar~

<feri!^a-3/«id'-moon-baby-3mall,or new
moon, ab-de-reka- human baby, 6-gar-

rfl‘reA-a-the moon two or three days old,

6-

gar-chd-nag- moon-big, first quarter,

6-gar-chdu- moon-body, full moon,
(so b6 do-ehdu- sun-body, is noon, and
gxi-rug-chdu- night-body, is midnight).

6-gar-ki-nah- moon-thin last quarter,

la-wal-aga-nga- waxing, ldr-6-dowd--

nga waning. I'd- human. No. 3, with
euphonic I, because apparently they
regard the moon as amale, .mai-a.5-gar-

,

Mr. Moon, and seem to look upon it

as more like a man than any other

inanimate object. The sun is regarded
as female, and is hence called .chdn-a-

.h6 do-, Mrs. Sun. So also in German
and Anglo-Saxon, the moon is masculine
and the sun feminine, itdr-i-r* extin-

guished-was, like any other light.

med-a we. .kdt-chu Katchall Island,

one of the Nicobar group, len to or at

y6-boli-re disembark-did, see
24.

J

36. kd-to d-rla xkpd-r len pol-inga

hl'dig reg Vdrdu-ru leb Igal-re mu-rgi
be dig. During the few days we stayed

there, we bartered for a lot of pigs and
fowls, [kd-to there, see 26. d-rla

day, pi. indicated only by the following

word, ikpo'r really two, but often

used for a few, especially with d-rla,

see Cl. 5. len to or for, postp. p6l-i-nga

dwelling, see 11. be-dig consequent
on, see 11. reg pigs, male or female,

see 15 and 16. Vdrdu-ru several, leb

for, postp. %gal--x-e barter-did, see 15,

the subject is med-a we, in preceding
sentence, mu-rgi fowls, an adopted
Hindustani word, be-dig also, when
placed last, see 5l-be-dig in 20.]

37. kd-to igbu-dwa-l6ngkd-lak be--

ringa-V igld- drdu'ru unrd'nda. The
people of that part are the best of all,

they are all liberal, [kd-to there,

Nos. 9, 10, 17. bu-dwa dweller in a
hut or village, fellow-countryman, see

7. I6ng-kd-lak sign of plural, used
because there is nothing else in the

sentence to indicate plurality, be-ringa

good. Vigld- (V euphonic) used alone

means ‘ distinct,’ but when joined to a

word of quality it shews the highest

degree, superlative, most good, best,

mai-a igld-- head chief, drdu-ru all.

un-rd-n-da (Nos. 7, 8, 12, 13, 16)

liberal.]
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38. .mar .wo-%, .Vra-.jo'do be'diff

kd'to reff p&'ta igba'dignga be'dig mu’-
gum len poi'chainga Veda'rereg-gu'mul

le-re. While there, Masters .wd'i and
,i-ra- .jo'do, seeing the fat pigs for

which their stomachs craved, broke

their pig-fast, [be'dig also, see 36.

reg pd'ta pig fat, that is, fat pig, not

pig’s fat, see 34. ig-ba'dig-nga seeing-

(verbal subst.), see 11. be-dig conse-

quent on. mu'gum inside or belly,

tdrmu'gum beneath, len to, postp.

pbi-ehat-nga fond of (any kind of food)

-(verbal snbst.) . Vedd'reheeaxise oi (see

23), i.e. feeling fond of food to their

inside, reg-gu'mul pig-ceremony. We
have no corresponding word to gu'mul,

it belongs to the peculiar institutions of

the Andamanese. Mr. Man says : “Al-

though .wb'i had been recently induced

to marry, he was only a youth of

about 16, and had not yet gone through

the ceremony of ‘young man making’
known as gwmul le'ke {gii'mulAevowr-

does), when the young neophyte who
has for some time past evinced his

powers of self-denial, and thereby, in a

measure, his fitness to enter upon the

cares and trials of married life, is en-

abled after a course of three ceremo-

nies (known as yd'di-gTvmul- turtle

ceremony,iya-^M‘»nM/- honey ceremony,
and reg-jl'rx- or simply, as here, reg-

gu'mul- pig’s kidney-fat or simply pig

ceremony)
,
which take place at inter-

vals with a degree of external cere-

mony, to resume the use of these

favourite articles of food, le-re devour-

did. These ceremonies apply to the

young of both sexes before reaching

puberty. After this period the indi-

vidual is said to be bd-tiga-, which
implies that he or she may indulge in

any kind of food at pleasure. During
the period (lasting sometimes 2 or 3

years) of their abstention they are called

d'kd-yd'h-, or d'hd-yd'ha- and the
fasting period is termed d-kd-yd-ba- ”

.]

39. tdrd'lolen atyed're yd'bada.
They have suffered no ill consequences
thereby, [idrb'lo-len last-to, that is,

afterwards, see 18. at-yed'-re, otisthe
plural form of the human prefix ah
(see II), yed be sick, re past time, that
is, men were sick, yd'ha-da not. They
fancy that to break the gwmul (see

38) will entail serious consequences, the
fact being thatthey then generally gorge
themselves with these rich articles of

diet, and hence make themselves iU.]

40. med'a d'chitik e'kan leb ro'go

Ikpb'r md'to-pai'chalen chi lyuke. We
are rearing a few pigs for ourselves.

[med a we. d'chitik now. e'kan selves.

leb for. ro'go pig. ikpb'r two, that

is, a few
;
as two is the largest number

for which they have a name, they use

it indefinitely, see 36. mb'to our own,
pai'cha lap, len to, that is, ‘in our
midst,’ db'to s. mb'to pi. ngb'to and
6'to s. and pi. are the reflective forms
of dot 8. mb'tot pi., ngot and ot, etc.,

as 61 dolje'rke he my-head shave-does,

but dol db'to je'rke I my-own-head
shave-do. ehi'lyu-ke fattening-are,

see 17.]

41. td'rdi'lea mar'dwi'u otpdg'i

kdt'chu len ydwgare. The day before

yesterday weall went again to Katchall.

[tdr probably ‘ beyond,’ di'lea yester-

day. mar'du-ru we aU, see 32.

ot-pag'i again, ig-pdg'i is also used,

see ot, ig, in Nos. 14, 15, and 9, 10,

pdg'i repeat, .kdt'chu Katchall. len

to, postp. ydwga-re go-did, used for

going to a particular place, otherwise

llr is used.]

42. kd'to o'gun d'rla u'batwl bar'-

mire, (but) spent only one day there.

[kd'to there, o'gun only, d'rla day.

ii'ba-tu'l one, see Cl. 5, and also 10
and 43. bar'mi-re spend-did, passing

the night there, as on a visit.]

43. me'kan lebro'go wbado'ga mwrgi
jl'baba be'dig o'more. We fetched a

pig and very many fowls for our own
consumption, [me'kan ourselves, see

e'kan in 40. leb for, postp. ro'go pig.

u-ba-do'ga one, or rather only one, an
emphatic form of wba-twl, see 10.

mwrgi fowl, see 36. ji'haha very

many, be'dig s\s,o. o'»to-r« fetch-did,

see 16, to-yu-re bring-did.]

44. jwrulen yd'dl eho'ag drdwru
be'dig igbd'digre do'na dwtre yd'bada.

On the way we saw several turtles and
porpoises, but speared none, [ju-rusea..

len to or in, postp. yd'di turtle.

eho'ag porpoise, both rendered plural

by the following word, drdu-ru several.

be'dig also, ig-bd'dig-re see-did. do'na

but. dwtre spear-did. yd'bada not.

The usual w'ay to catch turtles is to

harpoon them with a spear called

kowai-a Ib'ko dwt-nga-, consisting of

the tbg-, or a long bamboo haft, at

one end of which a socket is provided

for the kowai'a-, which is a short

pointed and notched iron harpoon

;

these are connected by a long line.
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be'tma-. The thick end of the tbg- is

called dr-ho-rod-, and the socket end
d-kd-chdng'-.'\

45- med'a dl'lea e'remlen mai'i
Vd'hdtdng id'lia - go'iya igbd'dxgre :

klanchd- d'chitik kd-rin td'ug pd'tke.

Yesterday for the first time we saw a
mai-i tree in the jungle

; we can
therefore make torches here, \jned-a

we. di-lea yesterday, e-rem jungle.

len in, postp. tnai-i name of a kind of

Stcrculia free. Vd'kd-tdng, V eu-

phonic, d-kd No. 11, tdng topmost
part, this is any kind of tree, a fruit

tree is d-kd-td-la-, which may be from
the same root. id-Ua-go iya, possibly

a contraction of td-a-li'a-gb-xya ever-of-

fresh, quite the first, xgbd dxg-x-e see-

did. kianchd- therefore. d'chitik

now. kd-x'xn here, to-ug torch, con-

sisting of the resin of the xnai-i tree

wrapped in leaves and principally used
when fishing and turtling at night,

full name to-ug- pd'- t-nga-. pat make,
only said of this torch, ke future time.

The word for ‘ making ’ varies with
different things made, thus, u-dl-igma-

chdg make an oar, butdn'i make a
house or hut. kop make a canoe, bow,
etc., te-pi make anything with cane,

bamboo, etc., as in thatching, weaving,
said also of a bee constructing its comb

,

tdn-i make a pad, Idt make a cooking-

pot, wjurmake waistbelts, wristlets, or

garters with pandanus leaves and string,

make arrow heads byhammeringout
pieces of iron, see 46, mai-a make string

bytwisting the strands with the fingers.]

46.

.maxnjo la d-rtdui d-rlalexi chxt’i

yx-tike, tb-batek meda e'la db'gaya
id-ike. The former is always
writing, meanwhile we are making lots

of pig-arrows. \_.mam-jb-la homes-
chief, a word coined since the Andaman
‘ Homes ’ were established, and used in

addressing the officer placed in charge
of them. The first syllable appears to be

a form of mam (see 1), and the whole
word is an abbreviation for mdxn-
max'ola worshipful chief, of which
some persons suppose it was first an
English corruption, afterwards adopted

by the natives. In this letter Mr.
Man himself is referred to, as he ceased

to be in charge of the ‘ Homes ’ when
he was transferred to the Nicobars.

d-rtdm old, applied to animate or in-

animate objects, but here it only means
‘ former,’ for Mr. Man was not aged.

(x-rla-len day-to, always, chit-i letter.

a Hindustani word, yi-ti-ke tattoo-

does. They have applied the word
‘ tattoo ’ to writing, as it were,
scratching, scribbling, to-ba-tekva&^-a.-

whUe, compare entb-ba already, before,

tb'laba wait a little, dentb-bare elder

brother, med-a we. e la pig-arrows,
pi. indicated by next word, do gaya
many, td i.ke make-do.^

47. nxo-tot pai'chalen a'chitik del'ta

b'to-chb-nga jl'baba. We have now
got very many bundles of arrows in our
possession, [tnd tot our. pai-cha-len

lap-to, in our possession, see 23.
d'chitik now. del'ta arrows, generic
name for all arrows except the chdm-,
which is more of an ornament or toy.

The several kinds are : rd-td- with
blunt wooden point for play, or before

conversion into airr/erf-shtirp wooden-
pointed, for shooting fish

;
tb-lbbd- with

iron point, with or without barb, for

shooting fish and small animals, etc.

;

i-la- with movable iron blade-head,

for shooting pigs and other animals,

etc.
;

e-la Id-kd lu-pa- with fixed iron

blade-head, for the same purposes.

b to-chb'-nga bundle of arrows or

bows (see b-to in Cl. 7, it is often used
as a prefix to verbs), chb bind, as a
parcel with string, ji-baba very many.]

48. .malai- li'a chd-rigmabt-lb-bingt,

len jd'bagda ; dt-mu'gu ki-nab Vedd-x-e

bl tbg len t&k-lake. The Nicobar out-

rigger canoe is iU-suited for turtling ;

the narrowness of the bows prevent#
one from making full use of the spear.

\_.malai- Malay, meaning Nicobarese,

who are probably remotely Malays,
and are quite different from the Anda-
manese. li-a of. chd-rigma outrigger

canoe, the generic name for all canoes

is rd'ko-, those in the neighbourhood
of Port Blair are generally without
outrigger, and much larger than the

chd-rigma-. ot-lo'bi-nga (No. 14)

hunt for turtles along the shore by
poling-(verbal subst.). len for, postp.

jd'bagda bad. ot-mu-gu (No. 14) bow
of boat, xg-mu-gu- face, ki-nab thin,

that is, narrow. I'edd-re beccmse of,

that is, because of the how being nar-

row. bl it. tbg turtle-spear, see 44. len

for. tdk-la-ke inconvenience-does.]

49. kianchd- Ib'binga be-dig met
en-tb'lat-ke. The consequence is that

in poling the canoe we (frequently)

faU. [kianchd- therefore. Ib'bi-nga

hunting the turtle by poUing-(verbal

subst.). be-dig vr\x^e. met ms. en-tb--
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lat-ke cause-fall-does ; to'lat is to

drop, and is here made causative by
prefixing en, = makes us fall, see en-bt-

jfrke in 21.]

50.

mb'da ngbl bvrma-che'leiva len

mhi drdu'ru nga'na yd'te itita-nke

yd'ba, mol'bichik kukjd'bagike. If you
don’t send us by the (incoming) steamer
all the things we asked for, we shall be
very disappointed. \jnb'da if. ngbl

you. bi'rma-che'lewa steamer, see 3.

len in, postp. min things, see 23.

drdu'ru all. ng&'na v. beg, ask for,

ya'te which we asked for, but there is

no indication of person or time, itita-nke

send, see 24. yd-ba not. mol-oichik

we. kuk-jd-bagi-ke heart-bad-are see

23, euphonically inserted i before -ke.']

51. kd-rin-ngd tdrti-t yd-ba. There
is no more news to tell you. \kd-rin

here, ngd more, tdrti-t news, yd-ba

not.]

52. med-a ngblV drdwru tek tdrti-t

be-ringa igd-rike. We are longing to

h ave good accounts of you all
.

[med-a
we. ngbl-la you. drdwru all. tek

from, postp. tdrti-t news, i-gd-ri-ke

long-for-do, i prefix, an abbreviation

of ig. Nos. 9 and 10.]

53. ngd'kd yum bd lapd-re. But
little rain has fallen up to the present

time, [ngd-kd as yet, see 5. yum
rain, bd little, la-pd-re (euphonic la,

frequently prefixed to verbs), fall-did.]

54. kam wai mbl-bichik. Good
bye. [See 29.]

The above examples shew the mode of thought of the

natives, and what most occupies their attention. They are

some of the very few expressions of genuine untutored

barbarians which we possess. The analytical translation

which I have been enabled to give, by the help of Mr. Man
(who has very carefully revised the whole), shews not only

the meaning of the parts of the words and the method

of construction, but the great depth to which Mr. Man has

been able to penetrate, entirely from oral instruction, into

the genius and vocabulary of the language.

The agglutinative nature of the language tends directly

to the detection of basic forms, and Mr. Temple has very

acutely pursued this into the theory of roots. He conceives

that the roots are all properly monos3'llabic, and generally

end with a consonant, but that these monosyllables are

frequently extended by the addition of a vowel or diphthong,

or the same preceded by a consonant, in which the real

meaning lies in the first syllable, though it has now been lost,

while the expansions serve as modifications. Occasionally

the roots are of three syllables. This chapter in Mr. Temple’s

grammar is one of the longest and most carefully studied,

but his materials were too scanty, and, as the vocabulary

increased, Mr. Man found it necessary to suggest such

multifarious points for reconsideration, that it would be

obviously premature to give the lists which Mr. Temple has

furnished. It is to be hoped that the fuller vocabulary
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(which has now aboutGOOO entries of the English-Andamanese

part only), and the corrected grammar will be published in

course of time. They are obviously of great importance to

the Indian Government, on account of its penal settlement at

Port Blair, and are well worthy of its patronage.

The Andamanese have poetry, and that of a most remark-

able kind. Their only musical instrument is a stamping

board to keep time, and to this rhythm everything seems

to be sacrificed. The words, their order, the prefixes, the

suflaxes, the postpositions, are all more or less changed, the

order of the words suffers, in short the poetical language

requires a special study, which is the more difficult to give,

as songs are always impromptu, and not, as a rule, sung

again after the one occasion for which they were composed,

and then only by the composer. Of the music Mr. Man
regrets to state that he is unable to give any information, as

he is, unfortunately, totally unacquainted with the subject.

The following specimen of a song composed by the .jam’bu,

to whom the above letters were addressed, after his liberation

from a six months’ imprisonment, about 1865, for having

shot down a sailor whom he found taking liberties with his

wife, was given to Mr. Man by the author.

I. As IT WAS SUNG.

Solo, ngb do kuk Vdrta'lagl'ka,

mo’ro el'ma kd igbd ddla

md'TO el'mo le aden’yard

pd-tot Idh.

Chorus, aden'yard pd-tot lah.

II. Literal Translation of the Poetry.

thou heart sad

sky surface there look-at

sky surface of ripple

bamboo spear.
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III. Prose Andamanese Version by Mr. Man.

ngol kuk Varia' lagike

mo’ro el’nia len kd’to igba’dignga hedig,

md’ro el’ma Ira enyar len ighd’dignga hedig

p6~t6g len tdg'itnike.

IV. Literal Translation oi' Prose Version.

thou heart-sad-art

sky-surface to there looking while,

sky-surface of ripple to looking while,

bamboo spear on lean-dost.

V. Free Translation of Prose Version.

thou art sad at heart,

gazing there at the sky’s surface,

gazing at the ripple on the sky’s surface,

leaning on the bamboo spear.

The rhythm, as read by Mr. Man, was :

The syllables marked - were of medial length. There

were two short syllables at the end of the second and third

lines. The three long syllables in the fourth line were very

long and slow, each filling up a whole measure. Strange as

some of the changes and omissions were, this is one of the

least altered of the songs in Mr. Temple’s grammar. We
must suppose the man to be standing before his companions

after liberation from prison, gazing sadly at the sky again

and resting on his bamboo spear, and then the action would

make the words intelligible.

An important question arises as to the durability of the
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language. The English have been there for so short a time

(only twenty-four years), and the only trustworthy vocabulary^

that of Mr. Man, has been made for so much shorter a time,

that there is no proper record by which the past can be

contrasted with the present state of the language. But there

are some names of places in the neighbourhood of Port Blair

which cannot be explained. The Andaman names of places

are all significant, and this shews that some words have

entirely dropped out of use, or have become unrecognisably

modified since such places were named. There will also be

found in the examples I have given many evidently compound

words of whose parts Mr. Man had not succeeded in obtaining

any explanation. This therefore leads us to suppose that the

words may alter rapidly, while the constructions may remain.

The difference of words and sameness of construction in the

various Andaman tribes might be accounted for on the

principle of independent development, owing to little inter-

course, during many hundreds of years. The ease with which

young .wo'i, an .oko-ju'waida, or native of South Middle

Andaman, learned the South Andaman language, may be

mainly explained by the similarity of construction. It is

not 80 much the words of a foreign language which puzzle

us, as the native method of putting those words together, for

this depends upon an original divergence in the lines of

thought, which soon become impossible to reconcile. "When,

therefore, the construction remains the same, the shifting

from one set of words to another is comparatively easy. At

the same time, this example may serve to shew with what

ease any one of these languages may change its words. If

Messrs. Man and Temple succeed in getting their vocabulary

and grammar of the South Andaman tongue ofl&cially

recognised, and books come to be printed in accordance with

them, and used in the Andaman Homes, and finally over all

those parts of the South Andaman and Rutland Islands

which are in the occupation of the .bo'jigngi'jida (isolated

parts of these islands are in the possession of the .jdr'awada,

who own Little Andaman, the Sentinels, and small inter-

mediate islands), and the people themselves do not die out
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(as is unfortunately quite possible, for the deaths much
exceed the births, and the 1500 South Andamanese that

are estimated to have been there when we took possession

of the islands in 1858 have dwindled down in 24 years to

less than 500), then the change of the language may be

arrested, a literary or book language may be acknowledged

as that used at Port Blair, and the speech of the other

islanders recognised as provincial. Even if the present

South Andamanese died out, the language would remain that

of government, and be adopted by the natives of other

islands who naturally come to Port Blair. In the mean
time, thanks to the two gentlemen whose papers I have

been entrusted with, a very fair notion of this language as

it now exists can be formed, and its position in the whole

family of human speech, as laid down by Mr. Temple in the

observations with which I began, can be duly appreciated by

philologists. Even if the language became extinct before

the end of the present century, the researches of Messrs.

Man and Temple, as preserved in their manuscripts, would

retain their philological value. Exceptional opportunities,

well utilised, have resulted in a thorough, practical, and

trustworthy exposition of a remarkable agglutinative lan-

guage, as yet almost entirely free from external influences.

The excellent memoirs on the people, their habits and

customs, which Mr. Man has read before the Anthropological

Institute, and are published in its Transactions, complete one

of the most satisfactory accounts of an uncivilised tribe

which we possess. I beg in conclusion to tender the thanks

of the Philological Society to Messrs. Man and Temple,

and especially to Mr. Man, without whose presence in

England and unstinting personal explanations the present

report could not have been drawn up.

(For Errata see overleaf.)



EKRATA.

Page 58, line 12 from bottom, for chai’ad- read &na.

,, 59, ,, 26 and 28 from top, for .md'da read .me-ha.

,, 59, ,, 27 from top, for Moda’s read Meba’s.

,, 59, ,, 8 from bottom, for de'hia read nd'tnga.

,, 67, ,, 13 from bottom, for d-kd-yd-ha- read d'kd-yd-p-.
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